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THE QUADRATIC SET COVERING (ASSIGNMENT) 
PROBLEM: APPLICATIONS AND COMPUTATION 
Summary  
Linear set covering and set partitioning problems have attracted the 
attention of many researchers. This is due to the simple formulation of 
these problems and their wide ranges of applications. Even though the 
formulations of these problems is quite simple, solving them is chal-
lenging due to the difficulties involved with the 0-1 nature of the 
variables. 
This research concerns itself with quadratic set covering and set 
partitioning problems. The significance of these problems is reflected 
by the flexibility of the quadratic objective, and its ability to deal 
with first order interaction between the variables, which leads to a 
wider range of applications. This report includes three sections. In 
the first section various potential applications of the quadratic set 
covering and quadratic assignment problems are presented. The second 
section deals with a branch and bound algorithm for obtaining optimal 
and suboptimal solutions of the quadratic assignment problem. In the 
last section we develop a branch and bound algorithm for solving the 
special case of the traveling salesman problem (symmetric and nonsym-
metric). A pre-branch and bound dual optimization based on finding 
minimal 1-trees is used in order to speed the tree search. 
1. The Quadratic Set Covering Problem, Related Problems, and Applications 
1.1 Mathematical Descriptions of Nine Related Problems 
1.2 The Location Problems 
1.21 Facilities Location 
1.22 Building Layout 
1.23 Central Panel Layout 
1.24 Wiring Problem 
1.3 The Traveling Salesman Problem 
1.31 The Classical Traveling Saleman Problem 
1.32 Four Modifications of the Traveling Salesman Problem 
1.33 An Application to Production Scheduling 
1.34 The Multi-Traveling Salesman Problem, Its Generalizations, 
and Some Applications 
1.4 Applications of the QSCP and Related Problems 
1.41 Routing Problems: Truck Delivery and School Bussing.  
1.42 Location of Fire Hydrants 
1.43 Airline Crew Scheduling 
1.44 Assembly Line Balancing 
1.45 Information Retrieval 
1.46 Attack/Defense Networks 
1.47 Project Selection and Capital Budgeting 
1.48 Political Districting 
1.5 Miscellaneous Applications 
1.6 Some Comments on the Practicability of QSCP Applications 
Section 1 	The Quadratic Set Covering Problem, 
Related Problems and Applications 
In this section we describe the quadratic set covering problem and 
eight other related problems, and give a number of examples illustrating 
the applications of these problems. Attention is given to the relation-
ship between the problems, and a new generalized problem is presented with 
the threefold purpose of unifying several of the other problems, modelling 
more complicated extensions of the applications, and providing for more 
efficient solutions in some instances. Some examples are straightforward 
applications, while others serve to show how some applications are better 
modelled by quadratic than linear problems. One example points out the 
inadequacy of the quadratic set covering model, and indications are given 
for the development of a new problem. In some examples we point out the 
analogous factors in apparently diverse applications and identify com-
plications unique to each application. Some new extensions of known appli-
cations are also given. [Garfinkel and Neurhanser (1972), Ch. 8] 
1.1 Mathematical Descriptions of Nine Related Problems 
We shall consider the following problems: 
quadratic set covering problem 	QSCP 
quadratic set partitioning problem 	QSPP 
linear set covering problem 	 LSCP 
linear set partitioning problem 	LSPP 
generalized placement problem (new) 	GPP 
placement problem 	 PP 
quadratic assignment problem 	 QAP 
assignment problem 	 AP 
traveling salesman problem 	 TSP 
All of the problems, except the GPP which is new, are well known. As the 
problems are precisely described below, it will be helpful to keep in mind 
the following diagram showing the relationships of the problems as special 







It should be noted that the mathematical formulations of the PP and 
QAP are identical, although the PP appears superficially to be more 
general. Hence, they are considered as a single problem here. 
Let x be an n x 1 binary vector, x' the transpose of x, A an 
m x n matrix of zeros and ones, C an n x n matrix, and e
m 
an m x 1 
vector of ones. The quadratic set covering problem (QSCP) is 
Minimize x'Cx 
such that Ax 2 em 
x is a binary vector 
and the quadratic set partitioning problem (QSPP) is 
Minimize x'Cx 
such that Ax = e
m 
x is a binary vector 
If we let I
n 
be the n x n identity matrix, then by choosing A to be 




In In .„ In 
we obtain the quadratic assignment problem (QAP) for the case of assign-
ing n objects to n locations. We may always assume, without loss of 
generality, that the number of objects to be assigned is equal to the 
number of locations, for if this is not the case, then we may add dummy 
objects which make them equal but have no effect on the final solution. 
By replacing the objective functions of the QSCP, QSPP, and QAP with a 
linear, instead of quadratic function, we obtain the linear set covering  
problem (LSCP), linear set partitioning problem (LSPP), and assignment  
problem (AP) respectively. The placement problem (PP) is simply the QAP 
with a linear expressiond.Ixadded to the objective function (here, d is 
an 1 x n cost vector), but the 0-1 variables x i permit this linear expres-
sion to be absorbed into the quadratic portion of the objective function 
by adding the'elements of d to the diagonal of C. Hence, from our view-
point the PP and QAP are the same, although it may appear that the PP is 
more complicated when one is looking at real applications. The traveling 
salesman problem (TSP), the problem of a salesman who must visit n 
cities, each exactly once, and return home while minimizing the total 
distance of his trip will be formulated later as a special case of the 
QAP. The generalized placement problem (GPP) includes the PP and QAP 
as special cases, but allows one to require that certain sets of objects 
must be assigned to certain sets of locations, or certain sets of locations 
must be filled by objects from certain sets of objects (Geddes 1974). As will 
be seen in the applications, these are very realistic restrictions, and when the 
GPP is formulated in terms of 0-1 variables the complications are actu- 
ally helpful in obtaining the solution more efficiently. Before describ-
ing the GPP we need to introduce some notation. For a finite set S 
let ISI = the number of elements of S and P(S) = {XIX C S} = the power set of 
S. Suppose we are given two finite sets A and B with AlI 	= IBI. (Since A is 
thought of as a set of elements to be assigned to locations B, we must have 
IAI < IBI. There is no loss generality in assuming IA1 = IBI, since "dummy" 
elements may always be added to A which do not influence the objective function.) 
0 = ftpltp:A--oB, 4) 1-1 map/. Assume that fixed assignment costs of elements 
of A to B, quantities shipped, and costs of shipping have been taken into 
consideration to produce a quadratic objective function, as in the QAP, 
and let c be the cost associated with tp c 0. Let RC P(A) x P(B). We 
say that an element 4  c 	satisfies R, written VSR, provided: 
for each (A, g) c R, Ip[A]C g if IAI < (BI 
" 	" 	[ "1 V-1 
C A if IAI > 1B1 
16)=B if IAI=IBl 
Here IP[A] denotes the image of the set A under the map m. The generalized  
placement problem (GPP) is 
minimize 
subject to t c 
and 	 iSR 
where A, B, R, and the costs c are given. Note that if R = {(A,B)} we 
simply have the QAP. Other cases, such as when R is of the form 
R = {({a. 3, {b. }),...({a.
l 
 3, {b i })}, s < IAI, will be considered in 
1 	1 s 
sections 1,2 and 1.32, where examples are given for location problems and 
the TSP. A procedure is also given for writing the GPP in terms of 0-1 
variables. 
1.2 The Location Problems 
Because of their similar mathematical structure as quadratic 
assignment problems, as well as analogous physical and economic 
interpretations, we give four applications under the general classi-
fication of location problems. These are 
facilities location 
building layout 
control panel layout 
wiring problem 
Each application will be discussed in detail individually, but first 
the location problem in general, including properties and extensions 
common to all of the applications, is described. We suppose that 
n objects ai (i = 1,2,„„n) are to be assigned to n locations b k 
 (k = 1,2,...,n) in such a way that each object is assigned to one 
and only one location. As was mentioned earlier, it is easily seen 
that if we have m objects and n locations with m < n, we may supply 
n - m dummy objects so that there is no loss of generality in assum-
ing the same number of objects and locations. There may or may not be 
a fixedcostfa associatedwithassigningobjecta.to location b k . 
There are given a fixed number of "units" to be "shipped" from object 
	
a, to object a., say u.., and in general u.. 	u... These units may 
1 	 ij 	 ij j1 
be interpreted as trips made by people in the building layout problems, 
as we shall see, or as numbers of wire connections in the wiring problem, 
Shipping one unit from location b k to bt. incurs a cost d  
related to distance). Define n
2 
variables xik 
(i = 1,2,...,n; k = 1,2,.,.,n) 
by 
{ 1 if object a
i 
is placed in location b
k 
and let x' = (x1,1 x1,2 	xi,n ; xn,i xn,2 	xn,n). 
For i = 1,2,...,n and j = 1,2,...n , define n
2 matrices of order n x n 
C.. = 	(C ii) rs 	
(r = 1,2,..„n; s = 1,2,...,n) 
whexe, 
ij 	fir if r = s 
if i = j, then C 




if i 	j, then C ij 
	0 	if 	r= s 
 
	
rs u .d if r 0 s ij rs 
j 
C 




 to object a., if they were located in b r and bs respectively 
----,P   


















be a n x 1 vector of ones and I
n 
be the n x a identity matrix. 
Let H be the 2n x n
2 
assignment matrix 












The location problem (QAP, PP) is to 
minimize 	x l Cx 
subject to Hx 
= e2n 
x binary 
It should be noted that a large number of elements of the C matrix were 
set equal to zero since they correspond to assignments not permitted by 
the constraints Hx = e 20' 
The first n rows of equations represented by 
Hx = e2n 
require that each object is assigned to one location, and the 
remaining n equations require that each location is assigned to one object; 
that is to say we have a one-to-one correspondence between objects and 
locations. Now, for example, the object a
I 





simultaneously, so the first row third column entry of 
11 
C11 ' c 
13 , was set equal to zero. Actually, any number could be 
placed in this entry, since it would never contribute to the value of 
the objective functions xlCx for any feasible x. 
There are two extensions of the location problem which fall into 
the case of the GPP. In one of these we may require a few selected 
objects to be assigned to particular locations. For example, we may 
be given a collection of factories and warehouses already built and 
wish to add some new ones. A slightly different problem occurs when 
certain sets of objects must be assigned to certain sets of locations, 
or certain sets of locations must be filled by objects from given 
sets, In the second instance, we still have some freedom to locate 
the object. An example is that the tuning knob on a radio has to be, 
say, on the outside in front and not buried in the middle of the set, 
but there are several locations available. Another example is given 
below in which ten plants of various sizes, some of which require a 
water supply, are to be located on ten sites of different sizes, some 
of which have water supplies. This type of constraint may also be used 
to keep certain objects either close together or far apart. In a ware-
house certain chemicals cannot be stored together for safety reasons such 
as fire and explosion. Certain areas in a warehouse may be unsuitable 
for storing some materials because of temperature or humidity, while some 
materials may be stored in any area of the warehouse. We may wish to 
require certain rooms in an office building to be located on an outside 
wall. In the design of electrical equipment some components may fail to 
function properly if located too far apart, while others fail when located 
too close together. An alternative to using the GPP to handle these com-
plications would be to add constraints which simply require the distance 
between the locations containing objects be greater than (or less than) 
some fixed number. This may allow for lower objective function values, 
but may also give a difficult problem to solve. 
1.21 Facilities Location  
We begin by describing a simple example in which three plants a i 
 (i = 1,2,3) are to be assigned to three locations bk (k = 1,2,3). Th  
fixedcostsfik:ofassigningplanta.to location b k are given in Table 1. 
Table2givesthenumberofunitsu.to be shipped from plant a. to plant ij 






























M 	1 	200 
4.1 
o 2 400 o 
1--t 
PL, 	3 	600 
Table 1. Values of f
ik Table 2. Values of u.. 1,7 
1 
kN  1 
Location b 1 
2 	3 
4:1 
1 2 	3 
0 
2 1 2 
3 3 3 
Table 3. Values of d
kt 





















200 - 	- I 	- 
300 	- 50 
- 	250 1150 
- 120 180 1400 
60 - 	120 - 
,180 180 	- 
- 120 
40 - 	80 70 
120 120 	r 1 210 
100 150 J 	- 	200 300 
100 100 - 	200 
150 	- I 300 300 	- 
I- 
- - 4 	- 	160 240 
350 - 80 - 	160 
- 300 I 240 240 	- 
L- 
140 210 I 600 	- 	- 
140 	700 





if plant ai is assigned to location b k 
H 
1 
As before, for i = 1,2,3 ; k = 1,2,3 ; 	let 
x' = (x11 x12 x13' x21 x22 x23 , x31 x32 x33 ) 
 and 	= (1 1 1 1 1 1). 
The location problem is then 
minimize 	x'Cx 
subject to Hx = e
6 
and x is a binary vector 
It should be emphasized that in this problem the quantities shipped between 
plants, uij , were given and fixed, which in more general instances is not 
always the case. There are a number of complications which may be intro-
duced. For example, the shipment of goods between plants, if placed in 
certain locations, may require the construction of a road or pipeline, and 
the fixed cost of such construction must be taken into consideration. It 
is also possible that more than one plant may be placed in one location. 
A very common problem is that we already have a number of plants built and 
wish to add a few more. Suppose we are considering n plants a i and n loca-
tions bk , but s < n of these plants are already built. In particular, 
assume that for'j = 1,2,...,s we have plant a i built in location b i . 
We can formulate this problem as a GPP by letting 
R = Ma. ),{b. }), 	({a. },{b. }),..., ({a. 	1)} 
11 	11 12 	12 	 1 
1s 
 s 
A second more complicated example of the GPP 
relationship of the 0-1 variables shown. Let A = 
be a set of ten plants and B = {b 1 ,b 2 ,...,b 10 } be 
tions. We are given that u.. units are to be shipped from plant a. 
1 








a set of ten loca- 
unit from location b to b 
a. in location bk is f. 
 
1 	 fik 
to plant a. , the cost of shipping one 
is d
' 
 and the cost of placing plant 
Let Al = {a8 , a9 , a10 ) 
B 1 = {b8, b9, b10
} 








A3 = {al , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 , a9 } 
and B
3 = {b2, b7, b8 } • 
Let R = {(Al' B
1 )' 
(A.
2' B2' ) (A3' B3 
 )1 C P(A) x P(B) 














elements from A2 must be placed in locations of B 2 
	 (4b) 
elements placed in B3  locations must come from A
3 
	 (4c) 




 c Al and b c B ,.B
1 	
(4a) 
or a. c AN, Al  and b. c B 1 1 
a. e A
2 
 and b. e 1  
a. e As--A and b. e B 
1 	3 	J 	3 





is the complement of A
l 
in A, etc.) 
Interpretations of these constraints might be plants of set A
2 




are small and must be occupied by plants not requiring 
much space, those of A3 ; • and plants of A
l 
must be built together in a 
certain region B1 . 
1.22 Building  Layout 
The building layout problem is quite similar to the facilities 
location problem except that we are concerned with what goes on between 
various rooms in a building rather than shipments between plants. One 
objective may be to minimize the time employees spend walking between 
offices or rooms by finding optimal locations for the offices. For example, 
in the case of a hospital, we have a wide collection of employees such as 
surgeons, nurses, student nurses, etc., who collect various salaries and 
find it necessary (according to their job) to travel with varying degrees 
of frequency between different rooms such as an emergency room, operating 
room, scrub-up room, or sterilizing room. Now it has been pointed out 
that, on the average, people in a typical hospital spend 38 percent of 
their time walking between rooms, and taking relative salaries into account, 
this represents 34 percent of the cost for staff salaries. If we assume 
that careful planning can reduce this figure by one quarter, a savings 
equivalent to 81/2 percent of the cost for staff salaries is realized. This 
may amount to a substantial sum of money, especially over a period of many 
years [Whitehead and Elders (1964)]. 
There are, however, some special problems in building layout which do 
not occur in any analogous manner in facilities location, control panel 
layout, or the wiring problem. We begin in a typical building layout prob-
lem by making a list of the rooms, and the frequency with which employees 
of different salaries travel between the rooms. For each pair of rooms 
a.
1 
 and a. we may then compute a cost factor u.. equal to the sum of the 
products of the number of people traveling between the two rooms and their 
salaries (say, in dollars/hours). The movements are then examined to see 
if they can be eliminated as unnecessary or new facilities or organization 
could lead to their elimination. For example, a recovery ward may be added 
so the surgeon•or anaesthetist doesn't need to visit patients in their own 
room right after an operation. A set of location units b k is determined. 
Since the rooms may vary in size, some may require only one location while 





we let d 	represent the time (say, in 
fractions of hours) it takes to travel from b
k 
to b 	Of course, a 
difficulty arises when a room occupies several locations, and in this 
case we may arbitrarily take the shortest (or longest) distance between 
the locations used by the rooms. 
Once a placement has been determined, refinements may be needed 
such as the addition of a corridor to help maintain aseptic conditions 
in the operating room, or even changes for aesthetic purposes. It 
should be pointed out then, that the solution of the building layout 
problem as a QAP (or GPP.) yields only an approximate solution to the 
real problem. Some factors such as the cost of air ducts, plumbing, 
and wiring between rooms we have neglected, because in most instances 
the differences are small for various layouts. 
1.23 Control Panel Layout 
One of the objectives in designing an instrument or control panel 
maybe to minimize eye travel distance. Assume we are assigning n instru-
ments a
i to n locations bk. 
Using notation similar to before, we let u,. 
be thefrequencyoftransitionsfrominstrumentsa-to aj and d 




As before, the cost and 
assignment matrices C and H may be computed to obtain a QAP: 
minimize 	x'Cx 
subject to 	Hx = e
2n 
x binary 
This problem is discussed in [Dorris (1971),,18-21], while a linear case 
is given in [Freund and Sadosky (1967)].- 
1.24 • The Wiring Problem  
Beginning in the late 1950's, a problem associated with the construction 
of computers, now known as the backboard wiring problem, began to receive 
attention [Loberman and Weiberger (1957)], [Steinberg (1961)]. The problem 
is to find a placement (assignment) for a number of electrical components, 
which must be interconnected, on a board so that the total length of wire 
used to make the connections is minimal. An assumption is made that minimal 
total wire length is the best approximation for satisfying a number of 
goals for good circuit design, which include: 
reducing capacitance 
reducing delay line effects 
distribution of heat sinks 
avoidance of excessive wire build-up on routing channels 
avoiding cross-talk without excessive use of expensive 
shielding 
neatness to reduce construction and maintenance costs 
using smallest amount of wire 
We suppose a set of n electrical components a i are given which must be 
assigned to a set of n locations b
k. 
As before, without loss of generality, 
it is assumed the number of components equals the number of locations, and 
theywillbeassignedinaone-to-onemanner.Letu ij be the number of 
wires connecting components a l and aj . The distance cikt between 
b
k 
and be. will, of course, depend on the wiring channels used and may be 
either Euclidean or "street" distance. The cost and assignment matrices 
may be found, as before, to give the problem: 
minimize 	x'Cx 
subject to 	Hx = e
2n 
x binary 
Example: The best known example, and, in fact, about the only real 
problem which appears to have been studied in detail by many authors, is 
the one given in [Steinberg (1961)], [Graves and Whinston (1970)]. It is 
pointed out in [Hanan and Kurtzberg (1972)] that there is a need for study-
ing additional realistic problems. Here we give a small example just to 
illustrate the ideas involved, the structure of the matrices, and some 
possible extensions. Consider the problem of placing four components 
a.
1 
 (i=1,2,3,4),withu..1.7ireconnectionsbetweena.1  and a., in four 
locations b k (k = 1,2,3,4). The values of u. j are given in Table 1 and 
the distances d
kt 
 between locations b
k 
and b are given in Table 2. Figure 
1 shows the actual arrangement of locations on the board. We have used 
Euclidean distances to compute the d 
1N 1 2 3 4 
1 0 3 7 1 
2 3 0 2 5 
3 7 2 0 3 
4 1 5 3 0 
Table 1. Values of u
ij 
1 
1 	2 	3 	4 
1 	0 	1 	1 	a 
2 1 0 
3 	1 	ff. 
4 a 1 
Table 2. Values of da 





The assignment matrix H is 
OM' 	 ••••••• 




The cost matrix C could be computed as before, but since the (u..) and ij 










ij) 	r = 1,2,3,4, 
rs) s = 1,2,3,4 
ij 
and C 	 n..(1 
rs ij rs  
if i < j (i = 1,2,3 
j = 2,3,4) 
and r # s 
otherwise 
So C is the 16 x 16 matrix whose non-zero elements are shown: 
0 	3 	3 	34 
3 	0 	3/2 	3 
3 	34 	0 3 

































0 2 2 2/2- 0 5 5 Sir 
2 0 21T. 2 5 0 5.12 5 
2 2.12 0 2 5 54 0 5 
2A- 2 2 0 5✓2 5 5 0 
0 3 3 1./2 
3 0 3,/2 3 
3 3A- 0 3 
3,,1 3 3 0 







Some Extensions 	The above problem may be altered by introducing weights 
to the uij 's, as was done in the hospital example of the building layout 
problem, or by changing the (d ) matrix. We may wish to change the (d kt.
) 
matrix to correspond to such physical arrangements of locations as 
2 dimensional arrangements 
or possibly a 3 dimensional layout such as 
1 dimensional 
 
If D is a set of matrices 
D = { D = 	) } 
we may wish to consider the problem of finding the best arrangement of 
locations as well: 
minimize 	minimize 	xTCDx 
D c V 	Hx = e 
x binary 
(Here CD indicates the cost matrix depends on D). 
As was done in the facilities location problem, we may use the GPP 
to require certain sets of components be located in specified sets of loca-
tions. This may be useful to keep the components of one section, say an 
amplification or power section, of a piece of electrical equipment together, 
as an aid to construction or maintenance. 
1.3 The Traveling Salesman Problem  
Suppose a salesman is given a list of n cities connected by a 
number of roads of known distance. His problem, known as the traveling 
salesman problem, is to find a route of minimal length he can follow 
so as to visit each city once and only once, and return to where he 
started. (Hu (1969), 270-271], [Garfinkel and Neurhauser (1972), 
354-361]. 
1.31 The Classical Traveling Salesman Problem 
There are several different versions and formulations of the TSP, 
and the one described above appears to be the original. We are concerned 
with stating the problem as a QAP, but first mention, for clarification, 
some of the variations. First, we are considering what is called the 
closed tour version. This simply means that the salesman must end up 
where he started. An alternative, is the open tour version in which the 
salesman starts in a given city, visits each city once and only once, but 
does not return to the original city. It is easy to convert the closed 
tour version to the open tour, by dividing the starting city into two 
cities. We are just going to consider the closed tour here. 
Now the following example is a simple TSP which has no solution. We 
are given four cities bk (k = 1,2,3,4) and some roads of known distances 
d 	them as shown below 
	
op 	 ', 
d
12 








= 2 	 d
32 
= 1 
It is easy to see that it is impossible to visit all four cities and not 
visit b
2 
three times. There is a modification of the TSP 'described in 
1.32 which allows for the possiblity of passing through cities, but as 
the classical TSP, this problem has no solutions. We also note that 
d
12 
= 1 and d21 = 2 , so that d12 # d21. 
It is not necessary that the 
distances between two cities be the same each way. The idea of a subtour  
comesfromformulationsofthelspinwhichvariablesx.are used: 
ij 
1 	if the salesman travels from b. to b. 
1 
x.. 	= 
ij 0 	otherwise 
Unless constraints are added to prevent it, a "solution" may occur con-
sisting of more than one trip, as shown below: 
The trips 1-2-3-1 and 4-5-6-7-4 are called subtours, and obviously 
cannot be a solution to any problem in which a salesman must begin and 
end his trip in the same city. A tour is a sequence for visiting each 
city exactly once and ending up in the starting city. In the formulation 
we now give for the TSP as a QAP, the problem of subtours does not arise. 
Suppose we are given n cities b k (k = 1,2,...,n) with distances d ke 
from city bk to be . We assume dke > 0 , and in cases where there is 
no da given (as when there is no direct road from b k to bt) we assign 
some large number M. We think of the TSP as a facilites location problem 
in which n plants a i (i = 1,2,...,n) are to be assigned to the n cities 
bk (k = 1,2,...,n) under the conditions the units shipped from a. to a. , 
u.. are given by: 
13 
i) for i = 1,2,...,n-1 	 u 	= 1 i i+1 
ii) un 1 
= 1 
iii) all others 	 u.. = 0 
3.] 
and we wish to minimize the total cost. Constructing cost and assignment 









= 1 in the final solution x* means city k is visited 
as the ith city. 
1.32 Four Modifications of the Traveling Salesman Problem 
As noted in 1.31 there are some TSP's which have no solution 
• 
because it is impossible to visit each city exactly once. There are 
other examples in which we could reduce the distance traveled if we 
could "pass through" a city, i.e., visit it more than once. Such an 
example is shown below in Figure 1. 
Figure 1 
The shortest route to visit all cities by the TSP is 1-2-3-4-1 and has 
length 9. If we now permitted to visit b
2 
three times, we could choose 
the route 1-2-4-2-3-2-1 which has length 7. One method to avoid having 
the larger soltuion to the TSP forced upon us, which would be desirable 
in most real applications, is to construct an expanded TSP as follows. 
Given n cities and some values 
dke 
representing the distances of roads 
from city bk to bt , define values of d
kt. 
for all k = 1,2,...,n ; 
= 1,2,...,n by 
d
Xt. 
the shortest distance from 
city bk to b 
if k 
if k= 03 
   
(We will need to keep track of the shortest paths when stating the solu-
tion of the original problem from the expanded problem). The example in 
Figure 1 would then become 
with the optimal solution 1-2-4-3-1 and distance 7. If the original prob-
lem in Figure 1 had satisfied the triangle inequality for distances* 
d
i
. + d. 	> d 
J 	jk ik 
and we had been given values for all da (k = 1,2,...,n ; 	= 1,2,...n), 
then the optimal routing wouldn't require visiting b 2 three times and the 
expanded TSP wouldn't have been needed [Hu (1969), 270]. The following 
example is one in which the given d kt satisfies the triangle inequality, 
but a city is visited twice to obtain the shortest route 1-2-3-4-5-4-3-6-1 
(length 12). The reason here is that not all the inter-distances among the 
cities are given. 
We now mention some extensions of the TSP. In addition to being 
given n cities b k (k = 1,2,...,n) and some distances Kt 
 between cities 
bk and be we may be given times t kt between cities b k and bt. and due 
dates T
k 
by which a city b
k 
must be visited. For a given tour 0, let 
bip(i) be the ith city visited, and suppose bow is visited at time 
= t0(0)4)(1) 	t0(1)0(2) 
+ t 0(1-1)0(i) 
for i = 1,2,...,n. If we define the tardiness in visiting a city as 






T 1,7 Tk , one objective may be to find a tour IP which minimizes the 
maximum tardiness. Another problem may be to minimize a linear com-
bination of the distance traveled and the maximum tardiness. The GPP 
may be used to make such requirements as the first city visited must 
be one of three selected cities, or the last two cities visited must 
include a certain given city. 
In a fourth modification of the TSP, considered by [Srivastava (1969)], 
the set of cities B = {bi ,b 2 ,...,bn } is divided into a home city and a 
family of s collectively exhaustive and mutually exclusive sets of cities: 
B = {home city} U UB j . The problem is to determine an optimal tour, 
1=1 1 
starting at the home city, which includes at least one city from each of 
the sets B. (i = 1,2,...,$). An application of this modification, in 
which a salesman has to complete multiple jobs subject to competition, 
is given in [Garg, etc. (1970)]. 
1.33 Production Scheduling Application 
Suppose we have n tasks bk (k = 1,2,...,n) which are to be performed 
on some machine. A change over time d ice is required to chage the machine 
from doing task b k to task bt . The problem of selecting a sequence in 
which to perform the tasks and return the machine to its original state 
so the sum of changeover times is minimized is a TSP [Maxwell (1964)]. 
An n-job, m-machine scheduling problem is modelled as a TSP in 
[Wismer (1972)]. 
1.34 The Multi-Traveling Salesmen Problem, Its Generalizations, 
and Some Applications 
The TSP is actually a special case of the multi-traveling salesmen  
problem (M-TSP) [Svestka and Huckfeldt (1973)]. In the M-TSP we are 
given n cities b
k 
(k = 1,2,...,n), one of which is designated as a "home 
city", and distances dkt between cities bk and bt. There are m salesmen 
instead of one, and the problem is to determine routes for each Of the 
m salesmen to follow so that every city (except the home city) is visited 
exactly once by exactly one salesman, the home city is included in each 
salesman's route, and the total distance traveled by all salesmen is a 
minimum. We note that in the M-TSP a "home city" is designated beforehand. 
Three alternatives are to designate several home cities, as is done in the 
multi-terminal delivery problem [Tillman and Hering (1971)],. or allow for 
either one or several undesignated home cities which will be determined as 
part of the problem. (Not requiring a home city actually falls into 
the last two cases). Another generalization of the M-TSP is given 
in [Zak (1972)] where each salesman may have a different distance 
matrix. 
We now give some applications of the M-TSP and its generalizations. 
The Bank Messenger Scheduling Problem  
In this problem a crew of messengers collects depos,its, at branch , 
banks and returns them to a central office for processing. If there are 
m messengers and n branches, this is the M-TSP. The Cleveland Trust 
Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has actually made use of the M-TSP to determine 
routes for its messengers [Svestka and Huckfeldt (1973)]. 
Printing Press Scheduling for Multi-Edition Periodicals  
A printing press scheduling problem is given as a 3-traveling salesmen 
problem with a number of side constraints in [Gorenstein (1970)]. But 
even a simplified version of this problem is not solvable for problem sizes 
with practical applications. 
Scheduling Excavators Movements  
The scheduling of the movements of excavators in mine pits is given 
in [Tsoi, etc. (1971)] as a M-TSP. Cases with route length and cycle con-
straints are given. 
Single Terminal Delivery Problem  
In this problem delivery trucks supply customers from a single ter-
minal. This is a M-TSP, with the restriction that the trucks have limited 
capactiy and need to return to the home city (terminal) to refill. 
Multiterminal Delivery Problem  
This is an application of the generalization of the M-TSP in which 
several home cities are designated. While in the single terminal delivery 
problem we assign customers to routes so total distance is minimized, in 
the multiterminal delivery problem we need to assign customers to routes 
and routes to terminals. This problem and references for the single ter-
minal case may be found in [Tillman and Hering (1971)]. 
1.4 Applications of the QSCP and Related Problems  
In this section we give a number of examples of set covering prob-
lems, most of which were originally formulated as LSCP (or LSPP) but 
can be better formulated as QSCP (or QSPP). These include the delivery 
problem, location of fire hydrants, airline crew scheduling, assembly 
line balancing problem, information retrieval, project selection, capital 
budgeting, and attack/defense networks. A general structure common to all 
of these applications is first given, then each application is considered 
separately. The project selection problem is considered in detail and 
some directions are indicated for the formulation of a more realistic 
model. 
We recall that the QSCP was 
minimize 	x'Cx (1)  
such that 	Ax > b (2) 
x is a binary vector (3) 
where x, C, A, and b were described in §1-1. A was an m x n matrix. In 
the applications each of the m rows is identified with either a client 
(delivery problem), a flight segment (airline crew scheduling), a task 
(assembly line balancing), or same activity. Various subsets of the clients 
flight segments, tasks, or activities are selected to form (respectively), 
routes, trips, assembly stations, or projects, which are identified with 
the columns of A. For example, in the delivery problem, if client i is 
includedinroutej,thena
ij 
 = 1, if not, a
ij 
 = 0. The b vector Om x 1) 
has element b
i = 1 in a particular problem if we wish the ith client to 
be included in the final solution. In the set covering problem, b i = 0 
doesn't necessarily preclude the possibility of client i from being taken 
care of, as it does in the partitioning problem, but it doesn't require 
that client i be taken care of. If we don't care if a client is served 
several times we would use a covering problem; if we want to restrict a 
client to one service in a problem, the partitioning problem would be used. 
In the LSCP and LSPP, costs are assigned to the routes, trips, assembly 
stations, or projects (i.e. the columns of A), The quadratic versions of 
these problems' permit additional costs or discounts for various pairs of 
columns selected. In some applications there are good reasons why two 
activities should cost less than the sum of the costs of the activities 
individually, while in other cases there appears to be no reason for 
extending the linear formulation to a quadratic one. 
1.41 Routing Problems: Truck Delivery and School Bussing 
In the truck delivery and school bussing problems we are concerned 
with the delivery or pick-up of items, or, in the case of school bussing, 
children. There are a number of delivery or pick-up stations, each of 
which must be visited at least once, and a central terminal or school 
from which the items are sent out or collected. Various subsets of the 
delivery stations are formed to make up routes, and each route has a 
cost associated with it. The problem of selecting a set of routes so that 
each station is included in at least one route is a LSCP, or, if reasons 
can be fOund for quadratic interaction of the costs, a QSCP. In the case 
of school bussing one reason to use a QSCP might be to help achieve a 
racial balance. The question remains of how to do this. This would allow 
certain combinations of routes to be desirable and others to be undesirable. 
Since trucks or buses have limited capacity, the number of items picked up or 
delivered on a route is limited; also, since the total number of available 
trucks is limited (not allowing multiple trips for a vehicle), we may need a 
solution in which the total number of routes selected is less than or equal to 
the total. number of vehicles [Balinski.and Quandti(1964)] [Murty (1973)]. 
1.42 Location of Fire Hydrants 
The problem of locating fire hydrants is discussed in [Murty (1973)] 
We consider a network whose arcs are streets, and nodes are intersections 
of the streets. The problem is to select a subset of the nodes for place-
ment of fire hydrants so each street has at least one fire hydrant. This 
problem is probably best left as a LSCP. 
1.43 Airline Crew Scheduling  
In the airline crew scheduling problem flight segments are selected 
to form trips, and the idea is to select trips to cover all flight segments. 
This is a LSCP. See [Murty (1973)] and [Arabeyre, etc. (1969)]. 
1.44 Assembly line balancing 
Tasks are combined to be performed at assembly stations in the assembly 
line balancing problem. The problem is to determine which assembly stations 
are to be set up. This is a partitioning problem, since a task is to be 
performed exactly once. Complications arise in the form of precedence 
relations on tasks and due dates by which tasks must be performed. 
[Murty (1973)], [Salvesan (1955)]. 
1.45 Information Retrieval 
The information retrieval problem is how to select a number of tapes 
from a collection of tapes, each of which contains subsets of required 
information, so that all desired information may be found searching a 
minimal length of tape. This is a LSCP and there appears to be no advan-
tages in considering it as a QSCP. See [Day (1965)]. 
1.46 Attack/Defense Networks 
Attack and defense of networks may be formulated as QSCP. Consider 
the network shown below in Figure 1. 
The nodes in the network are thought of as strategic points; while the arcs 
represent communication lines such as roads, bridges, pipelines, etc. The 
objective is to attack the network in a optimal manner so that nodes 1 and 
4 are separated. If A-1 1 represents arc i and x. the associated variable, 
thenx.=.1meansA.isdestroyedandx.=OmeansA.is not destroyed. 1 	 1 	 1 
The constraint matrix which requires every path from node 1 to node 4 be 
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If a cost is assigned to destroying each arc, a linear objective function 
may be obtained to give a LSCP. However, the cost of destroying two arcs, 
say Al and A5 , may be greater than the sum of the costs of destroying them 
individually. For example, they may be far apart and require some scarce 
resource to destroy. In this case a quadratic objective function x'Cx 
is used to consider such interactions. The element c
15 
would be positive 
and represent the additional cost of cutting A l and A5 . The attack prob-
lem is a good example of a LSCP which is better modelled as a QSCP. The 
defense problem, how to optimally defend a network which will be attacked, 
by the construction of more arcs subject cut limitations, is also a QSCP. 
[Bellmore and Ratliff (1971a), (1971b)J,[Jarvis (1968)]. 
1.47 Project Selection and Capital Budgeting  
We consider the problem where a number of projects are combined to 
form activities. A set of activities is to be selected in an optimal 
manner so that all required projects are included among the selected activ-
ities. Since it would probably be desired that a project is not included 
more than once, a partitioning problem would be used. Since there may be 
advantages of selecting certain pairs of activities, a QSCP is used. 
To give some insight into the discount cost arising from the selection 
of two activities, consider the interaction which occurs in construction 
activities. There are three primary reasons why two activities are some-
times cheaper than the sum of the individual costs: 
1. a materials discount 	When two activities contain projects 
which use the same type of material, a savings may be realized 
by buying this material in bulk. There is a limit to this sav-
ings, e.g. three $5,000 projects may lead to a savings, but the 
addition of two more $5,000 projects may not be significant, 
2. already having equipment on the construction site 	To move 
a piece of machinery may cost $400, 	$100 to get a truck on 
the site and $300 to move the machine, Perhaps three machines 
could be moved at the same time for 100 + 3(300) = $1000 or a 
$200 savings over 3(400) = $1200. 
3. insurance savings 	(four jobs cost only a little more than 
one). 
Unfortunately, there are also three major reasons why the QSPP doesn't 
apply in many cases. First, we assume we know all of the projects 
(and activities) from the start, while in real problems new projects 
arise as work precedes on old ones. Then we assume all the projects 
are funded ahead of time and from one source. In practice, funding 
comes from several different sources, cannot be mixed, and is in 
various stages of uncertainty. Finally, as in construction work, 
there is a scheduling problem. We may need to hire two or three con-
tractors at once, because one may not be able to simultaneously work 
on three projects which must be done by a certain date. 
In practice then, a person with, say three, projects would prob- 
ably 
1. do none of them 
2. do them all together, if possible 
3. do separately as required by funding and scheduling. 
Additional complications may occur in the 'project selection/capital bud-
geting problem in that 
1. the selection of one activity may either necessitate 
or preclude the possiblity of the selection of another 
activity 
2. the total number of activities is limited 
3. the total amount of money is limited (perhaps can-
celling some optional activities). 
It appears, in view of the difficulties described above, that a new model 
which takes the scheduling and funding, at least, into account may be 
developed. [Alexander (1973)] [Weingartner (1966)]. 
1.48 Political Districting 
In political districting an area (e.g. a state) is partitioned into 
a number of smaller areas called districts which are assigned a number of 
representatives. The area has also been partitioned into a number of basic 
population units (e.g. counties). A political districting plan consists in 
assigning the population units to the districts so that: 
i) a population unit is assigned to exactly one district 
ii) the total population assigned to a district doesn't 
deviate from the mean district population by more than 
a given number 
iii) a district is contiguous, i,e. it is possible to walk 
between population units making up the district 
without going into another district (roughly 
speaking) 
and iv) a district is compact, i.e. somewhat circular or square 
Details and examples are given in [Garfinkel and Neurhauser (1970)]. 
Without the contiguity and compactness restrictions, this problem may 
be formulated as a QSCP. Suppose we have n basic population units 
	
a. 	 m districts 
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(k = 1,2,...,m). Define variablesby xik 
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The QSCP is then: 
minimize 	x'Cx 
subject to 	Hx = e
n 
and x a binary vector 
where C is the (n•m) x (n•m) partitioned matrix 
C.. 	= 
C11 C12 	Clm 
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andC..=the n x n zero matrix for i j 
(here d = mX .d i 	the mean district population) 
i=1 1 





1.5 Miscellaneous Applications 
The coloring problem [Bessiere (1965)], determining the minimum 
number of colors needed to color a map so that no two adjacent areas have 
the same color, is a LSPP. [Lawler (1960)] discusses the problem of 
minimizing "latency" in magnetic drum on disc storage computers as a 
QAP. The reader may see applications to staff and class scheduling, 
constrained least squares estimation, or message switching centers. 
1.6 Some Comments on the Practicability of QSCP Applications  
In this section we discuss the realistic values of the applications 
given in sections 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4. Quite often, simple examples are 
used to illustrate the application of some theory, and, while they serve 
the purpose of clarifying the theory, they are of no practical use. 
Basically there are three reasons for this: 
i) the real problem is too simple to waste time applying 
a complicated theory 
ii) the theory is not complicated enough to model the real 
problem 
iii) the theory is OK for the real problem but leads to com-
putationally infeasible problems. 
We expect the first case (i) to hold for many facilities location and 
building layout problems. For example, a motel is a relatively uncom-
plicated structure and probably wouldn't require a QAP to determine a 
layout. The true value of the QAP is apparent when a complicated struc-
ture such as a hospital is designed or a complex wiring problem is con-
sidered. Unfortunately, in these cases the problem may become computa-
tionally infeasible (iii). One of the purposes of this study is to deal 
with such problems. 
A good example where (ii) the theory was not complicated enough is 
the project selection problem of section 1.47. Directions were indicated 
here for a new problem. 
Many of the references cited state that computationally infeasible 
problems result from the application of the theory described to real prob-
lems: [Jarvis (1968),88] states that although the attacker problem can 
be handled in a reasonably efficient manner, the defender problem cannot. 
Similar statements occur in [Maxwell (1964)] concerning production schedul-
ing, in [Gorenstein (1970)] on printing press scheduling, and in [Freund 
and Sadosky (1967)] on control panel layout. In other words, there are 
a large number of valuable applications, once efficient solution procedures 
are developed. These procedures may include new algorithms and combinations/ 
modifications of old ones, or the attempt to include more complications of 
the original problem as in the GPP. 
How about the use of quadratic verse linear models for some applications? 
As was mentioned in section 1.4 some problems, e.g. the information retrieval 
problem, are naturally linear and no basis was found to consider quadratic 
interaction. Examples of applications of set covering problems with 
quadratic objective functions, with the exception of the special case of 
the QAP, are not easy to find. Most examples considered, which were not 
linear, such as construction project selection, exhibit higher order in- 
teractions. It does not appear that examples with high order interactions 
can be approximated by quadratic interactions in a successful manner. Al-
though LWeingartner (1966)] points out the tremenous advantage of the 
quadratic over the linear model for project selection/capital budgeting, 
some concrete, real applications remain to be found which can be solved 
as, say, a QSPP. 
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Section II 
QUADRATIC ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM 
In this section, we will describe a branch and bound algorithm for solv-
ing the quadratic assignment problem. Recall that the problem is to 
assign m objects to n locations (n m). If object i is assigned to loca-
tion Z(i), a fixed cost 
fit(i) 
is encountered, A flow or interaction u.. 
between objects i and j results in a cost of the form u ji dt(i" ) , where 
dz(imi) is the distance between locations t(i) and £(j). The total cost 
to be minimized can then be stated as follows. 
Minimize 	1 f. 	+ 	u..d 
lt(i) 13 t(ig(j) i=1 j=1 i=1 
j*i 
Decision Tree and General Framework  
Since the problem is combinatorial in nature, all possible ways of assign-
ing m objects to n locations, must be considered, Doing this explicitly, 
however, will result in a huge number of possibilities, and is impossible 
from a computational point of view. A large number of these possibilities 
must not be enumerated explicitly, if one is to develop a decent procedure, 
At each stage of the algorithm, we have a set of objects that has already 
been assigned to certain locations. These already assigned objects form 
a partial solution of the assignment problem. In order to obtain a feasible 
solution, i.e. a complete assignment, we must find a completion of the par-
tial solution, Rather than considering all the possible ways of completing 
the partial solution, we first investigate whether the partial solution may 
lead to a complete solution, with an objective value which is smaller than 
the best complete solution that we already have, This is done by calcula-
ting a lower bound on the cost of the partial solution plus the cost of 
completing this partial solution. 
Let B be the lower bound and let C* be the cost of the best available 
assignment. If B > C* then any completion of the partial solution can 
lead to no improvement. In this case, the partial solution is said to be 
fathomed, and is abandoned. On the other hand, if B < C*, it is worth-
while to pursue the partial solution, by seeking to assign more objects. 
Calculation of Lower Bounds On Cost of Completing a Partial  Solution  
Suppose that a set of objectsiin the set I have already been assigned 
to a set of locations. J, In particular, suppose that object i is 
assigned to location 	The cost of this partial solution, C l , can 
be determined exactly as follows. 
C1 = y. 
le 	 jei 	j 




 consists of the fixed cost of assigning objects in the set I 
to their locations, plus the interaction among these objects. 
The cost of completing this partial solution, i.e. the addtional cost 
resulting from assigning the remaining objects, consist of the fixed costs, 
plus two types of interaction costs. The interaction from unassigned 
objects to assigned objects, with bound C 2 , plus the interaction between 
the unassigned objects themselves, with bound C 3 . 
C 2 : bound on cost from unassigned objects to assigned objects. C 2 is 
the optimal cost of the following linear assignment problem. 
Minimize 	X 	y b..x.. 
j0J iOI " " 
Subject to y= 1 	for each ig 
itJ ij 
y x 	< 1 	for each j0.7 
iyi ij - 
for each 	jOj 
where b.. is a bound on the cost resulting from assigning the unassigned 13 
object i to the unassigned location j. 
e.g., b ij = f ij + X uitdie(t) + X utidtmj 
teJ 	 teJ 
In words, b..3.3  is the fixed cost of assigning object i to location j, 
plus the interaction from the assigned objects and object i, weighted 
by the distance from location j to the locations of the already assigned 
objects. 
Of course, a complete solution of the linear assignment problem can be 
replaced by the simpler problem of reducing the matrix (b ij ) such that 
it has a zero in each row and each column by subtracting the minima of 
the rows from the rows, and the minima of the columns from the resulting 
columns. C
2 can then be replaced by the sum of the row minima plus the 
sum of the smallest m - III column minima, where III is the number of 
already assigned objects, Of course, this calculation is simpler, but 




: bound on cost between unassigned objects and themselves. 
uij 	a descending or- 
der for i,j 	I, and rank the distancesd ij in an ascending order for 
i,j t J. 	This results in two vectors of size (m - III) 2 and (n - 	2 . 
If n > m, complete the size of the first vector such that it has (n - IJI)
2 
entries by adding zeros to it from the bottom. Then C 3 is the inner product 
of the two vectors, In words, C3 is calculated by matching the largest interaction 
among unassigned elements to the smallest distance between unassigned loca- 
tions, and 2nd largest interaction to 2nd smallest distance, and so forth, 
Clearly, this procedure will give a lower bound on the cost among unassigned 
elements and themselves. 
Now we can calculate the overall bound B as the cost of the partial solu-
tion plus all possible completions, namely, B = C l 
+ C
2 + C3 . 
Continuation of the Search  
A. Fathoming (Backward Move) 
Suppose that k objects indexed by the set I have already been 
assigned to k locations indexed by the set J. The level of the 
tree is ,called k. A bound on the cost resulting from all com- 
pletions of the current partial solution B is calculated as dis-
cussed earlier. If B > C*, where C* is the current best known 
cost of a complete assignment, then pursuing this partial solution 
is not worthwhile, The partial solution cannot lead to an improved 
complete solution, and is said to be fathomed, The last assign-
ment, i,e. the kth assignment is banned, or prohibited, in the hope 
that this will lead to an , improved completion. For. example, if the 
kth assignment involved placing object ik in location tl (ik) , then 
xikE (ik) is forced to be zero. ik is then placed in the unassigned list 
of objects, (i,e, ik  removed from I), and similarly( ik) 
 is removed 
from the unassigned list of locations (i,e, £ ( ik) is removed from J), 
A new bound B 1 is calculated, in exactly the same manner as explained 
above, except of course, the assignment xikkik) = 1 is prohibited, 
say be forcing bike (ik) = +00 while solving the linear assignment prob-
lem. If B 1 is still > C*, then the partial solution of the first k-1 
assignments, while banning the assignment ik to 1. (ik) , can still lead 
to no improved solutions, Since the first k,-1 assignments with 
xikz ( k) = 1 and xikt (ik) = 0 leads to no improvement, then all the pos-
sibilities at level k have been exhausted, and prohibiting the assign-
ment at level k- 1 is now possible ) This is called strong fathoming, 
and the level of the tree is thus reduced by 1 unit, by prohibiting the 
assignment at level k- 1. If i k-1 is assigned to t ( ik..1) , then 	is 
removed from I, t(ik-1) 
is removed from J, 	1 (ik-1) = +co. Of course, 
with this restriction, the assignment Xiito :ky ia-now-poasible, and so 
• 1$4z,(141 $0calenlated - in t13e Uguait - imannerri- IheProces-a is-then repeated. 
I. on-the other hand, the bound B' resulting from prohibiting the assign-
ment ik to t(ik) , is less than C*, which will be referred to as weak  
fathoming,, then object ik is assigned to some other unassigned location. 
This is discussed in more detail in the forward move of the search 
The cases of strong' and weak fathoming are depicted below. 
level k -1 
level k 
B' > C* 
	
B > C* 
Strong Fathoming  
* Continue at level k-1 by trying to assign object ik-1 to some 
unassigned location 0 ,e(ik...1). 
level k-l- 
	 k-1e(ik-1) = 1 
level k 
	 xi t(i )=0 
B' < C* 
	
B > C* 
Weak Fathoming  
* Continue at level k by trying to assign object i k to some unassigned 
location # .CO.0 1 
xikt(ik)=1 
B. Progress (Forward Move) 
If the bound B on all completions of the partial solution at hand 
is less than C*, then it is not impossible to find a completion of 
the partial solution with an objective less than C*. At any rate, 
suppose that the current level of the tree is. 	 In other word&, 
suppose that k objects have already been assigned, and we are try-
ing to assign another object, Now we have a choice on which object 
to try to assign. Various possiblilities exist. For example, we 
may choose 1104 to be an unassigned object with maximum interactions 
with already assigned objects, or choose ik+l to be an unassigned 
object with maximum interactions with most recently assigned object 
ile 
At any rate, we pick a suitable unassigned object ik+1• 
This 
object is assigned to an unassigned location which is not prohibited 
for object ik+1 , This location £(i16.1) can be picked in such a way 
that the total weighted interaction with assigned objects is minimal, 
e.g. choose t(iicil.) which minimizes E uik+lIjdtvi , 
+ X uijik+ldt(ipt 
j=1 	 j 	j=1 
over t/J such that xikl_lt = 1 is not prohibited. 
Choosing an object ik+, and a location t(i10.1) in the above fashion, 
increases the level of the tree by 1, A bound on completing the par- 
tial solution is calculated As before and the process is repeated. 
Needless to say, when the level of the tree is m, and if the cost is 
less than C*, then C* is replaced by the cost, and the corresponding 
assignment is stored, 
Termination  
We have described forward and backward progress of the tree search. If 
the level of the tree ever reaches value zero, then we stop. This would 
mean that we are currently at level one, and are trying to backtrack. 
This means that all possible assignments under xile(i1) = 1 and xiie(i i)= 0 • 
have already been enumerated,. i.e. all possible ways of assigning the 
m objects are enumerated, and we stop, The stored assignment and cor-
responding C* give the optimal solution. 
Summary of the Algorithm  
We have developed above all the details required to describe a specific 
solution procedure of the quadratic assignment problem. 
Initialization Step  
Let P(i) = 0- for i = 1,2„.„m (prohibited locations). Let C* = 
Choose an object i 1 and place it in location t(h), i t can be determined by 
maximizing X u. for i = 1,2,...,m, and t(i l) can be determined by mini- 
n j=1 1J 
mizing y d.. for j = 1,2„.„n. Let = fi ll and J = {j 1}. Let k = 1 
i=1 
and go to step 1. 
Step 1 (Forward Move) 
Calculate a lower bound B on all completions of current partial solution. 
B = C1 + C2 + C3, where C1, 
 C2, and C
3 
are calculated as shown earlier, 
withtheexceptionthatb ij =02 if jeP(i), , If B > C* go to step 2. 
Otherwise pick 1164 Ft I such that u
ik+lik i 
=  Max u
iik 
 and place i
k+1 
in 
t(iki.1) where tole& is determined by 
Minimizing 
fik+lj 	X, ulk+litdit(it ) 	uitik+lcitadj itJ 	 t=.1. 	 t=i 
je(ik+1) 
Replace I by I U {ik+1} and J by J U a(ik+1)). 
If k = n-1 , calculate the new value of C
1 
(cost of complete assignment), 
If C1 < C*, replace C* by C1 , store (i t ,t(it)) for t = 1,2,..,,n„ Replace 
k by n and go to s leep 2. If C1 ? C* then replace k by n and go to Step 
2. If k < n-1, then replace k by k+1 and repeat Step 1. 
Step 2 (Fathom) 
ik is removed from I and t(i k) is removed from J. Replace P(ik) by 
P(ik)U {t(ik)}. Calculate a lower bound B on completions of the 
partial solutionxitt(it) = 1 for t = 1,2,...,k-1 and x ikt(ik) = 0, 
where B = C 1 + C2 + C3 . C1 ,C2 , and C3 are calculated as mentioned 
above, with the exception that b ij= +co if jEP(i). If B C* go to 
step 3. Otherwise assign ik to a location t iJUP(ik) such that the 
k-1 	 k-1 
cost 
fikt 	uikij da(i•) 	
ui.ikdt(ipt is minimized over 
j=1 	 j=1 
t'IJ U P(ik). ik is added to I, and t, the new £(ik), is added to J. 
Go to step 1, 
Step 3 (Strong Fathom) 
is deleted from I and t(ik_i) is deleted from J. t(ik-1) is 
placed in P(ik_.1) and P(i k) is replaced by the empty set. k is replaced 
by k-1. If k = 0 go to step 4, otherwise go to step 2. 
Step 4 (Termination) 
Search has been completed. Optimal cost is C* and its corresponding 
assignment (ik ,t(ik)), k = 1,2,...,n is the optimal assignment. Stop, 
The following points are helpful to keep in mind. 
1. During the initialization step an upper bound C* = co is used. As the 
search progresses, C* denotes the objective of the best available com-
plete assignment. Note that P(i) represents the locations that object 
i cannot be assigned to. These are initialized by the empty sets. 
2. Step 1 represents a forward step, where the level of the tree increases 
by 1 unit•. In this case the bound is less than C*, and hence a com-
plete solution with an objective better than C* is possible. 
3. Step 2 is a fathoming step, where B > C. In this case the last assign-
ment is prohibited. Immediately a new bound is calculated. If the 
new bound is less than C*, then a forward move is made. But if the 
bound is still greater than or equal to C*, then a strong fathoming 
(Step 3) is made, and the level of the tree is reduced. Of course, 
strong fathoming is most desirable, since it avoids the expensive task 
of trying to locate object i k 
to a free location other than t(ik) . 
Sub-Optimal Solutions  
Due to its highly combinatorial nature, the task of finding and verifying 
the optimal solution within a reasonable computation time, for problems with 
n > 15, is almost impossible. rn order to solve larger problems, we must resort 
to suboptimal solutions. Rather than using some heuristics, which may 
work very well for some problems, but which also may not be satisfactory 
for other problems, we will use the branch and bound procedure, itself, 
to obtain suboptimal solutions (or optimal) within a desired degree of 
accuracy from the optimal. We propose two methods for implementing this 
general strategy. 
Method 1  
Recall that a partial solution is fathomed, if the lower bound on all 
completions is at least as big as C*, the best known objective. Suppose 
that a partial solution is fathomed if B > aC*, where a c(0,11. In this 
case, the partial solution is abandoned if there is no hope that it leads 
to an objective which is better than aC*. To illustrate, suppose that 
C* is. 1000, and we choose a = 0.95. Then we fathom if B 2 950. This 
means that if the bound on completions of the partial solution cannot 
lead to an improvement of 50 units over what we already have, then it 
does not pay off to puTsue the partial solution. The objective of this 
simple strategy is clear. We want to fathom, i.e. abandon partial solu-
tions, quickly, even if they lead to a slight improvement. As the com- 
putational experience shows, this simple strategy speeds the computational 
effort considerably. Of course, as a new C* is found, then we fathom 
whenever the bound is greater or equal to a times the new C*. The pro- 
cedure continues until we cannot find a feasible solution with an objec-
tive less than aC*. So we have a fe'asible assignment with objective C*, 
coupled with the statement that the optimal objective is greater than or 
equal to aC*. 
Choice of a  
Of course, if a is small, then fathoming will speed up considerably, 
resulting in a small computational effort. But on the other hand, the 
quality of the best obtained feasible solution is not guaranteed. To 
illustrate, suppose that at termination C* is 1000 and suppose that a = 0.60. 
All we can say in this case is that we have a feasible solution with objec-
tive 1000, and the true optimal has an objective greater or equal to 600. 
This, of course, is not satisfactory. Suppose, however, that we used 
a = 0.95. Then if at termination C* is 1000, we can say that the optimal 
is greater than or equal to 950. This statement is indeed much stronger 
than the previous statement. 
From this discussion, it is clear that there is a tradeoff between the com-
putational effort and the value of a. We recommend values of a 0.9 
depending on the accuracy required. 
Exact Solution By Stepped Fathoming  
A slight modification of the above scheme can be used to find the exact 
optimal solution. Suppose that an initial a l is used, say a l = 0.90. 
Eventually we achieve a final C* and cannot find a feasible solution with 
objective less than 0.90C* i.e. 0.9C* is a lower bound on all solutions. 
We either stop here, or else switch to a 2 2 al , say a2 = 0.95. We start 
the search from the stored best solution corresponding to C*, which also 
includes all the prohibited locations. We are either able to find a fea- 
sible solution with objective less than 0.95C* (none less than 0.9C* exist), 












switch to 0.97 fathoming and eventually 100% fathoming. This of course, will 
lead to the optimal solution. Even though parts of the tree will be searched 
more than once, the quick fathoming outweighs some repeated efforts. 
no solution with 
	
A solution with 
	
100% fathoming 
objective < 0.9C* exists 	objective < 0.95C* 
found 
Method 2  
This method again fathoms whenever the bound B is greater than or equal to K, 
where K is related to, but not necessarily equal to C* 	C*). Again, we have 
the same interpretation as before. A partial solution is pursued.if it guarantees 
a nontrivial improvement over what we have got. We will describe a procedure 
to find a suitable K. At each stage of the algorithm, we have an upper 
bound (optimal < upper bound), namely C*. A lower bound on the overall 
problem L, can be devised. At each stage of the algorithm, we have a feasi-
ble solution with objective C*, and we know that the optimal must be greater 
than or equal to C*. Rather than fathoming on C*, suppose we fathom on 
K = aC* + (1 - a)L, where a e [0,1]. Since L < C*, then K = aC* + (1 - a)L C*. 
Two cases are possible. In the first case, we will be able to find a com- 
plete solution with objective less than K. The objective of this new solu-
tion becomes the new upper bound C* and the process is repeated. In the second 




'C* 	upper bound 
new interval of 
uncertainty 
K = aC* + 
new upper bound 
K = aC* + (1 - 
a feasible solution 
with objective less 
than K is found 
new lower bound 
no feasible solution 
less than K is found 




Upper bound reduced Lower bound raised 
that there are no solutions with objective less than K, and hence K itself 
is the new lower bound. The process is repeated. From this we keep nar-
rowing the gap between the lower and upper bounds, either by lowering 
the upper bound (finding an improved feasible assignment) or by raising 
the lower bound (by finding that there is no feasible solution with 
objective lower that the current lower bound), When the difference 
between the lower bound, and the current best objective value (upper 
bound) is smaller than a prescribed tolerance, we either stop, or switch the 
fathoming to K=C*. Of course, if the tolerance is zero, or if we switch 
the fathoming to C* (i.e., switch a to 1), then we will find the true optimal 
solution. 
Choice of a  
a is any number in the interval [0,1]. Of course, if a is close to 1, 
then we are in effect fathoming on a number very close to C*, and the 
search will not speed considerably. On the other hand, if a is close 
to zero, then improvement is achieved only if we obtain a feasible solution 
very close to the overall lower bound. In this case, fathoming will be fast, but 
it is likely not to obtain feasible solutions less than K. So again a 
tradeoff is required here. We recommend values of a equal to 0.5 so that 
the interval of uncertainty is halfed at each time. 
Calculation of an initial overall lower and upper bounds  
An initial lower bound, and also a reasonable (not equal to 00) initial upper 
bound are needed for the above procedure. To calculate the lower bound, 
first calculate a lower bound b.. on the cost of locating object i to location 
ij 
for i = 1,2,...,m and j = 1,2,...,n. The interactions between object i 
and all other objects are put in a descending order, and similarly, the 
distances from location j and all other locations, are put in an ascending 
order. The inner product of the two vectors give b... Then a linear assign-
ment problem is solved to find L. More precisely, let L be the optimal 
objective of the following problem. 
Minimize 	y b..x.. . 	ij 
j=1 1=1 
x.. = 1 	= 1,2,...,m 
j=1 ij 
x 	< 1 	= 1,2,...,n 
1=1
ij 
x.. > 0 	all i and j 
13 - 
An upper bound C* is immediately available, by calculating the quadratic 
cost of the optimal assignment resulting from the above problem. Now 
Method 2 can be initiated. 
Preassigned Objects  
In many applications, a large number of objects is already preassigned, 
and only some new objects are to be placed, such that the overall cost 
is minimized (e.g. some plants are already assigned, and it is desirable 
to assign some new plants). In this case, the algorithm can be applied 
with few obvious modifications in the calculations. Since the preassigned 
objects and their locations will always be assigned, then these objects 
will always be in the set I and their locations will always be in the 
set J. In the tree search, if y objects are already assigned, we start 
the search by assigning , more objects, i.e. the level of the tree starts 
at y+1. If the level of the tree ever becomes y, then we stop. If an 
overall lower bound on all feasible solutions to the problem is desired, 
we recommend calculating C 1 + C2 
+ C
3 
as before, where I and J are the 
indices of the preassigned objects and their locations. 
A Heuristic For Fixing Locations Of Some Key Objects  
For large problems, obtaining an optimal solution, or even a sub-optimal 
solution, with a good accuracy, may be prohibited due to the fact that 
the computational effort grows very fast as a function of the problem 
size. One of the difficulties of the quadratic assignment problem is 
that many solutions exist which are either optimal or very close to the 
optimal and hence, a large portion of the decision tree must be explicitly 
enumerated if the true optimal is to be found. This disadvantage can 
be signific4ntly reduced by, p•eassigning some objects in a seemingly 
good set of locations. These objects are then fixed once and for all, and 
the search continues on the remaining objects. If we choose the objects 
which are preassigned in a logical manner, and so their preassigned loca-
tions, even though we may miss the true optimal, it is likely that we 
will be very close to it, provided that the other objects are assigned 
optimally, once the preassigned objects are fixed. In a sense, the branch 
and bound procedure will tell us how to optimally assign the remaining 
objects, once we commit ourselves to preassigning some objects. If the 
a 
preassignment was done intelligently, we will likely be very close to the 
optimal solution, and meanwhile accomplish the following two tasks: 
1. The tree level is reduced, thus drastically reducing the computational 
effort. 
2. By fixing the location of some key objects, the lower bounds calculated 
will be tighter, which will allow faster fathoming, again resulting 
in reduced computational effort. 
Basis for Choosing Preassigned. Objects  
Objects which interact with a large number of objects, and which have 
large total interactions, are desired to be assigned in "central" loca-
tions, so that they would be close to many possible objects. This remark 
can be used effectively to fix the locations of some objects. We can 
rank the objects according to a combination of 
1. The number of objects to which any given fixed object is interacting . 
2. The total number of interactions from any given object and all other 
objects 
The locations are ranked according to their centralization, e.g. location i 
n 
is ranked according to 1 d. . The best location i is the one with 
n 	 J.1 ij 
smallest X d.. 2  and so forth. A possible way of fixing key objects is ij  
j = 1 
to assign the best ranking object to the best ranking location. Then the 
object which has the most number of interactions to the most recently 
assigned object is placed in a location which minimizes total cost. Then 
the next best ranking object can be assigned to a location which minimizes 
total cost, and so forth. This process is continued until a certain per 
centage of the objects are assigned, say 20%. We then seek improving 
the quality of the preassignment by rotating the positions of these objects. 
Then we go to the branch and bound scheme. This procedure has proved 
effective in obtaining good quality solutions. 
Calculation Of Overall Lower Bounds In The Preassigned Case  
We have discussed earlier the importance of fixing some objects to certain 
locations apriori. The branch and bound algorithm will then determine the 
optimal completion of the partial apriori fixed solution. We argued 
earlier, that if these fixed objects and their locations, are chosen 
in a logical manner, it is likely that the optimal 
not be missed by a large amount. rt may be helpful, however, to calculate 
an overall lower bound, on the portion of the decision tree, which we did 
not enumerate, due to the initial partial solution. 
To illustrate, suppose that object i is placed in location Z(i), once 
and for all during the computation, for i = 1,2,...,k. We would like to 
calculate a lower bound on the portion of the tree where not all the 
objects 1,2,...,k are assigned to £(1), £(2),..., £(k). 2 k-1 cases must 
be investigated, since any given object i, can either be placed in t(i) 
or at some other location. For each such case, a lower bound is calculated. 
An overall lower bound, on the unenumerated portion of the tree is then 
the minimal of these lower bounds. The lower bound, where object i is 
placed in Z(i) foriEIC{1,2,...,k}, and object i is prohibited from 




2 + C3 
where 
:E
1 is the cost of 	among objects in 
C 1 
	.. 	ij y u..d  .Z(1), 	.,e(j) + 	f. ew . 
43 E1 1E' L 
C 2 is the cost of interaction from unassigned objects to objects in I 
C 3 is the cost of interaction from unassigned objects to unassigned objects. 
C 2 and C3 can be calculated by solving the following linear assignment  
problem. 
nn 	mm 
Minimize 	y y b..x.: 
j=1 i=1 lj lj 
jtJ itI 
n 	- 
Subject to: 	y x.. = 1 
JP 
G x.. < 1 
1=1 13 
for i e {1,2„.,,m} 
for j c 	 - J 
i, I 
X.. > 0 	 i e (1,2,...,m} - 
lj 
j c 	 -,J 
where J = { j : j= £(i) for some ic I} , and b.. is a bound on the cost 
ij 
of assigning object i to location j. b..ij  is calculated as follows. 
if i c 1.1„..„10 - I 
b..
ij = c 2 + c 3 	
otherwise 
where 
c 2 	y uitdtmj 
tel 
c3 = v•w 
+ X u d ti t(t)i 
v is a vector of interactions from object i to objects {1,2,...,m) - I, and 
from objects {1,2,...,m} - I to object i, arranged in descending order. 
w is a vector of distances from location j to locations {1,2,..„0 - J, 
and from locations {1,2,...,n} - J to location j, arranged in an ascending 
order. If nhn, complete the vector v by adding zeros from the bottom so 
that v and w have the same size. 
After solving the above linear assignment problem, we get a bound on all solu-
tions where the assignments i in ,e(i) for i e IC {1,2,...,10 is enforced, and 
the assignments i in t(i) for i 	 - I are prohibited. Lower bounds 
on all possible ways of choosing IC {1,2,...,10 are calculated, and the minimal 
represents the absolute lower bound on the overall problem. The case of k = 3 
is illustrated below. The optimal completion of x it(i) = 1 for i = 1,2,3 is 
found by the algorithm. LB 1 ,..., LB 7 are calculated as discussed above, 
and the overall lower bound on :the- UnehUmerated portion Of the tree is 
then minimum LB .,. 


























THE TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEM 
In this section we will present a branch and bound algorithm for solv-
ing nonsymmetric as well as symmetric traveling salesman problems. 
As a first step, we formulate and solve the dual of the traveling sales-
man problem. If.the optimal dual solution results in an.oriented tour 
(or just a tour in the asymmetric case), then we also have an optimal 
solution of the traveling salesman problem. Otherwise, we at least 
obtain a right lower bound on the optimal solution of the traveling 
salesman problem, and a new distance matrix which is "well-conditioned". 
A branch and bound procedure, similar to that of the general quadratic 
assignment model, is devised to find the optimal tour, i.e., to close 
any gap between the primal and dual problems. The major simplification 
obtained for the special case of the traveling salesman problem is that 
we start the branch and bound search from an infeasible solution which 
is close to the optimal tour, thus considerably reducing the computa-
tional effort. Of course, this is made possible by the use of duality 
in obtaining a tight lower bound. The procedure, which is suitable for 
both symmetric and nonsymmetric traveling salesman problems, is an exten-
sion of the method of Held and Karp for solving the symmetric problem. 
Formulation of the Problem and its Dual  
Suppose that a salesman is given a list of n cities, where each pair of 
cities, i and j , is connected by a link of length c ij (if cities i and j 
are not directly linked, let c.. = +co). The problem is then to find 
(1) 
a tour of minimal length which the salesman can follow so as to visit 
each city exactly once, and then return to where he started. 
Let xij
ij 
beavariablerelatingtolinkij.xassumes a value of 
1 or a value of 0. If the salesman travels from city i to city j , 
thenxij = 1, otherwise x.. = 0. The problem can then be stated as 
follows: 
n n 
Minimize 	y y c. xij  
j=i i=1 
Subject to: 	xij = 1 	
i = 1, 2, 	n 
j=1 
j*i 
y xii = 1 	 j = 1, 2, 3, ..., n 
i=1 
i*j 
xij is 0 or 1 	i = 1, 	n; j = 1, 	n 
No subtours 
Since the restrictions (1), (2), and (3), by themselves, may allow the 
meaningless answer of having two or more disjoint subtours, a restric-
tion eliminating subtours must be explicitly introduced. There are 
various methods in the literature for enforcing this restriction. We 
will adopt the one-tree method of Held and Karp, which if coupled with 
(1), (2), and (3), will ensure the elimination of subtours. 
Let us begin by reviewing the definition of a 1-tree [10]. A 1-tree 
of the graph composed of the n cities and their interconnecting links 
is a tree which spans n-1 cities, coupled with two distinct links from 
the remaining city, to any two of the n-1 cities spanned by the tree. 
Therefore, by definition, a 1-tree contains exactly one subtour, or one 
\7 
cycle. Of course, the number of links in the cycle is less than or 
equal to n. An example of a 1-tree is illustrated below. Notice 
that the 1-tree is composed of a tree spanning cities (nodes) 2 through 
8, plus two links from node 1 to nodes 2 and 7. 
A 
/ 
An Example of a 1-Tree 
Now recall that constraints (1), (2), and (3) either admits no subtours, 
or else at least two subtours, $r - definitions of the onertree, it admits 
exactly one subtour (which may be a complete tour if it has exactly 
n links). Therefore constraints (1), (2), and (3), coupled with the 
constraint that the vector x forms a 1-tree, admit no subtours. There- 














x.. = 1 	 i = 1, 2, ..., n 
x
ij 
= 1 	 j = 1, 2, ..., n 
x e X 
where X is the set of 1-trees spanning the graph, i.e., 
11' 	ln, 	nl" x
nn
) : ij 	ij 
and the links ij with x.. = 1 form a 1-tree) . 
Note that there are very efficient procedures for finding a 1-tree with 
minimal cost [5, 13]. This will involve pulling one node out of the 
n nodes, which we will refer to as the initial node, and then: 
1. finding a tree of minimal length which spans the remaining n-1 nodes 
2. finding two links of minimal length which connect the initial node 
to the spanning tree. 
Any node can be used as the inital node, and we will discuss later a 
procedure for making a "good" choice of the initial node. The calcula-
tion of the 1-tree with minimal cost, in the presence of restrictions 
(1), (2), and (3), namely the traveling salesman problem, is indeed a 
difficult problem. If we handle the restrictions (1) and (2) via Lagran-
gian multipliers (dual variables) and put them into the objective func- 
tion, we are left with the very simple problem of finding a minimal 1-tree. 
The results of the minimal 1-tree can be used to update the Lagrangian 
multipliers. This leads to the following dual formulation. 
Dual Problem  
Maximize 0(u,v) 
u and v are unrestricted 
where, 
e(u,v) = Minimum 0 yc x. 	y u ( x 	yv. cy x.. — 1)} 
xe j i 
ij 1, , 
X 
{ 
= Minimum 	X y (c.. 	u. + v)x — x u. — 	v.} cij	 . .
1 	, lj 	1 , 
x e X j i 	 i 	i 
-yu. v. + Minimum 	X (c.. + u. + v.)x.1 
x e X j i 1J 
	1 	j 
Note that evaluating 0(u,v), for fixed values of u and v is an easy 
task since it involves finding a minimal 1-tree, where the cost c. j 
of the link ij is replaced by cij + ui + v.. Also note that in find- 
ing the minimal 1-tree, we are not concerned about the orientation of 
the links. In other words we are actually searching for a minimal 
1-tree, rather than an aborescence. This simplifies the problem of 
evaluating E(u,v) considerably. Of course, we may think of the vectors 
u and v as penalties for violating the proper orientation of the links. 
So if when calculating the minimal 1-tree, too many links "left" node i, 
we will attempt to "penalize" this deficiency in the next iteration by 
increasing u i . Similarly, if too many links "entered" node j , then 
we will attempt to "penalize" this deficiency by increasing v.. 
Simplification of the Symmetric Case  
In the symmetric case, as long as the vector x forms a 1-tree, and 
since the orientation of links is not important, we no longer require 
that the number of links leaving node i is 1, and the number of links 
entering node i is 1, so long as the number of links incident to node i 
is equal to 2. The primal problem can thus be reformulated as follows: 
n n 
Minimize 	Y 	c.. x.. 
j =1 1=1 13 13 
Subject to: 	y x . 	y x.. = z 	 for i = 1, 2, ..., n ji 
j=1 j=1 	
E X 
where X is the collection of 1-trees. The above restrictions ensure 
forming a loop. If the loop is not "oriented", it can be made so, by 
simply reorienting some of the links, without affecting the cost. The 
dual of the above problem is given below, with only one set of dual vari-
ables given by the vector u. 
Maximize 	0(u) 
u is unrestricted 
where, 
n n 	 n 	n 	n 
0(u) = Minimum 	y y c..x. 	y u. y y x.. - 2) 13 lj 1 x. lj 	31 x E X j=1 1=1 	 1=1 	j=1 j=1 
J4i 
n 	 n n 
. -2 u. + Minimum 	X 	X (c.. + u. + u.)x.. 
i=1 x E X j=1 i=1 1-1 	1 	j 
From now on we will concentrate on the general nonsymmetric case with 
dual variables u and v. For the symmetric case, the dual problem 
can be simplified as illustrated above, with no need for the dual 
variable v. 
Interpretation of the Dual Problem  
Let f(x) = cx, g(x) and h(x) be n-vector functions defined as follows: 
g.(x)=Xx.
j 
 -1 and hi (x) = y x.. - 1 for i = 1, 2, . 	n. 
j=1 	 j=1 
jti 
The dual problem can be interpreted on the ((h), f plane. Each 1-tree 
in X can be mapped into the (( h), f) plane as WO , cx) . Doing 
this for all 1-trees, we can construct the image of
f 
f X in the (( ), f) 
plane, which will be composed of discrete points. Since a feasible tour 
is a 1-tree with g(x) = h(x) = 0, then all feasible tours lie on the f 
axis, and the minimal feasible tour is the one which is "lowest" on the 
f axis. Now given (u,v), 0(u,v) = Minimum cx + ug(x) + vh(x). There-
fore, evaluating 0 corresponds to finding a hyperplane with slope ( u ) 
-v 
I' • 6 * , ( 0 
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which supports the set of discrete points in the ( ( hg ), f) plane, and 
which has minimal intercept on the f axis. Therefore, the dual problem 
can be stated as follows: 
Find the hyperplane which supports the image of X in the (( hg ), 0 plane 
whose minimal intercept on the f axis is maximal. 
Two cases are possible. In the first case, the optimal hyperplane 
supports the set at a point on the f axis, i.e., at the optimal primal 
tour, in which case there is no duality gaps. In the second case, the 
optimal supporting hyperplane does not pass through the optimal tour, 
in which case a gap exists. 
Case of No Duality Gap 
Case of A Duality Gap 
Some Properties of the  Dual Function 0 
We will now study the dual function 0. It turns out that 0 is concave 
and piecewise linear in u and v. This will help us determine how to 
modify the dual variables in such a way to maximize 0. 
Let the collection of 1-trees, with a fixed initial node, be x 1 , x2 , 	 x . 1 , 2" t 
Then 0(u,v) can be written as follows: 
0(u,v) = Minimum 	X 	c..x.. + 	u. ( y x.. - 1) 	Y v. (Y x.. - 
x x 
= Minimum 	cx + u g(x) + v h (x) 
x e X 
= Minimum 	cx. + ug(x.) + vh(x.) 
ls.jst 
It is clear that '0 is: the minimum of a finite number of affine functions in 
u and v, namely cx. + ug(x.) + vh(x.) for j = 1, 2, ..., t. The dual 
function is illustrated below, and its concavity and piecewise linearity 
is clear from its construction. Note that each of the hyperplanes 
defining 0 corresponds to a 1-tree. 
Illustration of the Dual Function 
j 
lj lj 	,i 	. 
3 	
ij 	 j 	. 
subgradient of 0. 
R
5 
Optimal 1 tree =x 
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If we examine the (u,v) space, then it will be divided in regions 
R1, R2, '' Rt  , where in region R., O(u,v) = cx. + ug(x.) + vh(x.). 
Note that some regions may be empty, which means that the corresponding 
1-tree is never minimal regardless of u and v. At any rate, each R. 
in a polyhedral set, and for any (u,v) in the intersection of R i and 
R., we have, 
0(u,v) = cxi + ug(xi ) + vh(xi ) = cxj + ug(x.) + vh(x.j ) 
Also, note that in the interior of region Rj , 0 is differentiable 
(actually linear) and has gradient ( g(xj ) ). 0 is not differentiable 
h(x .) 
at the intersection of more than one region, but is subdifferentiable 
there, and the subgradients there can be characterized as con- 
vex combinations of the gradients in these regions. In particular, 
if (u,v) 	n R. then 0 is subdifferentiable at (u,v) and 
jcI 3, 
Optimal 1-tree = x
1 Optimal 1tree = x2 








whereY A].=1 and 
J h(x) 
.jcI 	f ) 	JEI 
:- 0 for each f c I. In particular, each (g ‘xj 1 ) for j c I is a A• i	 h( xj ) 
Some Strategies for Maximizing 6  
There are various strategies for maximizing the dual function 6, which 
makes good use of its special structure. We will discuss some alter-
native possibilities. Of course, the following procedures optimize 
the dual, but not necessarily the primal. In the absence of a duality 
gap, the optimal tour will be obtained in the process. Otherwise, as 
we will discuss later, a branch and bound scheme will be used. We sum-
marize below three strategies for maximizing the dual function e. This 
is then followed by a more detailed discussion of each procedure. 
Strategy 1 Tangential Approximation (or Decomposition)  
The dual function 6 is approximated by only a portion of the affine 
functions defining it, and at each iteration the optimal (u,v) of the 
"tangential approximation" is found. Finding the shortest 1-tree either 
ends in verifying optimality or in adding another hyperplane, resulting 
in a better approximation of 0, 
Strategy 2 Steepest Ascent Optimization  
At each point (u,v), the steepest ascent direction of 0 is first found, 
then we optimize along this direction. 
Strategy 3 Subgradient Optimization  
The dual function is maximized by moving along subgradient vectors. 
In most cases this results in improving e, and/or getting closer to 
the optimal point. At each iteration a new subgradient is found by 
finding the shortest 1-tree. 
Strategy 1 Tangential Approximation (or Decomposition)  
The decomposition principle can be used for maximizing the dual func-
tion. It may be helpful the rewrite the dual problem in a linear pro-
gramming format, where z replaces 0(u,v). 
Dual Problem  
Maximize 
Subject to: uz 	cx. + g (x . ) + v g (x . ) 
	
for j = 1, 2, 	t 
z, u, v unrestricted in sign 
The above dual problem is equivalent to its own dual. Denoting the dual 
variables by X the above problem can be alternatively represented as 
follows: 
t 
Minimize 	y ,.(cx.) 
j =i 
t 
Subject to: 	y X.g(x.) = 0 
j=1 
t 
G A.h(x.) = 0 
j=1 
t 
y A. = 1 
j =1 
X. .? 0 
J 
j = 1, 2, . 	, t 
Since the number of Irlroes is very large, the dual problem has too 
many rows, and; needless to say, its own dual, has too many columns. Hence, 
the decomposition principle can itself be used as a row generation, or 
column generation technique for solving the dual problem. In particular, 
suppose that only k 1-trees, say x l , 	xk are available. Then we 
can solve a master problem, which generates: new dual variables (u k, vk).  
These:)in turn are passed to a subproblem which finds a new 1-tree. 
An optimality test can be performed to test whether the optimal 
solution to the dual problem has been obtained. The following 
steps are typical of such an algorithm. 
Initialization Step  
Find an initial feasible tour; a suitable heuristic can be used to find 
such a solution. This tour is xl . Let k = 1 and go to Step 1. 
Step 1 	(Master Problem)  





Subject to: 	y A 	
J 
g(x.) = 0 
j=1 
k 











A.(cx.) , and let uk and v
k 
be the dual variables of the 
first two sets of constraints, respectively (the dual of the above prob-
lem can be solved, but the above problem is used for computational con-
venience). 
Step 2 	(Subproblem)  
Find the 1,--tree , of minimal length by solving the following subproblem. 
Minimize (cx + u
k
g(x) + vkh(x)) x c X 
Let the optimal be x.K+1 
 . Go to Step 3. 
Step 3 	(Optimality Test)  
If zk = cx.16.1 + ukg(x161) + vkh(xtra ) then the optimal of the dual prob-
lem is z
k 
and we stop. Otherwise replace k by k+1 and go to Step 1. 
r(x% 
(Update the column u- k+1
) ) by multiplying it by the inverse basis of 
h(x161. ) 
the optimal tableau of Step 1, and put the updated column in the optimal 
tableau of Step 1,) 
Of course, if the optimal 1-tree at any stage is a tour, then we 
have already obtained the optimal solutions of the primal and dual 
problems, and we stop. If the "ideal" case is not realized, rather 
than solving the dual problem exactly, we may terminate whenever the 
current z
k 
is close enough to the best known lower bound up to iter-
ation k, namely, maximum 6(u.,z.). 
1 sj  
Finiteness of the above procedure is obvious, since it is precisely the 
Dantzig'-Wolfe decomposition (see, for example, [3,4,14) applied to the 
above problem, The above procedure can also be interpreted in many 
other ways, e.g„ as a cutting plane procedure [17], grid optimization 
[14], and tangential approximation [8,14]. We will interpret the 
above procedure as a tangential approximation method, This will give 
a distinct flavor to this strategy, which is significantly different 
from strategies 2 and 3, which are indeed very similar to each other. 
Recall that the master problem optimizes an "approximation" of 6, 
namely,theminimumofcx cifor j = 1, 2, ..., k. 
So the master problem indeed finds an optimal, not to the overall prob• 
lem, but to an approximation of it. Of course, if k = t, then the 
approximation is perfect (not necessarily conversely). After that, a 
decision as to whether the approximation is good enough, that is, whether 
the optimal to the approximation of 0 is also the optimal of 0, must 
be made. This is done via the subproblem. The value of 0 at the opti-
mal dual variables of the approximation problem is evaluated by a sim- 
ple minimization of a 1-tree problem. If z k 5 cx10.1 + ukg(x.k.44 ) + vkh(xk+l) 
where (zk , uk , vk) solve the master problem, Ick+1 is the optimal of the 
subproblem; then we must stop. Otherwise, we conclude that the current 
approximation is not satisfactory, and the new cut, z < cx1(+1 + ug(xml. ) 
+ vh(x.k+i ) is added to the master problem. This procedure is illustrated 
below. Note that the search is preferred to start with a complete tour, 
i.e., g(x l) = 0 and h(xl) = 0, otherwise the optimal of the first 
master problem is +co. At any rate, at each iteration, a better approx-
imation of 0 is realized. At iteration 1, z 1 is the cost of the initial 
feasible tour. Note that z
1 
> 0(ul' v 1 




) + v h(x
1
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and hence, another cut 
is added. At iteration 3, z 3 = 0(u3 ,v3), and we stop. Of course, the 
z.'s are monotone decreasing. 0(u.
3
,v.)'s form lower bounds but are not 
necessarily monotone. Hence, as the procedure continues, we are not nec- 
essarily improving each (u.,v.), but rather improving the approximation 
J J 
of 0, and hence, z. 






Approximation 	 u2072 , 
of 0 after 3 
iterations 
Tangential Approximation of 0 
Strategy 2 	(Steepest Ascent Optimization)  
Strategies 2 and 3 improve the value of 0 until optimality is reached. 
So, given (u,v), we attempt to find a direction such that while moving 
along it we will increase the value of 0. This distinguishes strategies 
2 and 3 from strategy 1, which completely optimizes an "approximation" 
of 0 at each stage, and hence does not necessarily improve 0 itself at 
every iteration. Since A is concave piecewise linear, finding the direc-
tion of steepest ascent "looks" promising. Before we discuss in more 
detail how to find the direction of steepest ascent, we will present 
precise definitions of ascent and steepest ascent directions. 
Definitions  
A vector (u,v) with norm 1 is called a,direction of ascent of 6 at 
0(uk + Au, vk + Av) - 0(uk ,vk) > 0. 
(uk ,vk) if 0'((uk ,vk);(u,v)) = lim 	  
X÷0 + A 
A direction of ascent (u*,v*) is called a direction of steepest ascent 
if 6' ((uk ,vk);(u*,v*)) = Maximum 8' ((uk ,vk);(u,v)) . 
Iku,v)11 =1 
If 0 has no directions of ascent at (uk ,vk), then the steepest ascent 
at (uk ,vk) is called zero. By concavity of 0, it is clear that 0 attains 
its maximum at (uk,vk) if the steepest ascent there is zero. 
Characterization of Ascent and Steepest Ascent Directions  
Suppose that (uk ,vk) is given, with 0(uk ,vk ) = cx. + ukg(xj ) + vkg(xj ) 
6(uk + Au, vk + Av) - 0(uk ,vk ) for j eI. Note that 0'((u k ,vk);(u,v)) = lim 
A4-0- 
= Minimum <C, (u,v)> , where E is the collection of subgradients of 
c e E 
0 at (uk ,vk). (See, for example, Rockafellar [15] and Grinold [9] )• 
But C e E can be characterized as: 
X A. (g (xJ ) ) 
j ci 	h(xi) 
y A. = 1 
j ei 
	
0 	for j e I . 
Therefore, (u,v) is an ascent direction if and only if ug(x ) + vh(x.) 
> 0 for each j e I. A steepest ascent direction can further be charac-
terized as follows: 
0. 1 ((u v ).(u*" v*)) = Maximum 	6'((u
'
v);(u,v)) 
k' k 	 11(u,v)II=1 k k  
= ,Maximum Minimum <C, (u,v 1> 
C e E 
= Minimum ,Maxipum 	(u,v> 
c e E 	11(u,v)11=1 
where the Max Min is replaced by Min Max due to linearity in C and 
(u,v) and compactness of E and the set {(u,v) : 11(u,v)11 = 11. (See, 
for example, [ ].) If C 	0 then the Maximum 	(u,v)> is given 
11(u,v)11 =1 
by letting (u,v) = /I ca . Hence, 0q(uk ,vk);(u*,v*)) = Minimum Ha• 
c e E 
In particular, the direction of steepest ascent is then the subgradient 
with minimum length, normalized by dividing by its norm. 
Geometric Interpretation  
Given a point (uk ,vk) where 0(uk,y = cxj + ukg(xj ) + vkh(xj ) 
for j e I, there is an interesting geometric interpretation of ascent 
and steepest ascent directions. Consider the lattic points ( g(xj ) ) 
h . ()xj
for j c I in the (u,v) space. The convex combinations of these points 
is a polyhedron and forms the set of subgradients of 0 at (u k ,vk). 
)) The lattice points ( rg(x.  J ) for j I are the extreme points of this h (xj 
polyhedron. Not all points in the polyhedron are ascent directions. 
(u,v)isanascentdirectimifandonlyifug(x.)+ vh(xi > 0 for 
each j c I, that is, if it belongs to the cone shown below (I 
I particular, the steepest ascent direction ta.the 4ubgradient (normalized 
so that it has norm l)`_'closest to the origin,' In particular, if the 
polyhedron contains the origin, then the steepest ascent is zero, and 
(uk ,vk) is the maximum of 0. The process of finding the steepest 
ascent has actually been used in many contexts. The above development 
gives a geometric characterization of these directions. In fact, the 
infeasiblity decomposition procedure of Bales [2], the procedure of 
Grinold [9], and more recently the procedure of Fisher, Northup, and 










qi(x3 ) ) 
direction of 
steepest ascent 
Directions of Ascent and Steepest Ascent 
(g(x1)) 
h(xi) 
Steepest Ascent is Zero 
direction with t1%a,417norm sO that'linear , programming can be used. . 
In Bazaraa'and Goode [1], '' a procedure for finding , the . steepest ascent 
' with.Euclidean norm is presented. 
We will describe some of the advantages and disadvantages of moving 
along the steepest ascent direction. The advantage of the steepest 
ascent optimization is obvious. We move along the best local optimiz-
ing direction, either across regions, or along ridges, until the opti-
mal is reached in a finite number of steps, as illustrated below. 
Moving Along Steepest Ascent Directions 
The disadvantage of a steepest ascent procedure is that finding the 
steepest ascent direction, if we are in the intersection of many 
regions, is not an easy task. Before the shortest convex combination 
of (
h( 
 g(xj)) 	 h for j c I is found, we must find (
g(xj ) 1 for j e I, either 
xj ) (xj) 
at once, or through a generic step, which may not be a trivial matter 
in this case. 
Finally, even if we find the direction of steepest ascent, finding how 
far to move along it, is not trivial, since we have to find the point 
at which a new 1-tree becomes an Alternative optimal (an LP based cal-
culation may prove useful here. Of course, an approximation through utili-
zation of discrete steps may be used, as in . Htld and Karp I11] 
(also see [12]) in their subgradient optimization method of the sym-
metric traveling salesman problem. 
Strategy 3 	(Subgradient Optimization)  
Rather than moving along steepest ascent directions, one can move along 
subgradients, and in particular, along extreme points of the polyhedron 
formed by the subgradients, namely, (g(xjh(xj)) 
 for j e I. This procedure 
) 
has been successfully used by Held and Karp [11]. 
Of course, if we are at a point (u,v) which belongs to the interior 
of a region R., i.e., if there exists a unique minimal 1-tree where the 
cost of link ij is c+u +v. , then is differentiable at (u,v) and 
ij 	i 	j 
the unique subgradient is ( g(xj ) ), and moving along it a positive dis-
h(xj) 
tance will increase 13. Of course, the question is how far to move along 
this direction. Needless to say, 0((u,v) + X(g(x j ),h(xj ))) is an 
increasing function of A as long as (u,v) + A(g(x.),h(x.)) 6 R.. 
RatherthanfindingthevalneofAatwhich h(x.)) hits 
the boundary of R., i.e., when an alternative minimal 1-tree appears, 
one may move a small discrete step along (g(x.),h(x.)), and then cal-
culateeatalenewpoint.Iftheminimall-treeisstillx.,then we 
still move a discrete step in the direction (g(x 	 and repeat 
the process. Here there is a tradeoff between the computational effort 
spentinfindinghwfartomovebeforeleavingR.,and the computa-
tional effort in repeating the minimal 1-tree calculation several times, 
one every time a discrete step is taken. 
Moving until the Boundary 	 Moving in Discrete Steps 
of R. is reached 
Aslongaswemovealong(gO andstayinregionR.,0 is 
monotonically increasing. However, when we "step into" a new region, 
0 may or may not increase, since the gradient of the new region may 
point back into the region we just came from. At any rate, even if 
the last step did not incur any improvement, recalculating the minimal 
1-tree at the new point will lead to a direction which improves 0 , 
provided of course, we are in the interior of the new region. From 
this discussion it is clear that this type of discrete search is really 
a gradient search, rather than a subgradient search, because the likeli-
hood of being exactly in the intersection of more than one region is 
small,and(ex.),h(x.)) is indeed the gradient of e provided that we 
areintheinteriorofR.,i.e.,whenx.is the unique minimal 1-tree. 
The two cases illustrated below are possible, In the first case, moving 
along the new gradient tends to take us into the interior of the new 
region, and hence we can move an appreciable distance across Rk , thus 








(g(xk),h(xk)) will take us back to R., i.e.,4g(xk),h(xk)),(g(xj ),h(xj )> 
< 0. This case corresponds to El improving along the ridge R.nR., and 
J 









Moving Along New Gradient 	 Moving Along New Gradient 
Takesus"AwayfromR." Takes us Back to R. "zigzagging" 
J 
It is also interesting to note, that even if moving along the direction 
(g(x.),h(x.)) (or any other subgradient of A at (u,v)) starting from 
(u,v) does not improve the objective function, it will at least get 
us closer to the optimal point, provided that the stepsize is small 
enough. This fact has been shown by Held and Karp [11]. We will now 





))› a 0} contains the optimal point (5,V). 
This is obvious since by concavity of 0 we have 





))› > 0. From 
this it is then clear that moving along the normal vector (0.) ,110L)) J 
tothellYPerPlailet(l'iM:‹61M-(1,17);(0c.J),11 J 
	
= 0) starting 
from (uor) leads closer to (U,17). In fact 10,V) - (u,v) - A(g(x.
.3
),h(x.
J )) 11 










)),(U,V) - (u,v)›10c ) 0c.0. are orthogonal (see Figure below), i.e., 6 = <6g 	J  
11(g(x.),h(x.))727-  J 	J 	- 
How Far to Go? 
Even though the above analysis will not immediately lead to finding a 
suitable stepsize (since (7107) is not known at this stage), it at least 
establishes the fact that even if the objective function does not im-
prove by moving along (g(xj ),h(xj )) (if (u,v) is in the intersection 
of more than one region), we at least get closer to the optimal point, 
provided that the stepsize is small enough. As we get closer to the 
optimal point (171,V), the vector (ii,k7) - (u,v) becomes small in norm 
and noting the form of 6 it becomes clear that the stepsize should be 
small. 
Zigzagging and Averaging of Directions  
The case of zigzagging along the ridge R,nR. may be time consuming. 
J 	K 
An averaging, or taking a suitable convex combination of the direc-
tions at any two successive iterations, will help reduce the zigzag-
ging. This will in effect act as a projection of either of the 




 is easy, but the projection in the intersection of several 
regions may be tedious. Of course, if we are moving across the 
interior of a region R., then averaging of the gradient vector 
(g(x.),h(x.)) and itself will result in (g(x.),h(x.)), i.e., no harm 
is done! 
Stepsize  
Suppose we are at the point (u,v) with miminal 1-tree x,. If (u,v) 
isintheinteriorofR.,which is the case quite often, then moving 
along (g(x.),h(x.)) a small distance such that we are still in region 
R. will improve the objective function. If we are very close to the 
boundaryofR
1 
 ormitandmvealong(ex.),h(x.)) with a stepsize 
equal to A, the objective function may or may not improve. Even if 
it does not improve, we get closer to the optimal point, provided 
that A is small enough. At any rate, in order to implement the 
above procedure, we have to choose a suitable stepsize (or stepsizes). 
Normalizaton of the subgradient vector (g(x.,h(x.)) will be helpful 
J 	- 
so that the stepsize becomes more meaningful. According to our com-
putational experience, we found that the stepsize does not play a 
major role in affecting the computational time for the traveling sales-
man problem, especially since we are seeking "close to optimal" solu- 
tions of the dual problem rather than true optimal solutions. Dis-
crepancy between suboptimal dual soltuions and the optimal dual solu-
tion, as well as any duality gap, will be compensated by the branch and 
bound scheme. We found that a value of A = 1 is quite satisfactory. 
As a matter of fact, a value of A anywhere from 1 to 5 was found satis-
factory for all the problems we tried. A combination of different 
strategies can also be used, starting with a larger A and then switch-
ing to a smaller A as we get no improvement in the value of 0 for sev-
eral iterations. 
Subgradient Optimization Algorithm  
We will now describe a simple subgradient algorithm for maximizing 0. 
As in the previously discussed strategies we may not reach the true 
optimal of the dual function but rather get sufficiently close to it. 
Convergence of the procedure with sufficiently small A is shown in Dl]. 
We will use the a fixed value of 1 (say 1=1) in the following description 
with the understanding that different monotone values as the procedure 
continues can be used. At each iteration a minimal 1-tree is calculated. 
Different choices of the initial node can be made. Here n problems 
are initially solved with the initial dual variables u l = vl = 0, 
each time finding the minimal 1-tree with a different initial node, 
The initial node throughout the algorithm is the one with maximum 
minimal 1-tree. 
Initialization Step  
Choose (u1 ,171), say ul = vl = 0, or ul and vl the dual variables of 
the corresponding assignment problem. Let u* = u l and v* = vl . Let 
k = 1, 0* = 	y = 0, and vmax = T. (T is the maximum number of 
iterations allowed without improving 0.) Choose A and go to Step 1. 
Step  1 (Finding 0(uky,0 
Solve the following minimal 1—tree subproblem. 
n n 
X 	X (ci 
 . + u + 
 ik vjk)xij 
j=1 i=1 
j#i 
Subject to: 	x c X 
where uk = u ( 	 u ) and vk = (v - lk' 	' nk 	 lk' 
Let xk be an optimal 1-tree. If xk is a directed loop, then stop, 
the optimal primal and dual solutions have been found. Otherwise 
n n 
let 0(uk ,vk) = 	y 	y (cii 	uik 	- 	y uik - y v4k . 
j =1 i=1 	 i=1 	j=1 
If 0(uk ,vk) > 8*, then let v = 0, replace 0* by 0(u k ,vk) , replace 
u* by uk and v* by vk , and go to Step 2. If on the other hand, 
0(uk, vk) < 0* , replace v by v+1. If v = vmax' 
then stop with 
0* and (u*,v*). If v < v
max
, go to Step 2. 
Step 2 	(Update dual  variables)  
Let uk+i = uk 4- A g (xk) and 	= vk + Ah(xk
) . Replace k by k 1 
and repeat Step 1. 
Finding the Optimal Primal Solution: Branch and Bound  
So far we have described various strategies for finding the optimal 
(or near optimal if ascent search is not fully completed) dual solution. 
In the process, the optimal loop of the traveling salesman problem may 
be found. If this were not the case (either a duality gap exists or 
Minimize 
dual is not solved exactly), a branch and bound scheme for finding the 
optimal directed loop will be described. It is important to note that 
even in this case, optimizing the dual function B played the following 
significant roles: 
1. Provided a "tight" lower bound on the optimal traveling salesman 
problem and hence making the notion of "verified" suboptimal 
solutions attractive. 
2. Rather than using the cost c.. of link ij in the branch and bound 
ii 
scheme,c..isreplacedby .,• where u and v are the 
• 	13 	 13 	1 	J 
optimal dual variables, thus resulting in a "well-conditioned" cost 
matrix. The computational effort for finding the optimal tour, 




+ v, is considerably smaller 
than the effort to be expended, had the original cost matrix been 
used in a branch and bound scheme. This is due to the fact that 
the new cost matrix (c +u i +jis "conditioned" in the sense ij 	v 
that the optimal 1-tree with the above matrix is "close" to the 
optimal traveling salesman tour. 
Consider now the following traveling salesman problem: 
Minimize 
n n 
y 	y cc.. + u. + v )x 
j=1 i=1 	13 	1 	j ij 
j#1 






for i = 1, 2, . , n 
for j = 1, 2, . 
No Subtours 
Note that an optimal tour obtained by the above problem is an optimal 
solution of the original traveling salesman problem. A branch and bound 
procedure will be used to find the optimal tour. 
General Framework 
A branch and bound procedure will be used to obtain the optimal tour. 
A list of distinct nodes i
1 , i2' 3' 	
i
k 
 and corresponding links 
(11,12), 
	
" (ik-1'10 form a partial solution. Since the nodes are 
distinct, no subtours are a part of the partial solution. If k=n, then 
a complete tour is obtained by adding the link (i k ,i l). Suppose that 
we are given a partial solution, and attempt to find a feasible com-
pletion, i.e., a tour. A lower bound on the cost of completing this 
partial solution is computed, say LB. If LB 	C*, where C* is the cost 
of the best tour known so far, then the partial solution is fathomed, 
since there is no way to find a better solution by completing it. In 
this case the partial solution is abandoned. If LB < C* then an additional 
link 
(ik'k+1)  is added to the partial tour where i k+1  is not equal 
to i. for j = 1, 2, ..., k. The method of choosingik+1' referred 
to as the branching node, and the method of calculating the lower 
bound, completely define the search. 
Calculation of the Lower Bound  
Suppose that i1 , i2 , 	ik form a partial solution. If (iv ii4.1 ) 
for j = 1, 2, ..., k- 1 are to be a part of a tour, then the remain-
ing nodes must themselves form a "string", which is connected to nodes 
it and ik. Since the "string" is. a tree spanning the remaining 
nodes, then its cost must be greater or equal to tile minimal cost of 
--> 
' 	'\ Minimal cost 
link entering i 
all trees spanning these nodes. Also, the cost of connecting the par-
tial solution to this open loop is greater or equal to the sum of the 
following: 
1. Minimal cost of (available) links leaving node ik 
2. Minimal cost of (available) links entering node i
1 
We use the word available, since links (i ,i4 ) for j = 2, ..., k 
and (ik'j 
 i) for j = 1, 2, ..., k- 1 are not available, because 
their use will form a subtour. Also, as the search continues, other 
links will be prohibited from usage. 
We show below a feasible completion of a partial solution, and also a 
method for calculating a lower bound on the cost of all completions of 
ells partial solution. 
A Feasible Completion 	 Calculation of Lower Bound on All 
of the Partial Solution Completions of Partial Solution 
• \\ / 






/ link leaving ik 
From this it is clear that a lower bound LB on the cost of the partial 





+ C3 , where 
C
1 





 = X (ci i 
	1 
+ u. + -vi 	) 
j=1 j j+1 J 	
i±i 
C
2 : the cost of the minimal tree spanning the remaining nodes, where 
c.. + u. + 	There are efficient methods 
1 
for calculating C2 (see [H]). 
C
3 




Minimum (c. . + u. + v.) + Minimum (c.. + u. + v. ) 
j c A 	1kj 	1-k 	J 	j c B 	J 11 	J 	11 
where A is the set of nodes which i
k 
is eligible to enter, and 
B is the set of nodes which are eligible to enter node i l . 
Continuation of the Search 
1. Fathoming (Backward Move) 
Suppose that we have a partial tour i l , i 2 „.., ik; i.e., x. 	= x. . 11,2 	'213 
1, The level of the search tree is called k- 1. ik_lik 
The lower bound LB on the cost of the partial solution plus its com-
pletion is calculated as shown above. If LB > C*, where C* is the 
current best known cost of a complete tour, then pursuing this partial 
solution is not worthwhile, and the partial solution is said to be 




is prohibited, i.e., 





 with the additional restriction that x i 	0 
k-1k 
is computed. This is done in the same manner as before except of 
course that ik 
now belongs to the remaining nodes and the link i k-1
i
k 
cannot be used. If LB' > C*, then the partial solution i1, i2' ' "k-1' 
with the added restriction x
i




tions. This means that all possibilities at level k- 1 are exhausted. 
This case will be called a strong fathoming, and the level of the tree 
is reduced by 1 unit. In this case = 0 is not prohibited any xi
k-1k 
more, whereas x 	is forced to be zero. The process is then 
ik-2'k-1 
 
repeated. If on the other hand LB' < C*, which will be called weak  
fathoming, then we seek to find a node j such that x. 	= 1. This 
step will be discussed in more detail in the forward move below. The 
cases of strong and weak fathoming are illustrated below. 
= 
level k - 1 
LB' > C* LB > C* 
= 1 x. 
1k-3 1k-2 
1k-2 1k-1 1 
x . 
1 
level k - 2 
lk-lik = 1 
1k-2ik-1 = 1 level .k - 2 
Strong Fathoming  
* Continue at level k- 2 by trying to go from node ik-2 to a 
node j # 1k-1 
x 	= 1 
level k - 1 
	 1
k-11k 	 -11 
LB' < C* 
	
LB > C* 
Weak Fathoming  
*Continue at level k- 1 by trying to go from node i k_i to node j 	ik. 
2. Forward Move  
If the lower bound is less than C*, then it may be possible to find a 
completion of the partial, solution with an objective less than C*. 
Suppose that the current level of the tree is k- 1, where at level 
k-lwehavexii =1.Nowweseekanodeikl_i ti.forj = k_l k 
2, ..., k- 1 and the move 
ikik+1 
is not prohibited from previous 
fathoming (if such a node i
k+1  is not found then the partial solu- 
tion is fathomed and the level of the tree is reduced). Many rules 
(branching rule) for choosing ik+1 are possible. One of the simplest 
(and most effective for the traveling salesman problem) is to choose 
ik_14 whichminimizesc . for all available j . Another 
ikj 	1k 	.1 
possible method is to calculate a lower bound LB, for each possible 
i 
node j, and then choose the one with the least possible lower bound 
to be 
ik+1. 
 If the choice of i
k+1 
is determined by this rule, then 
we automatically have the lower bound needed for deciding whether to 
fathom, and we also may prohibit some of the moves ikj if LB. > C. 
J 
At any rate, i k+1 is chosen, the level of the tree is increased by 1, 
and a lower bound (if the first rule was used) is calculated, and the 
process is repeated. Needless to say, if the level is n-1, then in 
is joined with i
1 




is added to the cost 
of the partial tour. If the total cost is less than C* then C* is 
replaced by the total cost, and the tour is stored as the best tour 
obtained so far. 
3. Termination  
We have described forward and backward progress of the search. If 
the level of the search ever reaches value zero, then we stop. This 
would mean that we are currently at level 1, and are trying to back-
track. This means that all possible completions of x 4 4 = 1 and 
41:42 
x. 	2= 0 have been enumerated, i.e., all the search space has been 
111
2 
exhausted, The stored loop and C* give the optimal solution, 
Summary of the Algorithm  
Initialization Step  
Let P(i) = 0 for all i = 1, 2, ..., n and let C* = 	Choose node it 
,(acoording to the procedure described earlier) as the initial node in 
the maximization of O. Let k = 0 and go to Step 1. 
Step 1 (Forward Move)  
If k = n-1, replace C1 by C1 + (ci 	+ ui + vi ). If C1 < C*, then 
n 1 n 	1 
replace C* by Cl , store the complete solution il , ..., in , it and go 
to Step 2, If C1 > C*, go to Step 2. If k < n-1 calculate a lower 





+ C3, where C
1,  C2, 
and C
3 
are calculated as described above, 
A = P(ik)L){11 , 	ik-1 , ik} and B = (i
1,  i
2, 	ik}. If 
LB a C*, go to Step 2, Otherwise pick i k+1 t A such that 
c. 	4- u. + v 	= Minimum (c. , + u + v.)., Replace k by 
lk K+1 kk+1 	j f A 	'k3 	ik 
k+1 and repeat Step 1. 
• 
Step 2 (Fathom)  
Replace P(ik_i) by P(ik_i)li{ik}. Calculate a lower bound LB on all 
completions of the partial solution il , i
2' 
•., i
k-2' ik-l . If LB > C*, 
go to Step 3. Otherwise choose a node j 	P(ik_i ) such that 
c. 	+ U. 	+ v. = Minimum i c 	u. 	± 7.1 
lk-1J 	lk-1 	 lk-1 	1 
i 4 ik_.1 . Denote the new ik by j . This forms 
a new partial solution. Go to Step 1. 
Step. 3 (Strong Fathoming)  
ik-1 is placed in P(ik_2).P(ik-1) is replaced by 0, and k is replaced 
by k- 1. If k = 0, go to Step 4, otherwise go to Step 2. 
Step 4 (Termination)  
Search has been completed. Optimal cost is C* and its corresponding 
tour is i l , i2 , ..., in , il . Stop. 
Optimal and Suboptimal Solutions via "Controlled" Fathoming  
Rather than attempting to fathom a partial solution when the lower 
bound LB on its completion is greater than or equal to the best known 
C*, we may fathom if LB is "Close" to C*. This will enable us to 
fathom quickly and hence reduce the portion of the search tree explic-
itly enumerated. This procedure can be controlled either to obtain 
suboptimal solutions, with any desired degree of accuracy, or to 
obtain optimal solutions. In both cases the computational effort will 
be significantly reduced. The following two methods are proposed for 
implementing the notion of controlled fathoming. 
Method 1  
Recall that a partial solution is fathomed, if the lower bound on all 
completions is at least as big as C*, the best known objective. Suppose 
that a partial solution is fathomed if LB > aC*, where a c (0,1]. In 
this case, the partial solution is abandoned if there is no hope 
that it leads to an objective which is better than aC*. To illus-
trate, suppose that C* is 1000, and we choose a = 0.95. Then we 
fathom if LB 2 950. This means that if the bound on completions 
of the partial solution cannot lead to an improvement of 50 units 
over what we already have, then it does not pay off to pursue this 
partial solution. The objective of this simple strategy is clear. 
We want to fathom, i.e., abandon partial solutions, quickly, even 
if they lead to a slight improvement. As the reported computational 
experience shows, this simple strategy speeds the computational effort 
considerably. Of course, as a new C* is found, then we fathom when-
ever the bound is greater or equal to a times the new C*. The pro-
cedure continues until we cannot find a feasible solution with an 
objective less than aC*. So we have a feasible tour with 
objective C*, coupled with the statement that the optimal objective 
is greater than or equal to aC*. Needless to say, if aC* is less 
than the overall lower bound, which is Max 0(u,v), then there is no 
need to complete the search, since we know that there are no solutions 
with objective less than aC*. It is interesting to keep in mind that 
when we try to find a solution with objective less than aC*, the com-
putational effort will either lead to such a solution or conclude that 
no such solution exists. In the first case, we are able to improve 
the current best solution, and in the second case we are able to 
"tighten" the overall lower bound on the problem, In other words, 
a valuable information is obtained whether we are able to find a solu-
tion with objective less than aC* or not. 
Choice of a  
Of course, if a is small, then fathoming will speed up considerably, 
resulting in a small computational effort. But on the other hand, the 
quality of the best obtained feasible solution is not guaranteed. 
To illustrate, suppose that at termination C* is 1000 and suppose 
that a = 0.60. All we can say in this case is that we have a fea-
sible solution with objective 1000, and the true optimal has an 
obejctive greater or equal to 600. This, of course, is not satis-
factory. Suppose, however, that we used a = 0.95. Then if at ter-
mination C* is 1000, we can say that the optimal is greater than or 
equal to 950. This statement is indeed much stronger than the pre-
vious statement. 
From this discussion, it is clear that there is a tradeoff between the 
computational effort and the value of a. We recommend values of a 1 0.93 
depending on the accuracy required. 
Exact Solution By Stepped Fathoming  
A slight modification of the above scheme can be used to find the exact 
optimal solution. Suppose that an initial a
1 
is used, say a
1 
= 0.90. 
Eventually we achieve a final C* and cannot find a feasible solution 
with objective less than 0.90C* i.e., 0.9C* is a lower bound on all 




say a2 = 0.95. 
We start the search from the stored best solution corresponding to C*, 
which also includes all the prohibited visitations. We are either able 
to find a feasible solution with objective less than 0.95C* (none less 
than 0.9C* exist), and repeat the process, or else conclude that none 
exist. We may then switch to 0.97 fathoming and eventually 100% fathom- 
new C* ew C* 
ing. This process is shown below and proved very efficient from a com-
putational point of view. 
.95C* 
0.95 new 







no solution with 
	
A solution with 
	
100% fathoming 
objective < 0.9C* exists 	objective < 0.95C* 
found 
Method 2  
This method fathoms whenever the lower bound LB is greater than 
or equal to K, where K is related to, but not necessarily equal to 
C* (K. 5 C*). Again we have the same interpretation as before. A par-
tial solution is pursued if it guarantees a nontrivial improvement 
over what we got. We will describe a procedure to find a suitable K. 
At each stage of the algorithm, we have an upper bound (optimal 5 upper 
bound), namely C*. A lower bound on the overall problem, namely, 
Max 0(u,v) is also known. At each stage of the algorithm we have a 
feasible solution with objective C*, and we know that the optimal must 
be less than or equal to C*. Rather than fathoming on C*, suppose we 
fathom on K = aC* + (1 - a)LB, where a c (0,1]. Since LB < C*, then 
K = aC* + (1 - a)LB < C*. Two cases are possible, In the first case, 
we will be able to find a tour with objective less than ,'K. The objec-
tive of this new solution becomes the new upper bound C* and the pro-
cess is repeated, In the second case, we will not be able to find such 




(Aq* 	- a 
new upper bound 
fictitious 
upper bound 
K = aC* + (1 — a)LB 
a feasible solution 
with objective less 
than K is found 
new lower bound 
no feasible sol4tion 
less than K is found 





Upper bound reduced 
	
Lower bound raised 
a solution. This automatically implies that there are no solutions 
with objective less than K, and hence K itself is the new lower 
bound. The process is repeated. From this we keep narrowing the gap 
between the lower and upper bounds, either by lowering the upper bound 
(finding an improved feasible assignment) or by raising the lower 
bound (by finding that there is no feasible solution with objective 
lower than the current lower bound). When the difference between 
the lower bound, and the current best objective value (upper bound) 
is smaller than a prescribed tolerance, we either stop, or try to 
find solutions with objective less than C* itself, i.e., we switch to 
a= 1. Of course, if the tolerance is zero, or if we switch the fathom-
ing to C* itself, then we will find the true optimal solution. 
Choice of a  
a is any number in the interval (0,1]. Of course, if a is close to 
1, then we are in effect fathoming on a number very close to C*, and 
the search will not speed considerably. On the other hand, if a is 
close to zero, then we only fathom if we obtain a feasible solution 
very close to the overall lower bound. In this case, fathoming will 
be fast, but it is likely not to obtain feasible solutions less than 
K. The value a = 0.5 is recommended so that the distance of uncer-
tainty is halfed at each time. When the lower and upper bounds are 
close to each other, we switch to a= 1. 
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I.1 Summary and Highlights of the Report 
Linear set covering and set partitioning problems have attracted 
the attention of many researchers. This is due to the simple formu-
lation of these problems and their wide range of applications. 
This research concerns itself with the quadratic set covering 
problem, the quadratic assignment problem, and other related problems. 
The significance of these problems is reflected by the flexibility 
of the quadratic objective, and its ability to deal with first order 
interaction between the variables, which leads to a large number of 
applications ranging from location of facilities, computerized layout 
design, sequencing of jobs on a machine, political districting, to 
selection of projects. 
The following are the main results of the research. 
--A unified presentation of the quadratic set covering, 
the quadratic assignment, and related problems. Applications 
of these problems in the areas of location, computerized 
layout, routing, project selection, sequencing, and 
scheduling are unified. 
--Development of an algorithm for finding optimal and sub-
optimal solutions of quadratic set covering problems, in 
the general context of layout design. 
--Development of exact and heuristic algorithms for solving 
the quadratic assignment problem. 
--Development of an exact algorithm for solving symmetric 




I.1 Summary and Highlights of the Report  
Linear set covering and set partitioning problems have attracted 
the attention of many researchers. This is due to the simple formu-
lation of these problems'and their wide range of applications. 
This research concerns itself with the quadratic set covering 
problem, the quadratic assignment problem, and other related problems. 
The significance of these problems is reflected by the flexibility 
of the quadratic objective, and its ability to deal with first order 
interaction between the variables, which leads to a large number of 
applications ranging from location of facilities, computerized layout 
design, sequencing of jobs on a machine, political districting, to 
selection of projects. 
The following are the main results of the research. 
--A unified presentation of the quadratic set covering, 
the quadratic assignment, and related problems. Applications 
of these problems in the areas of location, computerized 
layout, routing, project selection, sequencing, and 
scheduling are unified. 
--Development of an algorithm for finding optimal and sub-
optimal solutions of quadratic set covering problems, in 
the general context of layout design. 
--Development of exact and heuristic algorithms for solving 
the quadratic assignment problem. 
--Development of an exact algorithm for solving symmetric 
and nonsymmetric traveling salesman problems via branch 
and bound. 
1 
1.2 Organization of the Report  
In Section I .I.of the report, a classification of the quadratic 
set covering and related problems is presented. Different known and 
new applications of these problems are also presented in Section II, 
The remaining sections are devoted to the development of solution 
procedures for this class of problems. In Section III a branch and 
bound algorithm for solving quadratic set covering problems which 
arise in the context of layout design is developed. Both branch and 
bound and heuristic algorithms for solving quadratic assignment 
problems are developed in Section IV. Finally, in Section V a special 
procedure based on the concept of duality is developed for solving 
symmetric and nonsymmetric traveling salesman problems. In each case, 
random as well as standard problems in the literature are solved • 
to illustrate computational effectiveness of the procedures developed. 
Appendices A, B, and C reproduce the algorithms of this study. 
II. THE QUADRATIC SET COVERING PROBLEM, 
RELATED PROBLEMS, AND APPLICATIONS  
In this section we will describe the quadratic set covering problem and 
other related problems, and then give a number of examples illustrating 
the applications of these problems. 
II.1 Mathematical Descriptions  
We shall consider the following problems: 
quadratic set covering problem 	QSCP 
quadratic set partitioning problem QSPP 
linear set covering problem 	LSCP 
linear set partitioning problem . 	 LSPP 
generalized placement problem GPP 
quadratic assignment problem 	QAP 
assignment problem 	 AP 
traveling salesman problem 	 TSP 
All of the problems, except the GPP which is new, are well known. As the 
problems are precisely described below, it will be helpful to keep in mind 
the following diagram showing the relationships of the problems as special 
cases of the others in the formulations we give. 
QSCP -3 LSCP 




Let x be an n x 1 binary vector, x' the transpose of x, A an 
m x n matrix of zeros and ones, C an n x n matrix, and e m an m x 1 
vector of ones. The quadratic set covering problem (QSCP) is 
Minimize x'Cx 
such that Ax > e 
— m 
x is a binary vector 
and the quadratic set partitioning problem (QSPP) is 
Minimize x'Cx 
such that Ax = e
m 
x is a binary vector 
If we let I be the n x n identity matrix, then by choosing A to be 













. . . I
n 
we obtain the quadratic assignment problem (QAP) for the case of assign-
ing n objects to n locations. We may always assume, without loss of 
generality, that the number of objects to be assigned is equal to the 
number of locations, for if this is not the case, then we may add dummy 
objects which make them equal but have no effect on the final solution. 
If the objective is of the form d'x + x 'Cx, the problem is usually 
called a placement problem. The additional linear term represents no 
generalization, however, since the quadratic objective can also handle 
thelineartermsbyplacingtheentriesd.'s along the diagonal of C. 
Therefore, we give no special considerations to placement problems as 
they are treated within the general class of quadratic set covering and 
set partitioning problems. By replacing the quadratic objective functions 
of the QSCP, QSPP, and QAP with a linear function, we obtain the linear  
set covering problem (LSCP), linear set partitioning problem (LSPP), 
and assignment problem (AP) respectively. The traveling salesman problem  
(TSP), the problem of a salesman who must visit n cities, each exactly 
once, and return home while minimizing the total distance of his trip 
will be formulated later as a special case of the QAP. The generalized  
placement problem (GPP) allows one to require that certain sets of objects 
must be assigned to certain sets of locations, or certain sets of locations 
must be filled by objects from certain sets of objects (Geddes [131). 
As will be seen in the applications, these are very realistic restrictions, 
and when the GPP is formulated in terms of 0-1 variables the complications 
are actually helpful in obtaining the solution more efficiently. Before 
describing the GPP we need to introduce some notation. For a finite set 
S let ISI = the number of elements of S and P(S) = {XIX<=S} = the power 
set of S. Suppose we are given two finite sets A and B with IAI = IBI. 
(Since A is thought of as a set of elements to be assigned to locations 
B, we must have IAI < IBI. There is no loss generality in assuming IAI = IBI, 
since "dummy" elements may always be added to A which do not influence the 
objective function.) 0 = ftplcP:A4-B, 	1-1 map}. Assume that fixed assignment 
costs of elements of A to B, quantities shipped, and costs of shipping have 
been taken into consideration to produce a quadratic objective function, 
as in the QAP, and let c be the cost associated with IP e 0. Let 
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R P(A) x P(B). We say that an element 1J c t satisfies R, written *SR, 
provided: 
for each (A, B) e R, 	*[A]C: B if IA1 < 1111 
-1 - 	- * [B]C: A if 1A1 > 1 11 1 
[A] = B if I A I = 1 11 1 
Here *[A] denotes the image of the set A under the map *. The generalized 
placement problem (GPP) is 
minimize 
subject to * 
and 	*SR 
where A, B, R, and the costs c are given. Note that if R = {(A,B)} we 
simply have the QAP. Other cases, such as when R is of the form 
{b. })I, s < IAI, will be considered in 
11 	11 	 is 	is 
sections 11.2 and 11.3, where examples are given for location problems and 
the TSP. A procedure is also given for writing the GPP in terms of 0-1 
variables. 
11.2 The Location Problems  
Because of their similar mathematical structure as quadratic 
assignment problems, as well as analogous physical and economic inter-
pretations, we give four applications under the general classification 
of location problems. These are 
a. facilities location 
b. building layout 
c. control panel layout 
d. wiring problem 
Each application will be discussed in detail individually, but first 
the location problem in general, including properties and extensions 
common to all of the applications, is described. We suppose that 
n objects a. (i = 1,2,...,n) are to be assigned to n locations b
k 
(k = 1, 2, ... , n) in such a way that each object is assigned to one and 
only one location. As was mentioned earlier, it is easily seen that if 
we have m objects and n locations with m < n, we may supply n - m dummy 
objects so that there is no loss of generality in assuming the same 
number of objects and locations. There may or may not be a fixed cost 
fik associatedwithassigningobjecta.to location b k. There are given 
afi.xednumberofWtobe"shippeefromobjecta.to object a., 
say uij , and in general u ij uji . These units may be interpreted as trips 
made by people in the building layout problems, as we shall see, or as 
numbers of wire connections in the wiring problem. Shipping one unit from 
location bk to b1  incurs a cost dki 
 (usually related to distance). Define 
n2 variablesxik (i = 1, 2, ... , n; k = 1, 2, .•• 	n) by 
if object a. is placed in location b k 
0 otherwise 
■ 
and let x' = (x1,1  1,2 	xl,n 	xn,1 xn,2 	xn,n). 
For i = 1, 2, ... 	n and j = 1, 2, ... , n, define n2 matrices of order 
n x n 
[C ) rs 	
(r = 1, 2, ... , n; s = 1, 2, ... , n) 
i4 	fir if r = s 
where, if i = j, then C = 
rs 0 if r s 
ij 	0 	if r = s 
if i j, then C rs = u..d if r# s 
rs 
C ii isthereforeinterpretedasthecostofshippingu ij units from object 
rs 










be a n x 1 vector of ones and I be the n x n identity matrix. 
Let H be the 2n x n






The location problem (quadratic assignment problem) is to 
minimize 	x'Cx 
subject to Hx = e 2n 
x binary 
It should be noted that a large number of elements of the C matrix were 
set equal to zero since they correspond to assignments not permitted by 
Hx = e
2n . The first n rows of equations represented by Hx = e 2n 
require 
that each object is assigned to one location, and the remaining n equations 
require that each location is assigned to one object; that is to say 
we have a one-to-one correspondence between objects and locations. 
Now, for example, the object al cannot be assigned to locations bl 
 and b
3 simultaneously, so the first row third column entry of C 11' 
C11
'  was set equal to zero. Actually, any number could be placed 13 
• e ' 
. I
n 
in this entry, since it would never contribute to the value of the 
objective function x'Cx for any feasible x. 
There are two extensions of the location problem which fall into 
the case of the GPP. In one of these we may require a few selected 
objects to be assigned to particular locations. For example, we may 
be given a collection of factories and warehouses already built and 
wish to add some new ones. A slightly different problem occurs when 
certain sets of objects must be assigned to certain sets of locations, 
or certain sets of locations must be filled by objects from given 
sets. In the second instance, we still have some freedom to locate 
the object. An example is that the tuning knob on a radio has to be, 
say, on the outside in front and not buried in the middle of the set, 
but there are several locations available. As another example, consider 
the problem of assigning ten plants of various sizes, some of which require 
a water supply, to sites of different sizes, some of which have water 
supplies. This type of constraint may also be used to keep certain 
objects either close together or far apart. In a warehouse certain 
chemicals cannot be stored together for safety reasons such as fire and 
explosion. Certain areas in a warehouse may be unsuitable for storing 
some materials because of temperature or humidity, while some materials 
may be stored in any area of the warehouse. We may wish to require 
certain rooms in an office building to be located on an outside wall. 
In the design of electrical equipment some components may fail to 
function properly if located too far apart, while others fail when 
located too close together. An alternative to using the GPP to handle 
these complications would be to add constraints which simply require 
the distance between the locations containing objects be greater than 
(or less than) some fixed number. 
Location b
k 
1 	200 	300 	250 
2 	400 	350 	300 
3 	600 	700 	650 
Table 11.1 Values of f
ik 
a. Facilities Location  
We begin by describing a simple example in which three plants 
a. (i = 1, 2, 3) are to be assigned to three locations b
k 
(k = 1, 2, 3). 
Thefixedcostsfik ofassigningplanta.to location b
k 
are given in 
Table11.1.Table11.2givesthenumberofunitsuu to be shipped from 










1 	2 3 
1 50 100 
2 60 80 
4-1 
`II 3 40 70 
Table 11.2, Values of u., 
Location b1 
1 	2 	3 
1 2 3 
2 1 2 
0 
•e-1 
3 3 3 
0 
1-4 
Table 11.3 Values of d
kk 














4. 	  
	
160 	240 
80 	 160 
300 240 	240 






1 	 I 
150 	- 	200 	300 
100 100 	- 	200 
200 - - - 100 
- 300 - 50 - 
250 150 150 
120 180 400 
60 120 350 
180 180 
4 	 
50 120 140 
40 80 70 
120 120 210 210 
1 
1 	1 	1 
1 	 1 	 1 
1 1 1 
1 
As before, for i = 1,2,3; k = 1,2,3; let 


















e; = (1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1). 
The location problem is then 
minimize 	x'Cx 
subject to Hx = e 6 
and x is a binary vector 
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It should be emphasized that in this problem the quantities shipped 
between plants, u
ij
, were given and fixed, which in more general instances 
is not always the case. There are a number of complications which may 
be introduced. For example, the shipment of goods between plants, if 
placed in certain locations, may require the construction of a road or 
pipeline, and the fixed cost of such construction must be taken into 
consideration. It is also possible that more than one plant may be placed 
in one location. A very common problem is that we already have a number 
of plants built and wish to add a few more. Suppose we are considering 
n plants a. and n locations b
k' 
 but s < n of these plants are already 
built. In particular, assume that for j = 1,2,...,s we have plant a. 
ij 
We can formulate this problem as-a GPP by letting 
R = {({a. },{b.  }), 	({a. },{b.  1), 	• , ( -raj 1,{bi })1 
11 	 3-2 	12 s 	s 
A second more complicated example of the GPP is given, and the 







be a set of ten plants and B = Ib1 ,b2 ,...,b101 be a set of ten locations. 
Wearegiventhatuij units are to be shipped from plant a. to plant a,, 
the cost of shipping one unit from location b k  to b.e, is dkt , and the cost 
of placing plant ai in location bk is fik . 




b10}  8' 9' 10 
A2 = {a,, a5 , a6 , a7 , a8 } 
B
2 
= {b1, b2, b3, b4, b
5, 
 b8, b9 } 





 b8 } 




subject to Hx = e
20 
x binary 
Let R = {(A1 ,B1), (A2 ,B , (A3 ,B3)1C,P(A) x P(B) 
We define C and H as before and obtain the problem: 
and elements from Al must be placed in locations of B1 , and II.4a 
only those locations 
elements from A
2 
must be placed in locations of B2 	II.4b 
elements placed in B
3 
locations must come from A
3 
II.4c 
Statements II.1, 11.2, 11.3 make up a QAP, and II.4abc tell us that 








c BNB II.4a 
or a
l 
e A's.,A and b. e B 





and b c 13 -.33
2 	
II.4b 
1 e A›.A3 and bj e B3  II.4c 
(Here ANA
1 
is the complement of A
l 
in A, etc.) 
Interpretations of these constraints might be: plants of set A 2 require 
a water supply which is available only in locations of set B2 ; locations 
of B
3 
are small and must be occupied by plants not requiring much space, 
thoseof- A3 ; and plants of A
l 




b. Building Layout  
The building layout problem is quite similar to the facilities 
location problem except that we are concerned with what goes on between 
various rooms in a building rather than shipments between plants. One 
objective may be to minimize the time employees spend walking between 
offices or rooms by finding optimal locations for the offices. For 
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example, in the case of a hospital, we have a wide collection of employees 
such as surgeons, nurses, student nurses, etc., who collect various 
salaries and find it necessary (according to their job) to travel with 
varying degrees of frequency between different rooms such as an emergency 
room, operating room, scrub-up room, or sterilizing room. Now it has 
been pointed out that, on the average, people in a typical hospital spend 
38 percent of their time walking between rooms, and taking relative 
salaries into account, this represents 34 percent of the cost for staff 
salaries. If we assume that careful planning can reduce this figure by 
one quarter, a savings equivalent to 8 1/2 percent of the cost for staff 
salaries is realized. This may amount to a substantial sum of money, 
especially over a period of many years (Whitehead and Elders [301). 
There are, however, some special problems in building layout which 
do not occur in any analogous manner in facilities location, control 
panel layout, or the wiring problem. We begin in a typical building lay-
out problem by making a list of the rooms, and the frequency with which 
employees of different salaries travel between the rooms. For each pair of 
rooms a. and a. we may then compute a cost factor 	equal to the sum of 1 	 uij 
the products of the number of people traveling between the two rooms and 
their salaries (say, in dollars/hours). The movements are then examined 
to see if they can be eliminated as unnecessary or new facilities or 
organization could lead to their elimination. For example, a recovery 
ward may be added so the surgeon or anaesthetist doesn't need to visit 
patients in their own room right after an operation. A set of location 
units b
k is determined. Since the rooms may vary in size, some may require 
only one location while others require several (adjacent locations). 








the time (say, in fractions of hours) it takes to travel from b k  to 
b
t
. Of course, a difficulty arises when a room occupies several loca- 
tions, and in this case we may arbitrarily take the shortest (or longest) 
distance between the locations used by the rooms. 
Once a placement has been determined, refinements may be needed 
such as the addition of a corridor to help maintain aseptic conditions 
in the operating room, or even changes for aesthetic purposes. It 
should be pointed out then, that the solution of the building layout 
problem as a QAP (or GPP) yields only an approximate solution to the 
real problem. Some factors such as the cost of air ducts, plumbing, 
and wiring between rooms we have neglected, because in most instances 
the differences are small for various layouts. 
c. Control Panel Layout 
One of the objectives in designing an instrument or control panel 
may be to minimize eye travel distance. Assume we are assigning n instru- 
ments a. to n locations bk . Using notation similar to before, we let u. 
1 	 ij 
be the frequency of transitions from instruments a
i 
 to a. and d the 




As before, the cost and 
assignment matrices C and H may be computed to obtain a QAP: 
minimize 	x'Cx 
subject to Hx = e2n 
x binary 
This problem is discussed in (Dorris [8, p. 18-21]), while a linear case 
is given in (Freund and Sadosky [9]). 
d. The Wiring Problem  
Beginning in the late 1950's, a problem associated with the construc-
tion of computers, now known as the backboard wiring problem, began to 
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receive attention (Loberman and Weinberger [20], and Steinberg [251). 
The problem is to find a placement (assignment) for a number of electrical 
components, which must be interconnected, on a board so that the total 
length of wire used to make the connections is minimal. An assumption 
is made that minimal total wire length is the best approximation for 
satisfying a number of goals for good circuit design, which include: 
reducing capacitance 
reducing delay line effects 
distribution of heat sinks 
avoidance of excessive wire build-up on routing channels 
avoiding cross-talk without excessive use of expensive 
shielding 
neatness to reduce construction and maintenance costs 
using smallest amount of wire 
We suppose a set of n electrical components a i are given which must be 
assigned to a set of n locations b k. As before, without loss of generality, 
it is assumed the number of components equals the number of locations, and 
they will be assigned, in a one-to-one manner. Let u.. be the number of 13 





will, of course, depend on the wiring channels used and may be 
either Euclidean or "street" distance. The cost and assignment matrices 
may be found, as before, to give the problem: 
minimize 	x'Cx 
subject to. Hx = e
2n 
x binary 
Example: The best known example, and, in fact, about the only real 
problem which appears to have been studied in detail by many authors, is 
the one given in (Steinberg [25], and (Graves and Whinston [15]). It is 
pointed out in (Hanan and Kurtzberg [10]) that there is a need for study-
ing additional realistic problems. Here we give a small example just to 
illustrate the ideas involved, the structure of the matrices, and some 
16 
possible extensions. Consider the problem of placing four components 
a. (1=1,2,3,4),withuij wire connections between a and a.,. in four 
1 
locationsbk (k=1,2,3,4).Thevaluesofuij are given in Table 11.4 






are given in Table 11.5. 
Figure 11.1 shows the actual arrangement of locations on the board. We 
have used Euclidean distances to compute the d. 





0 	3 	7 	1 
3 	0 	2 
7 	2 	0 
	
3 
1 	5 	3 
  
Table 11.4 Values of u.. 
1J 
Table 11.5 Values of dki 








The assignment matrix H is 
	Figure 11.1 
1 
   
1 










   
1 1 
     
The cost matrix C could be computed as before, but since the (u..) 






\ C21 	C22 




r = 1,2,3,4 
s = 1,2,3,4 
and C ij 
rs 
d 	if i < j (i = 1,2,3, j = 2,3,4) and r 	s . j  rs 
otherwise 
So C is the 16 x 16 matrix whose non-zero elements are shown: 
0 	3 	3 	311 
3 0 	312- 	3 
3 	312- 	0 3 




























0 2 2 2/1 0 5 5 5IF 
2 0 2/1 2 5 0 5[2- 5 
2 2/T 0 2 5 5/T 0 5 
2/T 2 2 0 5/2- 5 5 0 
0 3 3 36 
3 0 3/T 3 
3 3/72- 0 3 
. 32 3 3 0 
The problem is 
minimize 	x'Cx 





Some Extensions 	The above problem may be altered by introducing 
weights to the u..'s, as was done in the hospital example of the building 
ij 
layout problem, or by changing the (d ia) matrix. We may wish to change 
the 
(dkR, 
 ) matrix to correspond to such physical arrangements of locations 
as 










or possibly a 3 dimensional 
If D is a set of matrices 
	 layout 
	
D 	{D = (dia)} 
we may wish to consider the problem of finding the best arrangement of 
locations as well: 
minimize 	minimize 	xi Cpx 




indicates the cost matrix depends on D). 
As was done in the facilities location problem, we may use the GPP 
to require certain sets of components be located in specified sets of 
locations. This may be useful to keep the components of one section, 
say an amplification or power section, of a piece of electrical equip-
mant together, as an aid to construction or maintenance. 
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11.3 The Traveling Salesman Problem  
Suppose a salesman is given a list of n cities connected by a 
number of roads of known distance. His problem, known as the traveling  
salesman problem, is to find a route of minimal length he can follow 
so as to visit each city once and only once, and return to where he 
started (Hu [17, pp. 270-271] and Garfinkel and Nemhauser [11, pp. 354- 
361]). 
a. The Classical Traveling Salesman Problem  
There are several different versions and formulations of the TSP. 
We are concerned with starting the problem as a QAP, but first mention, 
for clarification, some of the variations. First, we are considering 
what is called the closed tour version. This simply means that the 
salesman must end up where he started. An alternative, is the open tour  
version in which the salesman starts in a given city, visits each city 
once and only once, but does not return to the original city. It is 
easy to convert the closed tour version to the open tour, by dividing the 
starting city into two cities. We are just going to consider the closed 
tour here. 
Now the following example is a simple TSP which has no solution. 
are given four cities bk (k = 1,2,3,4) and some roads of known distances 
dklL 
between them as shown below. 
d
12 






It is easy to see that it is impossible to visit all four cities and not 
visit b 2 
three times. There is a modification of the TSP described in 
b. below which allows for the possibility of passing through cities, but 
as the classical TSP, this problem has no solutions. We also note that 
d
12 
= 1 and d 21 
= 2, so that d
12 # d21. 
It is not necessary that the 
distances between two cities be the same each way. The idea of a subtour 
comes from formulations of the TSP in which variables x., are used: 
id 
1 if the salesman travels from b. to b. 
1 xis = 
0 otherwise , 
Unless constraints are added to prevent it, a "solution" may occur con-
sisting of more than one trip, as shown below: 
The trips 1-2-3-1 and 4-5-6-7-4 are called subtours, and obviously 
cannot be a solution to any problem in which a salesman must begin and 
end his trip in the same city. A tour is a sequence for visiting each 
city exactly once and ending up in the starting city. In the formulation 
we now give for the TSP as a QAP, the problem of subtours does not arise. 











 given (as when there is no direct road from b k to b) we assign 
some large number M. We think of the TSP as a facilities location problem 
in which n plants a
i 
(i = 1,2,...,n) are to be assigned to the n cities 
b
k 





j  are given by: 
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1 	 1 A:Th . 	 
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ii) for i = n 	 u
n 1 
= 1 
iii) all others 	 U. 	= 
lj 
and we wish to minimize the total cost. Constructing cost and assign-
ment matrices C and H as before, we have the TSP stated as the QAP 
minimize 	x'Cx 
subject to Hx = e2n 
x binary 
A variable x
ik  = 1 in the final solution x means city k is visited 
as the ith city. 
b. Modifications of the Traveling Salesman Problem  
As noted in a. above there are some TSP's which have no solution 
because it is impossible to visit each city exactly once. There are 
other examples in which we could reduce the distance traveled if we 
could "pass through" a city, i. e., visit it more than once. Such an 
example is shoe below in Figure 11.2. 
Figure 11.2 
The shortest route to visit all cities by the TSP is 1-2-3-4-1 and has 
length 9. If we are permitted to visit b 2 three times, we could choose 
the route 1-2-4-2-3-2-1 which has length 7. One method to avoid having 
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the larger solution to the TSP forced upon us, which would be desirable 
in most real applications, is to construct an expanded TSP as follows. 
Given n cities and some values d
kR 
representing the distances of roads 
from city bk to b 9 , define values of akt for all k = 1,2,...,n; 
= 1,2,...,n by 
the shortest distance from 
fl., 	 city bk to bit 	
if k # 2, 
dkz 
 
if k = R. 
(We will need to keep track of the shortest paths when stating the 
solution of the original problem from the expanded problem). The example 





with the optimal solution 1-2-4-3-1 and distance 7. If the original problem 
in Figure 11.2 had satisfied the triangle inequality for distances* 
d. + d 	> d ij 	jk — ik 
and we had been given values for all du (k = 1,2,...,n; Q = 1,2,...,n), 
then the optimal routing wouldn't require visiting b 2 three times and the 
expanded TSP wouldn't have been needed (Hu [17, pp. 270-3]). The following 
example is one in which the given d ick satisfies the triangle inequality, 
but a city is visited twice to obtain the shortest route 1-2-3-4-5-4-3-6-1 
(length 12). The reason here is that not all the inter-distances among the 
cities are given. 
*It doesn't; 2 = 1 + 1 = d 32 + d24 < d3,4 = 3 
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CO 
We now mention some extensions of the TSP. In addition to being 
given n cities b
k 








and b and due 
dates T
k 
by which a city b
k 
must be visited. For a given tour ip , let 
bgi) be the ith city visited, and suppose b
gi) 




gi) 	gO)g1) 	g1)g2) + • • • tgi-l)gi) 
for i = 1,2,... . If we define the tardiness in visiting a city as 
Tk - Tk, one objective may be to find a tour ip which minimizes the 
maximum tardiness. Another problem may be to minimize a linear com-
bination of the distance traveled and the maximum tardiness. The GPP 
may be used to make such requirements as the first city visited must 
be one of three selected cities, or the last two cities visited must 
include a certain given city. 
In another modification of the TSP, considered by (Srivastava et. al., 
[24]), the set of cities B = {b1 ,b2, ...,bn} is divided into a home city 
and a family of s collectively exhaustive and mutually exclusive sets 
of cities: B = {home city}U U  B,. The problem is to determine an optimal 
i=1 
tcur, starting at the home city, which includes at least one city from 
eachofthesetsB.(i = 1,2,...,$). An application of this modification, 
in which a salesman has to complete multiple jobs subject to competition, 
is given in (Garg, et. al., [12]). 
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c. Production Scheduling Application  
Suppose we have n tasks b k (k = 1,2,...,n) which are to be per-
formed on some machine. A change over time d
kit  is required to change the 
machine from doing task bk to task b k . The problem of selecting a sequence 
in which to perform the tasks and return the machine to its original 
state so the sum of changeover times is minimized is a TSP (Maxwell 
[21]). 
An n-job, m-machine scheduling problem is modelled as a TSP in 
(Wismer [31]). 
d. The Multi-Traveling Salesmen Problem, Its Generalizations, and Some  
Applications  
The TSP is actually a special case of the multi-traveling salesmen  
problem (M-TSP) (Svestka and Huckfeldt [26]). In the M-TSP we are 
given n cities b
k (k = 1,2,...,n), one of which is designated as a "home 
city", and distances d
kR, between cities bk 
and b
k. There are m salesmen 
instead of one, and the problem is to determine routes for each of the 
m salesmen to follow so that every city (except the home city) is visited 
exactly once by exactly one salesman, the home city is included in each 
salesman's route, and the total distance traveled by all salesmen is 
a minimum. We note that in the M-TSP a "home city" is designated before-
hand. Three alternatives are to designate several home cities, as is done 
in the multi-terminal delivery problem (Tillman and Hering [27]), or allow 
for either one or several undesignated home cities which will be determined 
as part of the problem. (Not requiring a home city actually falls into 
the last two cases). Another generalization of the M-TSP is given in (Zak 
[32]) where each salesman may have a different distance matrix. 
We now give some applications of the M-TSP and its generalizations. 
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The Bank Messenger Scheduling Problem  
In this problem a crew of messengers collects deposits at branch 
banks and returns them to a central office for processing. If there are 
m messengers and n branches, this is the M-TSP. The Cleveland Trust 
Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has actually made use of the M-TSP to determine 
routes for its messengers (Svestka and Huckfeldt [26]). 
Printing Press Scheduling for Multi-Edition Periodicals  
A printing press scheduling problem is given as a 3-traveling sales-
men problem with a number of side constraints in (Gorenstein [14]). 
But even a simplified version of this problem is not solvable for problem 
sizes with practical applications. 
Scheduling Excavators Movements  
The scheduling of the movements of excavators in mine pits is given 
in (Tsoi, et. al., [28]) as a M-TSP. Cases with route length and cycle 
constraints are given. 
Single Ter =fmal Delivery Problem  
In this problem delivery trucks supply customers from a single 
terminal. This is a M-TSP, with the restriction that the trucks have 
limited capacity and need to return to the home city (terminal) to refill. 
Multiterminal Delivery Problem  
This is an application of the generalization of the M-TSP in which 
several home cities are designated. While in the single terminal delivery 
problem we assign customers to routes so that the total distance is 
minimized, in the multiterminal delivery problem we need to assign 
customers to routes and routes to terminals. This problem and references 
for the single terminal case may be found in (Tillman and Hering [27]). 
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11.4 Applications of the QSCP and Related Problems 
In this section we give a number of examples of set covering problems, 
most of which were originally formulated as LSCP (or LSPP). These include 
the delivery problem, location of fire hydrants, airline crew scheduling, 
assembly line balancing problem, information retrieval, project selection, 
capital budgeting, and attack/defense networks. A general structure common 
to all of these applications is first given, then each application is 
considered separately. The project selection problem is considered in 
detail and some directions are indicated for the formulation of a more 
realistic model. 




x is a binary vector 
where x, C and A were described in II.1. A was an m x n matrix. In 
the applications each of the m rows is identified with either a client 
(delivery pr:., Y_en), a flight segment (airline crew scheduling), a task 
(assembly line balancing), or some activity. Various subsets of the clients 
flight segments, tasks, or activities are selected to form (respectively) 
routes, trips, assembly stations, or projects, which are identified with 
the columns of A. For example, in the delivery problem, if client i is 
included in route j , then a., =. 1, if not 	 Q. em is a vector of 
lj 
ones indicating that all clients must be included in the final solution. 
In the set covering problem, a client may be served more than once. If we 
want to restrict a client to one service in a problem, the partitioning 
problem would be used. In the LSCP and LSPP, costs are assigned to the 
routes, trips, assembly stations, or projects (i. e., the columns of A). 
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The quadratic versions of these problems permit additional costs or 
discounts for various pairs of columns selected. In some applications there 
are good reasons why two activities should cost less than the sum of the 
costs of the activities individually, while in other cases there appears 
to be no reason for extending the linear formulation to a quadratic one. 
a. Routing Problems: Truck Delivery and School Bussing 
In the truck delivery and school bussing problems we are concerned 
with the delivery or pick-up of items, or, in the case of school bussing, 
children. There are a number of delivery or pick-up stations, each of 
which must be visited at least once, and a central terminal or school 
from which the items are sent out or collected. Various subsets of the 
delivery stations are formed to make up routes, and each route has a 
cost associated with it. The problem of selecting a set of routes so that 
each station is included in at least one route is a LSCP, or, if reasons 
can be found for quadratic interaction of the costs, a QSCP. In the case 
of school bussing one reason to use a QSCP might be to help achieve a 
racial balance. The question remains of how to do this. This would allow 
certain combinations of routes to be desirable and others to be undesirable. 
Since trucks or buses have limited capacity, the number of items picked up 
or delivered on a route is limited; also, since the total number of avail-
able trucks is limited (not allowing multiple trips for a vehicle), we may 
need a solution in which the total number of routes selected is less than 
or equal to the total number of vehicles (Bal:Lnski and Quandt [33] and 
Murty 122]). 
b. Location of Fire Hydrants  
The problem of locating fire hydrants is discussed in (Murty [22]). 
We consider a network whose arcs are streets, and nodes are intersections 
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of the streets. The problem is to select a subset of the nodes for place-
ment of fire hydrants so each street has at least one fire hydrant. This 
problem is probably best left as a LSCP. 
c. Airline Crew Scheduling  
In the airline crew scheduling problem flight segments are selected 
to form trips, and the idea is to select trips to cover all flight segments. 
This is a LSCP. See (Murty [22] and Arabeyre, et. al., [2]). 
d. Assembly Line Balancing  
Tasks are combined to be performed at assembly stations in the assembly 
line balancing problem. The problem is to determine which assembly stations 
are to be set up. This is a partitioning problem, since a task is to be 
performed exactly once. Complications arise in the form of precedence 
relations on tasks and due dates by which tasks must be performed. (Murty, 
[221 and Salvesan [23]). 
e. Information Retrieval  
The im-f=lation retrieval problem is how to select a number of tapes 
from a collection of tapes, each of which contains subsets of required 
information, so that all desired information may be found by searching a 
minimal length of tape. This is a LSCP and there appears to be no advan-
tages in considering it as a QSCP. See (Day [7]). 
f. Attack/Defense Networks  
Attack and defense of networks may be formulated as QSCP. Consider 
the network shown below 
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The nodes in the network are thought of as strategic points; while the 
arcs represent communication lines such as roads, bridges, pipelines, 
etc. The objective is to attack the network in a optimal manner so that 




destroyed. The constraint matrix which requires every path from node 1 
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If a cost is assigned to destroying each arc, a linear objective function 
may be obtained to give a LSCP. However, the cost of destroying two arcs, 
say Al and A5 , may be greater than the sum of the costs of destroying them 
individually. Por example, they may be far apart and require some scarce 
resource to destroy. In this case a quadratic objective function x'Cx 
is used to consider such interactions. The element c
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would be positive 
and represent the additonal cost of cutting A l and A5 . The attack prob-
lem is a good example of a LSCP which is better modelled as a QSCP. The 
defense problem, how to optimally defend a network which will be attacked, 
by the construction of more arcs subject cut limitations, is also a QSCP. 
(Bellmore and Ratliff [4,5] and Jarvis [18]). 
g. Project Selection and Capital Budgeting  
We consider the problem where a number of projects are combined to 
form activities. A set of activities is to be selected in an optimal 
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manner so that all required projects are included among the selected activ-
ities. Since it would probably be desired that a project is not included 
more than once, a partitioning problem would be used. Since there may be 
advantages of selecting certain pairs of activities, a QSCP is used. 
To give some insight into the discount cost arising from the selection 
of two activities, consider the interaction which occurs in construction 
activities. There are three primary reasons why two activities are some-
times cheaper than the sum of the individual costs: 
1. a materials discount When two activities contain projects 
which use the same type of material, a savings may be realized 
by buying this material in bulk. There is a limit to this 
savings, e. g., three $5,000 projects may lead to a savings, 
but the addition of two more $5,000 projects may not be 
significant. 
2. already having equipment on the construction site 	To move 
a 'face of machinery may cost $400, $100 to get a truck on 
the site and $300 to move the machine. Perhaps three machines 
could be moved at the same time for 100 + 3(300) = $1000 or 
a $200 savings over 3(400) = $1200. 
3. insurance savings 	(four jobs cost only a little more than 
one). 
Unfortunately, there are also three major reasons why the QSPP doesn't 
apply in many cases. First, we assume we know all of the projects 
(and activities) from the start, while in real problems new projects 
arise as work proceeds on old ones. Then we assume all the projects 
are funded ahead of time and from one source. In practice, funding 
comes from several different sources, cannot be mixed, and is in 
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various stages of uncertainty. Finally, as in construction work, 
there is a scheduling problem. We may need to hire two or three con-
tractors at once, because one may not be able to simultaneously work 
on three projects which must be done by a certain date. 
In practice then, a person with, say three, projects would prob- 
ably 
1. do none of them 
2. do them all together, if possible 
3. do separately as required by funding and scheduling. 
Additional complications may occur in the project selection/capital bud-
geting problem in that 
1. the selection of one activity may either necessitate 
or preclude the possibility of the selection of another 
activity 
2. the total number of activities is limited 
3. the total amount of money is limited (perhaps cancelling 
some optional activities). 
It appears, in view of the difficulties described above, that a new model 
which takes the scheduling and funding, at least, into account may be 
developed. (Alexander [1] and Weingartner [29]). 
h. Political Districting  
In political districting, an area (e. g., a state) is partitioned into 
a number of smAler areas called districts which are assigned a number of 
representatives. The area has also been partitioned into a number of basic 
population units (e. g., counties). A political districting plan consists 
of assigning the population units to the districts so that: 
1- 0 	otherwise 1 	if a.1  is assigned to bk 
i) a population unit is assigned to exactly one district 
ii) the total population assigned to a district doesn't 
deviate from the mean district population by more than 
a given number 
iii) a district is contiguous, i. e., it is possible to walk 
between population units making up the district without 
going into another district (roughly speaking) 
and iv) a district is compact, i. e., somewhat circular or square 
Details and examples are given in (Garfinkel and Nemhauser [10]). With-
out the contiguity and compactness restrictions, this problem may 
be formulated as a QSCP. Suppose we have n basic population units 
a_ (i = 1,2,...,n) with the population of unit a. being d., and m districts 
b
k 
(k = 1,2,...,m). Define variables x by 
ik 
X. = 
and let x' = (x
11 
x
12 ••. in x21 x22 
. x2m ; 	; xni xn2 	xnm) 
The QSCP is then: 
where C is the 
minimize 	x'Cx 
subject to Hx = e
n 
and x a binary vector 


















and C. = the n x n zero matrix for i # j 











































11.5 Miscellaneous Applications  
The coloring problem (Bessiere [6]), determining the minimum 
number of colors needed to color a map so that no two adjacent areas have 
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the same color, is a LSPP. (Lawler [19j) discusses the problem of 
minimizing "latency" in magnetic drum on disc storage computers as a 
QAP. The reader may see applications to staff and class scheduling, 
constrained least squares estimation, or message switching centers. 
11.6 Some Comments on the Practicability of QSCP Applications  
In this section we discuss the realistic values of the applications 
given in sections 11.2, 11.3, and 11.4. Quite often, simple examples 
are used to illustrate the application of some theory, and, while they 
serve the purpose of clarifying the theory, they are of no practical 
use. Basically there are three reasons for this: 
i) the real problem is too simple to waste time applying 
a complicated theory 
ii) the theory is not complicated enough to model the real 
problem 
iii) the theory is OK for the real problem but leads to com-
putationally infeasible problems. 
We expect the first case (i) to hold for many facilities location and 
building layout problems. For example, a motel is a relatively uncom-
plicated structure and probably wouldn't require a QAP to determine a 
layout. The true value of the QAP is apparent when a complicated struc-
ture such as a hospital is designed or a complex wiring problem is con-
sidered. Unfortunately, in these cases the problem may become computa-
tionally infeasible (iii). 
A good example where (ii) the theory was not complicated enough is 
the project selection problem of II.4.g. Many of the references cited 
state that computationally infeasible problems result from the application 
of the theory described to real problems: (Jarvis [18, p. 88]) states 
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that although the attacker problem can be handled in a reasonably 
efficient manner, the defender problem cannot. Similar statements 
occur in (Maxwell [21]) concerning production scheduling, in (Gorenstein 
[14]) on printing press scheduling, and in (Freund and Sadosky [9]) on 
control panel layout. In other words, there are a large number of 
valuable applications, once efficient solution procedures are developed. 
These procedures may include new algorithms and combinations/modifications 
of old ones, or the attempt to include more complications of the original 
problem as in the GPP. 
How about the use of quadratic versus linear models for some 
applications? As was mentioned in section 11.4 some problems, e. g., the 
information retrieval problem, are naturally linear and no basis was 
found to consider quadratic interaction. Examples of applications of set 
covering problems with quadratic objective functions, with the exception 
of the special case of the QAP, are not easy to find. Most examples 
considered, which were not linear, such as construction project selection, 
exhibit higher order interactions. It does not appear that examples 
with high order interactions can be approximated by quadratic interactions 
in a successful manner. Although (Weingartner [29]) points out the 
tremendous advantage of the quadratic over the linear model for project 
selection/capital budgeting, some concrete, real applications remain to be 
found which can be solved as, say, a QSPP. 
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III. THE QUADRATIC SET COVERING PROBLEM 
In this section we will develop a branch and bound scheme for solving 
quadratic set covering problems which arise in the context of layout design. 
III.1 Introduction  
Consider the following quadratic set covering problem. 
Minimize 	x'Cx 
subject to Ax > e 
x is a binary vector 
Several procedures for solving problems with the above structure exist in 
the literature. In [2] Bazaraa and Goode presented a cutting plane 
algoritm for solving such problems. The algorithm excludes integer and 
noninteger points at each step, and stops with an optimal solution after 
a finite number of steps. The algorithm is suitable for problems with: 
-- the number of variables n < 40 
-- the number of constraints m <60 
-- low density of A and C 
In [3], an implicit enumeration algorithm which extends the notions in 
[1] and [6] to the quadratic case, is developed for the above problem. Problems 
with up to 100 variables and 100 constraints, and small density of the 
cost matrix C can be handled by the procedure. Here, rather than attempting 
to develop an algorithm for solving any quadratic set covering problem with 
the above structure, we will develop a procedure for the specific applications 
of layout design. Existing layout procedures are heuristic in nature and 
can be classified into the following two categories: 
a. Construction algorithms 	The layout is constructed from scratch 
by successively selecting a new object (department, room, facility, 
etc.) until the layout is completed. These algorithms are usually 
based on qualititative evaluation of the necessity or nonnecessity 
of adjacency of different objects. CORELAP [8], ALDEP [9], and LSP 
[11] are examples of such constructive algorithms. 
b. Improvement algorithms 	Given an existing layout, an improved lay- 
out is sought by interchanging the positions of various objects. 
The improvement is based on reducing the total flow or cost of flow. 
CRAFT [4] and the method of Whitehead and Elder [10] are examples of 
such algorithms. 
For more details the reader may refer to Francis and White [5, Chapter 3]. 
Here we present a quadratic set covering formulation of the layout problem. 
The formulation handles single or multi-story buildings, objects with regular 
or irregular shapes, designing a layout from scratch, or adding new objects 
to an existing layout. The final layout is provided by a branch and bound 
optimization procedure. 
In order to produce an optimal layout the following input data are 
required. First, the size and required shape (or shapes) of each object 
must be provided. Secondly, candidate locations of each object are determined. 
If applicable, a fixed cost of assigning an object to a certain location 
is given. Finally, the flow (or interaction) between each two objects is 
determined. If not applicable or hard to estimate, this information may 
be substituted by the desirability or nondesirability of closeness of any 
two objects. 
111.2 Formulation of the Problem 
Suppose that we have an area, such as a warehouse, a floor (or multi-
floors) of a building, a hospital, etc. Different objects must be 
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located in the area, such as rooms, manufacturing departments, facil-
ities, etc, An interaction u.. between objects i and j is realized. 
This interaction may be information flow, material flow, employee move- 
ment, etc. The problem is to locate the objects in such a way to minimize 
the total interaction weighted by the distance, plus any fixed costs that 
may be realized. 
The problem is similar to the quadratic assignment problem, but 
has some significant differences. In contrast to the quadratic assignment 
formulation, where each object can occupy a single location, the objects 
here typically have different areas and designs, as illustrated below. 
■•■■•■11.0■•■■■■••, 
Object A 	 Object B 
In order to accomodate this situation, the total area is divided into small 
units or blos. The possible shapes and areas (in terms of numbers of 
blocks) of various objects are determined by the layout analyst. The 
analyst also determines a set of candidate locations for each object. 
To illustrate, suppose that the total area is divided in 60 blocks 
as shown below. The analyst may decide that object A may occupy any one 
of the following candidate locations: 
1. 1, 2, 	3, 4, 11, 12, 13, 14, 22, 23 
2. 10, 20, 30, 40, 9, 19, 29, 39, 18, 28 
3. 55, 56, 57, 58, 45, 46, 47, 48, 36, 37 
4. 38, 39, 27, 28, 29, 30, 17, 18, 19, 20 
5. 21, 31, 41, 51, 22, 32, 42, 52, 33, 43 
6. 14, 15, 23, 24, 25, 26, 33, 34, 35, 36 
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Each of the above set of blocks constitutes a candidate location of 
object A. Allowing the analyst to introduce candidate locations for 
each object helps eliminate undesirable locations* from the very 
beginning, takes advantage of the analyst experience, and meanwhile 
reduces the computational effort since the search space will be reduced. 
_ . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 '48 49 50 
51 52 . 53 	_54 	,55 56  53 58 59 , 	60 
Let 	
.] x]..
.: be 1 if object i is assigned to its jth location, and 0 other- 
wise. Let 1(i) be the total number of possible locations of object i, 
and J.(k) be the set of blocks occupied by object i if it were assigned 
to its kth location. u .. denotes the interaction between objects i and j 
and f
ik 
is the fixed cost (if any) of assigning object i to its kth 
position. The problem is formulated below, where d(k.,1.) is the distance 
j 
between the centroids of the kth and lth locations of objects i and j. 
*For example an entrance to the building cannot be located in the interior 
of the building. 
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I(j) 	I(i) 	m 	m 	 I(i) m 





ik 	 for i = 1, 2, ..„ m = 
I(i) 





< 1 	for each block t = 
x
ik 
0 or 1 
	
for each k = 1, 2, 	I(1) 




1 	and 0 otherwise. 
Some Comments  
a. The above formulation - results in a quadratic set covering 
problem, where the constraints are of the set covering 
(partitioning) type and the objective function is quadratic. 
The first set of constraints requires that each object be 
assigned to one location and the second set insures that 
each block fs occupied by at most one object. 
b. Since the kth location of object i generally consists of 
many blocks, the distance between locations is taken to 
be from centroids of the locations. Another method to 
handle this difficulty is to divide u.. among the blocks 
13 
occupied by objects i and j., i. e.,13 = u ij
/I(i) x I(j). 
Then the weighted interaction is calculated by shipping 
u
ij 
units of flow from each block of object i to each 
block of object j, weighted by the distance between the 
corresponding blocks. For more detailed discussion refer 
[10]. 
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c. The analyst must be careful while estimating uij 's, since 
the flow among different objects may have different units. For 
example, different types of material are encountered in a manu-
facturing department, employees with a wide range of salary scale 
are encountered in a hospital, and so forth. Therefore, a common 
scale must be devised to obtain uniformity in the estimation of u
ij
's. 
For more details refer to [10]. 
In some cases either no flow between objects i and j is realized, 
or else it is difficult to make an accurate estimation of u... 
In this case, the analyst may classify the desirability of closeness 
of any two objects as follows. Given objects i and j, the analyst 
determines if their adjacency or closeness is highly desirable, de-
sirable, immaterial, undesirable, or highly undesirable. A sub- 
jectivequantificationofu.for these cases can be made, e. g., 
ij 
200, 100, 0, -100, and -200 respectively. 
d. Some design restrictions which prohibit certain combinations of 
assignee =s can be introduced. To illustrate, the constraint 
x12 + x
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 < 1 would prevent the mutual assignment of the first 
and second objects to their second and seventh locations, respectively. 
Such constraints are important in some instances, e. g., objects 1 
and 2 may be mutually flammable, and their respective 2nd and 7th 
locations are adjacent. 
A Branch and Bound Scheme  
We will now describe a branch and bound scheme for finding a lay-
out with minimal objective. At each step of the algorithm a partial 
layout is at hand where a set of objects are assigned to some locations. 
A lower bound B on the cost of all possible completions of this partial 
Liyout (solution) is calculated. If B is less than the cost C* of the 
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best available layout known so far, we proceed by trying to assign a new 
object, Otherwise the partial solution is fathomed, the last assignment 
is prohibited, and a new assignment is sought. The method of calculating 
the lower bound and the progress of the search of the decision tree completely 
define the procedure. 
Calculation of the Lower Bound  
Suppose that some objects indexed by the set I have already been 
assigned. In particular, object i is assigned to its v i possible location. 
A lower bound B on the cost of all possible completions of this partial 
layout is given by Cl + C2 + C 3 , where: 
C
l 
= Interaction cost among already assigned objects 
C2 
= Lower bound on the interaction cost from unassigned objects to 
assigned objects 
C3 
= Interaction cost among unassigned objects 
Calculating C1 
Cl 
= 	.E 	.7_ 	u..x. x. 	d(v. .,v. .) + .E 	f. 3cI 13 iv. 3v. 1 , 1 3,3 	idI iv. 
	
1 3 1 
Calculating C 2  + C 3 
First we find a lower bound of the cost of placing the ith unassigned 
object in its vth location. This is the sum of fiy , the cost between object 
i and the assigned objects, and a lower bound on the cost from other 
unassigned objects to object i. The first two costs can be determined 
exactly. 
A lower bound on the cost from other unassigned objects to object i 
in its vth position can be calculated by iteratively finding the position 
of each unassigned object which minimizes its weighted interaction with 
object i, and then adding these ninimal weighted interactions. Let the 
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xvt iv < 1 for each unassigned 
block t 
x. 	is either 0 or 1 
iv 
where: 
A. is the collection of available locations of object i which have not 
been eliminated by assigning the objects in the set I, and which have not 
been eliminated in the branch and bound search 
a. 	is 1 if block t e J i
(v) and 0 otherwise 
ivt 
The above problem is a linear set covering problem. The first collection 
of constraints requires that each object be assigned to one of its avail-
able location;, and the second set of constraints requires that each vacant 
block be occupied by at most one unassigned object. The lower bound 
B = C
l 
+ C2 + C3 
is now available. Note that after the above problem is 
solved, a feasible solution to the overall problem is found and its 
quadratic cost is evaluated. The best layout C* is updated if necessary. 
Needless to say if the above linear set covering problem admits no feasible 
solutions, then the current partial solution is fathomed. 
There are various ways of simplifying the above problem. For 
example, we can ignore the second set of constraints. The problem 
decomposes into a set of trivial knapsack problems, which amounts to 
independently finding the location of each unassigned object which 
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minimizes its cost with other objects. This method is adopted here. 
Another simplification of the above problem is to ignore the integrality 
restrictionathevariablesx.'s and solving a continuous linear 
iv 
programming problem instead of the linear set covering problem. Of 
course, these simplifications would generally result in smaller lower 
bounds thus reducing the speed of fathoming, but on the other hand 
would result in smaller computational effort per iteration. 
The Branch and Bound Scheme  
We will now describe a branch and bound scheme for finding an optimal 
layout. We assume familiarity of the reader with general branch and bound 
schemes. If this were not the case, the reader may refer to (Lawler and 
Wood [7]). 
1. Order the objects, according to the sum of the interactions, say 
Let C* = co. Choose the first object i
1 
and place it in a suitable 
location v. Let A. be the available locations of object i. Let 
1 
I = fi ll, k = 1, and go to Step 2. 
2. Calculate a lower bound B, where B = co if no feasible completions 
exist. If B > C* go to Step 3. Otherwise go to Step 4. 




th location is prohibited. 
Try to assign ik to another vacant location. If this is possible 
replace vk by this new location and go to Step 2, otherwise free all 




from the set I, and replace k 
by k - 1. If k = 0 go to Step 5. OtherwiSe repeat Step 3. 
4. If k = m then replace C* by B and store the objects and their 
corresponding locations as the best layout known so far, and go to 
Step 3. On the other hand if k < m, k is replaced by k + 1, and 
object ik is placed in I. Place i k into a vacant location and go to Step 2. 
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5, Stop. The optimal solution is C* and the corresponding layout 
is optimal. 
Some Comments 
a. Step 1 is an initialization step. In step 3 the current partial 
solution is fathomed because B > C. If object i
k 
could not be 
assigned anywhere then the level of the tree is reduced by 1 and 
the current assignment of object i k_, is prohibited. In Step 4 
the incumbent is updated, or else a new object is located. 
b. Given a partial assignment and a new object to be located, there 
are various methods to determine the location of this object. The 
location which minimizes the total weighted interaction with the 
already assigned objects is used here. 
c. Many other rules for choosing a new object to be located could be 
used. For example, the object with maximum interaction with the 
already assigned objects may be chosen. A more complicated choice 
would be the object which if assigned optimally with respect to the 
already assigned objects, would provide the minimal lower bound 
of completion. 
111.4 Computational Experience  
In this section we will report our computational experience with 
two sample problems whose details are given later in the section. The 
branch and bound technique provided and verified the optimal solutions 
of both problems. 
The first problem involved the assignment of 12 objects with a total 
area of 53 blocks to an area of 58 blocks. The optimal objective 14079 
was obtained in 23.0 seconds on a Univac 1108, and is shown below. 
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The second problem involved the assignment of 14 objects which occupy 
an area of 61 blocks, to an area of 63 blocks. The optimal solution with 
objective 8170.5 was obtained in 4.4 seconds on a Univac 1108 and is 
depicted below. 
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Needless to say, a post-optimality analysis is needed where other 
factors which have not been explicitly considered can be introduced, and 
where minor modifications of the layout are made. To illustrate, block 
34 was vacant in the first problem. A decision must be made regarding 
what to do with this block, e. g., shifting object 7 such that it occupies 
blocks 32, 33, and 34; or enlarging object 9 so that it occupies blocks 
34, 35, and 36, etc. 
An alternative set of suboptimal layout designs can also be provided 
by the branch and bound scheme. Because there are usually some factors 
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a suboptimal design to the optimal design. A suboptimal design of the 
first problem with objective 14109 is obtained in 1.2 seconds and is 
depicted below. This layout, or another suboptimal layout, may be 
preferred by the layout engineer. 
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Problem Statements  
The data fOr the two problems of this section are summarized below. 
The total interaction or flow between each two objects and the candidate 
locations of each object in terms of blocks are listed. 
Problem 1  














Candidate Locations  
Object 1  
1, 2, 3, 11, 12, 13, 21, 22, 23 
24, 25, 26, 34, 35, 36, 44, 45, 46 
28, 29, 30, 38, 39, 40, 48, 49, 50 
31, 32, 33, 41, 42, 43, 51, 52, 53 
4, 5, 6, 14, 15, 16, 24, 25, 26 
27, 28, 29, 37, 38, 39, 47, 48, 49 
Object 2  
31, 32, 33, 34, 
45, 46, 47, 48, 
19, 20, 29, 30, 
11, 12, 13, 14, 
43, 44, 45, 46, 
27, 37, 47, 57, 
Object 3  
41, 42, 43, 44 
55, 56, 57, 58 
39, 40, 49, .50 
21, 22, 23, 24 
53, 54, 55, 56 
28, 38, 48, 58 
7, 8, 9, 10, 17, 18, 19, 20, 29, 30 
37, 38, 39, 40, 47, 48, 49, 50, 57, 58 
5, 6, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
8, 9, 10, 18, 19, 20, 
Object 4  
4, 14, 24, 5, 15, 25 
1, 2, 3, 11, 12, 13 
31, 32, 41, 42, 51, 52 
14, 15, 16, 24, 25, 26 
27, 28, 37, 38, 47, 48 
Object 5 
25, 26, 27, 28 
29, 30, 39, 40 
45, 46, 55, 56 
39, 40, 49, 50 
24, 25, 34, 35 
22, 23, 12, 13 
Object 6  
17, 18, 7, 8 
4, 5, 14, 15 
12, 13, 22, 23 
37, 47, 57 
1, 2, 3 
30, 40, 50 
45, 46, 47 
18, 19, 20 
8, 9, 10 
13, 23, 33 
52 
48, 	49, 50 	10, 20, 30 
31, 	32, 33 14, 15, 16 
29, 	39, 49 	16, 17, 18 
Object 8 











57, 58 51, 52 42, 43 8, 9 
37, 38 9, 10 43, 53 35, 36 
38, 48 25, 	26 1, 11 
29, 30 46, 47 13, 14 
11, 12 41, 42 41, 31 
Object 10  
52, 53 7, 17 
51, 52 49,50 
54, 55 1, 2 
Object 11  
any of 41, 42, 43, 
Object 12  
any of 7, 8, 9, 10, 0 










18, 19, 21, 22, 32 
72 162 	90 108 	27 	0 	0 18 	27 	18 	0 	0 	0 
- 	72 80 	0 48 	0 48 32 	0 	16 	8 	0 	0 
- 	45 	54 	27 27 	27 	0 	27 	0 	9 	18 	0 
	
30 30 20 	0 	20 	10 	10 	0 
0 18 12 	18 	24 	0 	0 	0 
- 	9 	9 	0 	0 	6 	6 	6 	0 
- 9 	12 	9 	6 	3 	0 	0 
- 6 	9 	0 	3 	0 	0 
- 	6 	4 	6 	2 	0 
- 6 	3 	6 	0 
2 	0 	0 
- 	4 	0 
- 	0 
















Problem 2  
Interaction Matrix  
1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	8 	9 	10 	11 	12 	13 	14 
Object 1 
21 1, 2, 	3, 10, 11, 12, 19, 20, 
14, 15, 16, 23, 24, 25, 32, 33, 34 
37, 38, 39, 46, 47,  48, 55, 56, 57 
7, 8, 	9, 16, 17, 18, 25, 26, 27 
40, 41, 42, 49, 50, 51, 58, 59, 60 
6, 7, 	8, 15, 16, 17, 24, 25, 26 
30, 31, 32, 39, 40, 41, 48, 49, 50 
Object 2  
13, 4, 22, 31, 5, 14, 23, 32 
6, 7, 	8, 	9, 15, 16, 	17, 18 
28, 29, 37, 38, 46, 47, 55, 56 
39, 40, 41, 42, 48, 49, 50, 51 
35, 36, 44, 45, 53, 	54, 62, 63 
15, 16, 24, 25, 33, 34, 42, 43 
22, 23, 24, 25, 31, 32, 33, 34 
54 
Object 3  
43, 44, 45, 52, 53, 54, 61, 62, 63 
37, 38, 39, 46, 47, 48, 55, 56, 57 
13, 14, 15, 22, 23, 24, 31, 32, 33 
39, 40, 41, 48, 49, 50, 57, 58, 59 
7, 8, 9, 16, 17, 18, 25, 26, 27 
33, 34, 35, 42, 43, 44, 51, 52, 53 
Object 4  
29, 30, 38, 39, 40, 41, 47, 48, 49, 50 
35, 36, 44, 45, 52, 53, 54, 61, 62, 63 
1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 13, 19, 20 
21, 30, 4, 13, 22, 31, 5, 14, 23, 32 
42, 51, 60, 43, 52, 61, 53, 62, 54, 63 
6, 15, 24, 33, 7, 16, 25, 34, 36, 35 
Object 5  
15, 16, 17, 24, 25, 26 
37, 38, 46, 47, 55, 56 
1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12 
31, 32, 33, 40, 41, 42 
6, 7, 15, 16, 24, 25 
4, 13, 22, 5, 14, 23 
Object 6  
34, 35, 36 	1, 10, 19 
45, 54, 63 13, 14, 15 
58, 59, 60 	8, 17, 26 
55, 56, 57 
Object 7  
42, 41, 60 	49, 50, 51 
4, 5, 6 3, 12, 21 
9, 18, 27 	38, 39, 40 
3L, 40, 41 
40, 41, 42 
Object 8 
8, 9, 18 
46, 55, 56 
22, 23, 32 
31, 40, 39 
43, 44, 53 
62, 63, 54 
	No. 
Object 9  
	
6, 7 	11, 
8, 9 1, 
34, 35 27, 
12 50, 51 
10 52, 61 
36 62, 63 1 	1 1 
55 
57, 58, 59 3, 4, 5 
45, 54, 63 
7, 8, 9 








27, 	36 	22, 23 
58, 59 20, 29 
11, 20 	19, 28 
5, 	6 40, 41 
Object 12 
28, 31, 37, 63, 45, 39, 29 any of 56, 9, 
Object 13 
37, 56, 7, 24, 30, 19, 45 any of 28, 46, 
Object 14 
i ii  
O 
Object 10  
any of 1, 2, ..., 63 
56 
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IV, THE QUADRATIC ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM 
In this section an exact branch and bound procedure which is able 
to produce optimal solutions for problems with twelve - facilities or less, 
is developed. A new formulation of the problem and a duality based sub-
gradient algorithm are pretested. Limited computational experience shows 
some difficulties with the latter approach relative to the size of the 
duality gap. Since the exact procedures were not satisfactory for large 
problems, a heuristic is developed which was able to produce good quality 
solutions with a reasonable computational effort. Computational experience 
with the exact and heuristic codes is presented. 
IV.1 Introduction  
Recall that the quadratic set covering problem P
1 
can be formulated 
as follows: 
Minimize 
n m n m 	 n m 
ME c.. x..x + I I f..x.. 
ijk2, ij kJ. 	 13 13 k=lk=lj=li=1 	 j=1 i=1 
sit. x..1.] 	
. 	1 	 i = 1, 2, . . .,m 
j=1 
m 
.E 	x. 	< 	1 	 = 1, 2, . . .,n 11 i j — 
x.. 
a. 1
is 0 or 1 	 i = 1, 2,.. • = 1, 2,.. 
The following interpretation will be used here (see II.1 and 11.2). 
We suppose that m objects are to be assigned to n locations (n > m). x 1 is 1 
if object i is placed in location j and is 0 otherwise. c um, is the cost 
of mutually assigning object i to location j and object k to location Q. 
c iikt is usually determined as the number of interactions u ik between objects 
i and k weighted by the distance from location j to location 2,, i. e., 
cijk2. = u. d 	In some instances a fixed cost related to the mutual ik 
assignments xij and xkt may be incurred, say aiikx (See Graves and Whinston 
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[10]), in which case c ijkz = uikdit + aiike fij is the fixed cost of 
assigning object i to location j. 
As discussed in 11.2, applications of the problem range from location 
of indivisible facilities (Koopmans and Beckman [17]), building layout 
(Whitehead and Elders [26]), control panel layout (Dorris [5]), to wiring 
design in the placement of electronic components in assemblies (Breuer [3], 
Gaschutz and Ahrens [7], and Steinberg [24]). 
Various procedures for solving the problem have been suggested in the 
literature, including both exact and heuristic methods. Exact methods 
include the integer programming formulation of (Lawler [19]) and several 
branch and bound procedures. The latter class of methods include the single 
assignment procedures of (Gilmore [9] and Lawler [17]) and the double assign-
ment methods of (Land [18] and Gavett and Plyter [8]). These methods have 
either not been tested or else found impractical with n larger than 7 
(See Pierce and Crowston [23]). 
Several heuristics have been reported in the literature. The reader 
may refer to the procedures of (Armour and Buffa [1], Gaschutz and Ahrens 
[7], Gilmore [9], Graves and Whinston [10], Heider [12], Hillier [15], 
Hillier and Connors [16], Neghabat [20], Nugent, Vollman, and Kuml [21], 
Pegels [23], Steinberg [24], Whitehead and Elders [26], Vollman, Nugent and 
Zartler[25]). The reader may also refer to the papers of (Hannan and 
Kurtzberg[11]) and (Pierce and Crowston [23]), as well as the book of 
(Francis and White [6, Chapter 8]) which compare among various methods of 
solving the quadratic assignment problem. 
In IV.2 we present an exact branch and bound procedure, which can 
be used to obtain optimal and suboptimal solutions with any apriori desired 
degree of accuracy. Of course the solution time increases as a function 
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of the accuracy desired. The procedure was able to optimally solve 
problems with size up to 12 facilities. The problem of adding new 
facilities to an existing layout is also discussed. In IV.3 a reformulation 
of the problem based on double assignment was devised. A duality based 
method is suggested to solve the new formulation. The approach did not 
prove particularly successful from a computational point of view for 
several reasons which are discussed. A heuristic procedure is reported in 
IV.4. Computational experience with both exact and heuristic codes is 
reported in IV.5. 
IV.2 An Exact Branch and Bound Procedure  
A branch and bound solution procedure which can be used to obtain 
optimal and "qualified" suboptimal solutions will be described here. The 
following notation will be used. The location to which object i is assigned 
is denoted by k(i). Hence the mutual cost of assigning object i and j is 
Cu,.+ u..) 
dQ(i).9.,(j) 




) and the fixed 
ji  
costs of these assignments (if any) are figi) + fit(j) . 
Decision Tree and General Framework  
At each stage of the algorithm, we have a set of objects that has 
already been assigned to certain locations. These already assigned objects 
form a partial solution of the assignment problem. In order to obtain a 
feasible solution, i. e., a complete assignment, we must find a completion  
of the partial solution. Rather than considering all the possible ways of 
completing the partial solution, we first investigate whether the partial 
solution may lead to a complete solution, with an objective value which is 
smaller than the best complete solution that we already have. This is done 
by calculating a lower bound on the cost of the partial solution plus the cost 
of completing this partial solution. 
Let B be the lower bound and let C* be the cost of the best available 
assignment. If B > C* then any completion of the partial solution can 
lead to no improvement. If this is the case, the partial solution is 
said to be fathomed, and is abandoned. On the other hand, if B < C*, 
it is worthwhile to pursue the partial solution, by seeking to assign more 
objects. 
Calculation of the Lower Bound  
Suppose that a set of objects in the set I have already been assigned 
to a set of locations J. In particular, suppose that object i is assigned 
to location kW. The cost of this partial solution, C l , can be determined 





+ I 	I 	u..d ij k(i)t(j) 
	
iEI 	 jEI ieI 
jai 
The cost of completing this partial solution consists of the fixed costs 
of assigning objects to locations, plus two types of interaction costs. 
The interaction from unassigned objects to assigned objects, with bound C 2, 
plus the interaction between the unassigned objects themselves, with bound 
C3. 
C2 : bound on cost from unassigned objects to assigned objects. 
C2 
is the optimal cost of the following linear assignment problem. 
Minimize 	I 	I b .x. 
jeJ i4I ij ij 
Subject to I x. = 1 	for each 1_ 
jtj  
I x . < 1 	for each jeJ 
iI ±-1 
x.. > 0 	for each i4I, jtJ 
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where 'b. is a bound on the cost resulting from assigning the unassigned 
iJ 
object i to the unassigned location j, e. g., 
b. 	= f.. + E 	u. d. ,
t , 	tcJ 
+ E u
ti d j k(t)j i J.9„k)tcJ  
Of course, a complete solution of the linear assignment problem can be 
replaced by the simpler task of reducing the matrix (b..) such that it 3 
has at least one zero in each row and each column by subtracting the minima 
of the rows from the rows, and the minima of the columns from the resulting 
columns. C
2 
can then be replaced by the sum of the row minima plus the 
sum of the smallest m - III column minima, where III is the number of 
already assigned objects. Of course, this calculation is simpler, but 
the bound is not as tight as the bound obtained from solving the assignment 
problem. Both of these methods for calculating C2 
are used in the computational 
experience section. 
C3 : bound on cost between unassigned objects and themselves. •  
Strategy 1  
Inordertocalculate - Cv ranktheinteractionsnij in a descending 
orderfori,jiI,andrankthedistancesdij in an ascending order for 
j ¢ J. This results in two vectors of size (m - 111) 2 and (n - IJ1) 2 .- 
If n > m, complete the size of the first vector such that it has (n - 	
1 2  
entries by adding zeros to it from the bottom. Then C 3 is the inner 
product of the two vectors. In other words, C
3 
is calculated by matching 
the largest interaction among unassigned elements to the smallest distance 
between unassigned locations, and 2nd largest interaction to 2nd smallest 
distance, and so forth. Clearly, this procedure will give a lower bound  
on the cost among unassigned elements and themselves. 
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Strategy 2 
A bound on the cost of interaction among unassigned objects can 
be alternatively found by solving a linear assignment problem whose cost 
matrix is constructed as follows. For each unlocated element i, rank the 
interactions between it and all other unlocated elements in a descending 
order. Similarly, for each vacant location j, rank the distances between 
it and all other vacant locations in an ascending order. To calculate the 
entrye..find the inner product of the above two vectors. C 3 is found 
by solving the following linear assignment problem: 
Minimize E 	e..x. • 
i i j 	 13 1.] 
Subject to 
j ¢J 
x., 	= 1 	for each i e I 1.3 




> 0 	for each i t I, j 	J 
Needless to say, the above assignment problem can be combined with the 
assignment problem in the C
2 











is now calculated. 
Continuation of the Search  
Fathoming (Backward Move) 
Suppose that k objects indexed by the set I have already been 
assigned to k locations indexed by the set J. The level of the trees is called 
k. A bound on.the cost resulting from all completions of the current 
partial solution B is calculated as discussed above. If B > C*, where 
C* is the current best known cost of a complete assignment, then the partial 
solution is fathomed. The last assignment, i. e., the kth assignment is 
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banned, or prohibited, in the hope that this will lead to an improved 







then is forced to be zero, i
k 
is then xik x(ik) 
placed in the unassigned list of objects, (i. e. i
k 
removed from I), 
and similarly R(ik) is removed from the unassigned list of locations 
(i. e., A(ik) is removed from J). A new bound B' is calculated, in exactly 
the same manner as explained above, except of course, that the assignment 





) = + op while solving 
lk  
the linear assignment problem. If B' is still > C*, then the partial 





can still lead to no improved solutions. Since the first k-1 
assignments with x
i 	) 
= 1 and x i 	) 
= 0 lead to no improvement, 
then all the possibilities at level k have been exhausted, and prohibiting 
the assignment at level k-1 is now possible. This is called strong  
fathoming, and the level of the tree is thus reduced by 1 unit, by prohibiting 
the assignment at level k-1, and the process is repeated. If on the other 
hand, the bound B' is less that C*, which will be referred to as weak  
fathoming, then object i k is assigned to some other unassigned location. 
This is discussed in more detail in the forward move of the search. The 




) = 1 
k St( i k




k-2 ) =1 
level k -1 x. 
k-1 
)= 0 
k-1 )  
11,-0 ( "k- 1 ) = 1  
* 




) = 1 
B' > C* 
	
B > C* 
Strong Fathoming  
* Continue at level k-1 by trying to assign object 	to 




Weak Fathoming  





Progress (Forward Move) 
If B < C* we must choose an object i
k+1 
for assignment. For example, 
we may choose 1
k+1 
 to be an unassigned object with maximum interactions 
with already assigned objects, or choose ik+1 to be an unassigned object 
with maximum interactions with the most recently assigned object ik . This 
object is assigned to an unassigned location gi k41) which is not prohibited. 
This location 
2.(iki-1) 
can be picked in such a way that the total weighted 





j 1 lk+lij tk(ij ) 
= 1 is not prohibited. x
i +1t 
k 
+ j El u
ijik+1 
d
gipt over t J such that 
Choosing an object i
k+1 
and a location 
gik+1) 
 in the above fashion, 
increases the level of the tree by 1. A bound on completing the partial 
solution is calculated as before and the process is repeated. 
Needless to say, when the level of the tree is m, and if the cost is 
less than C*, then C* is replaced by the cost, and the corresponding 
assignment is stored. 
Termination  
We have described forward and backward progress of the tree search. If 
the level of the tree ever reaches value zero, then we stop. This would 
mean that we are currently at level one, and are trying to backtrack. 
'nusmeansthataupossiueassignmentsunderx. 11L"„= 1 and xi t(i ) = 0 
1 1 	 1 I 
have already been enumerated, i. e., all possible ways of assigning the m 
objects are enumerated, and we stop. The stored assignment and corresponding 
C* give the optimal solution. 
Summary of the Algorithm  
We have discussed above all the details required to describe the following 
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solution procedure of the quadratic assignment problem. 
Initialization Step  
Let P(i) = 0 for i = 1,2,...,m (prohibited locations). Let C* = 0). 
Choose an object i
1 
and place it in location £(i 1). i
1 
 can be determined 
by maximizing E u for i = 1,2,...,m, and 2,(i
1
) can be determined by 
j=1 
minimizing R d.. for j = 1,2,...,n. Let I = {i l } and J = -Cy. Let 
i=1 
k = 1 and go to step 1. 
Step 1 (Forward Move) 





+ C3, where C
1, 
 C2, and C
3 
are calculated as shown earlier, 
withtheexceptionthatb ij =0, if j c P(i) If B > C* go. to step 2. 
Otherwisepickik+I filauchthatui 	 and place i
k+1 
l  
in k(i10.1 ) where 
(ik+1)  is determined by 
Minimizing 	f. 
lk+lj 	t1 uik+1t dj 2, ( 1t ) 	tEl ui 	cit(i ). j J t k+1 	t 
j 	P(ik+1) 
Replace I by I ■.1 fik+1 1 and J by J V 
fk(ik+1)1— 
If k = m - 1, calculate the new value of C
1 
(cost of complete assignment). 
If C
1 





(i))  for t = 1,2,...,m, replace 
t 
 
k by m and go to step 2. If C 1 > C* then replace k by m and go to step 2. 
If k < m - 1, then replace k by k + . 1 and repeat step 1. 
Step 2 (Fathom) 
k is removed from I and 2,(ik) is removed from J. Replace P(ik) by 
P(ik) U{St(ik)}. Calculate a lower bound B on completions of the partial 





C1 +C2 +C3,andloii ,F co if j c P(i). If B > C* go to step 3. 
Otherwise 	 ik to a locationti3V P(ik) such that the cost 
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k-1 
f" 	 u 	
d 





d%( 	is minimized over 
j k 
 
tliJU 	ik is added to I, and t, the new Z(i k), is added to J. 
Go to step 1. 
Step 3 (Strong Fathom) 
i
k-1 
is deleted from I and 
gik-1) 
 is deleted from 3, 
gik-1) 
 is 
placed in P 
(ik1) 
 and P(ik) is replaced by the empty set. k is replaced 
by k-1. If k = 0 go to step 4, otherwise go to step 2. 
Step 4 (Termination) 
Search has been completed. Optimal cost is C* and its corresponding 
assignment (ik ,.Q(ik)), k = 1,2,...,m is the optimal assignment. Stop. 
The following points are helpful to keep in mind. 
1. During the initialization step an upper bound C* = 03 is used. 
As the search progresses, C* denotes the objective of the best 
available complete assignment. Note that P(i) represents the 
locations that object i cannot be assigned to. These are ini-
tialized by the empty sets. 
2. Step 1 represents a forward step, where the level of the tree in-
creases by 1 unit. In this case the bound is less than C*, 
and hence a complete solution with an objective better than C* 
is possible. 
3. Step 2 is a fathoming step, where B > C*. In this case the last 
assignment is prohibited. Immediately a new bound is calculated. 
If the new bound is less than C*, then a forward move is made. 
But if the bound is still greater than or equal to C*, then a 
stong fathoming (Step 3) is made, and the level of the tree is 
reduced. Of course, strong fathoming is most desirable, since it 
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avoids the expensive task of trying to locate object i
k 
to 
a free location other than 2,(1
k
). 
Sub-Optimal Solutions  
Due to the highly combinatorial nature of the problem, the task 
of finding and verifying the optimal solution within a reasonable computa-
tional time, for problems with n > 15, is almost impossible. In order 
to solve larger problems, we must resort to sub-optimal solutions. The 
branch and bound procedure itself can be used to obtain sub-optimal 
solutions. We propose two methods for implementing this general strategy. 
Method 1  
Recall that a partial solution is fathomed, if the lower bound on 
all completions is at least as big as C*, the best known objective. 
Suppose that a partial solution is fathomed if B > aC*, where a e [0,1]. 
In this case, the partial solution is abandoned if there is no hope that 
it leads to an objective which is better than aC*. The objective of this 
simple strategy is clear. We want to fathom, i. e., abandon partial 
solutions, quickly, even if they lead to a slight improvement. Of course, 
as a new C* is found, then we fathom whenever the bound is greater or 
equal to a times the new C*. The procedure continues until we cannot find 
a feasible solution with an objective less than aC*. So we have a feasible 
assignment with objective C*, coupled with the statement that the optimal 
objective is greater than or equal to aC*. 
Choice of a  
Of course, if a is small, then fathoming will speed up considerably, 
resulting in a small computational effort. But on the other hand, the 
quality of the best obtained feasible solution is not satisfactory. We 










Exact Solution by Stepped Fathoming 
A slight modification of the above scheme can be used to find the 
exact optimal solution, and still reducing the portion of the tree ex-
plicitly enumerated. Suppose that an initial a l is used, say al = 0.90. 
Eventually we achieve a final C* and cannot find a feasible solution with 
objective less than 0.90C*, i. e., 0.9C* is a lower bound on all solutions. 
We either stop here, or else switch to a 2 > al , say a2 = 0.95. We start 
the search from the stored best solution corresponding to C*, which also 
included all the prohibited locations. We are either able to find a 
feasible solution with objective less than 0.95C* (none less than 0.9C* 
exist), and repeat the process, or else conclude that none exists. We 
may then switch to 97% fathoming and eventually to 100% fathoming. This, 
of course, will lead to the optimal solution. Even though parts of the 
tree will be searched more than once, the quick fathoming outweighs any 
No solution with 
	
A solution with 	 100% 
Objective < 0.9C* objective < 0.95C* fathoming 
exists 	 found 
Method 2  
At each stage of the algorithm, we have an upper bound C*. A lower 
bound on the overall problem L, can be devised. Rather than fathoming on 





L < C* then K = aC* + (1 - a)L < C*. Two cases are possible. In the 
first case, we will be able to find a complete solution with objective less 
than K. The objective of this new solution becomes the new upper bound 
C* and the process is repeated. In the second case, we will not be able 
to find such a solution. This automatically implies that there are no 
solutions with objective less than K, and hence K itself is the new lower 
bound. The process is repeated. From this we keep narrowing the gap 
between the lower and upper bounds, either by lowering the upper bound 
(finding an improved feasible assignment) or by raising the lower bound 
(by finding that there is no feasible solution with objective lower than 
the current lower bound). When the difference between the lower and upper 
bounds is smaller than a prescribed tolerance, we either stop, or switch 
to 100% fathoming. Of course, if the tolerance is zero, or if we switch 





K = 4C + (1 - 
a feasible solution with 
objective less than K is 
\ found 
new interval of 
uncertainty 	 L  
new interval of uncertainty 
K = aC* + (1 - a)L 
new lower bound 
./) 	
no feasible solution 
less than K is found 
C* 
new upper bound 
Upper bound reduced 	 Lower bound raised 
Choice of a  
a is any number in the interval [0,1]. Of course, if a is close to 1, 
then we are in effect fathoming on a number very close to C*, and the search 
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will not speed considerably. On the other hand, if a is close to zero, 
then improvement is achieved only if we obtain a feasible solution very 
close to the overall lower bound. In this case, fathoming will be fast, 
but it is likely not to obtain feasible solutions less than K. So again 
a tradeoff is required here. 
Calculation of initial overall lower and upper bounds  
Initial lower and upper bounds are needed for implementing the above 
fathoming scheme. To calculate the lower bound, first calculate a lower 
boundb.on the cost of assigning object i to location j, for i = 1,2,...,m 
ij 
and j = 1,2,...,n. This is done as discussed earlier. Then a linear 
assignment problem is solved to find L. More precisely, let L be the 
optimal objective of the following problem. 
n 	m 
Minimize 	I I, 	b..x.. 
j=1 i=1 13 13 
x.. = 1 
j=1 	1.3 
m 
I 	x., < 1 
1=1 — 
i = 1,2,...,m 
j= 1,2,...,n 
all i and j 
An upper bound C* is immediately available, by calculating the quadratic 
cost of the optimal assignment resulting from the above problem. Now Method 
2 can be initiated. 
Adding New Facilities to an Existing Layout  
In many applications a large number of objects is already preassigned, 
and only some new objects are to be placed, such that the overall cost is 
minimized. In this case, the above algorithm can be applied with few obvious 
modifications in the calculations. Since the preassigned objects and their 
locations will always be assigned, then these objects will always be in the 
set I and their locations will always be in the set J. In the tree search, 
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if y objects are already assigned, we start the search by assigning 
more.objects, 	the level of the tree starts at y + 1. If the 
level of the tree ever becomes y, then we stop. If an overall lower 
bound on all feasible solutions to the problem is desired, we recommend 




as before, where I and J are the indices of the 
preassigned objects and their locations. 
It is interesting to note that the problem of assigning m facilities 
anew is usually harder to solve than a similar problem where m new facilities 
are to be assigned to an existing layout. This is due to the fact that 
the lower bounds in the latter case are usually tighter, thus allowing 
quicker fathoming. 
IV.3. Reformulation of the Problem  
At a certain stage, an alternative formulation for the quadratic 
assignment problem is sought in such a way that an approach based on 
solving the dual problem would be involved. Under all outcomes, it would 
either produce a solution to the original problem or at least a set of dual 
variables which, when appropriately added in the original cost data would 
result in higher bounds at the stage of applying the tree search scheme. 
This would be expected to make search faster and hence reduce the computa-
tional difficulty of the problem in its known form. 
Reformulation  












1 if object i is located in j and object k is located in 2, 
Yijkk .  
0 otherwise 
{ 1 if object i is located in j 
0 otherwise 
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a. is the number of objects interacting with object i. 
Then the problem could be reformulated as follows: 
P2: 	Minimize 
E i Ej Ek E L c ijktYijkt 
Ek Ez yiikk - aixij = 0 for all i,j 






       
     
     






	i  Y 
= 1 	for all j,$ 
jkt 
{ 
E, x.. 	 < 1 	for all j 
3.3 
E. x., 	 = 1 	for all i 
J 	1J 
       
       
       
       
         
O yijkt and xi , is 0 or 1 for all i,j,k,t ' 
The above formulation can be thought of as a pair assignment formulation 
where the number of variables significantly increase. Note that the con-
straints are linear, except for, integrality of the variables. The form- 




= 1. The con- 
Yijkt 	 j 
straint set t a l specifies that the number of nonzeroY i 	
has to comply 
jkt  
with the number of actual connections to element i(k) and the fact that it 
is in location j(t) or not. The set 	specifies that yiikk has to comply 
with the fact that one element only can be in a location. Constraint set 
is the standard assignment problem constraint set (i. e., each location 
can have at most one element and each element can occupy only one location). 
The 0-1 condition is, expressed in the set 
Problem P2 can be rewritten as follows, where for the purpose of simpli-
fication of notation n is assumed equal to m, the dual vectors u and v are 




P3: Minimize 	 cy 
s.t. 	 Ay - ax = 0 	1 
By 	= I I 
Dx = 1 
x,y are vectors of 0-1 variables 
A dual of P3 can be devised by incorporating the first set of constraints 
into the objective function, leading to problem P4. 
P4: Maximize 	0(w) 
w is a vector of unrestricted variables 
where 	0(w) =minimum f(c + wA)y - w a xi 
	
s.t. 	 B y 	= 1 
D x = 1 
x,y are vectors of 0-1 
variables 
I • 
y is a vector of 0-1 
variables 	i 
which could be rewritten as 
Minimum (c + wA)y 
i' 
s.t. 	 B y =  
Minimum -w a x 
D x = 1 
x is a vector of 0-1 variables 
0(w) = 
I 	 II 
alternatively, I and II could be written in the forms: 
I; 	Minimum 
Ii 





yiju is 0 or 1 for each i,j,k,2 
+ v ) y . 
ijkk 
Yijkk 
= 1 for all j,k 
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II. 	Minimum 	E. -a. E. (II.. + 1 	1 3 	13 	13 13 
s.t. 	E. x., 
1 13 
E. x. . 
13 
for each j 
= 1 for each i 
x.. is 0 or 1 
	
for each i,j 
It is obvious that for a known vector w, whose components are the u s 
13 
and the v v s, part I can be evaluated by solving n(n - 1) trival knap-
sack problems as follows: for any given pair j and 2, examine ( cista 
uji +v
kt
) over all i and k. Let
Yijkt = 0 
for all except the one with the 
smallest cikt uij 4. v
kt' 
which has a value of 1. For part II, once w is j 
known, its value can be obtained by solving a linear assignment problem. 
The features of this formulation give rise to a simple procedure for 
solving the dual problem. Now we discuss the steps of this procedure. 
Steps of the Solution Procedure, the Ascent Scheme  
1) Choose starting values for the components of the w vector 
2) Set p = Max 0(w) = -co v = best quadratic objective function = + co 
3) Evaluate 0(w) using the current w vector, update p as appropriate 
4) Consider the primal solution obtained from evaluating II in Step 2, 
evaluate its quadratic cost. Update v as appropriate. 
5) Compare p and v, if they are close enough go to Step 9, otherwise 
continue. 
6) Update the components of the w vector as follows: w w + X(Ay - ax 
i. e. , 	ujj 	A(Ek Ek yijia - aixij ) 
v + v + A(E. E. y. 	- a x ) 
kt 	kt 	j ljkt 	k kt 
where A > 0 is a suitable stepsize, the choice of which will be 
discussed later. 
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Check whether the new components of the w vector are exactly the 
same as in the preceeding iteration, if so this means that:, 
Ek 	ijkk 
E y 	- a.xij = 0 for each i,j 
E. 
E.yijkk 
 - ak x
kt 
 = 0 for each k,2 
i. e., both primal feasibility and dual maximum are achieved. 
If this occurs, we stop and the solution in hand is the optimal 
solution to the problem. Otherwise continue. 
8) Check whether a considerable number of iterations was conducted without 
improving p. If so proceed to Step 9, otherwise return to Step 3. 
9) Terminate. 
The above procedure is a subgradient optimization technique for maximizing 
the piecewise linear dual objective function 0. Note that moving along 
Ay - ax a small step will either improve 0 or at least get us closer to 
the optimal point. For motivation, convergence, and geometrical interpre-
tation of general subgradient optimization procedure, the reader may refer 
to (Held and Karp [13], Held, Wolfe, and Crowder [14], and Bazaraa and 
Goode [2]). 
As a result of applying this procedure either of the following three 
outcomes occur: 
a. During the solution of the dual we get to a point where primal feasibility 
is achieved. 
b. During the solution of the dual, we get a feasible primal solution, via 
the x..s, whose quadratic cost is close enough to the max 0(w) obtained 
13 
so far. 
c. Neither (a) nor (b) occurs and we cycle for a good number of times with-
out a significant improvement. 
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s. t. 
Minimize -a w x 
s.t. 	D x = 1 
x is a vector of 0-1 
variables. Some x's are 
fixed. 
Minimize 	+ wA)y 
B y = 1 
y is a vector of 0-1 
variables. Some y's are 
fixed. 
If case c occurs, then we have to resort to a tree search procedure 
to solve the problem. However, the cost data (cijk2,Is) 





's) obtained as a 
result of applying this procedure. This is likely to precondition the 
data, hence strengthen the calculated bounds and would speed up the 
search. In the sequel we discuss in some detail the outline of the tree 
search procedure. 
The Tree Search Scheme  
supposeumtatanygeneralstageofthesearchwehavesomexij'e which 
are fixed at value 1. This automatically fixes some values ofat YijkR. 
value 1 and some others at value 0. In particular, if xi7 = 1, and x = 1, 






vkt)yi 	+ E.a.E. Cu.. 	vi 
 )x i 3_ 3 	 j 	j 
jkt 
Now, we find a bound on the best completion of this solution, i. e., 
If the partial cost plus the bound on completing it is greater than or 
equal to the best known upper bound the search along the current branch is 
terminated. Otherwise continue by trying to fix another x... As a result of 
iJ 
calculating the lower bound we get a feasible assignment and we calculate 
its quadratic cost. If the quadratic cost is less than the best known 
solution obtained so far, it is stored as the incumbent. Apart from these 
details, the general scheme of the tree search procedure would not differ much 
from the one given in Section IV.2. 
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Choice of Initial Dual Vector w and Stepsize A  







where a in the dual variable 
/ 	i  
correspondingtothenonnegativitycanstraintofx.
j 
 while solving the 
linear assignment problem with matrix (b..). 
As usually is the case with subgradient optimization techniques, a small 
stepsize, or a decreasing sequence of stepsizes must be used. One method 
that has also been tried is to normalize the subgradient vector Ay — ax 
(by dividing by its norm) and then moving a distance A. A sequence of 
decreasing A's, say (1.0, 0.4, 0.1) may be used where we switch to a smaller 
value of A if a certain number of trials without increasing 0 is 
encountered. 
Since subgradient optimization methods will almost certainly encounter 
zigzagging (see Bazaraa and Goode [2]), taking convex combinations of 
the directions at two successive iterations was employed. This indeed 
helped reduce the zigzagging phenomena. 
Limited Experience with the Algorithm  
The algorithm discussed above was tried on the 5 x 5 and 6 x 6 problems 
of (Nugent et. al., [21]). The 5 x 5 problem has an optimal objective of 
25. The maximum value of 0 obtained is 22. In the course of dual optimization, 
however, the optimal solution with value 25 was obtained (Step 4). For 
the 6 x 6 problem whose optimal solution is 43, the ascent scheme was able to 
caly achieve a dual objective of 36, and the optimal primal assignment with 
cost 43 was also obtained. 
Even though the optimal solution of both problems that we tried were 
obtained, the lack of improvement of the dual function beyond the values of 
22 and 36 was disappointing. This may be attributed to several factors. 
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First of all the formulation was designed for the general nonsymmetric 
problem and hence did not make use of the symmetry of the problems that 
we tried. Secondly, the maximum of the dual objective only gives the 
solution of the continuous linear program of problem P2. This is due to 
the fact that integrality of x and y is a byproduct of the formulation 
after constraints (a) is placed into the objective function. Hence a 
duality gap is generally expected between problems P2 (or original problem) 
and P4. Due to the special structure of the problem, we have hoped that the 
duality gap (if any) is small. At this stage, we cannot confirm whether the 
difference between the dual objective obtained and the true optimal solution 
is due to a duality gap, inability to find the true maximum of the dual, 
or to both. 
IV.4 A Heuristic Procedure  
As will be detailed later in the computational experience station, the 
exact procedure was not able to find optimal solutions for large problems. 
A heuristic procedure is described below for obtaining "good" solutions in 
a reasonable computational time for larger problems. 
Obtaining an Initial Solution  
1. Rank the locations as follows: 
i)CalculateR.,the sum of distances from location i to all other loca-
1 
tions. 
ii) Rank the locations in an ascending order of R.. 
1 
2. Rank the facilities as follows: 
i) Calculate El
i
, the number of facilities connected to facility i. 
ii) Calculate E 2
i
, the total interactions to and from facility i. 




iv) Rank the facilities in a descending order of E
2
.. 
OFindthecombinedindexL.for each facility, according to the 
rankings in iii) and iv). 
vi) Rank the facilities in an ascending order of L i . 
3. At any general step k, check whether any facility remains unassigned, 
if so, proceed to Step 4, otherwise go to Step 7. 
4. Pick the next element in the rank, locate it to the first available 
location in the rank, set key = 1, and proceed to Step . 
5. Pick the element with maximum number of interactions with the most 
recently located facility, if none are available, go to Step 7, other-
wise locate it so as to result in a minimal increase in the total 
cost. Set key = 2 and proceed to Step 6. 
6. Exchange the element which has just been located with each of the 
previously located elements in turn, each time calculating the resulting 
change in cost. Maintain the partial assignment which causes the 
maximum reduction, if any; finally replace the original assignment with 
that one. If key = 1, return to Step 5, otherwise return to Step 3. 
7. Terminate as all elements have been assigned. 
Improving the Initial Solution  
Once a complete assignment is available, it is possible to seek improvements 
by interchanging the locations of two facilities. Once an improvement is 
achieved, it is possible to either repeat the process in search for more 
improvements or stop. The process can be repeated until we get to the 
stage where we find that no further improvements could be achieved by per-
forming single exchanges on the pattern in hand. At each stage, it is 
possible to either choose the first exchange which will result in an improve-
ment or to choose the one which yields the maximum improvements. 
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We have chosen the strategy of testing the effect of interchanging 
each facility, with each other facility, storing the best resulting pattern 
and interchanging the two facilities if the best pattern provides a reduction 
in the total cost, otherwise the same process is repeated for the next 
facility and so on. At any stage, if two facilities are eventually inter-
changed, we start all over again. However, if we fail to achieve any further 
improvement by interchanging the location of two facilities in the best 
assignment, we take the next best assignment, chosen from amongst all the 
assignments resulting from the test of interchanges at the immediately 
preceeding step, and repeat the whole procedure. 
The termination criterion is simple; we can either stop when the difference 
between the value of the best solution so far and the lower bound is within 
a prespecified limit or when we have repeated the overall procedure, each 
time starting with a different assignment, a number of times without improve-
ment. 
IV.5 Computational Experience  
The experience gained with the solution procedures was in relation to the 
eight problems of (Nugent, et. al., [21j). First, we will discuss some 
details pertinent to the purely computational aspects of the exact procedure. 
Choice of a  
If a small value of a is chosen, the fictitious upper bounds tend to 
be tighter and hence the search becomes faster. However, we may increase the 
number of restarts this way. On the other hand, if a is large, then fathoming 
becomes weaker and the search tends to be lengthier but with a less number 
of restarts. The tradeoff is only computational and is data dependent. 
During the course of our study, we noticed that due to the features of 
the search procedure, many successive good solutions are obtained very early 
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in the search and the optimum follows suit. As a result, we have adopted 
the strategy of choosing a small value of a at the beginning of the search 
and up to a certain stage where we switch to 100% fathoming. This is 
conducted by specifying an initial value of a and also specifying a difference 
between the actual upper and lower bounds at the achievement of which a 
is switched to 100%. If the difference is appropriately chosen, we will get 
to the stage where the upper bound is tight enough to speed up the search and 
also we will not have to restart the search, once the tree is enumerated, 
as there is no interval of uncertainty in this case. 
We found that the choice of a = 70%, as a starting value, was adequate 
for all the problems solved. The difference between the two bounds after 
which we switch to 100% fathoming varied from one problem to another. 
b) Solving the Linear Assignment Problem  
As was mentioned in IV.2, the lower bound can be calculated by different 
methods. One procedure involves a linear assignment problem (LAP) to obtain 
a tighter lower bound. There is no need, however, to solve a fresh LAP each 
time a lower bound is to be calculated. It is possible to take any previous 
solution and update it according to the new cost matrix. Consequently, each 
optimal solution to the LAP under a certain cost matrix could be taken as 
a starting feasible solution the next time a need arises to solve a LAP under 
a different cost matrix. Several existing codes were incorporated in a code 
for the exact procedure and the solution times were compared. Finally, we 
have selected the code of McGinnis* to be used and the reported computational 
*We would like to thank Mr. Leon F. McGinnis (N. C. State University) 
for providing us with his code which is based on the method of Glover, 
Klingman, and Kearny. 
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experience reflects its efficiency. For example, with problem 4006 
(Table IV.1) the solution of the LAP was updated 26,367 times, while the 
total CPU time for the whole problem was about 490 seconds, i. e., under 
all circumstances, each updating process could not have taken more than 
0.02 seconds, 
Computational Experience  
In the sequel, we summarize our experience with both the exact and the 
heuristic procedures. 
1) The Exact Procedure  
Tables IV.1 and IV.2 summarize the experience with the following two codes: 
QAP3: a code for an algorithm based on calculating the lower bound 
C 1 + C2 
+ C
3 
by matching the vectors. 







by the reduction method augmented by solving a linear 
assignment problem only when the lower bound calculated by re-
duction is not higher than the current upper bound. Some of the 
statistics listed in these tables are: 
Total Number of Nodes: is the number of nodes, both intermediate 
and terminal, which were generated during the search. 
Total Number of Iterations: is the number of forward and backward 
moves conducted during the search. 
Number of times it was necessary to solve an assignment problem: 
whenever'the lower bound calculated at any particular node by 
the reduction method was less than the current upper bound, it 
was necessary to solve a linear assignment problem in order to 
improve the value of this lower bound. Naturally, this strategy 
is applicable only to the algorithm which calculates the lower 
bounds by the reduction method. 
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Fathoming Efficiency: is the ratio between the number of times 
the search was not pursued, as a result of the lower bound test, 
to the total number of times the lower bound test was applied. 
Comparison between QAP3 and QAP7  
We recall that the only difference between QAP3 and QAP7 is the method of 
calculating the lower bound as shown in IV.2. From Table IV.l, we notice 
that the solution times when using QAP7 were always less than those obtained 
when QAP3 was used. 
Our observation about QAP3 is that it can face severe difficulties when 
the problem size increases. For example, problem 4005 was rerun with a 
starting upper bound of 289 and 100% fathoming in hope that this will speed 
up the search and there will be no need to restart the search. However, we 
had to terminate the problem after 50,400 iterations as we noticed that 
11,539 nodes were generated but the number of nodes at various levels were 
0 	4 	41 	358 	2411 	4101 	3715 	1000 	184 	8 	3 	3, i. e., a 
substantial part of the tree was still to be searched and the estimated time 
for the completion of the search was about 15 minutes on the IBM 370/165. 
Also, the experience with 4006 was not anymore encouraging. It may be worth 
mentioning, however, that to the best of our knowledge, no exact solution 
to problem 4005 was known before. 
Note that both QAP3 and QAP7 found the optimal solution of problems 4001 
through 4004 and verified optimality. QAP3 and QAP7 found the optimal of 
problem 4005 but only QAP7 verified optimality (this is why QAP7 used more 
time than QAP3 for problem 4005). It is interesting to note that the con-
cept of stepped fathoming was essential in the procedure because otherwise 
the computational effort would increase significantly. 
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TABLE TV.1 Summary of the Computational Experience with QAP3 and QAP7 
Problem 





No. of times 
the LB was 
calculated 
No. of times it 
was necessary 
to solve an AP 
Fathoming 
Efficiency% 








QAP3 15 38 43 -- 46.12 25 0.26 
QAP7 9 20 20 14 45.00 25 0.15 
4002 6x6 
QAP3 27 99 129 -- 54.26 43 1.01 
QAP7 18 56 67 36 52.24 43 0.63 
4003 7x7 
QAP3 55 177 235 -- 51.06 74 3.9 
QAP7 22 62 73 .40 58.90 74 2.7 
4004 8x8 
QAP3 231 739 1005 -- 50.25 107 15.3 
QAP7 52 179 235 141 52.77 107 9.6 
4005 12x12 
QAP3 6877 29282** -- ,289 221.8 
QAP7 5724 24496 37531 26368 50.02 289 490.4 
4006 15x15 QAP3 10071 40502*** -- -- — 618 -- 
*On an IBM 370/165 
**No restarting was allowed 
***The search was forced to termination 
















38 15 O 4 5 3 3 




QAP3 99 27 0 6 13 4 2 2 





QAP3 177  55 0 7 21 21 3 1 2 





QAP3 739 231 0 8 40 109 . 	58 10 3 3 
QAP7 179 52 0 8 17 10 8 3 3 3 
c0017 
QAP3 29282* 6877 0 12 125 866 3367 1774 645 73 6 .3 3 3 
QAP7 24496 5724 0 12 132 884 2539 1492 585 53 18 3 3 3 
*Decision tree has not been exhausted 
2) The Heuristic Procedure 
Two versions of the Heuristic Procedure were tested. 
a) QAH1: a heuristic based on the ideas mentioned in 1V.4, except 
that it terminates once all elements have been located and the test 
of single exchanges is performed on the last located element only. 
b) QAH2: Multi double exchanges are performed after single exchanges 
cease to provide further improvements. 
Computational experience with the above two heuristic procedures and 
their comparison with some well known heuristic methods is summarized in 
Table 1V.3. The results of the procedures of (Hillier [15], Hillier and 
Connors [16], Craft [1,4], and biased sampling [21]) have been published 
in (Nugent, et. al., [21]), and together with the results of (Neghabat POD 
are reproduced here. QAH1 and QAH2 compare favorably with these methods, 
both in the quality of solution obtained and the computational time. The 
column designating the best solution known so far is based on either true 
optimal or on the best (nonreproducible) result of the biased sampling 
method* of (N_zent, et. al, [21]). 
*QAH2 obtained a solution with objective 1299 which is less than the 
best result known so far of 1304 for problem 40g. 
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HILLIER HILLIER- CONNORS CRAFT BIASED SAMPLING NEGHABAT QAH1 QAH2 
SIZE AVE. 
* 
 AVE AVE AVE* AVE AVE* AVE. AVE. AVE. COST TIME* COST TIME COST TIME 
COST TIME COST TIME COST TIME COST COST TIME ** ** BEST 
(minimum) (mean)I KNOWN 
COST 
4001 5 27.6 0.5 29.4 0.83 28.2 0.08 26.8 27.6 0.92 25 0.05 26 0.14 26 0.12 25*** 
4002 6 44.2 0.58 44.2 0.75 44.2 0.16 43.6 44.6 1,75 43 0.1 43 0.14 43 0.21 43*** 
4003 7 78.8 1.25 78.4 1 79.6 0.4 74.8 77.2 4.75 74 0.3 78 0.11 75 0.39 74*** 
4004 8 114.4 1.2 110,2 1.2 113.4 0.83 107.0 111.6 9.08 118 0.74 114 0.17 114 0.42 107*** 
4005 12 317.4 4.6 310.2 1.6 296.2 5.8 293.0 304.7 54.83 334 1,5 295 0.73 295 1.94 289*** 
4006 15 632,6 6,5 600.2 3.3 606 13.3 580,2 603,0 182.7 618 2.5 645 0.69 614 6.07 575 
4007 20 1400.4 .14 134.5 6.25 1339 44 1313.0 1339,0 576.3 1385 3,6 1345 1.71 1299 19.49 1304 
4008 30 3267.2 33 3206.8 23,7 3189.6 262 3124.8 3189.6 3520 3260 4.5 3170 15.16 3125 71.99 3093 
*Actual or equivalent time on IBM 360/65 in seconds 
**Time on Univac 1108 in seconds 
***Optimal Solution 
CONCLUSION 
In this section we have been concerned with solving the quadratic 
assignment problem. Our conclusion is that this problem is extremely diffi-
cult to solve exactly for several reasons, including the combinatorial 
nature of the problem, and the fact that the lower bounds calculated during 
a branch and bound scheme are generally very weak, leading to a lengthy 
search. 
It was our hope to tighten the lower bounds by a duality based scheme 
as shown in IV.3. Even though this goal has not been achieved, we believe 
that further work along these lines for raising the lower bound is essen-
tial for obtaining exact and "qualified" suboptimal solutions via branch 
and bound. 
Based on our experience, it is feasible to solve quadratic assignment 
problems with sizes up to 12 x 12 exactly by the proposed exact procedure. 
However, for larger problems, it is possible to obtain good results in 
reasonable tf=es by the use of the proposed heuristic (QAH2) or its curtailed 
version (QAHI). 
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V. THE TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEM 
As discussed in Section II, the traveling salesman problem is a special 
important case of the quadratic assignment problem. In this section, the 
dual of the problem is formulated and then solved by a subgradient opti-
mization technique. In the presence of a duality gap, a branch and bound 
scheme is devised to find optimal and suboptimal tours. 
V.1 Formulation of the Problem and its Dual  
Suppose that a salesman is given a list of n cities, where each pair 
of cities, i and j, is connected by a link of length c., (if cities i and 
2.3 
j are not directly linked, let c
ij 
= + co). The problem is then to find a 
tour of minimal length which the salesman can follow so as to visit each 
city exactly once, and then return to where he started. 
Letbe a variable associated with link ij. x
ij 
is equal to 1 if xij 
the salesman travels from city i to city j and is 0 otherwise. The problem 









j1 	ij x 	





1 	j = 1, 2, 3, ..., n 
= 
iij 
xli 	0 or 1 
	





Since the restrictions V.1, V.2, and V.3, by themselves, may allow the 
meaningless answer of having two or more disjoint subtours, a restriction 
eliminating subtours must be explicitly introduced. There are various 
methods in the literature for enforcing this restriction. We will adopt 
the 1-tree method of (Held and Karp [7]). 
Let us begin by reviewing the definition of a 1-tree [7]. A I-tree 
of the graph composed of the n cities and their interconnecting links 
is a tree which spans n - 1 cities, together with two distinct links from 
the remaining city, to any two of the n - 1 cities spanned by the tree. 
Therefore, by definition, a 1-tree contains exactly one cycle. Of course, 
the number of links in the cycle is less than or equal to n. A 1-tree 
then corresponds to a tour if and only if the cycle formed by the 1-tree 
has n links. A 1-tree which is composed of a tree covering nodes 1, 2, 
3, 4, and 5 plus two links from node 6 to the tree is shown below. 
2 




An Example of a 1-Tree 
Now note that if constraints V.1, V.2, and V.3 are satisfied then there 
is at least one cycle. If there is only one cycle then it is a tour. By 
definition of the 1-tree, it admits exactly one cycle. Therefore, constraints 
V.1, V.2, and V.3, coupled with the constraint that the vector x forms a 
1-tree, admit no subtours. Therefore, the traveling salesman problem 
can be formulated as follows: 
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j= 1, 2, . • • 
n 	n 









x.. = 1 
= 
10j 
x e X 
= 1, 2, ..., n 
where X is the set of 1-trees spanning the graph, i. e., 
X = {(x
11,xln , 	xnn) 
: xij = 0 or xij = 1 (i j), and 
the links ij with x.. = 1 form a 1-tree}. 
Note that there are very efficient procedures for finding a 1-tree with 
minimal cost [5,11]. This will involve pulling one node out of the n 
nodes, which we will refer to as the initial node, and then: 
1. finding a tree of minimal length which spans the remaining n - 1 nodes 
2. finding two links of minimal length which connect the initial node to 
the spanning tree. 
Any node can be used as the initial node, and we will discuss later a 
procedure for making a "good" choice of the initial node. Calculating a 1-
tree with minimal cost, in the presence of restrictions V.1, and V.2, 
namely the traveling salesman problem, is indeed a difficult problem. If 
we handle the restrictions V.1, and V.2 via lagrangian multipliers (dual 
variables) and put them into the objective function, we obtain the following 
dual formulation. 
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Dual Problem  
Maximize 0(u,v) 
u and v are unrestricted 
where, 
{ 
0(u,v) = Minimum 	E E c..x., + E u.( E x., - 1) + E v. 	E x.. - 1) i 1 13 13 	i 1 j 13 	 j j i 13 
X E X 
{ 
= Minimum 	E E (c.. + u. + v.)x . - E u. - E v 
i i 	13 	
1 	
3 iJ 	i 1 	j 
x e X 
= -E u. - E v. + Minimum 	E E (c.. + u. + v.)x.. 
i 1 	j 	x e X j i 	 J 1J• 
Note that evaluating 0(u,v), for fixed values of u and v is an easy 
task since it involves finding a minimal 1-tree, where the cost c.. of 
thelinkijisreplacedby lso note that in finding 
1 
the minimal 1-tree, we are not concerned about the orientation of the 
links. In other words, we are actually searching for a minimal-tree, 
rather than an arborescence. This simplifies the problem of evaluating 
0(u,v) considerably. Of course, we may think of the vectors u and v as 
penalties for violating the proper orientation of the links. So if when 
calculating the minimal 1-tree, too many links "left" node i we will 
attempt to "penalize" this deficiency in the next iteration by increasing 
u.. Similarly, if too many links "entered" node j, then we will attempt 
to "penalize" this deficiency by increasing v.. 
Simplification of the Symmetric Case  
In the symmetric case, as long as the vector x forms a 1-tree, and 
since the orientation of links is not important, we no longer require that 
the number of links leaving node i is 1, and the number of links entering 
node i is 1, as long as the number of links incident to node i is equal to 




Minimize 	.E1 1=1 c..x., j= lj lj
j 1i 
Subject to 	2 	x . + 	z 	x , . 	2 	for i = 1, 2, ..., n 
j =1 j=1 ij 	 j1 
jai 	 i0i 
x e X 
where X is the collection of 1-trees. The above restrictions ensure 
forming a tour. If the tour is not "oriented," it can be made so, by 
simply reorienting some of the links, without affecting the cost. The 
dual of the above problem is given below, with only one set of dual vari-
ables given by the vector u. 
Maximize 	0(u) 
u is unrestricted 
where, 
n n 
0(u) = Minimum 	.E 	c..x. 	+ .E U. (.11 xi . 	E x 	- 2) j j=1 1=1 lj lj 1=1 1 j=1 lj 	=1 ji 
jai 	 jOi 	jai 
n 	 n n 
= -2 . 
x c X 
jE u. + Minimum E .E (c, + u. + u.) x. 1=1 1 	 =1 1=1 	lj 	1 	j 	lj 
From now on we will concentrate on the nonsymmetric case with dual 
variables u and v. For the symmetric case, the dual problem can be simpli-
fied as illustrated above, with no need for the dual vector v. 
V.2 Maximization of 0  
Let the collection of 1-trees with a fixed initial node be xx2' 
...x
t' 
Then 0(u,v) can he written as follows: 
0(u,v) = Minimum E E c..x.. + E u. ( E x.. - 1) + 	v. 	x.. - 1) 
x c 	1 	13 13 	
i 1 j 	 j 3 i 13 
= Minimum cx + ug(x) + vh(x) 
x c X 
Minimum cx. + ug(x.) + vh(x.) 
1<j <t 	 3 
x e X 
9 7 
whereg.(x)=Ex..-landh.(x) 	E x, - 1 for i = 1, 2, .. , n. Note 1 	 1 
j 
that 0 is the minimum of a finite number of affine functions and is hence 
a piecewise linear concave function which is finite everywhere. 
Several procedures for maximizing 0 are available. Here a subgradient 
optimization procedure similar to that of (Held and Karp [8]) is used. 
Given a vector (u,v), a minimal 1-tree x is found, where the cost of link ij 
is c.. + u i + v.. (u,v) is updated by moving a discrete step along the 
3 
subgradient {g(x), h(x)1 and the process is repeated. Motivation, convergence, 
and geometrical aspects of the procedure can be found in [8], [9], and [1]. 
The initial node used throughout the algorithm is determined as 
follows. n minimal 1-tree problems with different initial nodes are solved 
with u = v = O. The initial node whose minimal 1-tree has maximal objective 
is used. The following is a precise statement of the ascent algorithm used 
for maximizing the dual function (with obvious modification for the 
symmetric problem). 
Subgradient Optimization of the Dual  
Initialization Step  
Choose ul = vl = 0. Choose a sequence of stepsizes (X 1 ,X 2 ,....,Xt ) 
where?).14 .(X.for j = 1, 2, ..., t-1. Choose the maximum number of 
iterations v
max  allowed without improving the incumbent 0*. Let j = k = 1, 
v = 0, u* = u1 , v* = vl , and 0* = -co. Go to Step 1. 
Step 1 Finding 0(uk ,vk) 
Solve the following minimal 1-tree subproblem. 
n 	n 






i=1 lj 	ik 	k ij 
Subject to: 	x c X 








be an optimal 1-tree. If x
k 
is a directed tour, then stop, 
the optimal primal and dual solutions have been found. Otherwise, 
n 	n 
let 0(u ,v) 
	j 
) = 	EE(c. + u. + v. )x.. -Eu-Ev. 
k =1 i=1 ij 	ik 	ik ij 	i=1 ik 	.i=1 Jk 
jii 
If 0(uk ,vk) > 0*, then let v = 0, replace 0* by 0(u k,vk), replace 
(u*,v*) by (uk,vk), x* by xk , and go to Step 2. If on the other hand, 
0(uk ,vk) 10*, replace v by v+1. If v = v
max 
, go to Step 3. If v < v
max
, 
go to Step 2. 
Step 2 	(Update dual variables)  
Let uk+1 = uk + Aj g(xk) and vkl_i = vk + X.h(xk). Replace k by 
k+1 and repeat Step 1. 
Step 3 	(reduce stepsize) 
If j = t then stop with 0* and (u*,v*). Otherwise replace j by 
j+1 and v by O. Let u
k+1 
= u* + A.g(x*) and v
k+1 
= v* + A.h(x*). Replace 
k by k+1 and repeat Step 1. 
V.3 The Branch and Bound Scheme  
So far we have described a procedure for finding the optimal (or near 
optimal) dual solution. In the process, an optimal tour for the traveling 
salesman problem may be found. If this were not the case, a branch and 
bound scheme for finding an optimal directed tour will be described. It is 
important to note that even in this case, optimizing the dual function played 
the following two significant roles: 
J.. Provided a "tight" lower bound on the optimal traveling salesman 
problem and hence making the notion of "qualified" suboptimal solutions 
attractive. 




is replaced by c + u . + v,, where u and v are the 
ij 
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for i = 1, 2, . n • • 
optimal dual variables, thus resulting in a "well-conditioned" cost 
matrix. The computational effort for finding the optimal tour, 
usingthenewcostmatrixe..+1.1. + v, is considerably smaller than 
iJ 1 
the effort to be expended, had .the original cost matrix been used in 
a branch and bound scheme. This is due to the fact that the new cost 
matrix (cif 
ij 	1 
+u.+v.) is "conditioned" in the sense that an optimal 
1-tree with the above matrix is "close" to the optimal traveling sales-
man tour. 
Consider now the following traveling salesman problem: 
	
n 	n 
Minimize 	E .E 	(c + u. + 
j.1 1=1 ij 	1 	J ij 
n 
Subject to:.E 	x 	= 1 
3=1 ij 
jai 
E 	x.. =1 
i=1 1.7 
i0j 
for j = 1, 2, ..., n 
No Subtours 
Note that an optimal tour obtained by the above problem is also an 
optimal tour of the original traveling salesman problem. 
General Framework 
A list of distinct nodes 11 , i2 , i3 , 	ik and corresponding links 
(il ,i2), 	(ik_v ik) form a partial solution. Since the nodes are 
distinct, no subtours are a part of the partial solution. If k = n, then 
a complete tour is obtained by adding the link (1k ,i1). Suppose that we 
are given a partial solution, and attempt to find a feasible completion. 
A lower bound on the cost of completing this partial solution is computed, 
say B. If B > C*, where C* is the cost of the best tour known so far, 
then the partial solution is fathomed. If B < C* then an additional link 
(ile ik4.1 )isaddedtothepartialtouilkere .ilol isnotequaltoi.for 
j = 1, 2, ..., k. 
• 
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Calculation of the Lower Bound  
Suppose that il , i2 , 	ik form a partial solution. If (i.>1•+1) 
for j = 1, 2, ..., k - 1 are to be a part of a tour, then the remaining 
nodes must themselves form a "string", which is connected to nodes i
1 
and 
ik. Since the "string" is a tree spanning the remaining nodes, then its 
cost must be greater or equal to the minimal cost of all trees spanning 
these nodes. Also, the cost of connecting the partial solution to this 
open loop is greater or equal to the sum of the following; 
1. Minimal cost of (available) links leaving node ik 
2. Minimal cost of (available) links entering node i 1 
We use the word available, since links (i.,i ) for j = 2, ..., k and 
J 1 
(ik'j 
i) for j = 1, 2, ..., k-1 are not available, because their use will 
form a subtour. Also, as the search continues, some other links will 
be prohibited from usage. From this it is clear that a lower bound 
on the cost of the partial solution, plus the cost of its completion, 
is given by: 
B = C1 + C2 + C3 , where 
C1 ' 
• the actual cost of the partial solution 
k-1 
C1 
= ‘ E 	(c 	+ u. + v. 	) 
	
J=1 i.i. 	1. 




: the cost of the minimal tree spanning the remaining nodes, where 
the cost of link ij is c.. + u. + v.. 
13 	1 	3 
C
3 
: Minimal cost of "connecting" the partial solution to the spanning tree: 
C3 =Minimum(c.+u.+v.) + Minimum (c.. + u. + v. ) 
j e A 	ik 	k 	 j 0 B 	Jj-1 	J 	11 
where A is the set of nodes which i
k 
is not eligible to enter, and 
B is the set of nodes which are not eligible to enter node i1. 
An ascent scheme could have been used to calculate the lower bound as in 
[8]. This is not done here, however, since the lower bound obtained above 
is easy to obtain and seems to be tight enough. 
Continuation of the Search  
1. Fathoming (Backward Move)  


















= 1. The level of the search is called 
k - 1. The lower bound B on the cost of the partial solution plus its 
completion is calculated as shown above. If B > C*, where C* is the current 
best known cost of a complete tour, then the partial solution is fathomed. 




is prohibited, i. e., xi i = 0. A new 
k-1 k 
bound B' on completing the cost of the partial tour iv 	ik-1 with 





in the same manner as before, except of course that i
k 
now belongs to the 
remaining nodes and the link 
ik-1ik 
cannot be used. If B' > C*, then 
the partial solution i1, 
i2,ik-1' 
 with the added restriction 
x. 	. = 0 can lead to no improved solutions. This means that all possi- ik_l ik 
bilities at level k - 1 are exhausted. This case will be called a strong  
fathoming, and the level of the tree is reduced by I unit. In this case 
xi
k-1 k 
i = 0 is not prohibited any more, whereas x, 	is forced to 	be 
1k-21k-1 
zero. The process is then repeated. If on the other hand B' < C*, 
which will be called weak fathoming, then we seek to find a node j such 






2. Forward Move  
If the lower bound is less than C*, then it may be possible to 
find a completion of the partial solution with an objective less than 
C*. Suppose that the current level of the tree is k - 1, where at level 
k - 1 we have x. 	. = 1. Now we seek a node ik+1 	
i
j 




k-1 and the move ikik+1 
is not prohibited from previous fathoming (if 
such a node i
k+1 
is not found then the partial solution is fathomed and 
the level of the tree is reduced). This rule i s used: choose i k+1 
which 
minimizesc. -Euik +v.for all available j. The level of the tree 
lki  
is increased by 1, a lower bound is calculated, and the proCess is 
repeated. Needless to say, if the level is n - 1, then i n is joined with 
i
1 




is added to the cost of the partial tour. 
If the total cost is less than C*, then C* is replaced by the total cost, 
and the tour is stored as the best tour obtained so far. 
3. Termination  
We have described forward and backward progress of the search. If 
the level of the search ever reaches value zero, then we stop. This means 




enumerated, i. e., all the search space has been exhausted. The stored 
tour and C* give the optimal solution. 
Summary of the Algorithm  
Initialization Step  
Let P(i) = 0 for all i = 1, 2, ..., n and let C* = 00. Choose node 1 1 
 (according to the procedure described earlier) as the initial node in the 
maximization of 0. Let k = 0 and go to Step 1. 
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Step 1 (Forward Move) 
Ifk=r1-1,replaceol byo1 +(o
i 	
+u+1,.). If Cl < C*, 
n
i i l 1 n 
then replace C* by Cl , store the complete solution i l , ..., in , it and go 
to Step 2. If C1 > C*, go to Step 2. If k < n - 1, calculate a lower 





+ C3, C1 , C2, and C
3 
are calculated as described above, 






). If B > C*, go 
to Step 2. Otherwise, pick i 	 01+1 + u. + v. k+1 A such that c. . 
1k 	'k+l 1  
Minimum(c..+u.+v.). Replace k by k + I and repeat Step 1. 




Step 2 (Fathom)  
Replace P(ik-1) by 
P (1k-1) 1111(1 	
Calculate a lower bound B on all 




k-1 . If 
B > C*, go to Step 3. Otherwise, choose a node j e A such that 






a new partial solution, where ik is replaced by j. Go to Step 1. 
Step 3 (Strong Fathoming)  
i
k-1 
is placed in 
P(ik-2).k-1) 
 is replaced by 0, and k is 
replaced by k 1. If k = 0, go to Step 4, otherwise go to Step 2. 
Step 4 (Termination)  
Search has been completed. Optimal cost is C* and its corresponding 
tour is il , i2 , ..., in , i1 . Stop. 
V.4 Stepped Fathoming  
Rather than attempting to fathom a partial solution when the lower 
bound B on its completion is greater than or equal to the best known C*, 
we may fathom if B is "close" to C*. This will enable us to fathom quickly 
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and hence reduce the portion of the search tree explicitly enumerated. 
This procedure can be controlled either to obtain suboptimal solutions, 
with any desired degree of accuracy or to obtain optimal solutions. In 
both cases the computational effort will be significantly reduced. The 
following two methods are proposed for implementing this notion. 
Method 1 
Suppose that a partial solution is fathomed if B > aC*, where 
(0,1]. In this case, the partial solution is abandoned if there is no 
hope that it leads to a cost which is better than aC*. The objective of 
this simple strategy is clear. We want to fathom the partial solution 
quickly, even if it may lead to a slight improvement. As the reported 
computational experience shows, this simple strategy speeds the computational 
effort considerably. Of course, as a new C* is found, then we fathom 
whenever the bound is greater or equal to a times the new C*. The procedure 
continues until we cannot find a feasible solution with an objective less 
than aC*. So we have a feasible tour with objective C*, coupled with the 
statement that the optimal objective is greater than or equal to aM 
Needless to say, if aC* is less than the overall lower bound, which 
is Max 0(u,v), then there is no need to complete the search, since 
we know that there are no solutions with objective less than aC*. 
Choice of a  
If a is small, fathoming will speed up considerably resulting in a 
small compuational effort. But on the other hand, the quality of the 
best obtained feasible solution is not guaranteed. A tradeoff between the 
desired solution quality and the computational effort expended exists. We 
recommend values of a > 0.93 depending on the accuracy required. 
Exact Solution by Stepped Fathoming  
A slight modification of the above scheme can be used to find the 
exact optimal solution. Suppose that an initial a l is used, say al = 0.90. 
Eventually we achieve a final C* and cannot find a feasible solution with 
objective less than 0.90 C*, i. e., 0.9 C* is a lower bound on all 
solutions. We either stop here, or else switch to a 2 > al , say a2 = 0.95. 
We start the search from the stored best solution corresponding to C*, 
which also includes all the prohibited visitations. We are either able 
to find a feasible solution with objective less than 0.95 C* (none less 
than 0.9 C* exist), and repeat the process, or else conclude that none 
exist. We may then switch to 97% fathoming and eventually 100% fathoming. 
This process is illustrated below and proved very efficient from a computa-








no solution with 
objective < 0.9 C* 
exists 
90% fathoming 
Method 2  
A solution with 
objective < 0.95 C* found 
95% fathoming 100% fathoming 
At each stage of the algorithm, we have an upper bound C*. A lower 
bound on the overall problem, namely Max 0(u,v) is also known. Suppose we 
fathom on K = aC* + (1 - a)B, where a e (0,1]. Two cases are possible. 
In the first case, we will be able to find a tour with objective less 







aC* + (1-a)B 
new interval of 
uncertainty 
new lower bound 
no feasible solution 
less than K is found 








new interval of 
uncertainty 
C* and the process is repeated. In the second case, we will , not be 
able to find such a solution. This automatically implies that there are 
no solutions with objective less than K, and hence K itself is the new 
lower bound. The process is then repeated. The gap between the lower 
and upper bounds is continuously reduced either by lowering the upper bound 
or by raising the lower bound. When the difference between them is smaller 
than a prescribed tolerance, we either stop, or try to find solutions with 
objective less than C* itself, i. e., we switch to a = 1. In the former 
case we obtain a "qualified" suboptimal solution, and in the latter case 
we obtain the optimal solution. 
Upper 	reduced  
Choice of  
a is any number in the interval (0,1]. Of course, if a is close to 
1, then we are in effect fathoming on a number very close to C*, and 
the search will not speed considerably. On the other hand, if a is 
close to zero, then we only fathom if we obtain a feasible solution very 
close to the overall lower bound. In this case, fathoming will be fast, 
but it is likely not to obtain feasible solutions less than K. The value 
a = 0.5 is recommended so that the distance of uncertainty is halfed at each 
time. 
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Computational effectiveness of stepped fathoming will be clear in 
the next section. For more details on the application of stepped fathoming 
in tree search algorithms the reader may refer to [2]. 
V.5 Computational Experience  
This section summarizes the computational experience with the algorithm 
discussed in V.3 for both symmetric and nonsymmetric problems. We attempted 
to solve some standard problems in the literature as well as some problems 
generated at random. The following three standard symmettic problems were 
solved: 
1. 25 city problem of (Held and Karp [6]). 
2. 42 city problem of (Dantzig, Johnson, and Fulkerson [4]). 
3. 57 city problem of (Karg and Thompson [10]). 
In addition, several problems ranging from 30 to 80 cities have 
been generated at random from a uniform distribution with lower and upper 
limits of 100 and 3400. All computations were executed on a Univac 1108 
machine and t-2.=_ reported times are in seconds. 
During 	course of dual optimization (or ascent) two sequences of 
stepsizes ha72 seen  used, namely (5.0, 1.0, 0.2) and (5.0, 1.0). The 
stepsize is reduced if 20 trials (in some instances 30 trials were used) 
to improve the best known dual objective failed to do so. The sequence 
(5.0, 1.0, 0.2) with 30 failures managed to attain a higher dual value, 
of course, with more computational effort spent on the ascent. This usually 
resulted in less time expended in the branch 1c1 bound phase of the 
algorithm, however. From our experience it is very difficult to ascertain 
whether it is advantageous to have the smallest stepsize be 1.0, 0.2, or 
even less than 0.2. It is safe to say, however, that the extra effort used 
to reduce the stepsize to 0.2 is not lost as far as the overall computational 
effort is concerned. 
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In the branch and bound phase, the best multipliers of the ascent 
are used to obtain a modified cost matrix. As described in the last 
section, no ascent is used to calculate the bounds in this phase (as 
opposed to Held and Karp [8]). This, of course, increases the portion 
of the tree explicitly searched, but reduces the effort in calculating 
the bounds of completing the partial solutions. Also, the scheme of 
stepped fathoming was implemented and found very effective in reducing 
the portion of the tree to be enumerated. 
We will use the 57 city problem to illustrate the concept of stepped 
fathoming. The results with and without employing the scheme are shown 
below. Note that the best dual objective of 12907 was obtained on ascent 
in 17 seconds. Using 100% fathoming (i. e., without stepped fathoming), 
the optimal tour with cost 12955 was obtained in an additional 708 seconds. 
The same optimal was obtained (and verified) using a stepped fathoming 
of 95%, 97%, and then 100% in an additional 60 seconds resulting in a 
total computa:ional effort of 77 seconds. 
10 .9 
13,369 	 13,369 
:imal = 
12955 




3 Stepped Fathoming 
100% 95% 97% 100% 
2,907 
12907 	 12907 
0.95 x 13,369 





0.97 x 12,966 < 12,907 
so go to 100% 
12907 
tal Computational 
Time = 725 seconds 
Total Computational Time = 77.2 seconds 
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Results of the 25, 42, and 57 City Problems  
Table V.1 summarizes the results of the 25, 42, and 57 city 
problems. The last column gives the computational time reported by 
(Held and Karp [8]) to obtain the optimal solutions (time in seconds on 
an IBM 360/91). Stepped fathoming with 95%, 97%, and 100% is used here 
to find and verify the optimal solutions. Note that in the 25 city problem 
no duality gap exists. A branch and bound phase was used, however, since 
an alternative optimal 1-tree which is not a tour was found on ascent. 
The branch and bound procedure can be used to obtain suboptimal solu-
tions with any prescribed apriori degree of accuracy. The computational 
effort will usually increase as a function of the accuracy desired. To 
illustrate, a 95% fathoming was used to solve the 42 city problem. A tour 
with cost 708 is obtained in 6 seconds. The percentage deviation of the 
optimal = 699 from the 95% solution 708 is 1.2% (less than the theoretical 
bound of 5%). Even if the true optimal solution were not known, then in 6 
seconds we would have obtained a tour with cost 708 coupled with the state-
ment that the optimal solution is greater than or equal to 694. 
It is interesting to note, however, that a 1 
 > a
2 
 does not necessarily 
imply that quality of an al% solution will be better than an a 2
% solution 
or that the computational effort of an a l% solution will be larger than an 
a2
% solution. This is due to the fact that the quality of the solution and 
the computational effort depend on many other factors such as the lower 
bound from the ascent phase, the new cost matrix, the intermediate feasible 
solutions obtained, etc. 
Symmetric Random Problems  
The two methods of stepped fathoming discussed in V.4 were used to 

































25 1453 1711 1.4 1711 0.2 1.6 12 
42 629 694  5.3 699 22.5 27.8 54 
57 11520 12907 17.2 12955 60.0 77.2 780 
from 40 to 80 cities. In many cases, optimality is verified during the 
course of optimization since the primal solution equals the lower bound 
obtained from ascent. These are denoted by *. 
Method 1 
Stepped fathoming with 95%, 97%, and then 99% was used on problems of 
size 40, 50, and 60. On problems of size 70 a stepped fathoming of 95% and 
then 98% is used. Finally, a 95% fathoming is used in case of the 80 cities. 
We chose not to obtain 100% solutions because the computational effort in-
creases significantly with very little improvement (or none at all) in the 
quality of solutions. The results of method 1 are summarized in Table V.2. 
Method 2  
The same random problems shown above were solved by method 2 where the 
interval of uncertainty is halfed at each stage until the difference between 
the lower bound and the upper bound (best known feasible solution) is less 
than or equal to 100. The quality of solutions and the computational effort 
is comparable to that of method 1. A summary of the results is shown in Table 
Nonsymmetric Random Problems  
For the nonsymmetric problem two sets of dual variables u,'s and v
i
I s 
must be used. For this reason the minimal 1-tree calculation usually con-
sumes more effort. Since this calculation is repeated continuously during 
the ascent scheme, we may expect that the overall computational effort will 
be larger than the symmetric case. Also the increased complexity of the dual 
space makes it more difficult for the ascent scheme to reach the true 





































40 7956 10573 8.9 10573* 1.0% 0.0% 0.8 9.7 
40 7998 10615 7.8 10615* 1.0% 0.0% 1.1 8.9 
50 7721 9462 18.0 9533 1.0% 0.8% 7.5 25.5 
50 7819 9495 16.0 9496 1.0% 0.0% 1.1 17.1 
60 8765 10643 20.0 10643* 1.0% 0.0% 1.7 21.7 
60 8779 10528 23.1 10528* 1.0% 0.0% 1.6 24.7 
70 11089 13287 35.0 13368 2.0% 0.6% 12.4 47.4 
70 11255 13418 28.2 13603 2.0% 1.2% 15.1 43.3 
80 11764 14365 41.8 14671 5.0% 2.1% 4.1 45.9 






























40 7956 10573 8.9 10573* 0.0% 1.5 10.4 
40 7998 10615 7.8 10615* 0.0% 0.9 8.7 
50 7721 9462 18.0 9533 0.8% 15.6 33.6 
50 7819 9495 16.0 9496 0.0% 1.1 17.1 
60 8765 10643 20.0 10643* 0.0% 0.5 20.5 
60 8779 10528 23.1 10528* 0.0% 1.5 24.6 
70 11089 13287 35.0 13368 0.6% 17.0 52.0 
70 11255 13418 28.2 13501 0.6% 77.9 106.1 
80 11764 14365 41.8 14436 0.5% 4.0 45.8 
80 11707 14199 55.2 14678** 1.21 8.0 63.2 
**In this particular run the algorithm was not able to reduce the gap 
between the lower and upper bounds to 100 fa 5 minutes, even though at least 
96.8% quality solution is obtained after approximately 1 minute. 
Computational results with random problems with n varying from 30 to 60 
are demonstrated in the following two tables. For larger problems, both 
methods 1 and 2 were not able to reduce the gap between the lower and upper 
bounds to within 4 percent of the value of the upper bound in 5 minutes. 
Method 1  
Stepped fathoming 92%, 96%, and then 99% is employed for the first 
three problems whereas stepped fathoming 92% then 96% is used for the re-
mainder of the problems. The results are shown in Table V.4. 
Method 2  
The same problems summarized above were run using method 2 of stepped 
fathoming where the interval of uncertainty is halfed at each iteration. 
The process is terminated when the difference between the lower and upper 
bounds is less than E. The results are summarized in Table V.5. 
From Tables V.4 and V.5 we see that methods 1 and 2 are comparable both 
from the quaff 	-f solution and computational time. 
It is wz.17:::wile noting that the procedure was not able to solve non-
symmetric problems with size 70 and 80 cities within 5 minutes, whereas 
other procedures in the literature are able to do so (see for example Bellmore 
and Malone [3]). Also, good quality solutions for nonsymmetric problems 







































30 4899 7427 10.5 7519 1% 1 	% 26.8 37.2 
30 4899 7427 10.4 7519 1% 1 	% 26.7 37.1 
40 6212 9383 19.2 9606* 1% 2.3% 11.4 30.6 
40 6212 9383 19.9 9724 4% 3.4% 1.2 21.1 
50 7448 9881 28.1 10059 4% 1.8% 12.5 
50 7446 9879 24.2 10057 4% 1.8% 14.1 38.3 
60 8134 10871 31.2 11309 4% 3.9% 3.9 35.1 
60 8132 10869 29.8 11308 4% 3.9% 3.3 33.1 
*In this particular run the algorithm was not able to finish the 99% 



































30 4899 7427 12.4 7519 100 1.2% 13.7 26.1 
30 4899 7427 11.3 7519 100 1.2% 13.8 25.1 
40 6212 9383 19.6 9520 300 1.4% 38.5 58.1 
40 6212 9383 20.0 9520 300 1.4% 39.2 59.2 
50 7448 9881 26.2 10059 300 1.8% 49.6 75.8 
50 7446 9879 26.8 10057 300 1.8% 51.5 78.3 
60 8134 10871 31.2 11309 440 3.9% 1.9 33.1 
60 8132 10869 28.3 11308 440 3.9% 1.6 29.9 
CONCLUSION 
We have described a duality based procedure for solving the traveling 
salesman problem. The computational experience with symmetric problems seems 
quite promising. However, for nonsymmetric problems there seems to be 
room for further improvement. 
Subgradient optimization was used in this study as the main procedure 
for maximizing the dual. The performance of other procedures such as ascent, 
steepest ascent, decomposition, and search methods, remains to be tested. 
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APPENDIX 
This appendix gives a listing of the programs developed for solving 
quadratic set covering problems, quadratic assignment problems, and 
traveling salesman problems. The programs are organized into 10 files. 
A brief description of each file and its elements is given below. This 
is followed by a complete listing of all the programs. 
1. QSC 
A set of programs for solving quadratic set covering problems in the 
context of layout design by enumeration. The file consists of the 
following elements. 
a. QSC. ASSGN 
b. QSC. BBOUND 
c. QSC. COSTUN 
d. QSC. INASS 
e. QSC. INPUT 
f. QSC. MAIN 
g. QSC. NEWBOU 
h. QSC. OUTPUT 
i. QSC. TIME 
2. BAB 
A set of programs for solving quadratic set covering problems by 
branch and bound. The file consists of the following elements. 
a. BAB. BBOUND 
b. BAB. COST 
3, QAP5 
A set of programs for solving quadratic assignment problems by branch 
and bound. The file consists of the following elements. 
A-2 
a. QAP5. MAIN 
b. QAP5. UPDATE 
c. QAP5. LWBND 
d. QAP5, ARRNG 
e, QAP5. TIMOUT 
f, QAP5. DTAIN 
4. QAP4  
A set of programs for solving quadratic assignment problems by branch 
and bound. The file consists of the following elements. 
a. QAP4. MAIN 
b. QAP4. ARRNG 
c, QAP4. UPDATE 
d. QAP4. LWBND 
e. QAP4. MAX 
f. QAP4. DTAIN 
g. QAP4. TIMOUT 
5. QAP7  
A set of programs for solving quadratic assignment problems by branch 
and bound. The file consists of the following elements. 
a. QAP7. MAIN 
b. QAP7. DTAIN 
c. QAP7. GARY 
d. QAP7. HADY 
e. QAP7. LWBND2 
6. QAIN  
A set of programs for providing a heuristic solution to the quadratic 
assignment problem. The file consists of the following elements. 
a. QAIN, MAIN 
b, QAIN. DTAIN 
7. NEW QAP , 
A set of programs for solving the dual of the quadratic assignment 
problem by subgradient optimization. The file consists of the 
following elements. 
a. NEWQAP. MAIN 
b, NEWQAP. UVW 
c, NEWQAP. DTAIN 
d. NEWQAP. KNAP 
e. NEWQAP. HADY 
f. NEWQAP. GARY 
g. NEWQAP. X 
8. QAP-DATA  
This is a file consisting of the data for the quadratic assignment 
problems attempted. The file consists of the following elements. 
a, QAP-DATA. PROBLEM 1 
b, QAP-DATA. PROBLEM 2 
c. QAP-DATA. PROBLEM 3 
d. QAP-DATA. PROBLEM 4 
e. OAP-DATA. PROBLEM 5 
f. QA.?-DATA. PROBLEM 6 
g. QAP-DATA. PROBLEM 7 
h. QAP-DATA. PROBLEM 8 
9. FATHOM  
A set of programs for solving symmetric traveling salesman problems 
with subgradient optimization and then branch and bound. The file 
consists of the following elements. 
a. FATHOM. COPY 
b, FATHOM. INPUT 
c. FATHOM. INRAND 
d, FATHOM. IO 
e., FATHOM. MAIN 
f. FATHOM. MINPT 
g% FATHOM. MINPT 2 
h. FATHOM. ORDER/NEW 
i. FATHOM. ORDER/OLD 
j, FATHOM. OUTPUT/BATCH 
k, FATHOM. OUTPUT/DEMAND 
1. FATHOM. SHOW/BATCH 
m. FATHOM. SHOW/DEMAND 
n. FATHOM. START 
o. FATHOM. TIMOUT 
p. FATHOM. TREE/NEW 
q. FATHOM, TREE/OLD 
r. FATHOM. VOGEL 
10. NONSYM  
A set of programs for solving nonsymmetric traveling salesman problems 
by subgradient optimization and then branch and bound. The file con-
sists of the following elements. 
a. NONSYM. CMINP3 
b. NONSYM. INPUT 
c. NONSYM. INRAND 
d. NONSYM. TO 
e, NONSYM. MAIN 
f, NONSYM. MINPT 
g. NONSYM. MINPT2 
h, NONSYM. ORDER/OLD 
i. NONSYM. OUTPUT/BATCH 
j. NONSYM. OUTPUT/DEMAND 
k. NONSYM. SHOW/BATCH 
1. NONSYM. SHOW/DEMAND 
m, NONSYM. START 
n. NONSYM, TIMOUT 
o. NONSYM. TREE 
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01'•0001 	Ono 	@ELI'S/ 	TOMLR-S*OSC.ASSUNevp1!:112( 	011I2 
f)10 )0t 000 SUBROUTINE ASSCN(KOD,C01) 
ri160G.) 	000 	C 
ulnooq. 00n C 	 ROUTINE TRIES TO AST,TON•PNATED MX-.CIS 
10000t) 	000 	C KOD 	:=1 	IF COMPLETE AS ., i6W•LNT HAS :...C.N aOr -. 
01000u 000 C 	 =-1 OTHlROISL 
r10 0 07 	-000 	•C 
n00(1 000 C 
Gyliu, 	0o0 	 INCLUDE BLANK 
C' n10 000 INCLUDE INPOUT 
CjOOn 	000 	C 	 DEGIN TO ASSIGN ELEM17NTS INTO THE LOCATIMi 
0'.!00I4 00n C IELT=ELEMENT NUMBER 
0 1 001.) 	000 	C 
000014 000 IELT=IAS+1 
0, 001:) 	000 	 NAL:NAREA(IELT) 
en:Au 00n 122 	IF(IELT.GT.1) 	/L=ILAST(ILT-1) 
f:''''017 	00n 	 /FtIELT.E0.1) 	IL=O 
W;0016. 000 C 	- 	CHECK IF THE ROOM CAN BE ASSTGNABLE 
`)"Onv 	000 	C 
flou7u 000 130 	/COL=IL+INI(IELT) 
f)r,02A 	000 	 DO 132 	IN=I,NA 
010024 000 IA=A(INPICOL) 
010020 	000 	 IF(IA.E0.0) 	WR/TE(IWT,0909)IrLT/TAS ► ICOLoINI(IELT).NA 
U0024 000 IF(BOARD(IA).NE.0) 	GO TO 135 
*100023 	000 	132 	CONTINUE 
,, ouey 000 GO TO 13( 
01'0 1 027 00n 135 IN/(IELT)=INI(TELT)t1 
000026 oon IF4INI(IELT).LE.NPLOc(IELT)) 	GO TO 130 
0 ,10029 00n C CHANGE THE ALTERNATIVE 
0 0 003u oOn C 
0nh031 000 INI(IELT)=1 
1.:,1 00,7,4; 00n 128 IELT=IELT-1 
0°10)30 000 INIELT.E0.0) 	00 TO 133 
000034 000 COST::COST-INCRT(ILLT) 
0 1 0U35 000 C CLEAR THE BOARD 
0 1 003u 00 0 C 
00003/ 000 NA=NARFA(/ELT) 
00003u 000 ICOzELCOL(IELT) 
010039 oon DO 129 I=1,NA 
0•1104u oon IA=A(IfICO) 
010041 000 129 BOARD(IA)=0 
0 1 0044 00n IF(INIIIELTI.LT.NPLJC(II I I)) 	Gn TO 	131 
0 1 004u 000 INI(IELT)=1 
CO0044 000 GO TO 128 	' 	 • 
0 .1 004., 00n 131 INI(IELT)=IN/(IELT)+1 
C0c04u 000 GO TO 122 
0 1 0047 GOn 133 KoD74-1 
0 030040 00n RETURN 
00o049 00 11 C CALCULATE INCREMENT OF COST 
0 1 0050 000 C 
0 0 0051 000 136 IFIIFLT.E0.1) 	GO TO 130 
010054 00n IAS=IELT-I 
01005.4 000 CALL COSTA(CR,NA,IELTrIC0L) 






COMPARE THE INCREMENT Or COST 
0 1 005o oon INcRT(IELT)=cR 
000057 Gon COST=COST+INCRT(/ELT) 
("005o 00n 139 ELCOLIIELT)=ICOL 







01006e 000 DO 138 J=1,NA 
0 0 0060 000 IA=A(JFICO) 
000 1)64 00 0 138 BOARD(IA)=IELT 
0 1 0066 oon IELT=IELT+1 
0 0 006u 000 NA=N/REA(TELT) 
000067 000 IF(IELT.LE.NELT) GO TO 122 
On006o 000 KOD=1 
010069 000 /AS=NELT 
00007u 000 RETURN 
0 0 0071 000 END 
00o074 000 raELT,Sr TUMER-S.0SCOMOUNDep,15233102 712 
0 1 007J 001 SUBROUTINE BBOUND 







ROUTINE CALCULATES THE NEW nOUND 
AND CHECKS WHETHER FUR7NER IMPROVEMENT IS POSSIBLE 
000077 000 C 
010070 000 C COST1 :COST bETWEEN ASSTGNCo OBJECTS 
0 ,10079 000 C COST2 :COST BETWEEN UNAr)SI6mEo AND ASSIGNED OB 
0 1 0118u 00n C COST3 :COST BETWEEN UNA r;i1c,mED OBJECTS 
000081 00n C ISAVE :SAVE AREA FOR STARTIO LOCATIONS 





































0 (AOYJ 00n Do 101i I=100 
Ocn000 000 
00009i 000 105 BOARD(IA)=0 
000098 oon C WRITEINT,1004)(A(T,TC01,1=1,NA) 












arlaio4 00n C COST1 














CALCULATE A NLW Flown 	nLUE 
CALL NEWDOUICOST1,B0UNn•KOD) 





IF(BOUND.LT.CSTAR, 	GO TO 104 
Go TO 102 





TO ASSIGN THE DELETrn Etymi-NT SOmEWWRL 






DO 107 II=1,NA 





IF(BOARD(IA).NE.O.OR.NOTAS(ILT,T)) 	GO TO 106 
IPOS=I 















CALL COSTA(CR ► NArIELTOCOL) 
INCHT(IELT)=CR 
COST1=COST1+CR 
000120 0011 ELCOL(IELT)=ICOL 
00n129 000 C WRITE(1141. '1005) 	IELTrIoCR 
00013u 0011 DO 108 IT=1 ► NA 
000131 00n IA=A(ITtICOL) 







000134 0011 IAS=IAS+1 






C END OF THE ELEMENTS 
IF(IAS.LT.NELT) 	GO TO lin 
00013u 000 IF(CSTAR.GT.COST1) 	GO TO 109 
000139 000 C WRITE(IWT,1002)COSTI.CSTAR 
f,10,14u 	oon 	 IELT=NELT+1 
0 0 0141 oon GO TO 100 
•000144 	oon 	109 	CSTAR=COST1 
00014o oon CALL OUTPUT(IO) 
000144 	oon 	 I0=0 
PC0140 000 IELT=NELT+1 
L''0140 	ocn 	 GO TO 100 
0 . : 1 0141 000 100 	CONTINUE 
000140 	oon 	C FREE THE LOCATIONS 
090149 001 C 
00015u 	000 	102 	IFfIELT.E0.1.AND.IPOS.E0.1LACT(1)1 RETURN 
000151 oon IF(IELT.GT.1) GO 10 III 
010154 	oon 	 NOTAS(1.1P05)=.TRUE. 
0v)n15a 000 GO TO 104 
090154 	000 	111 	DO 103 I=1.NP 
000150 oon 103 NOTAS(IELT.I)=.FAOX, 
009150 	000 	 GO 10 100 
090157 con C  
0:In15b 	oon 	C 	 CHECK FOR A UTTER NOUN; 
010159 00n C 
0 9 016u 	000 	110 	CALL NEWROU(COST1.800NO.K0D) 
0 0 0161 000 IF(K00.E0.-1) GO 10 112 
0 1 0164 	000 	 IF(BOUND.GE.CSTAR) GO YO 112 
01016-) 000 C 	 TRY TO ASSIGN THE ML:XY ELEmENT 
090164 	000 	C 
010166 oon IELT=IF1J+1 
000160 	OOn 	 NP=NPLC(`..IIELT) 
000167 oon NA=NAREA(IELT) 
000160 	oon 	 IL=ILASJ(IELT-1) 
000169 000 GO TO 104 
09017U 	000 	C114 	WRITE(;<WT.1006) IELT,Tr0 
0 1 0171 00 0 112 NOTAS(IELT.IPOS)=.TRUE. 
010174 	000 	• Do 113 IT=1.NA 
09017:, 000 IA=AIIT.ICOLI 
090174 	000 	113 	BOARD(IA)=0 
09017o oon C WRITE(IWT.1004) (A(ITeICOL)ITT=1.NA) 
000170 	oon 	 COST1=C0ST1-INCRT(IELT) 
090177 000 IAS=IAS-1 
000170 	000 	 GO TO 104 
099179 000 1002 FORMAT(/WXONEW COST=',F12,?.• OPTIMUM COST=fr12.2) 
09018u 	000 	1004 FoRmAT(/2X ► ROOM len. , IS r:FLETFD FROM POSITIuA:I.I4. 
090181 oon */2X.IDLOCKS: 1 ) 
000184 	000 	1004 Fo1MAT(2X.20I5) 
09018o 001 1005 FORMAT(/2X0ROOMfrI40 IS Ar:IONFTI TO POSITIUNI.I4. 
000184 	000 	*1 WITH COSTO.F10.2/2WHLONO) 
000180 000 100o FORMAT(/2X,'ASSIGN ROOM , .14, 1 PRrSENTLY IN POSITIONI.I4. 
000180 	000 	*, •TO NEXT FREE POSITION , ./2 ,(00.LOcKSI./) 
010187 000 END 
090180 	000 	faELT.SI TUMER-S*OSC.COSTAr..141302101112 
000189 oon 'SUBROUTINE COSTAICR.NAFIELTOCOLI 
00019u 	oon 	C 	, INCREMENTAL COST BETWEEN ASSTGNED ELEMENTS 
000191 oon INCLUDE BLANK 
000194 	00n 	 CR=0. 
onn19.) 000 R2=NA 
090194 	oon 	 DO 133 IIE=1.IAS 
000190 000 R1=NAREA(IIE) 














































r',; 1 2.) 
CW,7_24 
C(,•P22:.) 






0' , 027, 
C°023a 
000234 






0 0 0241 
0 ,710244 
0'1 1)24.) 
0 1 0:fP4 
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00n24p 
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DO 134 JE71rINA 
ii=AWE'lco) 







SUBROUTINE C0 .74.UNICOIINAti(ImA':,,TCOLIKOn) 
C 
C 	 ROUTINE CALCULATE!1 T141_ COST  

















DO 125 ILOC=1.NP 
ICO:ILOC+IL 
C 	 CHECK WHETHER ASSIONt.'LNT CAN DE MADE 
DO 120 IAREA=1:INA 
IA=A(IAREAfICO) 
no 121 	I=1.NA 
IF(IA.EO.A(IfICOL)) 	C0 	TO 	129 
121 	CONTINUE 
IF(IA.E0.0) 	WRITEiTWT, 47)9°AltINASpIELOCOL,ICOAtINA 
IF(BOARD(TA).NE.O.OR.HOTA:3(IEL.ILOC)) 	GO 	TO 	I.,:. 
120 	CONTINUE 	• 	. 
KOD=1 
CR=0. 
C 	 CALCULATE COST BETWEEd OFWECTS. 
DO 134 JE=1.INA 






















vop,?.5:4 000 (EL1.SI 	TUMER-S*GSC.DISTcCt•flI6117062 11 12 
C"Nt6u Oon SNBRouTINE DISTcE(Kon) 
000261 009 INCLUDE BLANK 
0 1 026e 000 INCLUDE IMPOUT 
01025.) 000 C 	 ROUTINE WHICH CALCULATES InicTANCES ON THE BOARD 
0'1 0264 oon INTEGER X(IBLOCK)tY(IBLoCK) 
0 1 026t) 000 N=NDLK 
00026o oon REALMIRD,1000) 	(X(I),Y(I),I=IJN) 
000261 000 1000 	FORMAT(16I5) 
0 1 026b 00n N1=N-1 
010269 00n Gu TO 	(100,200,3001K110 
0 1 0270 001 C 	 RECTILINEAR 	IDI!)fAHCE 	K0D 7.1  
010271 oon C 
0 1 0274 oon 100 	DO 110 	I=1,N1 
010270 000 L=I+1 
000274 000 DO 110 J=LeN 
01027u 000 IDIST(I,J)=IABstx(I)-X(u))-I-IADS(Y(I)-Y(J)) 
.01027u non 110 	IDIsT(J , I)=IDIST(IfJ) 
010277 oon GO TO 999 
01027d 000 C 	 EUCLIDEAN IDISTANCES K01)=2 
010279 oon C 
01023u 000 200 	DO 210 I=1,N1 
00023/ oon L=I+1 
0 1 0284 000 DO 210 J=L,N 
ON)280 000 IDIST(/tJ)=SORTi(X(I)-X(J))**24.(Y(I)••Y(J))**2) 
00084 oon 210 	IDIST(J,I)=IDIST(IPJ) 
00n2 au oon GO TO 999 
TWO° oon C 	 EUCLIDEAN SQUARE IDISTANCE 
0 0 023/ 000 C 
0 ,1028o 000 300 	DO 310 I=10N1 
VO2n 000 L:2+1 
Cr'n29u oon DO 310 0=LoN 
010291 oon IDIST(I,J)=IX(I)-.X(J))**2+(Y(1) ■Y(J))**2 
000290 oon 310 	IDIST(JeI)=IDIST(IfJ) 
01029a oon C OUTPUT DISTANCE MATRIX 
010294 oon c 
0 1 029D 000 C999 	wRITE(IWT.1001) 
00029u oon C 	Do 998 
000297 000 C99d 	WRITE(IWTr1000) 	(IDIST(I,J),J=1PN) 
000290 oon ClOul FOKNAT(//6X0DISTANCE MATRIX',//) 
000299 000 999 	RETURN 
010300 000 END 
000301 000 @ELTPST TUMER-S*GiSC.FORS,,t103724102312 
0 1 0304 000 OFOR'S 05C.ASSGN 
0 1 0303 000 @FOR'S QSC.COSTA 
000304 000 GFOR'S QSC.DISTCE 
01030o 000 @FOR'S OSC.INASS. 
010300 oon lFOH.S QSC.INPUT 
010307 000 IDFORoS QSC.NEWBOU 
000308 00n WORtS QSC.MAIN 
000309 000 OFORPS QSC.OUTPUT 
000310 000 @FOR'S GSC.TIME 
Vn311 00n VoRtS OSC.DBOuND 
011131e: 000 OFORyS OSC.COSTUN 
to031..1 000 QEOF 
iJor014 000 NTLT,SI 	TUMER-S*OSC.RORYetpl741(1 1.11.2 
!.'1 041;) 00n GrOI:FT OSC.ASSCN 
(11.5U, 00 0 UF0H ► T 07C.COS•A 
(,;o.51/ 000 RFONFT OSC.DISTCE 
C) CIN1310 000 OFOR.T 0SC.INASS1 
C9o319 000 @FOIOY USC.INPUT 
00 0 GFOr ► Y OSC.NEMIOU 
noviPi 000 017 01-0Y 	Q` C,MAIN 
010324 000 OFOR ► Y G':C.OUTPUT 
(i)o6LJ 00n @FUN'T OSC•TIME 
ron:524 00n faFOKrY OSC,BROUND 
00n WrOioY OSC.COSTUN 
On arLfrSI 	TUMUZ-S1,05c.INA•f1 5716,,, 612 
oon ',-;UOkOUTINE 	INASS(ihAll) 






INCLUDE INPOUT • 
000 10=1 
00n ILAST(1)=NPLOC(1) 
000 DO 117 I=2.NELT 
00n 117• 	ILASTt1)=ILAST(1-11iNK.00II) 
0 




DO 11'1 I=1,NELT 
f.)0,53(1 000 119 	INI(I)=1 
f0041v on IASzO 
0'1 0340 000 C 	 ASSIGN THE on.JECTs 
■ !;20341. non C 
C) 
!0 “s4 000 
00n 
DO 122 I=1.NBLK 
122 	ROOM(I)=0 
000 .00ST=0. 
000 121 	CALL ASSGN(KOD,COST) 







IF(KOD.E0...1) 	GO TO 994 
min-MI+1 







C 	• OUTPUT THE ASSIGNMENTS 
vo:j5s oCin C 
0:10354 000 145 	CALL OUTPUT(I0) 
C9o.55b 00n IF(IO.EQ.1) 	10=2 
0 1 o:550 000 C 	 CHECK TIME FOR FMTHER I"PPOVEMENT 
C) 
070357 










C 	 SEARCH FOR BETTER INITIAL SOLUTION 
Elno33'e 000 C 
00036a oon 155 	INI(IAS)=INI(IAS)+1 
000364 000 COST=COST-, INCRT(IAS) 	• 





















TF(IAS.LT.0) 	GO TO 9/4 
020374 (ion IFtirmins+1).LE.NpLac(iAs+1)) 	c ( 	TO 	121 
0:-.0573 000 INI(IAS+1).7.1 
U'0374 00n GO TO 155 
010375 000 994 MI=MI+1 
000370 001 IF(MI.E0.1) 	GO TO 995 
000377 con WRITE(IWTr101) 
000376 000 I3AB=1 
090379 000 RETURN 
09038u 000 995 WRITE(IWT.100) 
010301 001 STOP  
000384 000 100 FORMAT(//' 	STOP*, THFIW 1'; NO WISSMILITY TO MAKE COMPLETE 
00033 oon *r' INITIAL ASSIGNMMTI) 
090684 00n 101 FORMAT(//' 	IT 	IS NOT P0'.';IFILE TO MAKE FURTHER 	w. 
(r0305 000 *'INPROVEMENT?) . 
0n0380 000 END 
090387 001 OELI,SI TUNER—S*OSC.INPUT...nTonT1012 
09038o 000 SUBROUTINE INPUT 
000389 00n C IDIS 	:=1 DISTANCE WILL nE CALCULATED 
09039u 000 C =0 DISTANCE WILL N 	'FAD 
onniol oon INCLUDE BLANK 
000394 000 INCLUDE INpOUT 
090390 oon C READ DATA 
090.594 oon C 
onn39!. ) 000 REA0(00r1001) NELT,NGLK,MAXTIM,TDIS 
00039u oon C ELCMENT CARDS 
000391 oon C 
000395 'OOP DO 104 I=1.NELT 
0003(39 000 READ(IRD.1002) 	M,NPLOC(M).NA^EA(m).NLIM(M) 
00040U 000 IF(I.NE.M) 	GO TO 997 
000 ► 01 000 104 CONTINUE 
000404 000 C LIMITATION CARDS 
000403 000 C 
100404 000 DO 102 IE=1.NELT 
00405 000 NL=NLIM(IE) 
00040u OOP IF(NL.E0.0) 	GO TO 102 
000407 000 PEAD(InD.1001)M.tLIMIT(m.r).T=I.NL) 
000400 oon IF(IE.NE.M.OR.LIMIT(M,NL).E0.0) 	SO TO 998 
000409 001 102 CONTINUE 
09041u 001 C CREATE A MATRIX 
010411 non IC=0 
o0n414 oon DO 110 I=1.NELT 
00041 00 0 NP=NFLOC(I) 
000414 000. NA=NAREA(I) 
000415 oon •00 110 J=1.NP 
°nal-a° 000 Icrlic+1 
000417 000 READ(IRD.1001) 	Mt(A(IItIC),II=1.NA) 
00n410 000 . IF(I.NE.M.OR.A(NArIC).E0.0.0P.A(r'A+1,IC).NE.0) 	GO TO 999 
010419 000 110 CONTINUE 	• 
00042U 000 C READ DISTANCES BETWEEN EACH PLOCK 
000421 000 C 
010424 oon /E(IDIS.E0.0) 	GO TO 113 
00042 oon CALL DISTCE(1) 
000424 000 GO TO 114 
0 






















0.(J0 , Pfb 
Orn449 
0 	C;01 






























oon 	113 	NUL=NBLK-1 
00n Do 111 I=1.NBL 
000 
000 	 ri‘D(IRD.1001) Mt(invTviwu)trx-K,NRLIO 
ion irfi.W.m) GO TO 9 0 5 
oon 	 Du 111 J=1.NDLK 
000 1I1 	IDIST(J.I)=IDIYU(I,J) 
00 0 	C READ WEIGHT IlLTwV,( ruNit 
non C 
000 	114 	NLT=NELT-1 
Oon no 112 I=1.N4T 
Oon 	 K:11+1, 
000 RL 1 0(/00,1001) MtilWrIoi"thj), 11 J:KiNFLT) 
Onn 	 IC(I.NC.M) GO TO 9'16 
Oen DO t12 J=1,N( LT 
Onn 	112 	IoEIG(Jpi)=IwEIG(1,J) 
oon NLium 
oOn 	C 	 ERROR ME SSAGES 
non 
000 	995 	WRITC(/WT.1006) I.M 
OUn S10P 
00n 	9a6 	WATE,(IWT.1007) 104 
000 STOP 
000 	997 	WoIT71IWT.1003) I'M 
00n (,(OP 
Onn 	9n3 	‘'ITE(/WT.1004) IE.M 
oon STOP 
UOn 	9C9 	W(17:(IWT.1005) I.M 
00n STOP 
000 	C 	 FORMAT STATEMENTS 
000 1001 FO(,AT(1,15) 
000 	1002 rolvPrrill'A 
oon 100;) rulzHAT(// 1 	STOP 	CH ( 	I 	'1( rARn:ttCbt 	$.15) 
00n 	1004 row , / n // t , ION CAI 	 V1= 1 1 15) 
00 0 100:.) 	1-7 0 	 'T (//' 	S rOf' 	C 	 i 1  IF 	( A 	M= • lb) 
00n 	1000 FORrAT(// 1 STOP': Li 1 	 ImATRIX LL: 	1 ,150 Azi.I5) 
000 1001 I-ORtIAT(//' 	STOP A; 	t MATRIX 	Lr, 1,0 W.:y.15) 
000 	 END 
00n OFLT'S/ TWZR—S*()SC.MAIker,1 1 ,'7,,t .110 
00n 	c 
oar) C 
000 	C 	 QUADRATIC (-,E T C ( V E R I N 	R 0 8 L E M 
00n C 
000 
000 	C 	 VARIAOLES: 
000 C 
non 	C 	 A 	:BINARY HAT( TX s l'rH SHOWS POSSIOLL lOCATIONS OF ELEMENTS 
non C ASRANic:ASSIGHhi_HT 0P' / 
000 	C 	 AUXBOA:AUXILIARY I' 	Ni nOARB FOR MOUif•fCATION 
onn C BOARD :ASSIGNMENT , ) 
oon 	C 	 CSTAR :OPTIMAL C01 1LI:r2 r -q 
000 C ELCOL :THE REST CH01CL C' iOrAT/ON OF Pr' 'IT I 
non 	C 	 IAS 	:NUMBER OF AI Om)) A,;TUNEB ELEMLNIS 
oOn C ICOL :COLUMN NUML,st u 	A1 RYX A 
non 	C 	 IDIST :DISTANCE FI(CM BLOCK I TO BLOCK J 
000 C IELT :ELEMENT NUW)EF 
0 
0 1 0404 OOD C 	 ILAST :LAST COLUMN or 1 	r LOCATIONS u 	EACH ELEMENT IN A MATRIX 
00048a 00n C INI 	:INITIAL n -GTHuilm CnLvrN FOR TRIAL' , 
000484 oOn C 	 INCRT 	:INCRIMI Hi 	or LL , ,T A:TER ASSIGNmLNT 
0 1 040u oon C IUNIT ;UNIT Cur 	rFTWEFN THE BLOci,r, OF YHE ELEMENTS 
0 1 048u 00n C 	 IWEIG 	:WEIGHT 	NrIv, i,H 	M);-:• NTS 
ro48/ oon C IFIRST:ELErrN1 	WHIM T) ASSTCNMENT 	DONE 
4 0 048o Don C 	 LIMIT 	:ADJACENT if trm/TATTON 
0 1 0489 oon C MAXTIM:MAXIMUM TIM: 	In ,, , C 0N0S TILL THE 1NIIIAL SOLUTION 
00049u 00n C 	 WILL RL IMpioVLD 
000491 00n C NAREA 	:NUMnER OF RI Of'K', wHICm AN ELEMENT ucCUPIES 
00494 000 C 	 NULK :NUMBER OF LL"CK'", 
O0049,) OOP C NELT 	:NUM0fR OF WmLNIS 
0 1 0494 ono C 	 NLIM :NUMBER OF I IhITAIAIONc ON EACH ELL,HT 
0^0495 00n C NPLOC 	:NUMNFR OF VW, , 11141- tor'ATIONS WHERE AN ELEMENT CAN BE LOCATED 
0 1 0490 00n C 
000497 000 INCLUDE BLANK 
000496 000 INCLUDE IMPOUT 
0 1 0499 oon C 
0 0 050u 000 C 	 READ DATA 
0 1 0501 000 CALL INPUT 
0 11 0504 000 C 	 MAKE THE INITIAL ASSIoN;FNT 
00050) 000 CALL INASS(IBAB) 
000504 oon IFIIDAR.E0.11 	STOP 
000506 000 CALL BBOUND 
0 1 050u OOP ENO 
On0507 oon QFLT,SI TUMERmS*OSC.MAPN-X0Typr1400541n1112 
no0500 00n (VAPoN 
000509 OOP IN wcC.MAIN 
010:,11.1 Oon IN WSC. INPUT 
nonbli oOn IN uSC.INASS 
010514 000 IN 4SC.COSTA 
oqn51a non IN uSC.NEWBOU 
0O0bI4 000 IN uSC.ASSGN 
000515 00n IN 0SC.DISTCE 
Onkblo 000 IN wSC.OUTPUT 
010517 000 IN wSC.TIME 
000510 000 IN uSC.ODOUND 
0101)19 00n IN USC.cOSTUN 
090520 oon LIB SYSTEMS*MATHSTAT. 
010521 00n END 
01052c 00 ,1 VDT 
00052.i 000 frois! TUMER-S*OSC.MAPS-XOT,I+104 2661 0 2312 
00524 000 QMAP,S 
000525 00n IN uSC.MAIN 
01052o 00n IN USC.INPUT 
010527 000 IN wSC.INASS 
0 1 0520 000 IN uSC.COSTA 
010529 oon IN uSC.N10DOU 
00053u 00 0 IN uSC.ASSGN 
000531 00n IN lSC.DISTCE 
0 1 0534 000 IN wSC.OUTPUT 
00053J 000 IN ASC.TIME 
Onn534 00n IN OSC.HBOUND 
000535 OOP IN QSC.COSTUN 
00053u con Lia SYSTEMS*MATHSTAT. 
0.00537 000 END 
000536 000 @XOT 
0 
0 





0 1 054:,) 
C., • 1 0 .̀.24(.) 
C) 	0171 0549 
0 ,1 nEit-iu 
0 	C!'!OLIc. 





U , (13r,...) 
0 	rflq:4-,4 










0 .1 0:)8.1 
0 9 0::?8 
Crlobil;) 
CrIOL)34 










cion 	mELTist TUMEn—S*OSC.UCW0Ou•If1w5102 7 12 
oon SUpROUTINE NEW1100(MJ3,14i . N(•r1 fkon) 
()On 	C++KOUTINE CALCULATES THE ImW 
oon C 
000 	 INCLUDE BLANK 
000 INCLUDE INPOUT 
000 	 13IG=1.E38 
oon COST23=0, 
con 	 TB7IAsal. 
non DO 130 IUNAS=/0,1117LT 
con 	.K001=-1 
00n Kt==-1 
Oon 	 SAVE=OIG 
non NwIAREA(IUNAq) 
oon 	 N('=NPLOCCIUNA';) 
00 0 IFIIUNAS.E0.1) 11.'70 
Onn 	 IF(IUNA5.C.1) 	 ) 
Unn DO 125 ILOCml,NP 
00n 	 ICOL=ILOC+IL 
00n C 	 CALCULATE COST2_ 	Cc1'W1 
oOn 	C 
000 00 120 IAREA=1,NA 
000 	 IA=A(IAREAtICOL) • 
000 IF(IA.E0.0) WRITE(TWT) TUNAI/AS 
000 	C 	 CHECK WHETHER 	 CrN BE ►APrV: 
non c 
.00n 	 IF ■ OARD(IA).NE.O.OR.NOTA!.:(1HN4S,ILOC)i00 TO 
onn 120 	CONTINUE • 
oOn 	 KODI 
oon 
UOn 	 CU-O. 
000 C 	 COST2 
uon 	C. 
(ion IFIIAS.E0,0) GO TO 1:-"1 
000 	 CALL COSTAICRINAFIUNTCOL) 
000 C 	 COST3 
00n 	C 
Onn 121 	IFtIUNAS.E.O.NELT) (0 TO 
OOP 	 COSTUNICUIVAtImMICOL,KOni 
00 0 IF(KOP.E0.-1) GO TO 
00n 	124 	C23:4CR4 - 00 
00n IF(:AVE.OT.C23) SAVE-C23 
000 	 KOD2=1 
00n 125 	CONTINUE 
con 	 /F(KOD1.E0.-1.0R.KOD2A•0.-1) GO TO 102 
con c 
oon 	 COST23=COST23+SAVE 
00n 130 	CONTINUE 
con 	 BOUND=COST1+COST23 
000 C 	WRITEt/WT.1000) !AS 
000 	C WRITEtIWT.10011 BOUND,COST1•COST7.COST3 
oon C 	CALL TIME 
000 	 RETURN 
00n C102 	WRITE(IWT,1002) 1AS 
000 	102 KoD=-1 
000 RETURN 














PH)590 	000 	*t BOUND RESULTS:') 
01059/ 000 1001 FORMAT(/2XONEWBOUND= 1 .F11.20 C(ST1= 1 ► F11.20 COST2=t.F11.2. 
On059b 	00n 	*0 C0ST3= 1 .F11.2) 
o'n599 000 1002 FORMATf/2x0FORet140 AS'7,IG•'T ELEMENTS BRANCH AND BOUND'. 
0 ,30600 	00n 	*, PHYSICALLY IS NOT pkASIIJLE') 
r0601 00 0 END 
t1 `t BOG 	00n 	orcitsi .TUNERs*osc.ouTpur„,i521771o2712 
0 1 060a onn sunROuTINF OUTPUT(M) 
nin604 	eon 	C 	 OUTPUT THE RESULTS 
rMO01) 000 INCLUDE BLANK 
01060u 	000 	 INCLUDE INPOUT 
090607 000 IF(M.E0.0) GO TO 110 
CM6od 	con 	 IF(M.E0.1) WRITE(Ief1010) 
010609 (Ion IF(M.E0.2) WRITE(IWT,1012) MAXTIR* 
010610 	000 	 IFIM.E0.3)wnITE(IWT,1013) 
0 1 0.611 000 IF(M.E0.2) M.70 
0 1 061z 	000 	110 	WRITE(IWT,1009) CSTAR 
07nb1a 00n WRITEtIVIT.1011) 
nc:1(,614 	00n 	 DO 149 I=1.NELT 
0•1061!J oon IA=LLCOL(I) 
0)001u 	000 	 NA=NAREA(I) 
0 1 0617 oOn .149 	wRITE(IwT,1001) I ► (AIJFIA),0=1,NA) 
0)0610 	000 	 CALL TIME • 
•I0619 oon RETURN 
0',.1062u 	000 	1001 FORMAT(16I5) 
on0b21 oon 1009 FORMAT(//2X•*** COSTmt ► EJ?. 7 ) 
0Vq1624 	000 	1010 FoRHAT(////2X0INITIAL AF :i1T51/2x,19(' -1)) 
ogno2..) oon 1011 FORMAIV2X.'ROOm/r2X.PL01'iiiV, nN THE POAUj) 	 11 
Olnu2L. 	000 	1014 FORMAlf////2X0IMPROW:0 liiiAL ASSIGNMEATS'/227( 1 .")/ 
000b2, 000 *2X0IMPROVEMENT TILL', I5,' 
GUOUN) 	000 	1013 FORMA•I///2X ► BRANCH AND kOWB ImPROVEMENTV2X,29(t-t)) 
(0062/ out . 	END 
01062o 	000 	OELT,SI TUMER-S*OSC.RFOR.. ► 1375101112 
Cq0b29 000 @RFURFCS OSC.ASSGN 
000()3u 	000 	ORFUR.CS OSC.COSTA 
0 0 0631 OOP ORFuR.CS OSC.DISTCE 
On0b34 	con 	1RFUR.CS OSC.INASS 
0.'063a 000 PRFOR.CS OSC.INPUT 
010034 	oon 	ORFURiCS OSC.NEWBOU 
pn(1636 con ORFUR ► CS OSC.MAIN 
0BOU3u 	000 	ORFURrCS QSC.OUTPUT 
000637 000 ORFORrCS OSC.TIME 
0`t0630 	000 	ORFOR.CS OSC.BF3OUND 
010639 000 ORFUR.CS OSC.COSTUN 
0 .11.004u 	000 	QEOF 
000641 oon QELT ► SI TUMER-S*GSC.TIME...1570000A1312 
00064.4 	000 	 SUBROUTINE TIME • 
OBnb4o 000 INCLUDE INPOUT 
000644 	000. 	K=ITINEII,J) 
09064tr oon T=I/5000. 
VOCAL, 	oon 	 WRITE(IWTt2000)T 
01n647 oon 2000 FORMAT(' TIME , ,F10.30 SEC') 
On064o 	000 	 RETURN 
0q0649 000 END 
01n65o 	000 	OPOPrFI TUMER-S*OSC.BLANK ► f.154.560101112 
Ol0b51 000 BLANK 	PROC 










pini ,, :J 
t 'o _.0 






PARAMETER 	ICLMN=PUOpIR(+.: 	.Zq 
COMMON NFLOCtiRooM)tmAP 	, (Is 	" '), 1,T9IT(IPOOMTI 	0,• 
0,LIMCIROON),IWEIGEIROu.' .,, 	, 	ItiPtOt\pi 	,.. 	), 
*ILYT(IrOom),Ati, 0W- .i(1 	. 	; 	00i)")( , ii 	i•,Jom, 
*II , 	1,M),InikltIRONJ, 0(IflLt..C.<1 
C - Oul.0 00 0 NrrE- LCnI_ t IROOM) r I AS. MAXI i 	1 	1, 	$ 	I 
0 1 0159 000 *CS i AR 
00006u 00 1  INTEGER A.ASRANK.ELCOLWOAPP 
010(:x61 001 REAL INCRT 
O'OuG4 000 LOGICAL NOTAS 
t -wc.J non FNS  
C 	A).,)4 000 PDH/FI 	TUMCR —S 4OSC.INPuUT,..1'101'12 
0' 1 066u 00 1 INPuUT PROC 
0000GU 000 PARAMETER IWT=6.IRD=5 
ego ,-,6/ 001 n999 FORMAT( 	) 
0 1 0(ro 000 UNo 
On0u69 000 @POPrEI 	1HHER—Sw0SC.BLANK,..1 	...,111 	ill.2 
CHM7u 00 1  BLANK PROC 
0 0 0(371 000 PAMLTER IR00M=25.IBLOco - 0 
000674 non PARAMETER ICLMN200,IRO$'.30 
0006% 000 COHION NPLOCIIROOM).NAP AiI: 10") , LINITHROOmli.. 	9. 
000674 000 *NLInt IrzooM t IWEIG t 'ROOM, , 	- l) r T 	t',1 ( int. orN, .1, 	1 1: 
000075 000 *ILASTUROOM).A(IRowstiCI 	' 	),A , 	to \(IROOM)‘140( . 	00M. 
00067u 000 *IROOM),INCRT(IROOM),ItHil 	(" ,, irr", \NO(IDLOCK) 
010077 000 - .ELCOL( 'ROOM) PIASoMAXTP.H..._L 1 oil,, 	K. 
t'0)7u 00 0 *C STIR 
0')(179 non IN(LOZR A.ASRANK.LLCOL.Homko 
O'llOutlu 000 REAL INCRT 
010b31 000 LOGICAL NOTAS 
0 1 0684. 000 FNU 
irtoutla 000 CPUP,FI 	TUMLR—S*OSC.INFOUT...1 5 /440P101:12 
010b84 00n INPOUT 	PROC 
On008U 000 PARAMETER IWT=6.IRD:5 
010128u 000 9999 FORMAT( 	) 
C10C,8s7 000 ENS) 
o)n680 non 
010089 000 RUNID 1E0023 FILE P00000IE0023 PAP'i•No 000 DATE ObIliq MIT CPI 
01009U 000 fiTLT,SI TUMLR—S*SINAN—RAB.BBONho...10' )uo041312 
010691 00 1 C 
0 1 0G9c. oon C 
o0069..) 000 C 
010694 001 c 	 BRANCH 	AND 	POOMn 
01069.) 000 C 
0106% 001 C 
0 1 009i 000 C 	 VARIArILES: 
On0b9b non C ASELT 	:LOCATION OF 	TI'L'L 	A'',(3T6' :fl ELF TNT 
0q0o99 001 C 	 ASRANK 	:ASSIGNMENT 01' 	i' OF 	rHE FLEmfNTS• 
0 1 070u 001 c ASSEL :ASSIGNED Fu. 	Hi 
010701 001 C 	 AuX-1 	:AREAS us,En FC , 'Ii ' ' (VARY CALCHLATI0W, 
01n70, 000 C AUXBOA:AUXILIARY A' 	kJ' 	f+T nOARD FOR 	•UDir 	C,kTION 
070701 000 C 	 BOARD 	:ASSIGNMENT f , 	lc 
000704 non C DISTFR:LOCATIUN WHICII 	fi ' DIeTANCE mrAsUI .0 i kOM 
010705 oon C 	 DISTTO:LOCATION WHICH Ti i•" 	nlqIANCE mrAt-,Uk, 1, 	lo 
01070u 000 C ELEFR :ELEMENT WHICH T1 	COM"ECTION LEAK, 	(' 1'0M) 
010707 000 C 	 ELETO :ELEMENT To WHICH THE rOHNFCTION ki,1 .. 
00070b 000 C ELTCOM:NO. OF CONNECTION" rrnM ELEMENT I 	fo tLEMENT J 







IAS 	:ASSIGNLD FLt ',NI roi , - k 
IcOL :ELEMENC NUNdsrP 10 UOTe'H CONNECTION 1 NIERS 
IDIST :DISTANCE FROM L1,*Ari0 ,1 I TO LOCATION J 
IDISTS:LOCATIONS IN AY' 1'Dlt:1 OROER ACCOuING 
To TOTAL 01 , ,17, 14 i : F i , M. EACH LOC/;11.„4 
IELTC3:ARRAY ANICh 7'' , : ' 	HT CONUFCTIt 	',.. SORTED 
ILOCC3:ARRAY h111,11 ti 	 - :ANL:, -', to , L o_D 
IPERC :PERCENT Or r, - t , 	Fr'D 0'1 OFII, 1 SOLUTION 
ILO 	:LOCATIuN N: 	_(N IN: LIJ/LN1 IL., BEEN ASSIuNED 
IRE :ELEmEN1 Nu! ',? Ts pr•oviD 
IROw :ELEMU,11 Nle 	' 	1 t. lIcH CCN 1-CY:04 LCAVES 
ITREE :BOARD l'oNICN H. - 1- '' F mOv -(1 EL(' 	i'-) FROM TREE 
KCON 	;TOTAL NU9;11; 1% r 	i '' 'I CONPfifJ 
KOS :TOTAL NMI Lk 01- n1 o mCFS OFT"1..1! Lc•ATIONS 
KODIS :=0 IF RECTILIri LH D1,TANCFS AFr_ ol ' 1' 0 
=1 IF LUCLIn , %N Illr,imccS APE DE',I , . ) 
LOCOD :=0 IF DISTA ., . ', A t ) 01 RC CALCULA o NY THE 
PROGRAM r 01 iiI,_ "‘-- . ENT c11_CT 
=1 IF uni, ■ ' ■ , , 	lI , 1'.E RcAO L-iii, %LLY 
NCONS :ELEMENTS TN i L 'r' uRtIrR ACCORIro., 
TO NUmLIER Q! CQ 	Otntr, TO OTHLR LL NL:NTS 
MELT :ASSIGN•ENT (74.'' 
NACSEL:NUHRFR OF n` . ',! - 0 Fl rr -mTS 
NDIM :MIN/UN DI• 	(., ASIGNmCNT Lo 0 
NELT :NUMIsLR OF LI F 
NLOC :NUMRCR OF Lc:CITY, -; 
NWIRES:ELEMENTS IN A c, i'iNr; ORDER ACCORD1w, 
TO TOTAL NUMER , r WIPES 
COMMON/AUXILI/AUX5(800),.:0' ,,:'010) 
COMMON/ARCA/AUXBOA(40) fAn,;1( , 1,.'‘Wf2(40),AUX', C':ilfITREE(35,40). 
1IDIST(40.40),ELTCON(35v 	)f“ - 1 ((.30,4"',V4-(0 Jo 	I rINLOCFNASSEL 
2,KDIS,KCON, IELTC3 ( 650) ■ It Ot-i.. .("o , ), LLEFP(u50).. 10 (6.50) r 
3DIr,TER(800)rDISTTu(80U) 
DIMLNSION 	 ,f40),f1till'EiSL,'')  
INTEGER ELTCON•B0ARD( 40),(ydrYwiNiANC, S1,AU:(1, .',''.AuX3, 








IF(LOCOD.E0.01 GO TO ino 
READ DISTANCES FROM EACH LOCITION 
READ(IRD,1001) NLOC 
NLC=NLOC-1 
DO 96 I=1rNLC 
K=I+1 
REANIRD,1003, (IDIST(l.J)1J=KINLOc) 
DO 96 J=1,NLOC 
IDIST(J,I)=IDIST(I,J) 
 READ NUMBER OF CONNECTION BETWEEN EACH ELEI.iLNT 
qb 
Ilb 





















• 0 9 0717 oon C 
00071u 000 C 
0 9 0719 oon C 
• 0 9 072u 





000722 oon C 
0 1 072a 00n C • 000724 000 C 
0 1 072b oon C 
e• 00072b con c 
nn0727 oon C 
twOi20 000 C 
co, 
0nn729 000 C 
00073u 00n C 
000731 00n C 






000734 000 C 
fib 01073u 000 C 
0 9 073u 000 C 
01n737 00n C 
oio 030731 000 c 
090739 000 C 
O11074u oon 
• 0'1 0741 
0 1 0744 
con 
000 
0 1 074) 00n 
V0744 000 
0 9 074u oon 












0 1 0754 00 0 
91075) oon 
000754 000 
0 9 075u oon 
-19 075u 000 
0 000757 000 
00075d 00n 
000759 000 




000764 oon 96 
0 00076t) 000 C 















FEAD(IRD.1002,END=101) 	IRLP4tI1COLIM1fIVAL(N)lh 	105) 
Ir(IROw.E0.0) 	GO 10 	103 
Tw:TROW 
CUIJTINtJE 
CREATE 	THE 	•Aiki;; 	01: 	YT1ONS 
00n DO 	102 (171.5 
0 0004 000 1F(ICOL(M).EQ.0) 	00 To 	1no 
000 Ic=IC0L(N) 
±1-1 0776 000 ELTCON(IR.IC)=IVAL(M) 
O y'!0771 oon ELTCON(TC+IR)=TVAL(•) 
077t, 000 102 CONTINUE 
Yin/7v 000 GO TO 100 
C) 000 101  IF(LOCOD.E0d1) 	GO 10 	tlo 
'o134. Oon 0 CALCULATE ALL 014A%: 	T$;E Ar S i ON 	i i 0ARD AND SUM 
00n C THE DISTANCES (Mom GL L :J/ON TO 	 LOCATIONS 
000 C 
00 0 XCLT7NELT 
uon NDINSORT(XELT)+1 
1-, 7;11r.iu 000 NLOC=NDIM*NDIM 
000 1=0 






IF(ILOC.LE.I*NDIM) 	CO TO 	10)4 
00n I=I+1 
000 




C'1 0 -(9L, 000 DO 106 M.7.101DIM 













IEIKODIS.E0.0) 	IDISTtrPC H',114„11 
IF(KODIS4E0..1) 
000 106 AuX1(ILOC)=AUX1(ILOC(,ILI',T( 1 1;I!!.TO) 
0 (00a04 
0 ,, n501-) 
000 
00n c 
GO TO 109 
SUM DISTANCES ria)1 I. 	'; it LOCATION (PEW EPLICITELY) 





110 DO 105 FROM=1,NLOL 
AUX1(FROM1=0 








SORT SUM OF DISYANCE.', IN AqcENDING ORDA 









FIND TOTAL NUNII OF 	APT CONNECTO 	LPIENTS 
ni::J81t) 000 C TO THE ELEMENT AND SORT l'A-Em:NTS IN 	 ORDER 
ri V.;'.L116 000 C 
l)': 	1/ 000 DO 107 IELT=1,NELT 







DO 107 JELT=1,NELT 







CW24 	001 107 CONTINUE 
(0082;:, 000 	 CALL SORT(AUXI.NWIRES.NELT.NFLT.1.1) 
600820 	oon CALL SORT(AUX2.NCONS.NELT.)UT.1.1) 
Olo827 oon C 	sum THE RANKS OF EACH armENT (DESCENDING 000) 
010828 	onn 	C 
0'1 0829 oon CALL SORT(NWIRFSrAUXI.MMT,r9_TO.1) 
(.!083u 	00n 	 CALL SORT CNCONS r AUX2, NH:f 11. , :,1- r 1, 1) 
6' , 0631 oon Do 108 IELT=1/NFLT 
C 1 P034 	001 	108 	AUX3IIELT)=AUXICILLTWUY.ti7LT) 
Coa3.; .00n CALL SORT(AUX3.FIHRAN. LT.-1.1) 
P'0834 	- 001 	C 	 FIND THE INITIAL LoCil (47 THE ELEMENTS 
V, 0831, coo C ON THE ASSIGNMENT i.1004.0 AND CALCULATE INIFIAL BOUND 
C)083u 	oon 	C 
020637 000 MELT=0 • 
0"003b 	oon 	 DO 111 1ELT=10NELT 
01083V 001 ISWICH=1 
00084u 	oon 	 IAS=FINRAN(IELT) 
0 1 0841 001 IF(ASELT(IAS).EO.EMPTY) CO Tn 11q 
(r0844 	000 	 GO TO 111 
0'. ) 084„, 000 C 	FIND THE ELEMENT 11;ICH iw:-, m0:›T CONNECTION, 
Vo044 	00n 	C . TO PREVIOUSLY ASSILL) LE!!ElmT 
0 .11n64:1 000 C 
fr -T84o 	oon 	113 	/SWTCH=0 
0 .:1 01047 oon C - ELEMENTS ARE SORTED IN D':',CP.IDINO ORnER b,c.,,o;:JING 
000846 	00n 	C 	 TO MOST CONNECTIONS TO l' ° VinUSLY ASSIGNa0 LLLMENTS 
010849 001 C 
ON1d5U 	000 	00 114 J=1.NELT  
00n851 oon 114 	AUX1(J)=ELTCON(IAS,J) 
0 0 0054 	001 	 CALL SORT(AUX19AUX2oNELTerLTI-1,1) 
OCX,85..) 001 OD 118 I=I.NELT 	' 
010654 	000 	 IF(AUX1(T).EQ.0) GO TO 111 
00085a 001 IAS=AUX2(I) 
074185u 	001 	 IF(ASEtT(IAS).EO.LMPTY) CO TO. 1Iq 
010857 001 118 	CONTINUE 
010858 	001 	C MAKE THE ASSIuNMENTS TO NEYT VEST POSITION 
C0065 ,1 001 C 	 AND KEEP THE RECOD C4: A';SiGriMENTS 
0.1 0d61, 	onn 	115 mELT=MELT+1 	• 
0000:)4 000 ILO=IDISTS(MELT) 
0 1 0864 	oon 	BOAND(IL0)=IAS 
On086.) oon ASELT(IAS)=ILO 
010864 	000 	 ASRANK(MELT)=1AS 
On086:3 001 NASSEL=NASSEL+1 
0rM86u 	000 	 ASSEL(NASSEL)=IAS 
0:'0067 001 IF(MELT.EO.NELT) GO TO 120 
0 1 1868 	000 	 IF(ISWTCH.EQ.0) GO TO 111 
(P10869 oon GO TO 113 
01007U 	. 00n 	111 	CONTINUE 
000071 . oon 120 DO 119 I=1.NLOC 
010074 . 	oon 	119 	AUXbOA(I)=BOARD(/)• 
00087J oon C SORT ELEMENT CONNECTIONS IN nESCENDING ORUER 
0.10874 : 	- 001. 	C 
00087b . oon ; NE=NELT-1 - 
00087u 	000 	 KCON=0 
011077 . , 000. DO 116 I=1.NE 
.000170 	oon 	 18=1+1 
010079 000 DO 116 J=IB,NELT 












IELTC3(<CoN)=ELTCONtI ► J1 
AUX5(KCON)=I 
AUX6(KCON)=J 
CALL SORTlfELTC3rAUX4tM:(`;i '' , -, ':,-1,1) 
0 U0,to3:J 000 C  MODIFY 	THE 	ELEMENT 	r; , !. 	TO 	:-; 	:I- 
0 1:tac 00 0 C 
19033/ 000 DO 160 	I=1.KCON 
0 000435o 000 IELT:.:AUX4(I) 
000009 000 ELEFR(I)=AUX5(IELT) 
090690 000 160 ELETO(I)=AUX6(IELT) 
41 onnboi 000 C. SORT DISTANCES DETWaN LOCATIONS IN ASCLNOINO ORDER 
09p89•,... 000 C 
00069J oon N:7NLOC1 
C) 000094 00n KU15:::0 
OD0692 00 0 DO 	142 	I=1,NE. 
0900?w oon I6=I1-1 
CI 00o391 oon DO 142 J=IB ► NLOC 
010690 00 0 KDIS::KOISfl 
000899 000 ILOCC3(KDIS)=IDIST(IrJ) 
40 00n90u non Aux5(KDIS)=I 
00090 ♦ 00 0 142 AUX6(KDIS)=J 	' • 
Ono9o4 000 CALL SORT(ILOCc3tAUX4,KOTISOF1) 
0 00090o 000 C MODIFY THE LOCATION No:iri -r, ACCORDING To !J'A'ING 
.000904 000 c' 
0009(4.) 000 DO 161 	I=1,KDIS 
0 000900 000 ILOCzAUX4(I) 
00090/ 00n DISTER(I)=AUX5(ILOC) 
09090o 00 0 161 DISTTO(I)=AUXWILOC) 
C) 000909 ()on C CALCULATE INITIAL C!'cIA - 
001191u 000 C 
F190911 000 'no 121 	IELT=I ► NELT 






000914 OOP DO 121 JELT=K,NELT 












WRIIC(IWT ► 1006) 	C5TAR 





122 WRITE(IwT.1004) 	I.BOAkD(7) , 
ITER=NELT+1 







00092u 000 IF(ITER.E0.0) 	GO TO 200 





DELETE. NEXT PNEVIOW,EY ASSIGNED ELEMENT 
000929 000 IRE=ASRANK(ITER) 





000934 oon ITREEIIRE.IL0174INF/N 





ii90935 000 C • 	CALCULATE COST OF DELETED ELEMENT 




C UPDATE Cl 
Cli;936 oon C 
000939 000 DO 140 I=1,NASSEL 
09094u 000 IELT=ASSEL(I) 
0 0 0944 000 ILOC=ASELT(IELT) 
00094e 000 I40 c1=c1-ELTcoN(inE.IELT)*IonTimo,moc) 
00094. 000 C CALCULATE C2 a C3 
0'3 0944 000 C 
09094 000 C2=0 
0 1 0946 000 c3=0 
01094/ oon IF(NASSEL.LT.NELT) 	CALL CwiT(CP.r3rIC2) 
090946 000 CNEW7C1+C2+C3 
0 0 0949 000 I10=I10+1 
00095u oon IF(11().LE.10) 	WRITE(I•T•10071 	I10,C1,C2,C3 
Oln ,J51 oon IF(CNEW.LT,CPER) 	GO TO 120 
orlo954 001 124 DO 125 i=lolLoc 
01095) oon 125 ITRLE(IRE,I)=EmPTY 
v.0954 000 GO TO 123 
9 .1 095t) 000 C CHECK 	IF THERE 	IS A rc,': , ; , (31LTTY TO ASSIGN 	THE 
010956 oon C REMOVED ELEMENT To AMY 	LOCATION 
01095/ 000 126 00 130 JLOc=1,NL0L 
090956 000 IF(AUX00A(JLOC).E(.EMPTT.A.ITRrE(IRE,ULOC).L.EAPTY) 
090959 000 1 GO TO 127 
Oq096u oon Go TO 130 




MAKE THE NEW ASSIGNmCNT 
onn96,3 oon 127 AUXBOA(JL0c)=IRE 
000964 000 AsELT(IRE)=JLoc 
000966 non rTER=ITEn+1 
onn9G0 oon NASSEL=NASSEL+1 
000967 000 C CALCULATE COST OF WW AS'7, I6Ng'D ELEMENT 
(Vjq96o oon C 
090969 oon C UPDATE Cl 
0(', 097u Don C 
000971 000 DO 150 I=1,NAssEL 
010974 000 TELT=AssEL(I) 
01097) oon ILoczAsELT(IELT) 
010974 oon 150 C1=C1+ELTCON(IRErIELT) ,LI0iST(JLOroILOC) 
090971, oon c2:0 
000976 oon c3=o 
010971 000 IF(NASSEL.LT.NELT) CALL co.w(c2,c3tic2) 
0 0 097u oon cNEw=ci+c2+c3 
000979 oon 1107;i10+1 
00098u 000 IF(I1O.LE.10) 	WRITE(IWT,1007) 	I10fC1eC2,C3 
010981 oon IF(CNEW.GF.CPER) 	00 TO 123 
0`/098e 000 C CHECK IF ALL THE ELEMLNTS HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED, 
Vir13..) 000 
. 090984 oon IF(ITER.E0.NELT+1) 	GO TO 132 
00090 oon GO TO 131 
010980 oon 130 CONTINUE 
090987 000 GO TO 124 
ON-198o oon C • 	FIND THE NEXT UNASSIGNED ELEmENT . 
000989 oon C 
00099u 00 0 131 IRE=ASRANK(ITER) 
'0 0 0991 000 GO TO 126 
010994 000 C UPDATE ASSIGNMENT BOARD 4 BOUND - 
00099J 00n c 














DO 133 IJ=1,NLOC 
BOARD;IJ)=AuXBOA(1J) 
Go TO 123 
OUTPUT THE PESULT':, 
09100u 000 C 
0 1 1001 000 200 WRITE(IWT,100) CSTAR 
00100 00n Do 134 	1=1,r4Loc 
09100.J 00n 134 WRITEINTp1004) 	IrE3CA0(1 
001004 000 C FORMAT STATEMLN)S 
00100b non C 
001000 00n 1001 FORMAT(815) 
cwt00• 000 111 0 11 0mAT(15.b(151110)) 
0D1000 000 1006 FOR11AT(10X0110) 





FOIATi//t2WOP'ilWL C 	0e///1Y0(0C.H , 0400 1 ELEMFIITf) 
FOMAT(//12X,IINIII 
rA101 000 100/ FrOF:mATI/2WITERATIGJ: , .. 0 Cl 	X, 	. 	r 1 	c3: 1 10b) 
tiAlu.1.) 000 9099 FOkMAT( 	) 
0)1014 000 STOP 
( 1 101b 000 ENO 
000 (DELTeS/ 	TUMER-S*SINAN-50,C ,, 91 7 &;]q041512 
01017 000 SU3ROUTINE 	 ) 
(J' , 101u 00n C 
?1 019 00 0 C ROUTINE CALCULAT:", 	Tr• 	;•, - ) 	OF THr 	r , v,y;; 	hOUNo 	ASS 1 OW'',FNT 
'90102u oon C PROBLEM AND AL0 HE 	u: 	1.4;IAL SOLUTION 
0 0 1021 000 C 
fi0102 00n C VARIABLES: 
00102z) UOn C ASSEL :AS'ACHLO 
901 . 02.4 000 C C2 	:C07;T 
00 0 C C3 :COSI 	0; H 	 'NT S 	P , I 
00n C IC2 	• 	:=1 	IF I. 	• 	.WITH 
01/1027 00 0 C =0 	IF C2 	r; By ‘;(7))f.0 c 	0141$ AND LOCATIONS 
0.N.u2b 000 C NASSEL : NUEi HEHIS 
001029 onn C NUNASF:NUME0 ortH 
(Y .. 1.103u 000 C NUNASL:NUM3ER 
r103.1. 000 C RHO 	;RHO mAlk];: 	• 	0 CALCIA , bF C2 
V0103c: 000 C UNASEL:UNASS1 
t:0103J oon C 	• UNASLO:LCCATION', 	H 	IIASSICOr 
17 ,.1 1034 00(1 C 
00103b 000 C 
09103u 00n COMMON/AUYILI/A0.00),:, 0 6 00) 
P11031 000 COMM0N/AREA/AUX00Al i 01 ;AUX 2 ( 110 ))pITREE( 35 r 40) 1, 





2gKOIStI(CONtIELTC3401 , Cfn0 0 )rELEFR E -1 0 (650 ) , 
 30I5TER(80n)rOIS1Y0t; 
000 INTEGER AUXBOA ' AUX1,2,. °TY,ELTCON4(.35,40),UNASEL(35). 
C01044 000 1UNASLO(40),ASSCLIASL C2iC3 
r:1 1 04a 000 2,ELEFR,ELETO,DISTf-Rfol5'ilo , v 00.4 ,To 
1,11044 Oon C 
00104:, 00n C FIND ASSIGNED AND UNISO.NC.0 ELEMENTS 4 Lt)::AT1ONS 
(01040 oon c 
V71047 con . IFIN=1 
U11(j4o oOn Iwrav 
07.404 (/ von 9999 FORMAT( 	1 
00165U 000 EMPTY-7.0 
W.4 1051 000 . IF(IC2.E0.0) 	GO TO 112 
l'!1054 	000 	NUNASE=0 
00105J oon NuNASL=0 
001054 	on 	DO 90 I=I ► NELT 
01105u Don IF(ASELT(I).E0.EMPTY) 00 TO 91 
Or'1015u 	000 	GO TO 90 
021057 000 c 	FIND UNASSIGNED ELEMENTS 
011050 	000 	C 
021059 00n 91 	NUNASE=NUNASE+1 
00106u 	00n 	UNASEL(NUNASE)=1 
01106i 00n 90 	CONTINUE 
091064 	000 	C FIND UNASSIGNLD LOCATIONS 
00106..) oon C 
901064 	oon 	DO 92 I=1.NLOC 
01106u oon ir(AumloA(i).m.EmrTy) GO TO 92 
0110Cu 	000 	NUNASL=NUNASL+1 
011067 oon UNASLO(NUNASL)=I 
0 1 1066 	000 	92 	CONTINUE 
011069 cOn , IF(NASSEL.EO.0) GO TO 110 
01107U 	000 	C 	CALCULATE C2 
011071 000 c' 
0l107e 	000 	C 	 CREATE RHO MATRIX 
C0107J 000 C 
C.11074 	00n 	101 	DO 102 I=101UNASE 
0110714 Don M=uNAGEL(I) 
01107u 	000 	DO 102 J=1 ► NUNASL 
001071 000 L=UNASLOW1 
011070 	con 	C 	CHECK IF WE ARE ALLOWLD TO ASSIGN ELEMENT m TO LOCATION L 
011079 000 
OOlOOu 	00n 	IF(ITREEPI,L).E0.E.MPTY/ GO IC) 99 
011081 oon RHO(I,U)=ITREE(MIL) 
0')1.084 	000 	GO TO 102 
011(184 Oon 99 	RHO(I,J)=0 
011084 	00n 	DO 98 K=1,NASSEL 
091.08t) 000 IE=ASSEE(10 
OniOnu 	00n 	IL=ASELT(IE) 
OntOn7 000 RHotI , J)=RHO(I ► J)+ELTCON(mfr)TinISTCL ► L) 
olionb 	con 	9A ' CONTINUE 
0010419 00n 102. CONTINUE 
02109U 	oon 	C 	 FIND MINIMUMS OF ROWS (sToR("n IN AUX1) 
001091 000 c 
0n1094 	oon 	00 103 I=1rNUNASE 
011090 oon AUXIII)=PHOCI,11 
001094 	000 	DO 103 J=2.NUNASL 
011.090 00n IF(AUX1(I),LE.RHO(I.J)) GO 1 0103 
02109u 	000 	AUX1(I)=FIHO(I,J) 
001091 000 103 	CONTINUE 
00109u 	000 	DO 105 I=1,NUNASE 
01099 000 DO 105.0=1 ► NUNASL 
011110u 	000 	105 	RHO(I.J)=RHO(I,J)—AUX1(I) 
001101 00n C FIND MINIMUMS OF COLUMNS ISToRED IN AUX2) 
00110 	000 	C 
00110J 000 DO 104 J=1,NUNASL 
001104 	000 	AUX2(J)=RHOI1 ► J) 
00110u 000 DO 104 I=2INUNASE 
00110u 	000 	IF(AUX2W).LE.RHO(IrJ)) GO To 104 
001101 con AUX2(J)=RHO(I ► J) 
001106 	oOn 	104 	CONTINUE 
0 
001109 000 C ADD MINIMUMS OF 17 OS AND CnOMNS 
C) C01110 Onn C 
0n111.0. oon. DO 106 I=1INUNASE 
0!1111r 000 106 C2=C2+AuX1(I)+AUX2(I) 
41_ noilla 000 IF(NUNASE.LE.1) 	RLTURN 
014_114 oon GO TO 110 







091110 oon IF(NASSEL.EQ.0) 	GO TO 110 
4) 011119 001 DO 116 I=1,KCON 
01112v 000 c CHECK WHETHER EITHFR ow OF THE ELF VENTS Ar:.,SUJNED 












IFCASELT(TO).NE.EWTy) 	Co TO 116 
GO TO 114 
011121 00n 113. IFfASELT(T0).E0.EMPTY) 	Co TO 116 
4 0n1126 000 K=K+1 
0o1129 00n AUX6(K)=FROM 
00113u 000 GO TO 115 
0 011131 





0113.; oon 115 AU:::.)(K)=IFLTC3(I) 






' 	CHECK 	WHETHER 	EITH7-.R 	::M 	0'," 	THE Lo'7AT10., AGNEU 
C'Thu onn C 	• 




UO 	1.30 	I=1.K0IS 
1139 001 F1;M 7IDISTFR(I) 




IF(AUX10A(FROM),E0.1 	t:o 	10 	121 






GO TO 123 
IF;ASELT(T0).E0.EMPTY) 	0 	TO 10 
001146 001 M .=1-r1 




GO TO 	124 • 
0 .'0 1146 00n 123 M=•+1 





011151 000 IF(ITREE(IJFIT).NL.ETy) 	GO TO 	130 
11115 00n C2C2+AUX5(M)*ILOCC3(1) 
011150 00n IF(M.EO.K) 	GO. TO 	110 
n I 154 000 130 CONTINUE 
.(2 ,.;4156 00n C  CALCULATE C3 	. 
yit156 oon C • 
0•t1157 000 110 K=0 
r ,1 1156 . (ion DO 135 I=10(CON 
("1)159 001 C CHECK WHETHER ROTH TH 	RtEmENTS ARC Al.)S111) 
011160 000 C 
PtiGi 00n FROM=ELEFR(T) 
0011 00n TO=ELETO(I) 
1.16 -. oon IF(ASELT(FROM).E0.EMPTYD.ASELT(T0).E0.EMY) 	GO TO 
olt164 oon GO TO 135  










CHECK WHETHER BOTH THL LOCATIONS ARE UNASSIGNED 
(4=0 
DO 139 I-71.KOIS 
FROM=DISTFR(I) 
TO=DISTTO(I) 
IF1AUXBOA(FROM).E0.EMPTY.i"ID.AUX 10A(T0).E0.LWTY) GO TO 141 
GO TO 139 
M=M+1 
C3=C3 .1- AUX51M)*ILOCC3(I) 




SUBROUTINE SORT( WORK j' 'OP, t LT r WELT. KOO1 IN ' 
SORTING ROUTINE or v. ! 	"" VECTO 2 
PROGRAM SORTS THE i 0 A VECTOR ,NJ INuEXES 
ACCORDING TO ASCEHDlho 	nt- rcENBINO OP_ 
VARIADLES: 
WORK :VECTOR TO Itt - 	1-0 
IWORK :SORTER IN9 
WAIT :TEMPORARY 1 A 
KELT :NUM ,IER Or 11;" '1 . IN THF. VFCTOR 	K 
NELT :NUMBER OF 	 IH THE VECCOR  
KODI :=1 	VECTM r) .0 V - fORTFR IN /k 	ING ORDER 
:= - 1 r vcci( 	I) 	Pr - SORTER IN ui..'.; , ' ,JING oRnk•K 
SMALL :SMALLEST Ft t (u WL VECTOR Al I, _ dOMENT OF SORTINN 
I 	:ITERATION  
INXSRT:=1 r II DCX foiN.J0 (1 i'; DESIRED 
=0 OTHERWI',," 
J 	:ELEMENT NU: rR 
INTEGER WORKIWAIT,T4ALL 
DIMENSION WORK(NELT),11,OPK(r( LT) 
IWT=b 
WHEN INDEX SORTING IS r 'PER NELT MUST 11 LJUAL TO KFLT 
IF(INXSRT.EO.0) GO TO 9h 
IF(NELT.E0.KELT) GO TO 94 
WRITE(IWT11002) INXSRT 
FORMAT(// 1 STOP: CHECK THE FImEP•SIONS OF ARRAY:, TO BE SORTED'' 
Ip// , INXSRT=t,I6) 
STOP 
INITIALIZE INDEX ARRAY 





















0 1 1171 000 




00117o 000 141 
oni177 000 
001170. 000 
011179 000 139 
011180 000 150 
.001181 000 
V1104 001 
01118o 00 0  C 
011184 000 C 
09113o 000 C 
00118u 000 C 
011187 000 C 
011180 000 C 
091139 000 C 
09119u 00 0 C 
0111.91 000 C 
0 1 1192 oon C 
01119., 000 C 
001.194 000 C 
001190 000 C 
091190 Don C 
00119? 00n C 
091190 000 C 
011199 001 C 
00120u 000 C 
011201 000 C 
001204 000 C 
001220 ,  000 
001204 000 
001205 060 
011200 00n C 




091211 001 1002 
011212 oon 
091214 oon 
001214. oon C 
011210 oon C 
001210 000 94 
001217 (ion 95 
'001210 000 96 
001219 00n 
C;:1 1220 oon 
001221 000 

























■:. 	, 1,.., :,, L, 




























0 1 125/ 
0 ,31264 
C1126J 
0 1 12(:4 






q 0 1271.• 
n 1 127k 
0 1 127J 





































































IF(J.EO.NFLT1) 	Go TO 	10 
C 	CHECK 	wilc -cuLR 	Nii;6' 	H 	' . : 71 	I r 	LESS 	THFI! 	1.:i 
C PRESENT SMALL VfLu: 
C 
IF(SMALL.LE.WORK(J)) 	o0 To 






C 	CHANGE 	INDEXES 	TO 	Ci..'c.!, 't:' 	OFZDER 
C 




GO TO 	102. 
C 	NEXT ITERATION 
C 
101 	1=1+1 
C END OF.ITERATION 
C 
IF(I.LT.NELT1) 	00 	TO 	ir.1 
C 	CHECK 	IF DESC -LNDi1!6 	OL;.P: 	ic DESIRED 
C 
IF!K001.E0.1) 	PETWN 
IFiK001.E0.-11 	GO TO 	It:1N 
WRITE(IWT,10.01) 
. 1001 	FOPMATWebX/ISTOP KO1 i 	OT Pr'OPERII 
STOP 


















rdELT,SI 	TUMER—S*SINAN—OAPG.mAiH , Ftt 4 32 1 6053:,, 1 2 
COMMON ICIFTC2IIC3,WCIL , L0CT , N 7 eM2rLPCSTrITUT 




















































0 ,.1 1324 






0 1 1331 
011332 










































































INTEGER 	F( 20,2 0)•0( 20,0 ) , ; , :r.r:TT04 00/,DIr,TJC!o , .),L4TRI(4001 
INTEGER 	INTRJ(400) rt..)' 	( 	01 rt.f)(". 	T (2(1) ri 7 CL - FY(,.:;) o , PICST (20) 
INTEGER 	FIXED(2 0 ), 140;1:1(:'0$;! 0 ),C"CST(20)11(20) 
INTEGER 	IPASS120) ► ICW , T(i 0 0) ► ItnrI(in0 ► 0)rF00o,D(100) 
INTEGER FIX (20) rtIF!; ., :i 7 (.' , 1) 
LOGICAL FCFLG( 20 ) , FLOvJ(; 0 ),FL 6 W1(400)tFLGIN(4U1)).BANED(26.2()) 
LOGICAL WORK2(1300).VW02) 
INTEGER WORK3(0120),WOr7.0(0120),WORK6(0020) 
EQUIVALENCE( 	!ASTER (0001 )fr(tti)) 
EQUIVALENCE( n!i3)..111 413) 
EQUIVALENCE( 	P11;TE.11 (1W,t,1 I o 	( ( 1) ) 
EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTEk ( 1;' i ■ 	) 1'..1( 1) 
EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTE11( 1, ) 1 	l,. 	.•( 1 . 1  ) 
EQUI VALENCE ( ) • 	:( 1) ) 
EQUIVALENCE ( 	 ", ( 1 ) ) 
EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTER ( 	 ) ) 
EQUIVALENCE( 	!ASTER ( 2 1 Y:1) 	r.:( 	( 	) 
EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTE)1(2c,1) ( 	) ) 
EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTER(21),: . c1.) 
EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTER(2Y,':tli 	- h . (1)) 
EQUIVALENCE( 	M.7..)EkCf . :;':1, ;,-L,i , 	ill) 
EQUIVALENCE( :• 	• 	ill) 
EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTEk(2(.,C1.1, '.(11) 




EQUIVALENCE( 	IWORK(0001)r. , 01(1 o 1)) 
EQUIVALENCE( MSTER(2401)40U7(/)) 
EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTER(2521)p40PK6(1)) 
READ THE KEYS SETTINGS FOQ TH1. MAIM pROGRAM 
REAU(5,3)(16NSW(I),Iz0 
READ THE KEY SETTINGS PO cUDPOUT/NE LW3ND 
READ(5 ► )(KSNSW(I)rI7,Ar3U) 
READ THE PROBLEM DATA 
10 CALL DTAIN(JOB ► 1FRACFNFIXOpISTOPFMORE ► ITERM) 
PRINT THE INITIAL DATA IF Yuu WISH 
IF(KSNSW(011.E0.0)G0 TO 110 
WRITE(6.4)JOEIrNECIL,NLOCT 




DO 80 I:=1,NL0CT 
80 WRITE(6,01)(0(IrJ),J=1,NLOCT) 
WRITE(6.8) 


















































































































































0 0 1356 
00135u 












0 0 1369 
on137u 










0 0 133.1. 
011484 
011 303 
0 0 1384 























































































IF(NFIXD.E0.1)G0 TO 125 
DO 120 	1=1010 
120 WRITE(6t98)NFIXD 
GO TO 900 
UNFLAG ALL THE LOCATIONS ANO 	14E.  FACILITIES 
125 DO 130 I=1,NLOCT 
130 FLOGT(I)=.FALSE. 
DO 140 J1,NECIL 7z 
140 FcFLG(J)=.FALSE. 
DO 150 I=1,NFCIL 
IPASS(I)=1 
- 	00 	150 J=1,NLOCT 
1b0 DANA(I ► J)=.FALSE. 
RANK THE DISTANCES 1N AN 	 ORDER 
CALL ARRNCIN2,1,2) 
PRINT 	THR 	MATRIX OF 	Ark•;Is!,: 	DfSTv!CES 
IFISNSW(02).E,0,0160 	TO 
WR1TE(6,21) 
Diil1E(6 ► 01)(DISTI(I) ► 17:1!) 
i4RITE46,07) 
WRiTE(6101)(DISTJ(I)fiz,1) 
FLAG ALL THE DISTANCES 
200 DO 210 	I=1.N2 	• 
210 ELGDS(I)=.FALSE. 
RANK THE DNTERACTIONS IN A 1,CH'3EMDING ORDER 
CALL ARRNO(M2 ► 2 ► n 
PRINT THE 	INTERACTIONS 	)V. 	Y(4) WISH 
IFIKSNSW(03).E0.01G0 	TO 	.'AO 
WRITE(6,22) 
WRITE(6/01)(INTRI(I ) 
wRI3E(6 ► 07) 
WRITEt6,01)4INTRJ(I)+1 4"1/1 
FLAGG ALL THE INTERACTIONS 
310 DO 320 	I-710.12. 
320 FLGINII/=.FALSE. 
INITIALIZE WORK7 
DO 325 	/=1,120 
345 WORK7(I)=0 
INITIALIZE WORKS 
DO 330 1=1.1300 
330 WORK8(/)=.FALSE. 





































































































































































01140 5 00n C 	 • OAP3 127 
00 1 C CALCULATE A STARTING LOWER HOUND 128  OAP3 
001407 oon IF(LDCST.GT.0)GO 10 340 OAP3 129 
001406 con CALL LWBNDIOrOt0r0) QAP3 130 
011409 00P 340 LDTC=L8CST 	• • 0AP3 131 
(0141u 000 IFOCSNSW(04).E0.1)WRIIEt6r17T1 OAP3 132 
091411 000 C 0AP3 133 
09141k: 00n C 	PROCEED TO OBTAIN A FIRST Fi7ASinrE SOLUTION ALONG THE RIGHTMOST 	OAPJ 134 
C11413 000 C BRANCH OR THE TREE 	 QAP3 135 
001414 001 C 	A) MAKE THW ASSIGNMENT OF THE FIRST ELEMENT TO THE FIRST LOCATION 	QAP3 136 
00141t) 000 ITER=1 QAP3 137 
00141u oon LEVY=1 QAP3 138 
011417 000. L2= 	FIX(1) .oAP3 139 
011416 00n J=WHERE(1) OAP3 140 
U1419 oon LEVEL(L2)=1 OAP3 141 
V1420 000 FIXE0(1)=L2 OAP3 142 
01)1421 00 0  tOCAT(L2)=j QAP3 143 
0 1 1424 00n LIXED(1)=J OAP3 144 
09t42a 001 PTCST(1)=0 OAP3 145 
001424 oon CMCST(1)=0 UAF• 146 
P^.1425 Con FCLTY(1)=L2 OAPi 147 
(,9 1426 001) FcFLG(L2)=.TRUE. ciAFS 148 
(C"1427 000 FLOGT(J)=.TRUE. UAP3 149 
r.i142(7, 001 LI=J QAP3 150 
001429 onn IF(KSNSw(05).E0.1,WRITE0,9)TvntLEVY,L2 , L1 00, 3 151 
0 1 1430 001 CALL UPDATE(L2,L1,2) QAP3 152 
PII431 000 C 	B) CHOOSE THE ELEMENT WITH MAXIMUM INTERACTIONS 4ITH THE ONE ASSIGNFOAP3 153 
001431 001 
001433 000 
001434 001 C 	AT THE PRECFEDING LLVEL 154 GAP3 
0 1 1435 001 + 43? L5VY=L5VY+A++ + 	+ + QAP3 155 
CO1430 001 IPASS(LEVY)=IPASS(LEVY)+1 156  QAP3 
021437 001 
001430 000 ITER=ITER+1 QAP3 157 
1121439 001 JET=FCLTY(LEVY-1) OAP3 158 
0 1 144u 000 ISAV=-32767 04'3 159 
011.441 000 DO 460 I=loNFC/L UAP4 160 
0')1.444 000 IF(FCFLGIJI)G0 TO 460 OAP3 161 
091445 Con. IF(F(I.JET).LE.ISAV.AND,F(JET , I).LE.ISAVIGO TU 460. QAP3 1b2 
001.444 con ISAV=F(I.JET) OAP3 163 
001445 con -IFfF(OET0).GT.F(1,JET))ISAV=F(JrT.I) QAP3 164 
011446 000 KEEP=I 04P3 165 
011447 000 4b0 CONTINUE . 	GAPS 166 












































































































































C 	Is MINIMAL 
510 /wp=32767 
1)0 530 j=1.NL0CT 
IF(OANE0(KEEP,J))00 	TO 	:);,t1 
IF(FLOGT(J))00 	TO 	.,.:.; 
KAM=0 
00 520 	I=1.NECIL 





KAH=KAM 4- (TSAVIP(lljL 1  ) 
520 CONTINUE 




IF(IWO.F.0.32767)Go 	TO 	7f,i 




mc.cs=Tuncs+n . o 
PIA.0(LEVY)KLLP 
PTCST(LCVY)=1YD 	• 





C•' 	CHECK 	WHETHER 	WE 	HA E 	fl:;:ik: 	' ,- r 	MT(!',!. 	r;:, 	01 	NOT 
5b0 	IF( 	LEVY.LT.NECIL.n , .. ,,, 0•,0)G0 	TO 	14:.J 
IF( 	LEVY.EO.NECIL) 	h , 




' 	GO TO 620 
5u5 LINY=LEVY+1 
IPASSCLEVY)=IPASSiLEVY)41 
GO TO 730 
C 	E) NOW WE HAVE A CO:PLETE 5uLUTION . PRINT IT IF YOU WISH 
590 KOIPL71 
IC1=IUOCS 





00 595 I=1,NECIL 
ILOCT(IEVAL,I)=LOCAT(I) 
595 CONTINUE 
600 	IF(K5NSW(06),E0.0)G0 TO 610 
WRITE(6.11)ITER 
WRITE(6.12) 
DO 605 	I=1.LEVY- . . .  
17U 
w'.P .3 	171 
0.f.P3 	172 
u:H3 	173 
u , i') 	170 
o:P6 175 
u P3 176 




Of P3 181 




k.,1 ) ..5 	186 
6' d-3 	1137 
(,),T3 	188 
r1, i 3 	189 
cLP3 190 
191 





t, 	P3 	197 
L..P.5 	198 






























0 1 1tiOV 
oon 
000 
61)5 	WRITE(6p14)I,FIXEU(1),LIX::D(Y),PTCST(I),CMC: -.J(1) 
CALL TIMOUT 
• GAP3 227 
Vlblu 00n C QAP3 2213 
0 1 111 00n C 00.5 229 
* E12151..: 00n C QAP 3 230 
001510 00n C REDUCE 	THE CURRENT LOWER .Firlk!!tD OAP.) 231 
V1514 con 610 D1F=ITOT-LBTC OAR-., 232 
• 0 1 151a 00n KLTOT=ITOT OAP.) 233 
0 1 1510 oon IF(ITOT.LE.LBTC)G0 TO 800 
611517 0001 KELBC=LBIC GAP3 234 
ID016 min IF(UIF.LE.ISTOP)KTERW:100 
911519 oon IF(DIF.LE.ISTOP)GU TO 611 GAP3 235 
011520 non DIF=(FRAC*DIF) 	• QAP3 236 
0 1 1521 oon ITOT=LBTC+DIF OAP3 237 
0•1522 oon 611 	IFIKSNSW(08).E0.11WRITF(6436)KitnCrITOToKEToT uAP3 230 
0 . 152a oon c OAP3 239 
oit:)24 00n C F)STORE THE CONFIGURATIH (•. ■ 	 cH1MENT WIDE 	.,;:i 	THAT WE CAN RESTORrOAi'..; 240 
U:'152a 00n C IT 	IF 	WE FAIL 	To oBlA,H SOLUTION Un.., i_ Ti:E CURRENT CEILINQAP 241 
c; 1 /1)26 uOn DO 612 	1=1,1300 GAP.J 242 
9 1 152/ 00n WORK2(I)=.FALSE. 1AP3 243 
0 1 152b 00n IF(WORK8(T))WORK2(I)=.TRULt QAR 3 244 
011529 000 612 CONTINUE OAP4 245 
90153u 'Don DO 615 1=1.020 OAP:, 246 
11".'1531 00n 615 WORK3II)=WORK7(I) OP.P!) 247 
011.532 Eton DO 616 	I=1o20 WARS 248 
* Or.t153a aon 616 WORK6(I)=CMCST(I) OAR,.; 249 
0 1 1534 non c GCJ':, 25U 
011535 00n C *** BACKTRACK 	TO THE 	NEXT 	1._!:'. 	1•)•'. 	THE TREE OAP4 251 
• p';1530 00n C A) 	FHLE THE FACILITY AT "ii0 OAP.) 252 
0O1t537 00n 620 DO 640 	I=1,NFCIL CiAP 253 
0 1 I536 000 IF(LEVEL(T).EO.LEVY)G0 IO 	1 OAP: 254 
0..)t539 con 640 CONTINUE UAP3 255 
00154u 000 C OAP;') 25t 
0 1 15 (► 1 oon 650 FCFLG(I)=.FALSE. 0;41 4 257 
8o1544 oon PO 070 J=1 ► NLOCT WA;', 258 
011544 000 IF(J.EO.LOCAT(I))60 TO WILI UAP:', 259 
viL)Loko 00n 670 CONTINUE CIAP4 260 
0°15 1w oon 6130 FLOGTIJ)=.FALSE.  QAP.5 261 
Viotti.) 00n IwD=-PTCST(LEVY) QAPS) 262 
0 1 1547 000 IU0( (..;=/UBCS+IWD 0APj 263 
071 1546 oOn BANED(IoJ)=.TRUE. W1P,'J 264 
011549 oon C GAR4 265 
U155u 000 C QAPO 266 
9 1 1551 oon C B) UPDATE THE FLAFS OF THE [WO OPDrRED ARRAYS OAP3 267 
011554 oon CALL UPDATE(IFJ#1) QAP3 2613 
011553 00n C' QAP3 269 
0:1 1554 con C C) 	CALCULATE A LB ON ALL :7;0LUTTOS EXCLUDING TH.: LAST QAP3 27U 
921555 oon CALL LW13ND(LEVY,ITERrIO , 2) GAP3 271 
011556 oon C GAP3 272 
911557 00n C 0) CUECK WHETHER IT PAYS TO RESUME THE SEARCH ALONG THIS BRANCH 	QAP3 273 
021550 oon IF(LDCST.LT.ITOT 	)G0 TO 740 OAP3 274 
001559 000 • 'KFATH=KFATHti 	- QAP3 275 
90156u 000 KEEP=I 	• ' QAP3 276 
011561 00n GO TO 740 QAP3 277 
031564 000 C QAP3 278 
00156a oon C RETRIEVE'THE INDEX OF THE FACILITY AT THAT LEVEL QAP3 279 
001.564 000 730 KEEP=FIXED(LEVY) QAP3 280 
on150u 000 ITER=ITER+1 OAP• 201 
00156u 000 GO TO 470 OAP3 282 
001507 00n C OAP3 283 
001566 non 740 DO 760 J=IFNLOCT QAP3 284 
091t.6 -9 000 760 RANLD(KEEP,J)=.FALSE. QAP3 285 
011570 000 FGFLG(KEEP)=.FALSL. OAP.5 236 
001571 000 LEVY=LEVY—I QAP3 287 
001572 00n ITER=ITER+1 OAP3 288 
00157J 000. IF(ITER.LT.KOMIT)G0 TO 764 
091574 Oun KONIT=KOMM(1001eNFC11...) 
09157u. onn KLEP=0 
001575 uon 00 762 	ir-I•NECTL 
0 0 1577 000 762 KEEP=KEEP+IPAss(I) 
OW.)70 000 WRITE(6,52)ITER 
001579 000 WRIIE(6,281(IPASS(1),I=Itu. , ',1L) 
01158u 000 WRITE(6r29)gEEP 
00150i OGO CALL TIMOUT 
001U04 00n 7u4 	IFIL(VY.1117.0.AND.ITER.LT,:UTM)rm TO 620 w,P3 239 
091I)A;) onn If-A(LvY.E—.0,AND.ITE.LTvi,';. , 4:60 	TO 	77;) op,P3 290 
0015114 oon WRIIE16,(,) 291 
0 0 1505 00n 	. WRITE(6,39)LBTCrIlOT OAP3 292 
09114 000 WkilE(60) 293 






00 765 	1=1,2 QA('•, 294 
00159u 000 785 WRIFE(6,41)ITER OAP!, 295 
011.51 000 GO. TO 810 oAP;') 295 
001594 000 C utd'o 297 
0n159:, 000 C 	SINCE NO BETTER SOLUTI 	W , 	,.'nil ► 	FLIP RESTORE THE OAP 298 
001594 00n C ARRAYS AND PETURN TO 67 , O:-,P3 299 





- IF(1:E:AlSw(08).E0.1)WRIirW1) , 
IF(KTERN.EQ.100)00 To 400 
OAP3 301 
0n1590 000 CALL TIMOUT 
0C.1 159 000 LBIC=ITOT OAP3 302 
00160u Don IF(rOi7f'.E0.0)G0 TU 800 




















0!)1007 Don DIF=FRAC*DIF- OAP3 309 
0'11600 00n GO TO 700 
0016j1 000 778 	IF(R1:JASW(08).E0.1)WRIIA6+37/0IF OAP3 310 
091610 oon IFO:YERM.E0.1)G0 TO 000 
001611 oOn KTERMzi 
001814 000 ITOT=KETOT 
0016I.; oon GO TO 732 
On1614 non C OAP3 312 
00161U 000 780 KcroT=IroT ukr, i 313 
ontbla non IroT=LBTc+oir OAP3 314 
0n1617 oon 782 Do 735 I=1,I300 uAP3 315 
001818 000 WORK8(I)=.FALSE. OAP3 316 
.0 0 1619 000 IF(WORK2(I))W0RK8(I)=.TRUE. OAP'S 317 
00162u 000 785 CONTINUE OAP3 318 







.091824 00n 790 WORK71I)=WORK3(1) ' QAP3 32U 
• 001624 000 DO 795 1=1,20 QAP3 321 
091624 Oon 795 CMC5T(I)=WORK6(I) QAP3 322 
011525 00n LEVT=NFCIL 003 323 
11, 0?162u oon C 8A1'3 324 
0 -11621 00n Tp(KSNSW(08).E0.1)WRITF(6t3n)LnTr.FITOT 0AP3 325 
091.62 0 000 GO TO 620 uArL 326 
011.629 oon C 0AP6 327 
00tb3u 000 800 WRITE(60.6) QAP3 328 
001631 oon 810 KEEP=0 	, QAP3 329 
111 001634 000 FTHHI0=100.*FLOAT(KFATH)/FLOAT(KL8W) QAP3 330 
OnlbILI 000 CALL TIMOUT 
001634 000 DO 820.I=1,NFCIL QAP3 331 
• 001.636 000 LIXED(I)=1 QAP3 332 
011b3t) 00.0  820 KEEP=KEEP+IPASS(I) QAP3 333 
00107 000 wRITE(6,23) QAP3 334 
(rA(.138 oon WRITE(6,241NFCIL QAP3 335 
001639 000 WRITE(6F26)NLOCT QAP3 336 
0^tu4u 00n WRITE(6,07) QAP3 337 
0`. 1 1641 000 wHITE16,47)NPIXO QAP3 338 
070o44 opn WRITE(6,40) OAP .6 339 
00164s oon 00 825 I=1,NFIXD OAP3 340 
ir1o44 000 825 WRITE(6 ■ 49)IfF/X(I/OrWREtI) QAP3 341 
001646 con WRITE(6,0S) QAP3 342 
011646 oon DO 830 LTIFNFCIL OAPJ 343 
• 01t647 000 8.50 	WRITE(6,1)(P(I,J)i.J=1.NrCiL) QAP3 344 
0 1 1640 00 0  wRITE(6.05) OATS 346 
011649 000 Do 040 	I=1,NLOCT 	 • OAPS 346 
val 0?1.656 000 840 	WRITC16,1)1D(I,J),j=1,ULoci) QAPJ 347 
011651 oon WRITE(6,271ITER OAPS 348 
0V. 1 105e Don WRITE- (6.20)(IPASS(I)o1;11,N;200 QAP3 349 
0 1 165J oon wRITE(6,2P)KEEP QAP3 350 
0 	1.b54 pon wRITE(6,31) OAP3 351 
011655 000 WRITE(6,321(LIXED(I),I=Io11:TTL) OAPS 352 
OMO56 oon DO 650 	I=1,IEVAL OAPS 353 
011057 000 850 WRITE(6,33)IrICOST(I),FM.0(I)r(TLOCT(IPL)FL=1IN7CIL) GAPS 354 
011656 000 WRITE(6r34)TIME OAPS 355 
001659 000 C 	 , ciAP . 5 350 
0166‘) 000 WRITE(6.07) QAP3 357 
011661 000 WRITE(6442) u03 358 
01166e 00n WRITE(6,43)KLBNa QAP3 359 
011660 000 WRITE(6,44)KUPDT QAP3 360 
011664 000 WRITE(6 ► 07) QAP3 361 
0y1.1665 000 WRITE(6P46)FIHRIO QAP3 362 
00166u 000 C QAP3 363 
0'.11667 000 C QAP3 364 
001666 oon C 	CHECK WHETHER THERE ARE ANY MORE PROBLEMS TO SOLVE QAP3 365 
011669 000 900 	IF(MORE)1000,1000,10 QAP3 366 
0?1670 000 C QAP3 367 
0 1 1671 000 1060 STOP 	• ' QAP3 368 
001674 oon C QAP3 369. 
0711670 00n 1 FORmAT(10x.4013) QAP3 370 
001674 oon 2 FORMAT(10) ► 9( 1 *** Or 33 **,)) QAP3 371 
001675 000 3 FORMAT(20XF2013) QAP3 372 
001676 000 4 FORMAT(1H10 	DATA FOR FlonLEIA , ,I5/ QAP3 373 
001677 000 * 	10X0 NUMrJR OF FACILITIES 	=tvI4/ QAP3 374 
001676 000 • 10X0 	NUMJER OF LOCATIONS = 1 ,L3//) 	' QAP3 375 
	
1.11 	 , '. 01\1- 1/15XOTUF 	 . 
- .,9 1 1 ORMATI/10)0ISIMCL l- /ON 
vI50 	I WILL RESTART I 	 1 i::16MI) 
41 FORMATtO2Xl3(t FO)(aH  
*ATIONS') 
42 FOITMAT( 10Y., INIP'HF - i ■ 
43 FOI;;:r,;',I (13X r t1:JHR0 1.)1 	;  
4 FOF,I:.NT(18X • 	 ; ;• 	;; 	 0 , 1.1 
i:01k1AT( 10X, ITATHOM1H;. ; . 	 ::' V fF .P 	V 
0 1 I07 ,1 
C) 	011680 
021o81 
0 ,, 10(14 
ve, 










C I 704 
1:!1..703 
0 1734 












0 1 171 
0 9 116 
!.:7:i 7 ;?4 
an17,'!/ 
o 01172o fi'71•:19 
0: 1 173U 
0 1 113& 
































































9 F0RMAT420X.IAT ITLkP,it• 
*1.00ATUD',I3/ 1 	 • 
11 FORMAT(1110,5X01E`WLY 
*0 AT ITERATIONtrIu/) 
12 FORMAT(20X,I1X.VL  
14 rORMAT(22X,I2r10 ,1 
16 FORMATflOWEND OF; C 
17 FORMATI/10X05TAPIIMC, 
el FoPMAT(Inx0 ALIT 
LP 
 
1 	1AT(10X,I 	Asil 1 
e3 FoA1(10), 1 
.44 IC.:ilk -r(10Y,INU 
6 rORMATflOXIONUM 
47 FORHATI/19x,IHN 
28 1, 0,4AT(/10X0HHMOLR 
e9 FOR:4ATC/10XOTOTAL 
41 FORmAT(/50X,IL0CAI 
32 rot1AT inxorlum f 
33 EWMAT(10Y1,14rI7t19 , , 
34 FORT(//10Xt 1 TOTAL 
66 FOP.MATI/10X,IAS A 
*LATEST LO= 1 .150 	CL• -li:,- 





LEVELItTZ, *' 	- -;:;LITY/rI30 	TS 	OAP:, 
IN c0 -.7 	 OAP:, 












7.0„7, 7 8 1. 1 
; • si 
t..r.WLy 	t.)r,: • 	- 	ION • WE. HAVE • Ur , : 
Eit 11.1:  






















































































-.'H . !;4X1I51 
I,- UN THE 
, 	7 1, 8,1 , 0 
LH = 1 ,IA) 
= 1 ,i 1 ) 
• 	Al 
47 FORMATC/10X0MUMBLR 	 ar"ENTSm 1 rn,, ' 
*/) 
48 FOE1'.ATt1OX,INUMI,3 .. , IAT LOCATN j 
49 FOi'41AT(10X, I2 9X, 12., 	ti 
51 F0P1ATII0XOST4RTING 
lOWSTARTivg; 
32 FORMATI/10X,I110, 	 FArc=trI3) 
98 FORMAT(02)04( , *4** 
*15) 
99 FORMAT(21<r5tf 	***NO;'W: 
IT EOUALS', 
ITOT= 1 .I5) 
C 
END 
WELT,ST TUMER-S*SINAN-OAPS,UMATE 33005 3 01 2 
 SUBROUTINE UPDATECI•d:::LV) 
COMMON 1C1•IC2pIC3,Nii..1 , :O ( T2rLBCSI•1 70 i 
COMMON MSTER(04008) 10f:01tvSNSW( 60 ) 





001739 00n C 
• 00174u 000 
011741 00n 
0 1 1744 00n 
• 00174a 000 
011744 000 C 
001745 000 
• 00174u 000 
001747 000 
00174o 000 • 001749 000 C 
00175u 000 C 
001751 00 0 C 
• 0 1 1752 con 
01175,E OOP C 
091754 000 C 
• 001755 000 C 
0 1 1750 00P C 
0 7.1 175i 000 C • 001750 OOP C 
001759 000 C 
0 1 1760 000 C 
001.761 000 C 
001764 000 C 
0 1 176a 000 
011764 000 
001765 00 0 
(P1760 000 
U1 1767 000 
0'1 1760 uon 
(E)1769 000 
On177u 000 
0 1 1771 000 
001774 oon 
• 091774 000 
11774 000 
OP1775 'non • 001770 000 c 
011777 onn C 
C01770 000 














COMMON KLtIND.KUPD1 	 QAP3 508 
INTEGER DISTI(400).DUAJ(100 1 .1NTRT(400),INiot400) 	 .QAP3 509 
LOGICAL FCFLO(20).FLOOW011F1.(.0C(400),FLGIN(400) AMPS 510 
QAP3 511 
EQUIVALENCE( MSTEH(OR61).L;TI(1)) 	 OAP3 512 
EnUIVALENCE( MSTEI(W:.31;:,. 	".!M1) OAP3 513 
E OU I VALENCE ( M; -1Y. ii (11 . ∎ J i i i , 1 f. 1 ) ) 	 UAP5 514 
EQUIVALENCE( MSTEk(20u1).i 1i.'01)) QAP3 515 
uAP3 516 
EQUIVALENCE( msTrk(25:1),o- Lott)) 	 QAP3 517 
EQUIVALENCE( msT('R ( 2y 41. t) , ; -,_c. -,- 1 ) ) QAP3 518 
EQUIVALENCE( NSTFk(2.(;01),Fil)). 	 QAP3 519 
EQUIVALENCE( MSTEk(3601)rfL6iN(11) QAP3 520 
QAP3 521 
QAP3 522 
UPDATE THE NUMDER OF CALLS COUNTER 	 OAP3 523 
KUPUT=KUPDT+1 	 OAP3 524 
-QAP•i 525 
QAP.5 526 
**NOTATIONS 	 0AP3 527 
I 	FACILITY 	 (QAP3 528 
J LOCATION UP3 529 
KEY= 1 ...DISENGAGEMENT 	 QAP5 530 
KEY= 2 ...ENGAGEMENT 	 OAP3 531 
UNFLA6/FLAG THE ORDLRED DI:t.':, AND INTERACT10,,S ACC6k0ING TO LASTUA: : 3 532 
OISENGAGRMENT/ASSIONMENT 	 OAP3 533 
A) LOCATION J HAS ELLEN VACA/ATGNED 	 UAP3 534 
00 280 IK=1.N2 	 WAP3 535 
II=OISTI(IK) OAP3 536 
JJ=DISTJ(IK) 	 QAP3 537 
Go T0(210.240).KEY 	 uAP3 533 
210 IF(J.(20.II.AND..NUT.1'LO O TO 220 	 uAP3 539 
IF(O.LO.JJ.AND..NuT.FL66T;;I)-0 TO 220 QAP3 540 
Go TO 280 	 WAP -.; 541 
W) FLGOS(IK)=.FALSE. 	 uAP3 542 
GO TO 280 	 QAP3 543 
240 IF(J. -E0.II.OR.J.EO.JJ)60 (0 260 	 OAP3 544 
GO TO 280 	 OAP3 54b 
200 FLODS(IK)=.TRUE. 	 QAP3 546 
260 CONTINUE 	 UAP3 547 
QAP3 548 
B) FACILITY I HAS BEEN DISrOANOLED/LOCATED 	 QAP3 549 
JK=J 
DO 380 J=1.M2 	 nri:33 550 
II=INTRI(J) QAP3 552 
JJ=INTRJ(J) 	 QAP3 553 
GO .70(310.340).KEI 	 QAP3 554 
310 IF(I.EQ.II,AND..N0T.FCFLG(JJ))•0 TO 320 	 QAP3 555 
IF(I,EQ.JJ.AND..NOT.FCFL6(11))G0 TO 320' OP P3 556 
GO TO 380. 	 QAP3 557 
320 FLGIN(J)=.FALSE. 
GO TO 380. , .: 	. . 	 (Z3 559. 
340 IF(I.EQ.II.•OR.I.EQ.JJ)G0 TO 360 	 OAP3 560' 
GO TO 380 	 QAP3 561 
3b0 FLGIN(J)=.TRUE. 	 QAP3 562 
300 CONTINUE 	 QAP3 563 
















@ELT/S.1 	TUMER—S*SINAN—OAP59UTOThr , 212 650053012 
C 	A SUBROUTINF TO CALCULA(v-, 	)1i.:. LOULR BOUND AT ANY NODE 
SUBROUTINE LWOND(LEVYFTTrk,(WrifMrIVE) 
001799 oOn COMMON 	ICIAPIC2tIC3,NrCUINtOCT,NP,M2/LBCSTrITUT 
001600 oon COMMON MSTER(040000;V01K(20(0),KSNSW(60) 
001801 000 COMMON KLBNDOCUPOT 
011804 000 INTEGER F(20r20)rD121r20):LOCAT(?O)rLEVEL(20) 
001803 000 INTEGER 	WORM. (20, 	:(11 r v,',)R;.:.!.; :::(1) 7 l.:(1 RK3 (20 ) t I i .•_X ■ 20 ) •JNIDEX(20) 
erl1604 000 INTEGER 	DISTI(4.00)trif o1riNTRI(4601,11(400) 
0;:'1606 000 LOGICAL FCFLO(20),FL...cw)HANn(20.20) 
001306 000 LOGICAL 	FLOW.; (4001 ,FI .1:. i N't.0,1) 
0910,0/ 000 C 
0',1(506 000 EGUIVALENCE( 	Mc.7,1TR( (( , 1)) 
C'1609 oon EQUIVALENCE( 	(...1!,Tt.k(. 	,...),,,:,:)) 
nEilaiu 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	P.T.T( H 	'' 	, i H.. 	; 	(i 1 ) 
nn1811 000 EQUIVALCACE( 	PY(Lk;.:.H' , :.: • ■ 	:))) 
V1014 000 ClUI VALENCE:. ( 	MUCk ( 1 	) : 1 :-.. c c (11) 
no 1 Ola 001 EQUIVALENCE( 	NSTEk(LI,L:,i(I)l 
0n1.8l4 000 C 
0"!181b 00n EQUIVALENCE( 	MST(.)IA: 	.....t. 	..: 	1.(0) 
0!181u. 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTrk(: :rn) 
1.617 000 EQUIVALCNE( 	(1.4Ek:: 	 'il) 
flt316 00 0 EQUIVALENCE( 	WS,TER(;' .11)) 
1619 000 C 
!S:162u 000 FOUIVALENCE( 	MSTEk(: - . 	 •f 1) 
CH1621 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	(.1Wi'A“ . 
'.:'1.82c. 00 0 CJUIVALENCE( 	(IS4L) -:(2. 	 i;i1,1)) 
r.i182...) 000 C 
01624 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	IWORK(?.. 	;, 	.(0 0 11) 
0')1. 6 2t: 000 . C 
U1 162u 000 C UPDATE 	THE 	NUM 	ER 	OF 	C,.i, 	. 	i;[, !; 
C 1 762/ 000 KLOND:KLON0+1 
(1q160 oon C 
Y.1 1629 000 IF(KSNSW(21).EQ.1.AnT) 	 ■-.1YRIT!!:7r1 	) 
WSA.630 000 IF(KSNSW(21).EQ.1.A . 	' .: 	) 	i;ri. ':( l'Iti. , ;;; ..: ..u..:vy 
(0q631 oon IF(KSNSW(21)*EQ.I.A• 	..,i'l-',.2)YRIY7.( -.2::r:n;,. 	.:;...VY 
0 0 1034 001 
C' 1 103D oon IC1=IC1+IWD 
0 ,11634 000 C 
() 131636 non IF(K5N5W(22).E0.1)Wi•iTF( 	:72)ICI 
09133u 00n C 
01637 00n C CALCULATE THE 1C2 MATRIX 
0.11036 000. 260 IROW=0 
511639 000 IC2=0 
001640 oon IFIMOVE.NE.0100 TU 270 
001041 oon IROW=NFCIL 
00IV,44 oon GO TO 580 
001643 000 270 DO 400 I=1*NFCIL 
001344 000 IF(FCFLG(I))G0 TO 4.00 
on1845 000 IROW=IROW+1 
011646 non . 	WO;TK2(IROW)=32767 
011847 000 ICOL=0 
001846 000 DO 350 J=1,NLOCT 
































 01., !'3 604
• 605 






















010nu non IcoL=IcoLii 	. 6AP3 621 
CM051 001 IFI.NOT.BANED(I,J))G0 TO .!30 OAP3 622 
10165e oon KEEP=32767 GAPS 623 
r' 1 1653 oon GO TO 340 QAP3 624 
("!! 1 184 oon 280 KEEP=0 . 	OAP!) 625 
C:1 0 b=) win 00 330 K=1,NFCIL 0A1'3 626 
00n IF(.NOT.FCFLGiK)160 TO 35n 5d.P3 627 
00n L=LOCAT(K) 	. GA1'3 628 
OC!16S0 000 ISAVLIF(IFK) OAP3 629 
0 1 1859 oon IF(F(K,I).GT.F(IpK))1!- A.V=F(''1,,I) QAP3 630 
6118C:.0 oon KEEP=KEENAISAV*DW ► L)) QAP3 631 
On161 oon 330 CONTINUE • OAF'S 632 
V166 -C con .340 WORK1IIROWFICOL1=KEP1' OAP3 633 
001863 000 IF(KEEP.GE,WORK2(IROW)160 TO 	. Y.10 OAP3 634 
0()1864 000 W0RK2tIROW)=KEEP QAP3 635 
O2.1665 000 350 CONTINUE 04P3 63o 
.1661.) Awn IC2zIC2 -1-WORK2(IROil) OAF3 637 
0 0 106 -/ '000 400 CONTINUE 0AP:5 630 
0 1 1860 00n C C>,AP3 63c; 
00n C WRITE THE IC2 MATRIC IF You 	Ali 04P3 640 
C' 	11,76 00n IFIKSNSW(23).E0.0)00 	TO 	4,,0 WAP3 641 
001874 00n KEEP7.0 CAP3 642 
00t874 00n 00 430 	17.74,wcrt. .OA(:; 643 
001873 oon IF(FCFLO(I))GO TO 430 OAP3 644 
0 1 1874 00n KEEPzKEEP+1 uAr3 6 11.5 
0 0 187o 000 INDEX(KEEP)=I 04P3 646 
C'..?1. 676 00n 430 CONTINUE UAV3 647 
001077 onn KEEP=0 04P3 648 
V1878 000 DO 450 J=IrNLOCT QAP3 649 
8 0 1679 oon IF(FLOGTWIAGO TO 450 OAP3 650 
00168u 00n KEEP:KEEP+1 OAP3 651 
0°1881 oon JHDX(KEEP)=J Wki". 3 652 
OP1602 (An 450 CONTINUE QAP1 653 
U1883. 00n WRITE(6,23) QAP3 654 
onicz)4 oon 4JRITE(6 ► 11)UNDEX(J) ► ,Jn1i1CL) GAV3 655 
011805 OOP DO 460 	I=IFIROW GAPS 656 
00 1880 oon 400 WRITE(6,1)INDEXIIWWORK1tIrJhj71,/COL),W01=(1) QAP3 657 
001887 : 00(1 WRITE(6,7) GAP3 658 
001680 onn C CALCULATE THE MODIFIED HATPiX Arn GET COLUMN mltAtl,\ 'QAP3 659 
001089 000 480 DO 500 J=1FICOL 0A1 3 66.0 
U1890 oon WOMO(J)=32707 QAP3 661 
001891 OOP DO 490 	I=IFIROW QAP3 662 
021094 oon WORK1tI,J)=WORKICI,J)-4'0PNI) QAP3 663 
C01893 00n IF(WORK1(IrO).GE.1vORK3(J))60 	TO 	490 OAP3 664 
0 0 1894 000 WORK3(J)=WORK1(IrJ) QAP3 665 
001.695 non • 490 CONTINUE QAP3 666 
001896 oo( 500 CONTINUE OAP3 667 
0'11897 oon C OAP3 668 
(C, 1690 00n C . PRINT COLUMN MINIMA QAP3 669 
U1699 00n IFIK5N5W(P3).E0.0)G0 TO 5:)0 QAP3 670 
001900 00n WRITE(6,11)(WORK3(J),J:1,1COL) OAP3 671 
001901 00n C QAP3 672 
001902 ow, C IN CASE ICOL.GT.IROW TAKE T, 	FIRST IROW COLUNNS AFTER RANKING QAP3 673 
011903 00n 530 IF(ICOL.ENIROW)G0 TO 540 OAP3 674 
001.904 000 CALL ARRNO(ICOLF1,1) .• .UAPS 675 
001903 00n 540 DO 550 J=1,IROW QAP3 676 























0i , 1"3 6r.?8 
un.;'3 699 
G , :'3 700 
701 
. '6 702 
(..• '3 703 
• .) 704 








o: -5 713 
• 714 
0;H;) 715 







0 , P3 723 
u:P3 724 
wAP3 725 
0[11 3 72.6 
0:J°3 727 
kii,P3 748 
0, -,P3 729 




001907 	oon. 	C 
40 	00190u 00 0 C 	WRITE RHE VALUES OF IC?. IF YOH Wili 
001909 	000 	 IF(KSNSWI24I.E0.1)WRITE( 6, 2 4 )1C2 
0 0 191u 00n C 
0 	0.0 1911 	00n 	C 
0 1 1914 0011 C • CALCULATE THE VALUE OD 1(3 
09191:J 	000 	560 Ic3z0 
O 	(1 11914 000 IFIIROW.E0.1)00 TO 766 
00191;) 	oon 	 IF(K5NSW(26).E0.1)WkIT1(2) 
0019Iu 000 KEEP=0 • 
o 	
021917 	00n 	 K=1 
0•1916 non .IHOW2=IROW*(IROW-1)/1?. 
t' , 1919 	oon 	 DO 650 I=11N2 
0 	
rmic)20 000 IF(FLODS(I))00 TO (On) 
0:, 1 	GOn 	 00 620 .1-:K,M2 
0 , ',192 000 IF(I-LGIN(U))00 TO 62n 
O 0 4
197'3 	non 	 KELP=KEEP+1 
001924 000 II7OISTICI) 
C 1 192.5 	000 	 IJ -4)IsTJ(I) 
O 6n192. 
ono ji7INTRI(J) 
r:;' , 192'i 	lion 	 JJ=INTRJ(J) 
; ,, 1'):, (5 00 0 KAMzip(IIIJ)*F(JI,Jj) 
C) 	
fl1'.L9 	000 	 IC3=IC3+KAM 
PAV30 000 IFOKSNSW(26).E0.1WriL(- 	";•011I,h.lf,U.,,L , :Ii ■ IJ).F(Jle..1,1) 
flIr!.1. 	00 0 	 'kpKAM 
4 	
1''1962 non GO TO 630 
c(x19,53 	oon 	tiro C0NTINUE 
;2,1)34 000 630 IFAM:EP.E-.1ROW2)G0 TO PO 
O (019 -35 	
00 0 	 K= J+1 
W'1`%36 000 650 CONTINUE 
103/ 	000 	 DO 660 T=1,10 
O
0:'030 eon 6u0 WitITEl6r98)KEEPtIk0V;f1 
0 1939 	00n• 	 STOP 
001 c't-Hd oon C 
0 	00t941. 
	000 	700 IFIK;NSw(27).F.0.1M T -L , -■ 
1H1V44 oon IF(1?ovE.Nr.0)60 lu ',.. 
c!;t4..; 	000 	 KLEICI“c211;3 
0 	•'l
e)44 000 IF(KEEP.0T.L1;0;ST)11- 
WI'.j45 	000 	 K I 1 a. ( 6 t 2731-41P t1.6.L' .. 
fy.1 194u uon 00 TO 750 
0 	
091947 	non 	•7e20 LUCST=IC14-1C2-11C3 
O91946 00 0 7u0 IFWSNSW(281.E0.1)Ui 	 1 1_,:l. 
001949 	i000 	 IF(KSNSW(29).E0.1): .... .:1'1C-19ICP,T.C37ti 
O
011950 000 C 
011L.:, 51 	000 	C 
00195;.: oon 1 FORMAT(10)020I5) 
O
001953 	oon 	7 FORMAT(/) 
011954 oon 11 FORMAT(I5Y.#20I5/) • 	. 
001955 	oon 	. 12 FOIIMAT(12X,I2r6XvI2. , Yr 1. 2 . 1X0 2,3 ( 7Xel';)) 
0 	
01195u 000 14 FORMAT(90WVALUE or c7, -::ti';/) 
001957 	oon 	16 FORMAT(90XOLOWEP ni , .::.) : 1 ,;//) 
00195o own 17 FORMAT(/50X0C1= 1 ,11,, r1:h5X0C 3= w, I:, i 1 X 0 LBCST: I .I 7) 
O
001959 	oon 	18 FORMAT(1H04 1 	RE5Ut'i'S t ,. 	•IL(701_ATION'3 F 	L6 AT THE START') . 
091960 00n 19 FORMATT1H00 RESULT; rit C.LCULATION5 FOR Lb AT ITE!- ft130 





% 001960 con 21 FORMAT(1H0. 1 	RESULTS rnii CALCULATIONS FOR Lb AT ITER fr01 1 QAP3 733 
001960 con *LEVELtrI3 ► 	ON A BACKWARD MoVL') OAP3 734 
O71967 Oon 22 FORMAT(90WVALUE IF CI ='.I/) QAP3 735 
• (0.'1 950 oon 23 FORMAT(10WMATRIX FOR CA , (I ,iAiTAG C2 FOLLCMS 1 .1) OAP3 736 
u, 19b9 000 24 FORMAT(90Y.'VALUE CF C2 "e/) OAP3 737 
Cn97u 00n 26 FORMAT(10X0ARRAY OF Lk.i - 	iii; TO CALCULATE C3 FOLLOWS'//. OAP3 738 
091971 eon * 	10X.' INDEX 	Fko!.1/10 	IPTEP BET. 	t,LST. 	INTER VALOAP3 739 
00197e eon *UV) QAP3 740 
00197.., oon 27 FORMAT(/IOXOCALCULATED cTAPTING LB=v ► I5 ► 	SO WE TAKE LBCST= 1 . 	OAP3 741 
• 091974 (ion *I5) OAP3 742 
0"1975 Don 98 FORMAT(02)020(1H*),3(v 	El:RCP 	IN -LWBND 	$$ 1 ). 1 	KEEP=t.I3. 1 IROW=003 743 
(? 9 1976 onn *III3, 1 	IROW2.=',16) OAP3 744 
• 091971 oon RETURN oAP3 745 
09197u oon END OAP3 746 
091979 00 0 OELT.SI TUMER-S*SINAN-OAPS.MAY ► 1021310F053012 
• 001.960 000 FUNCTION MAX(K ► L) QAP3 747 
19151 000 MAX::K QAP3 748 
0)1984 000 IF(L.GT.K)MAX=L • OAP3 749 
071906 000 RETURN oAP3 750 
0 1 1914 oon END OAP3 751 
(V1 193j .000 QELT ► SI 	TUMER
.
-S*SINAN-OAP5, 1;."01W, 340r13112• . 
16 . 0 7,1980 con C A SUBROUTINE TO ARRANOF 	;H: 	A,:.;AY 	. QAP3 429 
C01981 000 SUBROUTINE ARRNO(NKTy(ri) QAP3 430 
591980 (100 COMMON 	ICIIIC2.1C3.NFci1.vA.( . 71(1'FM2.LPCST.ITOT OAP3 431 
,Ilb Ont989 oon COMMON 	MSTER(04000).1:f:. 0 ( 9 ).KSNSW(60) OAP3 432 
Vq)990 oon COMMON KLPHO.KUPDT OAP3 433 
0•1,991 000 INTEGER 	F(20.20).L.,(20,701;11(400).DISTO(40),INTRI(400) UAF3 434 
• 0 	1994 000 INTEGER INTRJ(400) OAP3 435 
C 9 1993 000 INTEGER 	VISTI(400).V1V.J('•VAIUE(400).WORK.)(20) QAP3 436 
0 0 1994 oon EQUIVALENCE( 	MYER(9:H11 	;)1 OAr3 437 
■ 09199J oon EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTER(0 , :0!)t+:H,i)) OA1'3 438 
0 9 1990 000 EQUIVALENCE( MSTik(01;w:Thi)) 6)AP3 439 
00199/ 00n EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTFIW.1.0(111 QAP3 440 
c 0111'.;90 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTER(lt,01.:(11) QAP3 441 
(1:1 1999 000 EQUIVALENCE( ASTE)t(2001),INIHJ(11/ .OAP3 442 
0°200u oon C OAP3 443 
002001 000 EQUIVALENCE(IWORKI(0001)./15T1(0 0 1)) OAP3 444 
092004 000 EQUIVALENCE(IWORK110401 ► (0 0 1)) OAP3 445 
092003 000 IWORKI((701) ► ';iI  OA.'3 446 
la Or!P004 000 EQUIVALENCE(IWORK1(1 ,?60),(00 1)) QAP3 447 
012006 000 C QAP3 448 
0'. , 2000 000 IF(KONY.E0.1)KEEp=N OAP3 449 
092007 00n IF(KONY.E0.1)G0 TU 110 QAP3 450 
6 1 P006 oon NNN=NFCIL OAP3 451 
9 9 2009 oon IF(KEY.E0.1)NNN=NLOCT OA1'3 452 
092010 oon KEEP=0 QAP3 453 
092011 000 DO 100 	1=10\INN uAr3 454. 
092014 000 DO 100 Jr.l.NNN -0AP6 455 
n''20IJ oon KEEP=KEEP+1 QAP3 456 
T1 2014 000 IF(KEY.E0.1)VALUEIKEEV;rDiI,Ji OAP3 457 
002015 eon IF(KEY.E0.2)VALUE(KEF.P):Irii.J) OAP3 458 
012010 000 IF(KEY.E0.1.AND.VALUE(RECP1,rO.01VALUE(KEEP)=32767 OAP3 459 
002017 000 IF(KEY.E0.1.AN0.I.GT.J)VAL 1 F(KEE(')=32767 OAP3 460 
002010 000 VISTI1KEEP1=I ..QAP3 461 
002019 000 100•VISTJ(KEEP)=...1 QAP3 462 
00202u 000 GO TO 120 QAP3 463 
110 DO 115 I=1,N 
115 VALUE(I)=WORK31I) 







00 300 	I 171011 467 
JI=I+1 4C,3 
DO 	200 	J77-Lu1fN t 5, 469 
GO TO(130,150)0TY 
147 130 IF(VALUE(I).LE.VALUE(JWA TO 20 0 4 4 1 
GO TO 160 O3P3 472 
150 IMALUE11).GE.VALUE(J))1,0 TO 20n OAR3 473 
160 KEEP=VALUE(I) (.03 474 
VALUE(I)=VALUE(J) 0A.5 475 
VALUE(J)=KEEP C,!6'3 4Y6 
IF(KONY.E0.1)G0 TO 200 477  0'j'6 













200 CONTINUE iWu 
300 CONTINUE 
•C u:,5 438 
GO TO 	(300,310),KONY oi‘V3 489 
GO TO(320 ► 340) ► KEY 491 ui,P3 
320 DISTI(I)=VICTI(I) 492 
93  4 
GO TO 350 .uP.3 494 
340 	INTRI(I)=VISTI(I) imP3 495 
IN4RJ(I)=VISTJ(I) 4,)6 
3'40 CONTINUE 	. 0A;'.5 497 
GO TO 500 c0'3 493 
C OAY3 499 
300 DO 390 	I=IIN . 500 
390 WOTIK3(I)=VALUE(I) 501 
C 502 4, 
500 RETURN 5u3  Omi'3 
END 3A4'6 504 
0 
0 
0 1 2021 
02202e 










C) 	1.037 0'7038 
Or, 2039 
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00n QELTOSI TUMER-S*SINAN-OAP5.TIT;v0167213053112 
000 	SUC1ROUTINE TIMOUT 
000 CO!':MON 
000 	CO' ,1;40N MSTER(04000),I00) ■ 1 SN5W(60) 




000 2000 FWZMATII TINE'rF10.3. 1 F,FC") 
000 	RETURN 
000 END. 
oOn 	(DELTt5I TUMER-S*SINAN-OAP5.0TAINgfr 163704053112 
000 C 	A SUOROUTINE TO REAL) nt,rA 	THE ^UADRATIC AS' ;NMENT PROBLEM 	QAP3 752 
.UAP3 753 000 	C THIS VERSION IS INTOMED Foli THE NUGENT ET AL Ulik 









COMMON IC1rIC2r/c3rNFCILriluOcT ► N2rM2rOCSTriTuT 






* Oo2084 00n INTEGER 	P(20,20),0(20,20),FIX(20).WHFRE(20) QAP3 758 
01, 83 00n INTEGER WORK1(20r20) 
A'.:';- ua4 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	1'4 	TEi1(001):trt)) uAP3 7b0 
:':.'''POBb Onn EQUIVALENCE( 	MYEktn:;oi;!;p1)) uAP3 761 
20200o 0011 EQUIVALENCE( 	W,TEI)i. 	'!A1)) UAP3 762 
0 1 2081 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTER(3r00), 	FIX(1)) QAP3 763 
es 00208o oon EQUIVALENCE( 	IWORK(0001)1(1,1)) QAP3 764 
0112089 oon C QAP3 765 
CC2090 000 C READ THE NUVBER OF FACILITTE 	I THE NUMBER OF LOCATIONS r THE •FRACTTUTAP3 766 
s 002091 0011 C OF THE INTERVAL (ITUT-LBTO 	r 	YHE. NUMBER OF EI:4:.0 FACILITIES , AND 	OAP3 767 
002094 (ion C THE CONTINUATION PAkAMC'WR 003 768 
092093 060 READ(5,1)JOBrNECIL,NL0CTv1FRAC,NFIXOrMOPEFISTOPrITERM,LBOSTr/TOT 	ut. .P3 769 
* U2094 0011 C QAP3 770 
C' , 2095 0011 IFIITOT.E0.0)ITOT=3276700 	 OAP3 771 
072096 0011 DO 10 T=1,20 (i14 ) .5 	772 
Ilk 0 0 2091 00n DO 10 J=1,20 uAP3 773 
On098 00n F(IrJ)=0 OAP3 774 
002099 oon 10 	Dcit,r1=0 0AP3 775 
62106 oon C 
211:11 oon DO 20 •I=IrNECIL ( 	7 74 cn 
On2101 coon 'eo READ(5•2)(WORK1(I,J).J=1 , NrCTL) QAP3 778 
102103' 00n C QAP3 779 
CP2104 0011 D0 30 	I=1,NECIL UAP3 780 
on210)..) 000 Do 25 J=IrNFCIL GAP3 781 
00210o 0011 IF(IrEO.J)00 TO 25 003 782 
0•2107 0011 IF(IrGT.J)F(IeJ)='6OrKI(I;J) W.03 783 
G: glob 0011 IF(I.L.T.J)Dtr,,A=vioRluciJ, 0:•:3 784 
* P02109 0011 25 CONTINUE GAP3 7235 
07, 2110 Don so CONTINUE UAP3 786 
002111 00n C uAP3 767 
211 . oon DO 40 I=1,NECIL UAP3 788 
002113 0011 DO 40 J=1 ► NECIL u03 789 
O 0 2114 00n F(/rJ)=F(JrI) uAP3 790 
0112115 oon D(u ► 1)=D(r.J) OAP3 791 
0:?p116 0011 40 CONTINUE U6.P3 792 
00211't 00n C OAP3 793 
s 092116 000 DO' 50 	IzliNFCIL uAP3 794 
0 0 2119 0011 DO 45 J=IrNECIL G•P3 795 
0n212u 0011 IF(I.GT.J)F(IrJ)=0 UAP3 79b 
002121 000 45 CONTINUE QAP3 797 
0'12122 oon 50 CONTINUE OAP3 798 
(02123 oon C 003 799 
C12124 00n KSNSW(I)=1 003 800• 
(1 2126 oon• KSNSW(4)=I OAP3 801 
0D2126 00 11 .KSNSW(6)=1 OAP3 802 
0n2127 oon. .1<sNswto7)=1. QAP3 803 
on212b 000 KsNsvi(08)=1 	' QAP3 804 
002129 0011 C READ THE INDICES OF THE FACILITIES FIXED APRIOR1 &iP3 805 
00213u 0011 DO 70 I=IrNFIXO 003 806 
002131 0011 70 READ(5,1) 	FIX(I)rWHERE(I) 003 807 
0n2132 oon C QAP3 808 
002133 000. .NFIXD=1 . wAP3 809 

































CON;ION 	!ASTER( 	000 ) 	fl , !:!1 , 	r teSNSVI(6e 





non INTLCrR 	F(201, 20)/o(20,1,N":,0(400),nicjj1INTRI(4001 OAP4 4 
non INTLGLR 	INikJ( 1100),IC,r+..:00!.0c.;', f(20),:-.CLT0 	!i ■ oPTCST(20) QAP4 5 
00n Trai.„.,LR I I ON. 6 
V. tjOfl 
()On IrriLc ->ER 	IPA(2.0) 	-1( 	 1.i(100) 	• 





non LO6ICAL 	FCFLO(20),FLI.. 	 '.1;(40(1)rFL 	 ,BANa)(2o.20) uArir 9 
onn C t - 4. 10 
lion LOGICAL 	W0PK2(130u),Y. - WAi-4 IL 
0 0%0 
INTLOLR 	WoRK3(0120):1••0,1qorm6(on20) 12 
01',1154 C (Ai 4 13 
(10 0 C QP4 14 
000 EQUIVALENCE( 	rii r 	) u•*4 15 
000 COUIVALEHIE( ) (,d1,1 16 
-:• 	; 




Uori ECU]V1L,E:NrE ( 	 , 00P4 19 
000 roulVliNcE( '11) 20 
non Fa:IV:AI:110E( 	rrTf",,r:H 	; QAv4 21 
0 Con COUIVALENCE( .k;71) GAi'4 22 
4 000 EWIVALENCE( 





C 000 ta1vALENcE, .u1r4 25 
'  000 r.culvALENcEt 	;'• 	 : 	) OAP'! 26 
ion retlIVALENcEl 	HST17: .  8a4 27 
non rp ,;( 	;;-• 	) 	 ) QAP4 21.1 
fr'217u nOn . EQUI VALENCE 	 , . ) 29 
oon Coo' VALENcE( 	'tTI-k1 	, 	1 ) 	 ) ) (4r1 'AU 
; 3 	7 •4 000 EJKJIVALCricE f".1 	E( 	: 2 z : 	; 	? 1 ) ) (.'4 31 
(;) oon VOUI VALENCE ( 	OHTi 1) W,.;'q 32 











f3 .1 ;)171 00n 0AP4 36 
F2 	7b oon EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTEk(P , 101)pm . Y.7(1)) Uh; . 4 37 
r,r1?1,79 000 EQUIVALENCE( M,TEkI2H  LA:'4 3d 
.10u 00n C u:;r4 
000 C • 	READ THE KEYS SETTIN6'.; 	 PROOAM 4.1 
oon READ 	5t3) ocSrlSw( 	. t ; 	) (.4.4 41 
f:0 ;?18b 000 C READ THE KEY SETTINuS 	 lwBrD t:11 ,4 42 
Onn nEAD(5,3)(KSNSW(I),I, ■ :.: )14 43 
00 0 C 44 
Onn C READ THE PROBLEM DATA t30 '4 45 
eq218/ nor 10 CALL DTAIN(J0I)tIENAC,ft 7 YYL)flOOMORErITER0) 0014 go 
c!!;188 00n C Oi\•g 47 
0.2,169 00R C PRINT THE INITIAL Di.JA 	YI'SH oid- , 4 40 
0219u 000 IF(KENSW(01).E0.0)00 	(0 	1W 0'0'4 49 


















CR2192 000 DO 70 171,2 GAP4 51 
00219a 000 70 WRITE(6,2) OAP4 52 
n72194 000 WRITE(6,7) OAP4 53 
002195 000 WRITE(6/5) oAP4 54 
0Q2198 000 DO 80 I=1,NLOCT OhP4 55 
1102197 00Q 80 WRITEC6,01)(0/,J)DJ=1,HLOCT) OAP4 56 
VP19b 000 WRITE(6,8) OAP4 57 
9'1 2199 000 DO 90 	I=1FNFCIL oAP4 53 
CW.OU 00n • 90 	WRITE(6,01)(F(IFJ),J=IrWrCIL) O; P4 59 
0 1 2201 000 WRITE(6,7) oAP4 60 
002204 000 WRITE16,51)LRCSTrITOT OAP4 61 
002205 000 C INITIALIZE THE COST OAP4 62 
092204 000 110 	IC1:0 	 . oAP4 63 
002?.05 000 N2=NLOCT*NLOCT oAP4 64 . 
017206 oon H2=NFCIL*NFCIL oAP4 65 
0 0 2207 000 C UWLAG ALL THE LOCATIONS IMO THE FACILITIFS. oAP4 66 
012noo non DO 130 Iz1 ► NLOCT 67 
092209 oon 1a0 FLOGT(I)=.FALSE. WP4 68 
1 2210 000 DO 140 J=1 ► NFCIL u!.P4 b9 
(-'2.11 00n 140 FCFEO(J)=.FALSC. :)%74 70 
5;1 14 000 C CI:•4 71 











719,2 16 00n 150 RANW(I,J)=.FALSE. u... 75 
012?.17 000 C RANK THE DISTANCES IN AN A', CCN'IING ORDER L 44 76 
nn2416 000 CALL ARRNiN2,101 (,PP4 • 77 
002219 oon C PRINT THR MATRIX OF A(: , :iii . ',) 	DTTANCES OAP4 78 
012420 non IFIKSNSW(02).E0.0)G0 	To 	i.1 o:,11 4 79 
('12221 000 WRITE16421) Us P4 80 
012 ,!24 00 0 WRITEt6,01)(DISTI(I)FI=1fN• oP4 81 
002223 001 WRITE(6r07) oAP4 82 
002424 000 WRITEt6,011(DISTJ(I),I=1) OAP4 83 
CO2225 non c oAP4 84 
002226 000 C FLAG ALL THE DISTANCES u;•P4 85 . 
002227 000 2u0 Do 210 1=1,N2 OP4 86 
002228 000 210 FLGOS(I)=.FALSE. GA P4 87 
012229 000 C oAP4 88 
0 0 22:38 000 C RANK THE DNTERACTIONS TN A oi:S(:ENDTNG ORDER (AP4 89 
002231 non CALL ARRNG(12,2r2) oAP4 90 
002234 000 C PRINT THE INTERACTIONS IF YOU WISH oAP4 91 
00223.5 001 IFIK5N5W(03).E0.0)G0 TO 310 OAP4 92 
002234 000 WRITE(6 ► 22) OAP4 93 
002235 000 WRITE(6,01)(INTRT(I),I=1,M2) oAP4 94 
- 1 1 223u 000 wNITE(6,07) oAP4 95 
07737 non WR/TEl6r011(INTRJ(I),I=.1t•2) uAP4 96 
V;23(3 non C OAP4 97 
012239 00 0 C FLAGG ALL THE INTERACTIONS CiP4 98 
012248 000 310 Do 320 1=1,M2 G,Y4 99 
002241 000 320 FLGIN(I)=4FALSE. oAP4 100 
00 2244 000 . c INITIALIZE WORK7 Oi,P4 101 
.01224J non DO 325 I=1,120 oAP4 102 
002244 000 345 WORK7(I)=0 OAP4 10.3 
OT)Px'45 000 C INITIALIZE WORK8 OAP4 104 
0.32248 000 DO 330 	1=1,1300 OAP4 105 
00224/ 000 330 WORK8(I)=.FALSE. OAP4 106 
002248 000 DO 335 1=1.20 OAP4 107 
002249 00 0 3J5 CMCSTII):b kAAV4 lub 
002250 00n C QAP4 109 
n1;'251 000 C (1AP4 110 
0 0 : , 254 000 TIME=0 ui,P4 111 
99225) 000 LBTC=LPCST P4 112 
012254 00n IEVAL=n 113 
09225L) 000 IUDCS=0 JAP4 114 
00225u 00n KOMPL=0 uAP4 115 
002251 000 FRAC=IFRAC 0014 4 116 
0n2250 00n FRAC=0.01*FRAC OAP4 117 
002259 00n C ur,P4 116 
0 1 226u non C INITIALIZE COUNTERS u1,P4 119 
0 0 226i 000 KLBND=0 120 
0';2264 000 KUPDT=0 GAP4 121 
0o^26,) 000 VFATH=0 LAP4. 122 
1.1264 000 KTERM=0 
012265 onn 'C oAP4 123 
V226u 000 C uAP4 124 
Of, 1 : , 267 00 0 C 3AP4 125 
Of 1 2266 000 C A) 	MAKE THE FIXED AS57,I6LNrS FIRs7 uAP4 123 
A')2269 000 ITER=1 w:'4 127 
00227u 000 NFXID=NFIXD :;:,P4 128 
(Y. , r271 Onn LEVY=1 cf7'4 129 
'702274 oon Prcs -r(i)r-n uAP4 130 
(70 270 • owl IF(NFIXD.E0.1)G0 TO 4:- 5 HAP4 131 
0'12274 000 co 420 I=2rNFIXD 132 
002275 oon L2= 	FIX(I) ()P4 133 
0 1 2276 oon J=WHLRE(I) QAP4 134 
0 1 2277 con LI•VEL(L2)=999 oAP4 135 
0 ,,y27u 000 LOCAT(L2)=j QAP4 136 
002279 oon FcFLG(L2)=.TRUE. oAP4 137 
O'J228u 000 FLOGT( 	J)=.TRUE. OAP4 133 
0 0 2281 oon DO 400 JJ=1,NLOCT uAP4 139 
00228e 000 IF(JJ.E0.J)00 TO 400 uAP4 140 
0`'2200 000 0ANED(L2,JJ)=.TRUL. w.P4 141 
012204 Lion 400 CONTINUE 142 
0 1 2285 000 CO 405 JJ=1,NFCIL • 143 
00228u 000 IF(JJ.EG.L2)G0 TO 405 G\;-'4 144 
992201' 000 r!ANED(JJ,J)=.TRUE. cM 44 145 
012280 00n 405 CONTINUE uAP4 146 
002289 con CALL UPDATE(L2.J , 2) OAP4 147 
002290 oon IF(KSNSW(05),E0.1)•RITE(6.9)ITER(LEVY,L2FJ QAP4 146 
0 0 2291 oon DO 410 JET=2rNFIXD GAP4 149 
002294 oon IF(JET.E0.1)00 TO 410 QAP4 150 
0 1 2293 00n JJ=WHERE(JET) QAP4 151 
002294 000 LL=FIX(JET) UAP4 152 
0-92295 00n ISAV=F(L2,LL)  GAP4 153 
00229u 00n IF(F(LL,L2).GT.ISAV)ISAV=F(LL , L2) GAP4 154 
002291 oofi . 	IC1=IC1+(ISAV*D(J,JJ)) 4AP4 155 
002290 00n 410 CONTINUE OAP4 156 
012299 000 420 CONTINUE QAP4 157 
00230u 000 IC1=0.5*IC1 u,l,P4 158 
092301 00n IUBCS=IUBCS+/C1 UAP4 159 
002304 oon C (QAP4 160 . 
01230o 00n C CALCULATE A STARTING LOWER BOUND QAP4 161 
002304 000 CALL LWBND(0r0/0.1) QAP4 162 
002305 000 GO TO 426 QAP4 163 
vq2'408 00n _C OAP4 164 
002307 oOn 425 CALL LWBN0(0.0,0.0) (JAP4 165 
0!)2300 000 C QAP4 166 
(Y2309 00n 426 IF(L5TC.LT.L5CST)LDTCC:J oAP4 167 
n':'231u 000  IF(KSNSW(04).E0.1)WIOTCAo.17)L0 TC QAP4 166 
':i . •1 '2311 000 C OAP4 169 
f' - :)614 00 1  C 5/PROCEED TO OBTAIN A FIPST FrW,TnLE SOLUTION ALoNG THE RIGHTMOST 	OAP4 170 
n' ?31J 000 C BRANCH OR THE TREE 	 OAP4 171 
012514 00n L2=FIX(1) OAP4 172 
0'1 2315 oon O=WHERE(I) OAP4 173 
092310 000 LEVEL(L2)=I OAP4 174 
n.12017 oon FIXED(1)=L2 OhP4. 175 
V12310 000 LOCAT(L2)=j OAP4 176 
f.12319 000- LIXED(1)=J• OAP4 177 
`,1 0 ;) 32u 00n JET=0 oA1'4 178 
n02321 GOO IF(NFIXD.F0.1)00 TO 429 ciAP4 179 
424 00n DO 427 I=2,NPIXO oAP4 130 
0':2) 000 jj=v,HLRE(I) uAP4 181 
4:i ,1 22,4 oon LL= 	FIX(T) c.,( 182 
0. 1.L25 00 0 ISAV=F(L2,LL) cAP4 183 
0'.1 2J20 00n IF(ISAV.LT.F(LL,L2))1AV 	P(IL,L2) oAP4 134 
31?327 00 0 JET•:JET4-(ISAV ► D(J,JJ)) Ci1'4 185 
092326 oon 427 CONTINUE oP4 186 
O''29 00n 420 PTCST(1)=JET 0AP4 187 
09233u 00 0 CMCST(1)=JET+IC1 IDA:'4 138 
8331 oon IUHCS=IUDCS+JET ( A:'4 189 
0 1 233e 000 .ECLTY(1)=L2 u,,,i4 1rA 
0 9 2330 UOn EcFLGIL2)=.TRUE. uP4 191 
1.1;,..334 oon FLOGT(J)=.TRUE. 0AP4 192 
0',2335 000 LI=J OAL4 103 
0-,)330 OUR CALL UPDATE(L2FL1,2) 0'.:'4 194 
0 9 2337 00 0 C B) 	CHOOSE 	THE ELF:MNT 	1:!ITH H,1, 	' 1 -4 UA 	INTF:RACTIO 	“ITH THE ONE ASSIGNweL;'4 195 
092 -338 000 C AT THE PRECEEDING LLVLL 9;%;'4 198 
0".2 339 00n 400 LEVY=LEVY+1 OTW4 197 
O'' 	34u 000 IPASS(LEVY)=IPASS(LEVV)+I OhP4 148 
0•2641 000 ITC.R=ITER*1 0AP4 199 
092344 oon JET=FCLTY(LEVY-1) 0,',:- '4 200 
092340 oon ISAV=-32767 (.AiN 2U1 
002344 000 DO 460 	I=1.NFCIL. oilP4 202 
0 9 2545 oon IF(FCFLG(I))G0 TO 460 Gii 14- 203 
092540 000 1F(F(IFJET).LE.ISAV.D.TpT).LE.ISAV)GO 	T(j 	460 GAP4 204 
007347 000 ISA11=F(I,JET) ;)IAH4 205 
092540 000 IF(F(JET,I).GT.E(IrJET))75AV=F(Jr-T ► I) uAP4 206 
0 9 2349 000 KEEP=I OAP4 207 
00735u 000 400 CONTINUE oAP4 208 
CO235i oon 470 F0FLG(KEFP)=.TRUE. uAP4 209 
0° 0 54 00n LEVEL(KEEP)=LEVY 	 OAP4 2IU 
022350 000 C, C) ASSIGN THE ELEMENT. TO A LOCATION SO THAT TtIL COST OF SUCH AN ASSTOAP4 211 
002354 000 C ' 	IS MINIMAL .. 	OAP4 212 
022355 oon 510 1K/7.32767 3AP4 213 
092656 000 DO 530 J=1•NLOCT 6AP4 214 
002351 'oon IF(UANED(KEEP.J))60 TO 50 0AP4 215 
092358 000 IF(FLOGT(J))GO TO 530 OAP4 216 . 
022359 000 KAM=0 : 6AP4 217 
00236u oon DO 520 I=1.NECIL ,or, P4 218 
002361 000 IF(I.EO.KEEP)G0 TO 520 5AP4 219 
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C) 	002416 002419 
L=LOCAT(I) 
ISAVV=FtKEEP.I) A3'4 22 
IF(F(I.KETP).GT.F(KITHI)1I2AVV=7(II)(ETP) OAH4 223 
K.AN:XAM-1-(ISAVV*D(J,L)) 224 
50 CONFINHE Or ,1 225 
IrfKAM.GT.I1D1G0 	TO 
IWUKAM 2;-!7 
LOCAT(KEEP)=J ui ) 4 228 
530 CONTINUE 229 
IF(IWO.E0.32767)00 	TO 740 UAP4 230 
IF(KW;W(05).E0.1)WHE(icOTICR.LEVY.KETP.L01T(KE1.P),IWO 0204 231 
J7LOCAT(KrtV) 01 24 232 
FCLTY(LEVY)a1U) ol'4 233 
FLOCT(J)=.TRUE, (4 224 
I1 t ,ICS=1077,.c!!_4v,4) 2 2) 
FIXF,D(LVY)FP 
PTC'_J(LIVY).- :1Wn 2 ; 
CAUL UHDATEWrrP,J12) Jed") 
IFIK5N7,WIOLO.E0.0)6 	16) 239 
CMCST(LEVY)=IURCS 	• 0;•.iN 240 
LIXLD(LEVY)=J (;::''N 2%1 
C 
C 	CHECK WHETHER WE HAvE 	 IiQMINAL NC. 	HOT W.H1 
500 LEVX=LEVY+Nf,i.XD-1 
/F1 	LEVg.LT.NFCIL.OL , 	...):0,00 	TO 	1)72 21b 
TF:( 	LEVX.EO.•FCIL)U  UW4 24u 
C 	CHECK WH'c:THFR 	IT PAr; TJ C - '•H 1M TP" SARCH 	T;iiS BRANCH OP4 2f:7 
CALL LWLIND(LEVY.IT): , I) 
IF()_CC5T.LT.ITOT)GO YO c:4 2119 
KFA1HKFATH-1-1 50 
co TO 620 21 
565 LEVY=LEVY+1 
IPASSILEVY)=IPASS(LEVY)1 
CO TO 730 






IFAIUDCS.(;E.ITOT)60 	10 	6i) 4 
259 
ILVAL=IEVAL+1 
ICOST(IEVAL)=IUOCS GAP4 261 
FOUNDIIEVAL)=ITER 262 
DO 595 I=I,NFCIL 
2 1().  ILOCT(/EVAL,1)7LOCAT(I) 
595 CONTINUE 01,0/4 265 
600 	IF(K5NSW(n6).E0.0)00 	TO 	:".10 04'4 266 
WRITE(6.11)ITER tJAP4 267 
WRITE(6.12) 074 268 
no 605 I=1.LEVY ' uAP4 269 
61)5 	WRITE(6,14)IrFIXE0(I),LID(T),PTCSTII) , CMCST(1) (AAP4 270 
CALL TIMOUT 
c u/.P4 271 
C uAP4 272 
C 	REDUCE THE CURRENT LOWLR W)OND OAP4 273 
610. DIF=ITOT—LBTC UAP4 274 
KETOT=ITOT QAP4 275 
KELBC=LBTC ,UAP4 276 
f• 0 2420 oon IF(DIF.LE.ISTOP)KTER?'_10 0 













611 	IF(KSNSW(n8).E0.1)WRITC(( , :3' , )r -LnCtITOT,KETOT 
GAP4 279 
con C 21)1 
oon C F)STORE THE CONrIGMAT7()fl Cr W'7 CURRENT M•!-T 'If -MAT WE CAN RESTORFuAP4 2Z12 
C .)242/ oon C IT 	IF WE FAIL TO OBTAIN t, 	if::ft SOLUTION U, 	iHE CURRENT CEILINUi6'4 2(33 
V2426 oon DO 612 I=1.1300 OAP4 284 
002429 WORK2(I)=.FALSE. GAP+ 285 
00243U 000 IF(WORK8(I))WORK2(I)=.TPU. OAP4 286 
092431 oon 612 CONTINUE 	• OAP4 287 
0 1 2434 oon DO 615 I=1,120 OAV4 288 
(',243a oon 615 WORK3(I)=W0RK7(I) WAP4 289 
002434 oon 00 616 1=1,20 GAP4 290 
02743a non 616 WORK6(I)=CMCST(1) OAC4 291 
flp47y..) oon C 0A1'4 2q2 
f4:*)1 000 C *** BACKTRACK TO THE NlYt 	 THE TPCE OAP4 293 
:2 11L1 00n C A) 	FREE THE FACILITY AI Lf - Vrt W1'4 294 
1'01439 00n 620 DO 640 I=1.NFCIL 0(6 , 4 2 ,35 
C: 1 114u 00n IF(LEVEL(T).EO.LEVY)C•O 	1.0  GAP4 296 
te;44.1. 001) 64.0 CONTINUE uArit 297 
(14f1-4 00n C QAP4 296 
ry 1 P44.4 00n 650 FCFLG(I)=.FALSE. UAV - 4 299 
092494 00n DO 670 J=1.NLOOT 0/0'4 300 
.0 1 244u oon IF(J.EO.LOCAT(I))00 TO 6AU up,r4 301 
00249u 000 670 CONTINUE wAr4 302 
0.12447 con 660 FLOGT(J)=.FALSE. L,Ar4 303 
nr‘2446 oon IWD=—PTCST(LEVY) ko,P4 304 
r')7449 non IUPCS=IUBCS+IWO ()An/3 305 
0', 2950 oon RANLD(IeJ)=.TRUE. WAf-4 300 
092451 ono C W,P4 307 
nr, P454 non C OA:'4 30d 
0n2 45a 000 C A) 	UPDATE THE FLAFS OF Tflr. 	(j!:D''RED ARRAYS L'Y4 309 
C10',)454 oon CALL UPDATE(I,J,1) uAr4 310 
00245a oon C uAr'i 311 
0 1 2956 oon C C) 	CALCULATE A LB ON ALL 	1iT16S EXCLUDING THL. LAST OAP4 312 - 
0 1 2451 oon CALL LOBNO(LEVY,ITER.It,:) 0/4 . 4 313 
0:72.95u oon C WAIL4 314 
022459 00D C 0) CUECK WHETHER IT PAYS "in Prwr. THE SFARCH ALuNG THIS BRANCH 	OAP4 315 
CF;746t) 000 /F(LUCST.LT.ITOT )60 TO TY:1 0;,;'4 316 
Or:f:;!461 000 KFATH=KFATH+1 OAP4 317 
00246e 000 KEEP=I GAI - 4 318 
0:12463 oon GO TO 740. QAP4 319 
;02464 oon C OAP4 320 
130246:J 000 C RETRIEVE THE INDEX OF THE FAC/LITy AT THAT LEVEL OAP4 321 
(0246o 00n 730 KEEP=FIXED(LEVY) OAP4 322 
0',T467 000 ITER=ITER+1 OAP4 323 
02246o 000 GO TO 470 OAP4 324 
092469 oon C OAP4 325 
90297u con 740 DO 760- J=IeNLOCT 0AP4 326 
0 12971 000 760 BANED(KEEP.J)=.FALSE. OAP4 327 
092.477 000 FCFLG(KEEP)=.FALSL. LIAP4 328 
90247a oon LEVY=LEVY-1 OAP4 329 
002474 oon, ITER=ITER+1 WAN 330 • 
002476 oon IF(LEVY.NE.O.AND.ITER.LT.ITF PN)09 TO on OAP4 331 






C 1 2479 0011 
0 1 P48u 000 
(31 000 












1; 1 P49:., 00 11 
(,2494 	00 11  
I'Y7 ?495 000 
6)249u 	000 
(“:, 497 00n 
V)::2496 
,, 499 	(T1 
c:l .,)Ou 00 11 
50. 	0011 




■=00 	0011 oon 
002800 oon 




























DO 765 I=1.2 
7b5 WRITE(6,44)ITER 













C GAP4 339 
C 	SINCE NO BETTER SOLUTION 'i:; 	FnUNO . FLIP THE b6UNDS . RESTORE THE GAP4 340 
C 	' ARRAYS AND RETURN Tu 4,'t) GAP4 341 
775 IF(KSNSW(08).E0.1 7 LTr.ITOT GAP4 342 
I) (K5NSW(08).E0.1)00)ITrR OAP4 343- 
CALL 	TI14OIJT 
IP(KTERM.E0.100)0 0 	'10 	rr!ci 
LHTC=ITOT OMN 344 
KELFIC=LBTC GAP4 345 
IC1=KETOT 04, 4 346 
IUBCS=KETOT is 	P4 347 
ITOT=KETOT 0- P4 346 
DIF=ITOT—LRTC G:24 649 
IFCDIF.LT.ISTOP)GO 10 773 Gi'.P4 350 
DIF=FRAC*DIF 011P4 351 
GO TO 780 
778 	. 	IF(KSNSw4(18).E0.1)M:Yfrc 	.') 71mF OAP4 352 
IFIKTERM.F0.1)G0 	40 	'kit) 
KTERM=I 
ITOT=KETOT 
•GO TO 782 
C OLP4 354 
780 KETOT=ITOT OAP4 355 
ITOT=LDTC+DIF CiP4 356 
782 DO 785 1=1.1300 GitP4 357 
WORK8II)=.FALSE. GAP4 356 
IF(WORK21I)IWORK8(I)=.TRuE. GLP4 359 
785 CONTINUE  OAP4 360 
DO 790 	I=1.120 OAP4 361 
790 WORK7II)=W0RK3(I) GAP4 362 
DO 795 1=1.20 GAP4 363 
795 C;4CST(I)=WORK6(I) GAP4 364 
LEVY=NFCIL—NFIXD+1 GAP4 365 
0.'-J)4 366 
IF(KSNSw(08).E0.1)WRITE(6,30)Lwr('e/TOT GAP4 367 
GO TO 620 C;%P4 368 
C OAP4 369 
800 WRITE(6.16) GAP4 370 
810 KEEP=0 (JAP4 371 
FTHRIO=100.*FLOATWATH)/FLOAT(KLBND) OAP4 372 
DO 820 I=1.NFCIL OAP4 373 
LIXED(I)=I QAP4 374 
c 	820 KEEP=KEEP+IPASS(I) GAP4 375 	• 
WRITE(6.23) GAP4 376 
WRITE(6.24)NFCIL GAP4 377 
WRITE(6.26)NLOCT OAP4 378 
. WRITE(6.07) OAP4 379 
WRITE(6,47)NFIXD OAP4 380' 
WRITE(6.48) GAP4 381• 
•DO 825 I=1.NFIXD OAP4 382 
845 WRITE(6.49)I.FIX(I),WHERE(I) ,GAP4 383., 
('P2!.134 	000 	 WRITE(640P) 	 OAP4 384 
nop:>3t, oon DO 830 I=1,NFCIL 	 OAP4 385 II■ 
092536 	001 	830 WRITE(6,1)(F(Ir.1),J 71,NFCIL) 	 00P4 386 
0.'2'..137 00 0 WRITE(6,05) 	 0AP4 307 
(,: ,.::;.59 	000 	840 WRITE(6,1)(D(I#J),..1--i,N) 	
t(y4 i:.:;1.," ,4i. 33;31 
u C., 3u 001 DO 840 I=1FMLOCT 
PT:::.,40 oon WRITE(6,27)ITER 
3 C  r.).) 0 
16 	
ox,L, 41 	 91
fr.2642 000 
 000 WRITE(6,20)(IPASS(1)41=1 ;,;Y'C -11.) 
WRITE(6,2q)KEEP 	 • 004 392 
0
002!.) 44
C2543 	00 (1 WRITE16,31) 	 GIAP4 393 
WRITE(6,32)(LIXFO(I),ITArICTL) 	 OAP4 394 
(!0254b 	con 	 DO 850 I=IFIEVAL 	 ui,P4 395 
0225)40 000 850 WRITE(6,33)IFICW.0(1),0(Yli(TLOCT(T , L);L:=ItNECIL) 	 OP4 396 
002!:147 	000 	 WRITE(6,34)TIME 	 QAP4 397 





con 	 WRITE(6,43)KLDNO 
WRITE(6r44)KUPDT 
l'24 it  
G/4 ,14 399 C` ' 	 oon 	 WRITE(6107) 
L2P4 400 C":`'-:5u 001 WRITE 16,42_) 
002b53 	con 	 WRITE(6t07) 
01;, 554 000 WRITE(6,46)FTHRIO 	 OAP4 404 
OAP4 405 022555 	000 	C 
0/124 406 Ara 	C1=5t.) 001. C 
e2557 	000 	C 	CHECK WHETHFR THERE APE AH' t,!A , 'i: r"OALEMS TO `,OLVE 	 OkP4 407 
Ir;!'..., 5o oon ucmonninoo,l000,lo 	
= :(T4 0 1 2659 	001 	C 
("2560 oon 1000 STOP 	 31,P4 410 
C'1 2'661 000 	C 
tr.:Z  11 12 (; -,'t6e 	con 1 FORMAT(IOX,40I3), 
:;21-Jb..) 000 	2 FORMAT(10X,9(t*** OAP 4 --t) 	 v:',.'4 413 
(:.1 P564 	001 -3 FORMATI20X,20I3) 	 cAp4 414 
N2565. ' oon 	4 FORMAT(1H1tt 	DATA FOP P,:Cn;DlloI5/ 	 o5P4 415 
U2 6t.1 	000 * 	10Xtt 
10Xtt 	
Nw-.;:to ui= I'V'MITIFS = 1 ,13 	 L-P / O4 41b ::: . - 
002567 000 	* riti . .„;riz 0;7 1 cc:ArioNs 	:If I i:5//) OAP4 417 
032550 	000 5 FORMAT(10X0 N DISY.CE ri,Xt/) 	 uu;1.'4 418  
012569 000 
02267u oon 	•7 FORMAT(/) 	. 
6 FORMATt1H1) 
uOA:P: 420 4 1 91
OAJ) 4 
0125% 000 	9 FORMAT(20X,'AT ITLI;AYIH , ol•',/ LEVFLtoT3ot 	S-'1%C1LITYtoI30 	IS OAP4 422 
8 FORMATI/10XotINTEkACTIOM rh7F“X , /) PIPL:71 	000 
00257.) 	000 *LOCATEDI,I3ot 	wI'W :1.'1 t':.:(0.7.r-. IN COST iD.:!Ht#I5) 	 OAP4 423 
0 1 2574 001 	11 FORMAT(1Hn,5XORFSULTs (''lid" "UST RECENT 111BLE SOLUTION , FOUNW:P4 424 
002575 	. 000 *0 AT ITERATIONI,I6/) 	 OAP4 425 
012576 ono 	12 FORMAT(20WLEVEL 	FAt- ILITY 	LOCATION 	PJCST 	CMCST'/) 	OAP4 426 
v. 	012577 	oon 14 FORMAT(22X•I2r10X,I2, 51T4r4X,I6) OAP4 427 
092578 000 	16 FORMAT(10X0END OF Cf', LCINnf) 	 OAP4 428 
012579 	000 17 FORMAT(/10XOSTARTIN LA' P (. )UNn ON THE TOT ,L COST= 1 .15/) 	 OAP4 429 
a n 1 258U . 000 	21 FORMATflOX0 ARRAY (V A ■ :- , •rn nISTANCES 1:yi_l_ovS 1 /1 	
WAP4 430 
,' 	. 002531 	000 22 FORMAT(IOW 	 Lr 	!. ARRAY 	A ',, ,.,- --,f, TNYFRACTION LOLLOWSI) OAP4 431  
0/2582 oon 	23 FORMAT(1H1r/ SUMMARY 0,- CO — OTATIONAL EXi'L.14(2E. WITH PROaLEMV) OA24 432 
All, 	01258:J 	001 24FORMAT(iOXONWIDER Or Fi'.CILITIrTs = 1 ,15) 	 OAP4 433 
11 12584 000 	kb FORMAT(10X,INUMBER 0i7 Lt7,-;i (, :lS =to/5) OAP4 434 
002535 	000. 27 FORMAT(/1OWNUMER OF IATIONS = 1 ,0) 	 OAP4 435 
03253b non 28 FORMAT(/10XONUMPLR OF N7) AT VARIOUS LEVLLS 1 ,20I4) 	 GAP4 436 
002507 	000 	29 FORMAT(/10XOTOTAL ru:•Li! 00 Nenrs =t,/R) 	 OAP4 437  
• 002580 oon 31 FORMAT1/50XOLOCATION5 OF iHr FArILITIES 1 ) OAP4 438 
002589 	• 000 	32.FORMAT( 10X,INUM r .COST t ,t FO(JNn ATtt2)020I3/) 	 OAP4 439 





















































oon 	34 FORMAT(//lOWTOTAL CCU 	7-". 7 10.21' !:',11(7;0') 	 OAP4 441 
OAP4 442 000 C 
009 	66 FORMAT1/10X0AS A P1'AJ1.1 . Or 'W .I. ,: NEWLY F01!flo ! , OLUrION P WE HAVE P OAP4 443 
LAILST L(1' IS,' 	 ' — ',15 , t onn 
000 	37 FOIVAT(/10),Wli 
	
HO , r 	 f.:c4 	 If AS OIF=Ip 	1(4( 1 1 
00(1 (11>4 446 ItIPE20.8) 	 u • 
00n 	48 FORMAT1/15)(PITUE 	 7010 UPILI; 	4 	 1 ,217) 	 u,P4 447 
oon, 39 
*
FORMAT(/10X.ISINCI: H.;; 	 VV.%c '• 	;:fWa:Nt.16// + f t UA/4 448 
' oon 	 I!), I 	I wTt.L 	 C()M 	 to,.fl4 449 i t Hfluo) 
Onn 41 FORMAT(02)03(' FOht ■ ii 	 **1. At.: TER le 180 ITENu...C4 450 
000 	 *ATIONS') 	 :,P4 451 
00n C 	 6: , P4 452 
oi.P!) 453 Ot70 	42 • F0i7MAT (10Y, '1- 1101P) 6 H 	! OP CUN':OHT n 	/ ) 
00 9 43 1-,- OFz1,,AT(1.0X ■ , !.,u01•01:!1' H 	Ii - . 	WV; 	; iImi--.5 1 ) 







GOn 	47 FOC,MATC/10XONUMIL6 	 L14["Ellr'7rtrI,t 	;!.;:12,AN7ED AS FOLLOWS 	613 
Gt:. "4 459 00n *I) 
• •i-'4 460 . ono 	 FO'IRVAT (10x (NUM ./ • 	' • t,t 	.21 	• .H, 'AT 1...()CA'r 
461 non 49 FORMAT(10X,12,g)(11 6:,P 40.- 
000 	C 	 0.-j-. 4 462 
00(1 61 FONMATI1OWSTAPTIct, .( • .; 	 , in/ • (r, '1 463 
(.A ■14 464 00 9 	 lOWSTART1N'..; 
000 82 FORMATC/10XONO. 	 u'.P4 465 
:7P>1.466 00 0 	C 
00n 99 FORMAT(2)Wiff 	 )0 	Itt;t!' 	 ITOTz/pI5) 	v,o7 
000 	C 	 -)14 468 
00n END 	 C:tr4 469 
00n 	urLT,si TUMER—S*SINA11—(›t. ' 
oon C 	A S'iLtOUTINE TO Ak: 	 (111>4 470tri;H 
(4P4 471 00n 	 f:;tKII:OUTIW7 	 .) 
G ■ 1•. 4 472 CO;NON 00(1 
00(1 	 C6=08 HSTLF:(04). 	 u;!;' , 1 473 
ColMON KLOW.),KU;'Cl CC(1 474 
ff01 INTEGER F. (20t 20) ?1,'!:'t.), 	 . 	400) 	 G,W4 475 
(.!..'P4 00n 	 1NTLGER IHTPJ(400) 	 476 
0) onn II4TLGER VTSTI(40012 .!-1n),'1 1 U1:(':01) , 4205 	 6,4 477 
00 9 	 FOUIVALENCE( 	 u'r4 478 
' 00n EOU1VALENCE( 6 P4 479  
.t. -oon 	 EQUIVALENCE( MS'ho.( 	 ':(1)) 	 C 11 480  
: oon EQUiVALEWE( )>iTr7 . . 	( 1) ) s :7P4 471 
()o(1 	 EcalivAtiNcEc 	 •tt 	t:;. • 	( 1) ) 	 • 	 C'P4 432 
'413 3 00 9 EQUIVALENCE( 	 U MSTrk( itHj1()) • 	
L 00 9 C 	 U4n 4 1 1 3 
Don 	EOUIVALENCE(IWORKI( , FWI( 99 1)) 	 (.)! ■ 1'0 485 
00 0 EOUIVALENCE(IWOkKlci i001)) t.J.P4 406 
000 	 EQUIVALEN(7E(IWORK1 -11, , W HI: (0(11)) • f.;-37 
00 9 EGUIVALENCE(I803K1(1)031091)) 	 • 	 (•,4)4 486  
001 	C 	 cAP4 489 
000 IF(KONY.E0.1)KEEP:zN 	 QAP4 490 
oon 	 IF(KONY.E0.1)00 TO 110 	 OAP4 491 
000 NNN=NFCIL 	 • 	 0.\P4 492 
00(1 	 IFIKEY.E0.1)NNN=NLOCT 	• 	 07P4 493 
000 • 	 KEEP=0 	 OAP4 494 
000 DO 100 I=IFNNN 	 • 	 0;03 4 495  






0 1 :65u 
wil. 
,:,:',4 



















C:':54 00 0 100 VISTJ(KEER)=J uhP4•503 
On265u 00n GO TO 120 OAP4 504 
0`'+2056 000 110 	DO 	115 	I=1 ,N 	• U04 505 
002657 oon 115 VALUE(I)=WORKS(I) 01P4 506 
V02656 eon 120 N1:N-1 004 507 
012059 00 0 DO 300 	I=1.N1 004 508 
A 0 2060 000 j1=I+1 004 509 
052661 oon DO 200 0.7J1tN UAP4 510 
012662 oon GO TO(130.150),KTY (104 511 
n02.663 oon 130 	IF(VALUE(I).LE.VALUC(J1)io 	Tn. 200 OAP4 512 
0':, 2fJ64 000 GO TO 160 (,)A4 	513 
0 ,?Pt. 65 000 150 	IF(VALUE(I).GE.VALULO '1( 	no 024 514 
(.';'060 00n 160 KCEP=VALUE(I) 0:.P4 	515 
002667 00n VALUE(I)=VALUE(J) oA;'4 	516 
01;1 866 000 VALUE(J)=KEEP 	• wAP4 517 
002669 oon IF(KONY.E0.1)G0 TO 200 004 518 
002670 oon C cv,P4 519 
002671 000 KEEP=VISTI(I) 0: , :)4 	520 
002672 000 VISTI(I)=VISTI(J) (11.; ) 4 	521 
012673 000 VISTI(J)=KEEP (i24 522 
r') 7b74 000 C (."_ii 	523 
f.'2675 000 KEEP=VISTJ(I) uL:'4 	524 
E.IY2670 000 VISTJ(I)=VISTJ(J) 0/4 525 
(J7,2671 oon VISTJ(J)=KEEP o:"4 	526 
0A208 000 200 CONTINUE 0).!?4 	527 
002679 000 300 CONTINUE 0::'4 	528 
052688 000 C W.A 529 
002601 000 GO TO 	(310.310)..K0NY 0AP4 530 
rt 0 P604 (ion 310 DO 350 	I=1.N 0A4 531 
(v1p68:o 000 GO TO(320.340).KEY UA:'4. 	532 
012684 000 320 DISTI(I)=VISTI(I) LAP4 533 
0,n2085 000 DISTJ(I)=VISTJ(I) OAP4 534 
002680 000 GO TO 350 t.AP4 535 
002631 000 340 	INTRI(I)=VISTI(I) 0;k74 536 
002606 000 INTRJ(I)=VISTJ(I) 0A1'4 537 
002689 000 3b0 CONTINUE 0IA24 538 
002696 00n GO TO 500 (JA'4 539 
052691 000 C QAP4 540 
002692 001 380 Do 390 I=1.N (Af'4 	541 
002693 000 390 WORK3(.1)=VALUE(T) QAP4 542 
1r2694 000 C OAP4 543 
0'1 2695 000 500 RETURN OAP4 544 
0•p696 000 ' 	END 004 545 
0D2u97 000 QELT,SI 	TUMER-S*SINAN-OAPfl.uPtr, TE. ► .234317153012 
002690 oon SUBROUTINE MPDATE(I.J.1) 004 546 
Ont99 oon COMMON 	IC1.IC2.IC3./4cT0(77.101 .M2.L0CST.ITOT OAP4 547 
002700 000 COMMON MSTER(04000),IUOld:(2000).wSNSW(60) QAP4 548. 
012701 00n COMMON KLRNO.KUPDT OA('4 549. 
002702 001 INTEGER DISTI(400).DISTJi400),INTRI(400),IN;RJ(400) OAP4 550• , 
01270.5 000 LOGICAL FCFLG(20).FLOOTI2U).FLGOS(400).FLGIN(400) OAP4 551 
002704 00n C QAP4 552 
0 
.r.Y.I270s 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	WJET(n) , H ,-;TI(1)) • olIP4 553 
4) 002700 00n EoUIVALEN(EI 	t.r;Tik(1.i; 
. ;, -, L(1)) (.T4 554 
00270i 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	MTUR11 	. ;H 	LI;• 1 (1)) 0AP4 555 
i F2;' 7 00 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	11',Iii“: :h;i t , 	N 	Ji I) ) oW4 55U 
!9 270V nun C) . C o',4 557 
0 9 271u 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	Mc;117k1 9 1:6M.)) (:„.fl 556 
092711 00n EQUIVALENCE( 	WT,T'JT 	-H.;• 	T(1)) L,iil'4 559 
4) ('271 00n . 	EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTER(:'. 9 t)I- Lo())) • o,r4 560 
o1271::, 000  EQUIVALENCE( 	MSitr(1,1,;;: LWIN(1)) 6L4 561 
092714 oon C 6P4 52 
192716 00n C 	UPDATE THE COUNT1N? VOR 	Oc;" NUMriER (IF CALLS O14 5N3 
; r1 271u Onn - . KUPDT=KUPDT1. 1 oAP4 564 
n1;, 717 000 C o'14 565 
4) 07+2710 000 C L.r 566 
00n C t*NOTATION7, . 	40"1. 5(7 
120 (r 9 C 	I 	FACILITY (;.,:-'4 566 
4) 3.272i onn C J LOCATION  
W)2724 000 C 	KEY:: 1 	...0Ts- ENGA6(4A Q4 570 
U.P72 00n C KEY= 2 	...ENGACEMr_NT - 	86P4 571 
4) 0 . )2/24 000 C 	• (INFLAG/FLAG 	TUC. 	0;4)1r 	1 	r, ; - 1,.0i.L5 	MD 	INTFPAIIs 	ACCOR0IN6 TO LAS U.2 572 
C1 2725 00n C OISENGACRHENT/A67.,IGH'. , (.:,Th 573 
092720 00n C 	A) 	LOCATION J HA!-, CL,N 	v:. 	, .:0/Ac,STGN[0 k; 	,04 574 
4) 6 -7 272i Our DO 280 	IK=1,N2 o".P4 575 0yi2126 000 Il.=0I5TI(IK) w.•P4 576 
(i ,1 272 ,) • 000 JJ:.:DISTJ(IK) oP4. 577 
0 00n GO TO(210,240),KEY 
N..1 , 4 578 
00;'.!731 onn 210 	Ir(J.E0.II.AND..NoT, 7:.010 	TO 	c:)".3 w,P4 579 
000 I1i.hO.JJ.AND..NLñ. 	TO 	c-!il 0i%P4 530 




CO TO 280 





000 GO TO 280 u ,W4 563 
4) 9'12136 0 9 213/ 
000 
uon 
240 	IF(J.E0.II.OR.J.EQ.JJ)00 - 10 	260 



























oo 012744 II=INTRI(J) (::J'4 592 









102/47 00 0 310 	IF ( I .E0. I T .ANO. .MOLF - CV!.C.(JJ) )+70 	TO 	320 o3P4 595 
4) !77'2740 (1 ,!27 149 
000 
000 
IF(I.EO.JJ.AND..NOT.FCFLIMCO TO 320 











GO TO 380 





0'4 ,2750 000 GO TO 380 6AP4 601 









002756 00n J=JK uAP4 604 















CTLTISI TUMER—S*SINAN-0ArqueF , 235121093012 
C 	A SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE TOE LOWEP TIOUND Al ANY NOjE OAP4 608 
4Y';')7 •'14 000 .SUBROUTINF LWONO(LrV,( 	Li.-V117) GAP4 609 
10 0^'761 oon COMMON 	ICI r IC2.IC6rN 	(j1 	:,.:: 0(:" I , N 1 tM2rL11CST , ITGF OAP4 610 
0 0 2764 oon COMMON 	MSTER-(04000)rzoi,;."'. ,":0),VSNSW(60) GAP4 611 
r.-.,:.>7iit, 000 COMMON KLPNOrKUPPT 
Ee), % 'Th27"A, oon INTLCER 	F(20,0),1„( 	 ;:( --, 0),LEVEL() 
rr, '!737 000 INTLCER 	WOIZM(NI,:T)• -1(K3(20)ri::. 	(?0),JFIGEX(20) 
r1 ::Y7 , ', 6 Onn INT';'_GER 	DIST/(000)•f . 	 'N/(400) r i HJU) 
• n1; , 759 000 LOGICAL 	FCFLG(20),FL•: , ., 	 '(20r20) GAP4 61t, 
00prly (ion LOGICAL FLO05(400),W 	:.,A GAP4 617 
092771 oon C QAP4 618 
C2774 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	MMT4((00) ■ :(1r1)) QAP4 619 
01277J Don EQUIVALENCE( 	Mc1,1(4(11Hlmo(Iri)) GAP4 620 
002774 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	W,f(kw i l l),, 11 Jim' GAP4 621 
•gb 012775 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	mlicimIJ ,, r,L.;(1)) OAP4 622 
002770 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	W;14 1((i 	i 	• (1)) GAP4 623 
n 1 2777 oon EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTIkl i(1)) GAP4 624 
C .)?776 don C UAr4 625 
:"7:-'2779• 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTPW'' 	 ' (11) 0Ar4 62 
(1; , 73u UOfl EQUIVALENCE( 	 is t (i)) WAP4 627 
44 0:7781 oon EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTEk(2: 	) ,;1)) GAP4 628 
t.0 278r; 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTEkt,'' , i , :.):1 ( 1 ) ) GAF4 629 
t",. 1 778, 000 C GAP4 630 
(.: , V/8 43 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	MITI« :.•.' •!:, i f : 	. 	I ) ) • QAP4 631 
c 1 ?:/13t, oon EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTEl< ( :'s!., . 	 t 1 ) owl+ 632 
0:1 27116 001 EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTEK(Ylui) : 	(1,1)) QAP4 633 
As 1712781 oon C GAP4 634 
0:2736 con EQUIVALENCE( 	IWORK(1::30) 	!...(0n1)) GAP4 635 
0 0 2759 0AP4 63o 
02279u COIN GAL4 637 
0 1 2/91 000 C 	UPDATE THE COUNTER FOR Mr 	°F CALLS Clid'4 	633 
e'.'279 ,-. 000 •KLE3ND=KLOND+1 4 6Z9 
riq279a oon C GP4 640 
0'.12794 oon IF (KsNsw (21) .E0.1.AN71..! :)"RITE(60M1 GAP4 641 
0°2795 000 IF(KSNSW(21).E0.1rAN0,0: 	,1)"RITE(6,19T;..:;FLEVY GAP4 642 
0:1 2796 oon IF(KSNSW(21).E0.1.AW).1101 0 .RITE(6s21)1ITLEVY 6A14 543 









onpdOu oon IF(KSNSW(22).EQ.1)WRITV(62)IC1 GAP4 647 
032801 oon c 648 
(r2802 000 C 	CALCULATE THE IC2 MATRIX 
01280:d 000 • 200.IROW=0 GAV4 650 
Of17304 000 IC2=0 QAP4 651 
0°2806 con IF(MOVE.NE.0)G0 TO 270 GAP4 652 
cop000 000 IROW=NECIL GAP4 653 
902807 000 GO TO 580 QAP4 654 
0°2800 000 270 DO 400 1=1INFCIL GAP4 655 
C*2609. oon IF(FCFLG(/))G0 TO 400 GAP4 656 
n., ?alu 000 IROW=IR0W+1 QAP4 657 
0 1 2311 000 WORK2(IROW)=32767 UAI'4 658 
0•PJ11 4 00 0 ICOLT-- 0 	• 	, QAP4 659 
02(11..) 000 , 	DO 350 J=IrNLOCT GAP4 660 
e02814 000 • IF(FLOGT(J))G0 TO 350 GAP4 661 
0 0 2816 000 ICOL=ICOL+1 QAP4 662 
012516 oon IF(.NOT.BANED(IrJ))G0 TO 230 QAP4 663 
002817 000 KEEP=32767 GAP4 664 
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4 6 746 
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1_,T4 6 . 0o 
• P0 C97 
C. J0 609 
u-PL) 70U 
ff=fs 7/g 1P. 
70.5 
• 70:O 
O' P4 709 
Cj: 34 710  711 
(.::',24 712 
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00 0 	280 KEEPn0 	• ' 
000 00 330 K=1INFCTL 
oon 	 IF(.NOT.FCFLCAK))( , 6 
onn L7LOCAT(K) 
00n 	 IAV-4:(IrK) 




000 	3.)0 CONTINUE 
oon 340 WORKI(IROW•ICOL):77VVTP 
oon 	 IFAKEEP.V.W01 -T2(11)y, To 3!7,0 
Oon w00w2(100 14)zarl , 
000 	350 CONTINUE 
ono rC2:;;IC2.+WORK2II0OW) 
00n 	400 CONTINUE 
00n C 
00n 	C 	WRITE THE 1(2 MATRIL 
00n IC:WSIV;W(23).P).01(0 1 - 1! 
00 0 
00n 	 00 •30 I=1,WCIL 
oon IF(FCFLG(I)1G0 TO 43c; 
000 	 KLI:PzKEEP+1 
00 0 YHDEXIKEEP)=I . 
000 	4.)0 CONTINUE 
oon W:LP=0 
000 	 DO 050 J=1rNLOCT 
Onn I6(FLOGT(J))60 TO 
000 
00n 	 JHin'.X(KEEP)=J 
oon 450 C9HTINUE 
Onn 	 WHITE16,23) 
()on W;ZITE(6,11)(JN1lXIOle:i. 	) 
00n 	• DO 460 I=1,1308 
oon 460 1- tITE't 6 	 ) 	It #%.1 ) ( J=1 ICOL. ) 
oon 	 - W ■ ZITEIr1,7) 
000 C 	CALCULATE THE HODIF./ED 	.1 	HD OET COLUH.i:  
onn 	460 DO 500 J=1#1cOL 
00n 1,1060(J1=32767 
00n 	 DO 490 1=1,I008 
00 
 
1:Oi:K1 	 C l rj • 
oon 	 IF(WORKIAT.,11.Gro:40 TO 490 
0011 WOM3(J)=WORK1(1.0) 
oon 	490 CONTINUE 
00n 500 CONTINUE 
000 	C 
00n C 	PRINT COLUMN MINIMA 
00n 	 IVAKSNSW(23).E0.0)(. , 0 
oon K1TE(6,11)(WORt;3kj) „ ;: 
oon C 
000 	C 	IN CASE ICOL.GT,IRO, , T- 	 IRON CC_U; , HS AFTER RANKING 
000 5.)0 IF(ICOL.E0.1ROW)00 
00n 	 CALL ARRN0(1COLD111) 
00n 	540 DO 550 J=IFIROW 
000 	55n IC2=IC2+WORK3(J) 
00n C 
00n 	C 	WRITE ROE VALUES OF 	'r '.')U 2T24 
000 IFCKSNSW(24).E0.1) 411 c2 
oon 	C 
V2876 









092076 000 580 	IC•-70 UAP4 725 
C^2079 000 IF(IROW.E0.1)00 To 7n0 OAP4 726 
fr268u 000 IF(KSNSW(26).E0.1)Wi;r1 ) uAP4 727 
tr2!131 00n KEEP-0 OPP4 728 
,..,)oC34. 00n K=1 uA: , 4 729 
0026P53 00n IROW2r4ROW*(IROW-1)/2 0AP4 730 
092884 oon DO 650 	I=1 ,N2 Q. 731 
OnP6a5 000 IF(FLODS(I))00 TO 6SD OAP4 732 
002L'•30 000 DO 620 J=KrM2 OAP4 733 
On2887 Oon IF(ELOTN(u))00 TO W, 0 LAIN 734 
002c1nb 000 KEEP=KEEP+1 	. 8AP4 735 
002889 oon II=OISTI(I) QAP4 736 
002390 oon IJ=OISTJ(I) OAP4 737 
012891 oon JI=INTRI(J) 4AP4 738 
% 77)L194 000 JJ-=INTPJ(J) u,Pti 739 
. 	•:.i93 000 KAmnD(Iivij)*F(Jir3Ai UJ . - 740 
-:::..L,, 0" . )4 oon Ic:3=IC3iKAm 	. . uH'i 741 
0Q28 .)5 oon IF(KSNSW(26).E0.1)WRIiEr" , Q1?1K 7.Fn•IItiJrJI,JJID(/1,IJ).F(JI.JJ) OAPq 742 
1.?.., 3)6 00n *(KAM (AP3 743 
r.)92891 oon GO TO 630 oA4 744 
0'-)8(46 	• 000 640 CONTINUE oAi'4 745 
0 0 2699 000 650 	IF(KEEP.E0./ROW2)G0 TO 7C! 6,P4 746 
. 0'12900 000 K=J-1-1 u,AP4 747 
17??.901 oon 650 CONTINUE 	• OAP4 743 
r'7, ?904 00n DO 660 	.1=1,10 OAP4 749 
C' !?90.5 oon 6b0 WRITE(6,98)KEEPrIROW,IPO OW4 750 
Cr!:=904 000 STOP 13AP4 751 
0 1 2905 00n C oAi , 4 752 
0', 2900 000 700 	IF(KSNSW(27).E0.1)WRY 	,l'ilIC3 uYi,; 753 
O'"' 	̀30"! eon IF(MOVE.NE.0)00 TO 	7;20 ii,P4 754 
U2906 000 KEEP=IC1+IC2+IC3 OArqi 755 
0"tp909 oon IF(KEEP.GT.LBCST)LBCST=K2 O4P4 756 
0 1 2910 pon WRITE(6,27)KEEP.LUCST OAP4 757 
0n2911 oon GO TO 750 uP,P4 758 
002914 000 720 LBCST=IC1+IC2+IC3 	- 	' OAP4 759 
00291.) oon 750 	IF(KSNSW(28).E0.1)W4ITI'."01PC:T OA;•4 760 
022914 000 IF(KSNSW(29)40.1)MClic'IOIC1IC2FIC3 ,17 0A;-- 4 761 
(.:2915 oon C oAP4 762 
0^291u oon C OAP4 763 
0:Y917 oon 1 	FORMAT(10)(.20I5) OAP4 764 
0 1.'2916 00 0 ' 7 FORMAT(/) QAP4 765 
002919 000 11 FORMAT(15X,2015/) QAP4 766 
02920 oon 12 FORMAT(.12X,I2•6X,I2,2::?12,5Y0 2 ,1X,I20(7)(r14)) OAP4 767 
0)2921 000 14 	FOPMAT(90X0VALUE OF C5 	l'-'il'./.) OAP4 768 
F. .0q?922 oon 16 FUFNAT(90XOLOWER 	fi, 7.':".//) 8AP4 769 
C -'2923 oon 17 FORMAT(/.50)(0C1= 1 ,15 , 15r5X0C3=',15 , 10XOLDCST= 1 ,17) OAP4 770 
0924 oon 18 FORMAT (1H00 	prso 	i , 	C ,'!,CUIATIONS FOk 1.6 AT THE START') OA•4 771 
00292 oon 19 FORMATIIHOO 	. RESUL(!.> F:q (:ALCOLATIONS FUR LA, AT ITER 	I ► IJII. OAP4 772 
(112'126 000 *LEVELviI30 ON A FOrnr, :V  j") OAP4 773 
0 1 2927 oon 21 FORMAT(1H00 	RESULT 	i ,"i 	cLCULATIONS FOR Lb AT ITER 	1 .13. ,1 OAP4 774 
00792b 000 *LEVELfrI3o'ON 	A 	LiACC, 	t' ,.:. v A ) OAP4 775 
077929 Oon 22 FORMAT(90X0VALUE IF Ci ::',/) OAP4 776 
0 1 2936 00P 23 FORMAT(10X0MATRIX FCA: C;kl_C'iL•II"G'C2 FOLLOWS'/) •QAP4 777 
002931 Don 24.FoRMAT(90X0VALUE OF C2 =(,IW) "OAP4 778 







* 	- 	10)(0 INDEX 	rli(w,i'i0 	LITER 	HET, 	..):,1". 	INTER 	VAILAP4 
,PuE!) wAP4 
47 FoRmATt/Inx, , cncuLAftm ' CAINC, L8='., T5, 1 . 	 TAKE LUCST= 7 , 	0bP4 





00 11 98. 	17 0MAT(02`,..20(1HA).:.:( 	" 	TN 	LWRND 	"----=') 	KLLP=Iir13,/ 	iR01.44 714 
.fr-2938 009 * 4 1(31' 	IROW2= 1 ,IL)•  
0 1 2939 000 RETURN 0:-'4 766 
0n294u oon END OAP4 787 
002v41 000 @FLT.ST TUMER^S*STNAN-0AP4,rAXt.OWM9053012 
002944 009 . 	. FUNCTION MAx(K,L) OAP: 788 
092943 oo(1 MAX=K UAP4 789 
V1 2944 -pon IF1L,GT.K)MAX=L Cli:4 790 
o 00 9 RETURN 0AP!1 791 
12.09 LND 0;.: 1 1 792 
ENT` 1 4 600 GELltf:, I 	TUMFP—;4SINAN-0  
00n C A 	!TNOUTINr 	TO 	WL,'d 	, •-• 	' 	r'llArriC. 	- :._.NI 'RORLEM 	0' 1?4 793 
00 9 C THI'z 	VU'ZSIOM 	IS 	INILJ't: MII(.A7 Mt 	1 	I 	o' ui.c'ii 714 
onn SUPkOUTINF 	OTAIN10'.:' 	. 	' ' 	'' - ; , 7ISIth-r• .,' :.."'q 795 
0 1 951 009 CO: '!1ON 	IC.1 	r IC2, l'7,:: 	H 	,, 	Li , 	• 	, 	,': 'ir..4:-L , c, 	., 	; 	il•.; ■ (4 79u 
ei;''254 000 CM.ION 	msTERtnnono,i . 	: 	:,-1,v:)- Ns(r., ,,) i'JAP4 797 
8011 CO!-A.7 H KLPNDOWPD4 0,:-'4 718 
.', 009 ,, INTIGLR. 	F(0,20). 	,.. 	': 	:'/V'OIFYNT.PC' 	
. oR.-'4 Ty) 
00 11  INTL8E.R wORi.(t.0!.,; iAAP4 800 
OUn EOUIVALENCE( 	r.I'i m 1 HI 801 
tiOn EOU1VALENCE( 	MSrFRO 1 ',: 	; 	—'0) ,JY4 802 
ecr...950 90 9 EC!.'IVALE('(E ( 	M!;Tri: 	' 	; .1) (.: , '4 803 
099 E0 1 1/M_ENCEI 	MSliA“ , r? 	;.:)) (4 304 
Crn60 009 EC.UIJLENCE( 	IWO ..'. 	'(1.1.)) LA--'4 805 
fl7Y61 009 C o:, P4 805 
00 9 C - 	READ 	THE 	NIP'OER 	OF 	1--,", ,HL -i' 	: 	N !'' 	NN 	, -;,..9 	L ' 	.,1- nNS • TriE FPACTT4 8u7 
oon C OF 	IF,;.: 	INTERVAL 	(ITOY-L.,. 4 	'1:::' 	"U1,1i; 	f:* 	; 0 	1;1L • AND 	(.:1 608 
oon C INF CONTINUATION PAW'.‘, ,:t, eiP4 809 
0 ,1 2Tob 0(1(1 READ(5.1),1000FCIL;hiCiNIXDIRr:, 11 )PoITERM.LfiCST.IT0T 	0:.:"5 810 
000 C 0::'4 811 
. vt"31 00(1 IF(ITOT.E0.0)ITOT=5Loi 	 (HI 812 
oon DO 10 	I=1.20 0! 	'0 813 
oon DO 10 J=1.20 (;'. 	''g 814 
(7)7u oon F(I.J)=0 ;4 , ,' 41 815 
000 10 	D(I,J)=0 816 
000 C u.L4 617 
00 9 DO 20 I=1,NFCIL illi 610 
C.2$74 000 20 READ15.2)(WORK1(1,J)41,CYL) O.', 	qt 819 
U;)075 000 C C,...4 820 
U2970 00n DO 30 I=1INFCIL uf=. 4 621 
o , 2 ,)71 0011 00 25 J=ItNECIL U114 822 
Z' n ;) 97t) oo(1 IFEI.E0.4)G0 TO 25 u14'4 823 
1.2979 000 IF(I.GT.4)F(IFJ)=W011(4.J) OPP4 824 
9 1 2 9 30 0011. IFfI.LT.J)D(I,J)=AONK1(10J)• ,JiJni 825 
0)2931 oon 25 CONTINUE uAR4 828 
092984 009 30 CONTINUE [.1-4 827 
0 9 2.33 000 c ur,14 828 
0r.!2934 000 DO 40 I=1,NFCIL t.,Iii74 329 
092985 000 DO 40 J=loNFCIL OAP4 830 
9'j2968 000 F(I,J)=F(J.I) QA('4 831 
092907 000 DWI, I )=D( IsJ) . 	UAP4 832 
012908 non 40 CONTINUE 
















































0 1 2990 
002991 




DO 50 	I=1,NECIL 





On999a 00n 45 CONTINUE 
012904 00n 50 CONTINUE ffIl 
eo2 ,) 9:., oon C w.P4 
C'. 1 2')96 oon xsN5W(1)=n iirj'4 
U299/ 000 842  K5NSW(4)=1 k U T4 
C,' 72`39c) 000 KSNSW(6)=1 OAP4 
002999 000 KSN5W(07).7.1 (A14 
003000 000 KSNSW(00)=1 UAP4 
0 0 3001 000 C 	READ THE INnIcrs or THE VACILITIFS FIXED APRIORI GAP4 
0930U 00n IFJNFIXD.E0.0)(0 	10 	00 0!1;11+0!1; 
U300.) 000 DO 70 I=1,NFIXO OiT4 
09:',004 00R 70 	READ15 ► 1) 	FIX(Iltwiwkrri) GAP4 
01300b 00n C LAP4 
fr3006 000 851  80 RETURN (4, .4 :' 
(213007 000 C QAP4 
095006 00n C QAP4 
0'1 3009 000 C uAP4 
99301u oon 1 FORMAT(20X.12I5) CIAP4 
0°3011 .000 2 FORMATI10X,35I2) uAP4 
C't3U14 00 0 
00301.) 00n END 
0 9 3014 000 GELTt5I TUMER—S*STNAN—OAP4.1IOT,1.20"1745060512 
0(i.lb 000 SUBROUTINE TIMOUT 
On3016 000 COMMON ICIfIC2rIC3,W;cTLenrItrin,M2eLFICSTFITor 
0•3017 000 COMMON MSTER(04000),I uf!0),vSNSW(60) 
Ilb CA016 00n COMMON KLBND ► KUPOT 
05019 000 K=ITIME(I,J) 
(H3020 000 T=I/5000. 
11110 03021 000 • 	WRITE(6 ► 2000)T 
01302'e OUR 2000 FORMAT(' 	TIME'fF10.30 	!:,i C*) 
Cin302.) oon RETURN 
fib 003024 000 END 
r1302b Olin OELT,SI TUMER—S*SINAN-(7AP7 ,13nr,A3053112 
01:,02.0 00n COMMON 	IC1FIC2FIC4,k: , , 	'i"i , tt''IXD,LBCr,TrITUT QAP7 
Aft 0 0 3027 000 2  COMMON MSTER(06200)$pc , L': 1 1),1(5NSW(60) (4P7 
0 1 3026 000 COMMON 	KLOND•KHADY rl, 	i-', r 	C 0>
. 
OAP7 
00302V 000 INTEGER*2 	F(40040)rUffi!, ,., 0,"V', TY(40,4( , )•D1(40,40),/NTRI(40.40)UAP7 
003030 000 INTEGERx42 	INTVL(40, 1 1L...1.L(0),LOCAT(40)/FCLTY(40),PTCST(40) . 	QAP7 
0 113031 000 INTEGER*2 FIXED(40).0i ,40),CMCST(401, 	1-IX(40),wHERE(407 GAP7 
0:1 3032 000 INTEGER*2 	IPASS(40)11;:.0Si:loo)tiLOCTt100,40)poUNO(100) WEPT 
01303.) oon ,INTEGER*2 JBAS(400W),LrL000) O/.P7 
013034 oon LOGICAL*1 FCFLG(40),1 , LGG140/eFL(05(40,40),FLUIN(40,40) 11AP7 
013035 00n LOGICAL*1 BANED(40,40) QAP7 
013036 OUR 11  OAP7 
0 0 3037 oon LOGICAL*1 WORK2(1220),W0Fx0(1.?20) OAP7 
013036 Oon INTEGER*2 wORK3(0120)0(0040),WORK7(0120) QAP7 
003039 000 C QAP7 
013040 00n EQUIVALENCE(•MSTER(0001)pF(1,1)) UAP7 
093041 000 EQUIVALENCEA MSTER(OjAQ1.0(101)) QAP7 
C^3U41 000 C OAP7 
013043 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTFR(1(,01)ti)ISTI(1)) UAP7 
003044 000 19  EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTER(2 4 01) , TV(1)) uAP7 
003045 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTER(5201).01IPI(1)) OAP7 
01 000 21  EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTER(4001,vINTVL(1)) • QAP7 
	
PM(147 	000 	 EQUIVALENCE( N 	k, / . •, 	0( 1 ) ) 
no:104v 	000 
000 
EQUIVALENCE( NWk.(' , '. !. :-, 
EQUIVALENCE( MIA 1,(• - ,H  003046 
1(11) 
. 0.305u 000 	 EQUIVALENCE( N!.:,11(cH • '' 	n:H1) 
00 0 EQUIVALENCE( N',1!1. 	:, , :i1) 
t.1 54 	00) 	 EC:UIVAU:NCL( Ni', ■ H;,,' , H ',. ' .(11) 
(P",.3055 oon EQUIVALENCE( W7-11 -.  
0N3054 	oon 	EQUIVALENCE ( NWkiY HL:'i ' , (- (11) 
0)3055 000 EQUIVALENCE( M:)1 Fk '• ''. 	'-!:, . '(3 P 1) 
09305u 	00n 	 EQUIVALENCE ( NWN(',' ..L:i• .N(1,11) 
0 (13057 000 EOUIVALENcE( ri ,J; k(  I.' 1 ,' 	:( , 1) ) 
0 1 305b 	von 	t,:ouivALcuci, c MTh I; i , 	, ,1) .. ,, 	c .1.) ) 
on -qi.59 oon EcuIVALEwE( wFI((f , i:i. , 	t•i-, ■ ()) 
BC306u 	oon 	, ^
V5u61 000 ECUIVALENCE( (1c):( t -,*, 	, 	1) ) 
tJ ..:3(16.-: 	00 0 	 EQUIVALENCE( tir_;''  
000 C 
n... -A.'64 	oon EcuivALENcEc iworkicl 	, H . C'r1), 
oon 	EQUIVALENCE( I ViOit, 	0 	; 0, .", ; 1.1) ) 
013066 	oon C 
00:1067 000 	C 
U.13060 	000 C 	READ THE KEYS SETTINU - 	CH:7  WI 7 1 PROGRAM 
0 0 3069 owl READ(5,3) (KSNSW( I) t 1:' 
Cq3U7u 	00 0 . 	C 	READ THE KEY SETTING!':, •o , : 	',2°TrIME LI4W02 
9'-'071 00n • 	READ(5,3)(KSNSW(I): 0) 
CU7e 	000 	C 
f1 ,1507.) onn C 	REAU THE PROBLEM DATA 
000 	10 CALL DTAIM(J013,IrhAii:.;.,M7OTERm) 
owl C 
ro:o7u 	oon 	C. 	PRINT THE INITIAL )AI - . 	 1';11 
(1i077 00 0 IHKSNsiC Oil .1:0.o)c. r0 
0Vr.:J078 	oon WRITE(6,4)JOD,WCIL,L!.cji - 
• 00n 	 Do 70 1=1,2 
•003080 	000 70 WRITE(6,21 
0 	
023081  0011 WRITE(6,51 
DO BO I=1,NLOCT oon  
cin3o3 	oon 	dO WRITE(61, 01)(0(I,J).J:21tML0T , 
1105034 oon WRITE(60) 
0,,OBa 	oon 	00 90 I=1,NFCIL 






CC)3009 	000 	C INITIALIZE THE COST 
0 	
101090 000 110 IC1;0 
09:, U91 	owl 	 IF(NFIX0.00.1)00 TO 125 
0 1 :',094 000 DO. 120 I=1,10 
0 	
009. 	(JO') 10 1e) WRITE(6,9B)NFIXD 
n93094 GO TO 900 	• . 
) 
0o3o9...) oon 	C 	UNFLAG ALL THE LOCATIONS ACID THE FACILITIES 
0 	00!,096 
	00n 1e5 DO 130 I=1.NLOCT 
003097 oon 130 FLOGTI/)=.FALSE. 
90!:098 	oon 	 DO 140 J=1,NFCIL 
0 , 
	00:)09v 000 140 FCFLG(J)=.FALSE. 
09310u 	000 	C 
no31oi oon 00 150 I=1,NFC/L 
0 	0131o4 	oon 	 IPASS(I)=0 







6; , '7 	24 
0,• N7 	25 
'7 26 
0;- -P -7 	27 
23 
UI r7 29 
P7 30 
cli,N7 













N -7 	43 
u/,P7 	4 14 






ui.,1 , 7 	51 
I '7 	52 
, 7 53 
6:.N7 54 
























































OnI1u 0(1n Do 330 1=1,1220 cop7 85 
00n 330 WORK81I)=.FALSE. GAP7 86 
000 • DO 335 	1=1,40 GAP7 87 
011.3 000 335 CMCSTIfl=0 	. u, , P7 88 
CO;i114 oon C 0AP7 89 
013115 oon C 1AP7 90 
00110 000 C uAP7 91 
000 C uP7 92 
CO3110 ono TIME=0 o!W7 95 
3 3119 00 0 IEVAL=0 cA?7 94 
.11) C'7!12u oon IU3CS=0 	. G.P7 95 
r1$121 non KomPL=0 	. uAP7 96 
000 FAC=IFRAC- uAP7 97 
, * 00:“23 oon FRAC=0.01*FRAC L.P7 98 
013124 000 C 0A97 99 
0 ,1:1125 00 0 C INITIALIZE SUBROUTIkE Col'.'. 	APO FATHGMIN'. -y Cc}..I.JCR CAP7 100 
0")3125 000 KLBND=0 0P7 101 
ol:A1.2/ 000 KHADY=0 oAP7 102 
fln2o 00 0 K'7ARY=0 o,'7 103 
C 1 3129 000 . KFATH=0 •:, P7 104 
r_!:.;13u 000 .NECTP=0 (,Lj , 7 105 
0 1.'313i 000 C u:7 106 
60313i4 000 C CALCULATE STARTING 1P -1 1 Ano t:•R BOMBS uAP7 107 
V313.) oon CALL LW3ND2(0,0.0,0#;) u.T7 108 
V5134 (ion L3TC=L13CST (, - 4, 7 109 
(133 j  000 IF(KSNSW(04).E0.1)1-$171C.ITOT o:.P7 110 
t':1 7i13u 000 C C.; MJ? 111 
0 1 313Y oon C PROCEED TO OBTAIN A SOLUTION ALONG THE RIOHTfluST BRANCH OF A TREE w.P7 11 2 
.w • 00313o 000 ITER=1 0;4'7 113 
0A3139 oon LEVY=1 (•P7 114 
000 L2= 	FIX(1) (7 115 
411 033141 oon j:::WHERE11) C:P7 116 
0'1 4. 3_44 000 LEVEL(L2)=LEVY CAP7 117 
0'1'1,43 000 LOCAT(L2)=J (,:gJ7 118 
1', 7!144 00 0  FCFLG(L2)=.TRUE. OAP7 119 
0 1 314J 00 0 FLOGT( 	J)=.TRUE.. GAP7 120 
(Y)314u 000 IF(KSNSW(05).EQ.11WFIWAG,9)LILP,LEVY/L2J 03P7 121 
093147 000 PTCST(1)=0 (AP7 122 
0‘.1 314o 000 CMCST(1)=0 GAP7 123 
6•:, 3149 000 C. UAP7 124 
O'-.3156 OM J=FIX11) UAP7 125 
C13151 OOP FCLTYC1)=U UAP7 126 
• ( 1 31. 54 00 0 . LEVEL(J)=1 u.J.P7 127 
0:1 315J oon FIXED(1)=J 	. 	• .c4AP7 128 
V93154 000 LIXED(1)=YHERE(1) - 	. 	..CAP7 129 
r$13155 000 C B) CHOOSE THE ELEMENT .‘,;ITH oM.t.TMOki INTERACTIONS wITH THE ONE ASSIGNF(AP7 130 
li.r.1 315u oon C • AT THE PRECEDIl1G LEVEL CAP7 131 
013157 00n 430 LEVY=LEVY+1 UAP7 132 
00315o 000 IPASSILEVY)=IPASS(LEVY) 4 1 GAP7 133 
0 0 3159 000 /TER=ITER+1 UAP7 134 






































tV23 1 81 
0'3164 
112184 








O 2 3196 






C 1 '3204 










































































. OA ISAV=-32707 	 P7 13b  
o:T7 157 
i , .P7 168 
00 460 I=1.NECIr 
r). 	:•.!. 
i.. .; , 7 139 
T(ECFLG(I )60 10 
0 IiT(F(IrJ.FT).LE.ISAV 	'., 	4;:. 




u ./ 141 Fe.::.1 -2P;:i 
(.1'7 142 CONTINUE . 
470 FCFLG(KCFP)=.1RUF. 
l LEV1ARECr1=LEvY 	 i' '4 1 i oo 
C) ASSIGN THE LLEMLNT . 0 ,,, LOCATION SO THAf i„L 0.01J OF SUCH AN ASSTi,A7 145 
IS MINIMAL 0A ■ '7 146 
(T7 150 
KAMO 
G;',: 510 TWO=5 	 '/ 147 2767 
DO .):50 0 -2 1r(1L.0Cr 
(Z,Tiri 1 r) IF(UANED(KI: L.Hrd1)6o 	0 
Ir(FLOGT(J))00 To .': ■ ! 
L. .H7 1!,1 
DO 1;20 I7Ip(11'Cl 1.. P;f2
vi 1.56 l7.0LO.KFH)0 To ;•, 
1C( .rIOT.FCFL5( I) I LO 	ti) 	 a .1' -i 154 
L=LOCAT(I) 	 (.v+1 155 
ISAVV=P(KCEPrI) 	 oP7 156 
K:.KAM+CISAVV):.D(orL1) 	 (..Pi 157 
50 CONTINUE 	 (Y.07 158 
IF(KAM.GT.IWD)G0 TO S .:A 	 o.,P7 159 
P7 160 ::', iw0KAm 
ff"7-  1, 
LOCAT(KEEP)=J 
530 CON1 INUF 
IF(IWD 	 1- 	:' , H .E0.32167)00 ) ) 	 GAP/ 163  
C‘ IF(KSNSW(1.15),F0.1)v,m;! . 	!y.Tic.PrLEVYrF.- ' 1••••(:,'.1(V.EEP),IWD 	 P7 164  
o!, J;;A_OCATIK! - LP) 	 P7 165 
FCLTY i LEVY )T.7-FEP 	
' 	 7 FLOGT(J)=.TrWEr (4, 1.2  
U,J'i L')8 TU11C5::TUCICS-1-1WO 
oRP7 169 FlaO(LEVYEr:P 
PcST(LEVY)=IWD 	
CU'l 1; 01 CCSTILEVY)=IUGCS 
LIXED(LEVY)7J 	 OAP7 172 
OAP7 173 
UI,P1 174 ' - nmyr.1AL 1, 1(q.: 	!1 NOT CHECK WHETHER WE HAVE 
580 /F( LEVY.I.T.NECIL.A110 	 :.1:.0.10G0 TO 11,o (A H7 175 
u)±/7 176 
UAP 
IF( LEVY,FG.NrCIL)O 	10 Hrh, 
cHEcK WHETHER IT PAY5 To c':.:;YU! THF SEARCH 1::i.. 	THIS BRANCH• 	 7 177 
oi; CALL Lwi3N122(LEVY. l'H -:.•: , 1'...."!), r ; 1 ) 	 Pi 178 
uAP7 179 IF(LBOST.LT,ITOTIGO TO 505 
•KFATHKFATH-1-1 	 6:AP7 18U 
CO TO 620 	 UAP7 131 
, 585 LEVY=LEVY+1 0;P7 182  
IPASS(LEVY):IPASSILEVY)41 	 OAP7 183 
GO TO 730 	 UAP7 184 
El NOW WE HAVE A COMPLFTr SOLUTION • PRINT IT IF YOU WISH 	 UAP7 185 
590 KoMPL=1 	 oaq 166 
IC1=IU WIP7 187 . 
OAP7 188 ir(luOcS.(E.ITOT)6o TO 6;.'0 
. 	ITOT=IUBOS 	 w',07 1(19 
IEVAL=IEVAL+1 	 uAP7 190  
• ' ICOST(IEVAL)=IURCS 	 O,;P7 191  
oAP7 192 FOUND(IEVAL):ITER 
02'2;176 












on)226 oon 595 CONTINUE GAP7 195 
01:5221 oon 600 IF(KSNW06).E0.0)60 TO f■ 2 0 04P7 196 
0 1 3224 oon WRITE(6p11)ITER UAP7 197 
1 1 '!226 00n WRITE(6,12) (2°,P7 198 
V17%224 00n DO 605 I=1/LEVY (2P7 199 
01::i226 oon 605 	WRITE(6,14)I,FIXED(I)rLTYLO(T).PICST(I) , C1t(1) GAP7 200 
013226 oon CALL TIMOUT 
013221 oon . C GAP7 201 
00::.v226 oon C REDUCE THE CURRENT UPPiAt floOND GAP7 202 
OD:',22LJ 000 610 DIF=ITOI-LUTC GAP7 203 
01236 00n KETOT=ITOT G;P7 204 
01 3231 000 KELDC=LBTC U I' 7 205 
or1:1234 oon IFf0IF.LE.p,J0Noo 40 6MD7 206 
013236 00 0 DIEz(FRAC*DIF) 207 





IF(KENSw(00).E0.1)WJ1 	7/1C-.1.. nCPTTOTtri 	 04'7 
STORE THE TREE CoNVI , 	A 	1 Hr CUralEN; SO THAT WE CAN 	.)7 
209 
210 
11:s231 00n C RETRIEVE 	IT 	IF WE FAIL TO f.bIAIN A BETTER ¶,A,A,AIIION UNDER THE CURRENT" ,P7 211 
0 1 230 00n C CEILING uAP7 212 
D'3239 000 DO 612 1=1,1220 OAP7 213 
01324u 00n WORK2(I)=.FALSE. OAP7 214 
013241 00n IF(WORK8(I))WORK2(I)=.T1'"c:. GAP7 215 
91324e 000 612 CONTINUE UP,P7 216 
0 , 324.3 von 00 615 I=1,120 w),P7 217 
Don 615 WORK3tI)=WORK7(I) uiiP7 218 
on7,240' 000 DO 616 I=1,40 oMJ7 219 
03248 oon 616 W0RK6(I)=CmcST(I) (4AP7 220 
01:1247 000 CALL TIMOUT 
C'V240 00 0 C or1 7 221 
003249 000 C *** BACKTRACK TO THE ft.XT L:v:L. OP. THE TREE u;t7 222 
On251, 00n C A) 	FREE THE FACILITY AT THAI 	LYVi'L oP7 223 
01 251 oon 640 DO 640 I=1,NFCIL uAP7 224 
0' 1 3252 000 IF(LEVEL(I).EU.LEVY)O0 TO 8;50 G:,P7 225 
00:)25J 000 640 CONTINUE 04P7 228 
00:3254 0011 C LIAP7 227 
003256 ono 650 FCFLG(T)=.FALSE. C!,P7 228 
01:1256 oon DO 670 J=1,NLOCT OM-1 7 229 
00325/ 00n IF(J.EO.LOCAT(I))60 	TO 	tjt0 OAP?' 230 
003250 00n 670 CONTINUE uAP7 231 
013259 00n 680 FLOOT(J)=.FALSE. uAP7 232 
00326v 000 IWD=-PTCST(LEVY) GAP7 233 
0113261 0011 IUBC5=IUBC5-1-IWD GAP7 234 
01326 -4 0011 BANED(I,J)=.TRUE. OAP7 235 
00326i 00n C uAP7 236 
003264 • oon .0 uAP7 237 
113265 00n C LAP7 238 
013266 0011 C C) 	CALCULATE A LB ON ALL f;OLuTrOtis EXCLUDING Ti 	LAST w\P7 239 
00326/ oon CALL 4WBNO2(LEVYIITERFI'4 , f2,) D/, 7 7 240 
003266 • 0011 C GAP7 241 
0?3269 oon C D) CUECK WHETHER IT PAYS TO REi;UVE THE SEA' CH ALONG THIS BRANCH 	UAP7 242 
00'3270 ono IF(LBCST.LT.ITOT )60 TO 7.A 	 DAP7 243 
013271 OOP •KFATH=KFATH+1 04P7 244 
013274 00n KEER=I DAP7 245 
0 0 327j . 	0011 GO TO 740 GAP7 246 











( .i7 256 
0/,P7 257 







• '7 270 
L:P7 271 
• f'7 272 
• 273 
k,) -/ 274 
• 1 275 
o1 , 4 , 7 27b 
oi,P7 277 
000 	C 	RETRIEVE THE INDEX OF THC l'ACILITY AT THAT LEVCL 
000 7i0 KEEP=FIXED(LEVY) 
oon 	 ITER=ITER+1 
000 GO TO 470 
000 	C 
000 740 no 760 J=1.NLOCT 
000 	760 BANED(KEEP.J)=.FALSr. 














IF(LEVY.H17,0 6 AM,I1 	'.j7 	o 	TO 




DO 	765 	Xi ,2 
705 W 	ITE(6.41)ITR 
GO TO 810 
C 	SINCE NO BETTER SOLUT:r , H 	 FLIP Tft: 	• 	kESTUtiE THE 
C AizFAYS AND FETUkN To 
000 775 IF C KSNSW( 	.E0. 1 	 '2 , Tr'etTOT 
000 (.1CSNSW ( nt.'s) .E0.1 ) 
00n CALL. TINOUT 
00n LF1TC=ITOT 
000 KFL:.;C=LBTr 
00 0 IC1.4=KETOT 
01 00n TICS=KETOT 
00n ITOT=KEYOT 
00n DIF=ITOT—L0TC 
y J4 (100 IF4DIF.LT.ISTOP)C0 
000 OIF=FRACh,DIF 
000 GO TO 730 
oon 778 IF(KSNSW(00).E0.1)WPITi0iF 
000 	 00 TO (300 
con C 
000 	'NO KETOT=ITOT 
00 0 ITOT=LHTC+DIF 
000 	00 785 1=1.1220 
Oon WoW.0(T)=.FALV.. 
oon 	/FtWORK2IIHWORKSCI 
oun 7ö5 CONTINUE 
600 	DO 790 I=1,120 
00o 790 WOPK7(I)=WWK3(/) 
000 	DO 795 I1'40 
000 795 CMCST(I)=WORK6(I) 
00o 	LEVY=NECIL 
oOn C 
000 	IF(KSNSW(08).E0.1)W0riFf 6 r3O)LP,TrrITOT 




oon auo WRITE(6,16) 
000 	810 KEEP=0 
00n FTHRI0=10n.0*FLOAT(KFATH)/FLOAT(KLEIND) 





!0 .7.1 5.3276 






0' '7 278 
• 279 






• 7 2E3 
• 'i 21.17 
























0' 1 3;1 38 
C'1 33- 19 
C11334u 
07344 




























C 1 3374 
0 0 337J 
03374 











0 0 3U34 
003337 
013380 
000 	820 KEEP=KEEP+IPASSID 	 OAP7 303 
000 WR1TE(8.23/ 	 OAP7 304 
(Jon 	WRITE(6,24)NFCI4 
CX7 ow' wRITE(6,26)NLoci 
oun 	 WRITEI6,07) 	 OAP7 307 
000 WRITE(6.47)NFIXD 	 uAP7 308 
f"7  3 0119.) 
WRITE(6,48) 000 
 DO 825 1=1.NFIXD 
pun 	85 WRITE(6.49)1.FIX(I).vMLW - 0) 	 ur.77 311 
'000 WR/TE16.00). 
tfr'17 1!i 000 	DO 830 I=1.NFCIL 
000 860 WRITE(6.1)(FCI.,..0,J 7 1 	r 	 OAP7 314 
000 	WRITE(6,05) • 	 1.1AP7 315 
OOP DO 840 I=1.NLOCT 	 uAP7 316 
eon 	840 WRITE(6.1)10(1,J),,V 	 oAP7 3171 
6 1. eon WRITE(6.P7)IltH 	 17 318  
coo 	 1.11 ,2 1 TE t(7, , 	) ( I PASA I ) r 	i 1/47%) 	 319 
000 WRITE(6.2 0 )KEEP 	 8PP7 320 
000 	WRITE(6.31) 	 (JA27 321  
000 WRIfE(6,32)(LIXED(I),U 	 0A -/ 322 - , 1eLC ( %) 
000 	DO 850 I'74.1EVAL 	 (AP7 323 
OAP7 324 oon 850 WRITE(6.33)I.ICOST(I).FOui.0(1.).(TLOCT(T.L).Lz1.NECIL) 
000 	WRITEt6;34)TIME 	 ORP7 325 
000 WRITE(6,07) 	 oAP7 326  
..;') oon 	WRITE(6142) oi7 327  
can WR/TE(6.43)KLBNO 	 328 
000 	WR1TE(6.44)NECTP O!,P7 329 
oon WRITE(6.52)KHADY 	 o6P7 330 
000 	 WRITE(6,53)KGARY 0'',27 331  
c.) con WRITE(6,46)FTHRIO 	 P7 332  
000 	WRITEI6.06, 	 01.*1 333 
000 C 	 . 	 ' 7334 
000 	C 0L '7 335 
000 C 	CHECK WHETHERTHERE 	ArY 	pPoBLEms TO SOLvL 	 8AP7 33o 
000 	900 IF(r4ORE)1000.1000.10 	 Of,27 337 
000 C 	 ta.;'7 338 
u 000 	1000 STOP 	 ! , 27 339  
oP 000 C • 	 7 340 
oon 	1 FORMAT(10)04013) 	 Wu7 341 
000 2 FORMATil0X.90*** OAP 7 . 	 o;%P7 342 
00 0 	3 FORNAT(20X.20I3) 	 tn;'7 343 
000 4 FORMATC1H1. 1 	DATA 	ICJ * -- "trIS/ 	 oAP7 344 
con 	 10y, ' ITTEs tir ■ ;F 7 3r6 000 10X.v 
00n 	5 FORMAT(10X.' 	 oAP7 347 
000 6 FORNAT(1H1) OAP7 348 
000 	7 FORMAT(/) 	
:;Yr1:://) 
oAP7 349 
000 8 FCMAT(/10X0INTERACTI6'' .A!IX'/) 	 pri'7 350 
000 	9 FORMAT(20X.'AT ITL1AU ,:J1 1 ;iO 4 LEVEL'Fiii iACILITY 1 ,130 	TS . 	351 
000 *LOCATEDI.I3, 0 	61TH ci,f;:'.:r7.Af:. 7 IN COST L,'.. 	 . 01.17 352 • 
000 	11 FORMAT(1H0,5X.IRESULT:, or wr ocT RECENT 	 SOLUTION 	FOUNui.17 353 
000 *0 AT ITEPATION 1 .16/) 	 (7 354 
oon 	12 FORMAT(20XOLEVEL ri\OLCi•Y 	LOCATION 	PILST 	CMCST'/) 	0AP7 355 
000 14 FORMAT(22Y,I2,10X,I20,';",i4,4X05) . OAP7 350 
GJ 000 	16 FORMAT(10X.IEND OF C!',..CLit. 1 ) 	 AP7 357 
000 17 FORMATtI1OWSTARTI3 	fMr) ON THE T(TL COST=T.I5/ 	0AP7 354 
OAP7 359 000 	 10XOSTARTING UPPLR 000Nn ON THE TOTAL OOST=I.I5I) 
0 	0.1;31 
O 
!:V 1 . 1.39u 
0 	;7.,0:496 




















0 13 43 u 










0' , 344u 
0;:+344i 






























































21 FORMAT ( 10X, 	A1.P,`1" 	 nIS 	 :60i 
. '7 7461 . 	1_6 W' ) 42 FORMAT(10X,' 
1- Ci3•IA7 (1H I 	 WITH PROULEM , ./) 	J62 
it!!!'-•! 	• 
• : 
J; I:''1/ .307 
! 
. 	 • 	"'LIDO 4;:.1 	IJM fi/InXr 'Nth 	f. 
4.9 ( /10X? 'TOTAL 
31 FORMAT ( /!-.inXr LOCil 	 f ACIL,Frif 	 ,.7h1 , 1 368 
0) 32 FORMAT( InX,INUM P !'uVHo ATIO ,W7 3( ,) X/ 
J3 FONMAT(10)(.1:),Ii*I' ,. . 	
• 	
370 




	 ION • WE HAVE'. • 	3 743 FORMAT(/10Xy "A', A 1'; ' 
*LATEST 	 - 1 flit' 	. 	•: 1" 
ill I 	AS 01E7 1 P 	 34. 5 FORt-AT ( /10X 	 NOT 
TI 370 *1rE",10.8) 
31 FUrzMAT f/15Xt tTur7 	 7.ti0 	 : 	 371 
39 FORMAT ( /10X r • SINCL • 	 .; 	L..3 1 f 1/ 	+ 	 3713 
*15, 1 	I WILL 17(1=SL!.H' 	 U3 - 7 379 C6fl;!;,. 
'+1 FORMAT(02)(.30 	 ITE.0P 7 
71, ATIONS' ) 	 3. 7 341. 
 o2 FORMAT (10X• 	 VARIn!!' 	 U.:LSO/ ) 
43 FORMAT ( 15X YA r- 	 t.:,.,1H-7 384 Lot FowAT upx, ,ouT 	 A -■ 	IiJI '8, 1 	 38t .3 
366 CASES' 
46 F0NMAT(10X.'FAT 	 7 337HH . 7.T 
1'3 	7 3L13 
, 	 ASFOLLOWS?: : .. ,,..71 
'AP AT 






SO FA0 -,:".1) 
C 	 OAP7 390 
98 FORMAT(02X,4(' **To), 	 IT EQUALS'. OiP7 399 
*IS) 
it 43. 10)11 c 	 0/.07
OAP7 402 END 
1DELT.SI TUMER-S*SINAN-CA.1,3:A331...1 3 1 6 34 0911 :" 
(J14'71100 C 	A SUDkOUTINE TO RErt 	 TH'7 OuALWAYW 	 PROBLEM 
C THIS VERSION IS 	 NIIGE- NT 	UT. 	 Q3.P71101 
SUBROUTINE DT/kit-It, 	 •10PINOPi' T 	!:;:) QAP71102 
COMMON IC1.IC2.IC- , :!.•ti ;;;!. 	 QAP71103 
L COMMON MUER ( 0r) ,?no : 	• 	 • k'SNSW ( 3') 3P71104  
COMtION KL0ND,K) o.C, 	 , ORP71105 
INTEGER*2 	 : • 	., IY(Lin)pwr 	.0)0'3WRK1(40.40) 	t„i:P7il0a 
L4.P71107 EQUIVALENCE( 	 -I)) 
QA EQUIVALENCE( MSTF1;;-:!',4,.)(+1.)) 	 P71108  
EQUIVALENCE( MSTE;.!,....:,))i 
ff:17 .11. 1 °1 90 EQUIVALENCE( MST(Ri:5 , !.- .1 , !: ,, i(l)) 
EQUIVALENCE( IWOR).(00.;L).Liiv1(5.1)) 	 (4AP71111  
uP,P71112 
47 VORMAT(/InX.• 	NtJ0. 	3 • 
40 FORMAT 1 1 0X, 'NUM , , ' 
49 VORMAT(10X.I2t9X. 
11 FORMAT(10X.'STAAT ! ■ 
02 




U4 FORMAT(410XONO. 	0; - 
::q3440 oon C 	READ 	THE 	NUNFR OF 	('',.. 	:. 	∎ , 5 	. 	-UHF 	NUm6ER 	C', 	LATIONS . 	THE FRACTILJAP71116 
013444 oOn C OF THE 	INTERVAL 	(IT1/4.(-:fl,) 	. 	ilii- NUMBER OF FiLD FACILITIES 	. 	AND 	L:071114 
013446 00n C 	THE CONTINUATION PA14:Vt'1 : 0AP71115 
011449 00n READ(5.1),JOR I NFCILC(.1.1FPC.NFIXO.MORE.IST 00 .ITERM.LBCSTrITOT 	0071116 
01:45u onn C 0AP71117 
flo:0451 00n IF(ITOT.E0.0)11•01_, L . 	,:, -7 .,) UV71118 
1:05.:: 00 0 DO 	10 	y.7101.0 u,T71119 
(;1545) 000 DO 10 J.71.40 GP71120 
00454 000 F(I.U)=0 uAP71121 
00:', 455 oOn 10 	D(I.J)=0 0AP71122 
01;7456 000 C OAP71123 
60345/ 000 DO 20 	I=1.NFCI1. UW71124 
0(13456 000 20 	READ(5,2)(wORKIlled)rJ::1 ∎ HFCIL) UAP71125 
013459 oon C .AP71126 
0 1 346u Onn DO 30 	1=1,Nr(IL o;,P71127 
027)461 001 DO 25 j=i r riVcIL Q4'71128 
6'.164 00n IF(IgEO.,AGO TO 2 0;W11129 
007,,%6.3 uon iFtI.UT.J)F(I.J): 	.1(;pJ) 0:,171130 
023464 00(1 IF(I.LT.J)0(I,J)= 1 ) (4-: , Pili31 
r0346;) 00(1 25 CONTINUE U4'71132 
0 1 346u 000 JO CONTINUE uP"(1133 
103464 00n C u,\P71134 
00346u oon DO 40 I71.NECIL uP71135 
(P.5469 oon DO 40 J41.NECIL (1P71136 
00347u oon F(I.J)=F(J,I) uAP71137 
(03471 000 D(J.I)-70(I.J) id.P71138 
07,47c 00n 40 CONTINUE uP71139 
,.:,1 47J 00n C u1'71140 
11:5474 Lion C u+'71141 
0'. 475 eon K5NSW(1)=n L.T'71142 
fri:' , F7u 000 KSHSW(4)=1 (p41143 
0.13471 00n KSNSW(6):1 c.,P71144 
n 1 3476 00 11 KSNSW107)=1 G-43 71145 
003479 00n KSN5W(08)=1 6P71146 
013486 00n C 	READ THE 	INDICES OF THE FAr1LITIFS FIXED API:10't:I uP71147 
003481 uon DO 70 I=1.NFIY0 (:1P71148 
00348c oon 70 	REAU(5.1) 	FIX(I),V;HH:Eif) W&71149 
00348J 000 C 6,P71150 
003484 onn NFIX0=1 uP71151 
003485 00n RETURN 0!,P71152 
01348u 00n C u;,P71153 
001487 000 C (..,,P71154 
003480 Oon C uAP71155 
0 0 3489 oon 1 FORMAT(20)(.1215) 0071156 
01349u 00n 2 FORMAT(10)03512) uAP71157 
003491 00 0 
01349c 00n . 	END 	, 
00349.) oon @FLIPSI. .TUMER..S*SINAN—OAP7.0We'r00 6 34 4051012 
001494 000 C 	. OAP? 899 
003495 00n C 0AP7 903 
001495 000 C. 	 _ . 	' 	007 904 
113497 00n c ********************ii., 1!, i , vm*******4 4 1****************GAP7 905 
003496 00n C 	A SUBROUTINE TO IDENTIA ;.V,F; L 000 ANO Urn;, IL 	U:73 LNTRIES • 	' 	. CiAP7 906 
013499 00 11 C <<+++++++++++++++++++++I;14.ii-:1f++4.++++4+++i - i-411 ++++++++++++++++++++(07 907 
003506 00n - 	SUBROUTINE GARYINORIG I,vc000KEy) OAP7 908 
013501 000 C 	 _ 	 OAP7 909 















































































































• COMMON 	MSTER(00;,:*•;: - • •H( 1 ) ,K5N0 
COMMON KL0NO, KHA Ol 	 ip 
INTEGER *? UnAs( , '''" 
INTEGER*2 
FOUIVALENcE( 	 . H 	LA91)) 
EUUIVALENCE( 	I ( oni) ) 
EQUIVALENCE( 	IWOkKtH..;r 	TO01)) 
EQUIVALENCE( 	IWOKi100).7 	,V'=1/4S($11) 
• 
UPDATE CALL''', COUN -0"R 
KGARY=KGARY)4 
A) 	INITIALZ' 
* SET K2 	.OE. 	10 
Kn:NORIG+NDEST 
K=2*K 
DO 20 	I=1.K 
	
(.0 	INET(I)=0 
** THUS THF SIZE 0C- 	 ,c o . 	 H 
PO 	40 	1.7.1,NORIG 
40 	INET1(I)=n 
DO 60 I=1.NDEST 
60 	INET2(I)=0 
<<++++++++++++++++:1.;; 	 i-:.1J++++++++++++++++.,AP7 
(3) 	START SEARCHINO 	 LOOP 
	- 
** FROM HFFC (1 03 
1) REC.00, NI7.1M , 
COLWIN tn 


































++++++f++++++++++++.:.t 7 923  
.AP7 924 
926 uAP7 
,AP 7 927 








** 	 1:.07 	936 





 	,: AP7 	943 
P ./ 	944 
tiS 	RUoi 	AND 	1/4..AP7 	995 
(,: 7 ARRAY INET u;27 	946 
uAr7 947 






( -JAP7 	954 
1/4.AP7 	955 
OAP7 95b 









# 	ERROR TYPE 1 	(0,137 	967 
C''35(., u 











' WRITE( 6,1) I INROW1 , NC('. 	1 Ui;P7 	968 
KEY=2 	• 	 uAP7 969 
QAP7 970 
RETURN 	• 	 uAP7 971 
<(+++++++++++++++++ 4 4 4 +14 I I 1 4 443 +++++++++++++ }.1 + '- +S++++++++++++++++4:0AP7 972 
013565 oon 240 INET2(NCOL)z1 	- 	 QAP7 976 
0 0 356u (ion NR0W=1 	 QAP7 974 
113567 con 240 	IP(JBAS(NROWtNCOL)—K1)260, 11 ,8n 	 OAP7 975 
0 1 3560 oon 250 NkOW=NROW+1 	 WIP7 976 
0 1 3569 001 IF(NROW—NORIG)240t240.300 	 &AP7 977 
00357u 000 300 T=I-2 	 (AP7 978 
0 1 3571 000 TF(1)360060040 	 QAP7 979 
01J574 001 340 NROW=INET(I) 	 3AP7 930 
013570 000 11=1+1 	 9Ar7 981 
0 1 3574 00n. NCOL=INET(I1) 	 U.',PY 	9,!;2 
0 1 7:)7:J oon INET2(NCOL)=0 w.P1 963 
0 1 :r..)70 000 C UAP7 934 
(?:r.)77 00 0 GO TO 520 	 uAP7 Ytib 
01370 00n C *) 	THERE IS NO BASIS LOoP 	 00'7 980 
0'3579 oon 3u0 	I=2 	 OAP ./ 987 
(P3500 • 001 C OAP? 988 
013534 00 1 WRITE(6t2)IINROWleNCOL1 	 GAP; 989 
nq3513, ono KEY=2 	 QA27 990 
017,590 • 000 C 3AP7 991 
0 -'3534 000 RETURN 	• 	 QAP7 992 
017585 eon c <<"++++++++++++ ++ + ++.1.4" 	Ak,f;i..:..f.41.4.4,++++1-14ii4 - 4.+++++++++++++++++%1AP7 	995 
01353u eon 380 12=1-2 	 OAP? 994 
0')758i 001 IF(NPOW—INET(I2))400 0 	 OAP/ 995 
01:'50(3 001 400 	IF(INET1(HROW))300,420, 	 OAP 	995 
1 9 3539 001 440 	INET(I)=NROW 	 ilAP; 997 
0":'59u 001 11=1+1 	 uAP! 998 
nl:I501 oon INET(I1)=HCOL 	 oAPY 999 
0•3594 000 I=Ii2 	 uAP71000 
013590  000 IF(NROW—NROW1)480r460,410 	 OAPVIDOI 
003!?94 001 4b0 	1=1-2 	. 0AP1002 
003595 •000 GO TO 300 	 0AP7,1006 
1 1:) 9 u 000 4b0 	INETIANRow)=1 	 OAF -r'1004 
013591 eon NCOL=1 	 (44'71005 
013590 000 500 	IF(J(3AS(NROWtNCOL)—K1)0,56 1 ,6n 	 OAP71006 
003J99 oon 520 NCOL=NCOL+1 	 UAP71007 
01301.; oon IF(NCOL—NDEST)500 ► 500,601 	 uAP71008 
013601 000 500 	/1=1-1 , 	 3AP71009 
003,604 eon IF(NCOL—INET(I1))580,52ne560 	 uAri1010 
01300u 001 5b0 IF(INET2(NCOL))640,600540 OAP71011 
gn1604 00n 600 	INET(I)=NPOW 	. oAP71012 
013005 001 I1=I+1 	 uAP71013 
00:,60u 001 INET(I1)=NCOL 	 OAP -i1014 
00007 owl /=/+2 	 OAP71015 
0/08 Don IF(NCOL—NCOL1)220,700,220 	 OAP/1016 
01 .:, 509 001 640 	1=1-2 	 . 	 QAP71017 
003blu 001 IF(1)360p360,600 uAP71013 
003611 000 680 NROW=INET(I) 	 OAP71019 
003614 00 0 I1=1+1 	 OAP71020 
01:161a coon NCOL=INET(I1) 	 OAP71021 
003614 001 INET1(NROW)=0 OAP71022 
013015• oon GO TO 260 	 OAP71023 











0 1 361/ 
00tiL.24 
077,:)2u 
4 4'. ).!!,63L+ 
, b) 
cciA 
O 1 .76qu 

























11,, ( ,JDA!;( WoW, um j i • 30 0,',' -'11 2:..1 
7u0 ISAV=OBAS (WOW r !(.UL) (.4:" ■ • 11062' 
N1lO1;2=NRow  
NCOL2=NC0L 0AL/1064 
700 Ir-"INCOL -NCOL1)300,06 1 ,! tli,1103!J 
3u0 1=1+4 unn uA'/.10:50 
10(I -K)720,7200011 u0l 71037 
*) THE OASIS LOOP H/O, 	HOPI. Itbi :':; THAN "NOR Ak:: IN THEfiASI P . i;Ai'710:48 
ERROR TYPE 3 („;/,' -ito39 
640 I=3 ;J;•71.040 
C'..;].01 
WRITE(8,3)I,NHOwl,wc,1 1 






00 1  	C 
000 C 	 • ,- 	 - 	0 	 0 0 7 101,1. 
000 	900 J:7-1 	 OAF- 7106kI 
oon N“. "!=INET(1) 	 (IA! 71063 
00n 	 NC0L=INET(2) u:•'.!•/.!.06"4 
00n doAS(NROWFNCOL)=FaAV 	 UlXilObti 
oon 	 /SAV=ISAV-K1 	 UA!71086 
000 C 	 03P11067 
000 	 I=3 	 ua71068 
non 90 NROW=INET(I) 	 OW71069 
00n 	 I1=1-1.1 	 UA0 -‘1070 
000 NCOL=INET(I1) 	 UAt';1071 
00n 	 IF(NROW7NROW2)10001 	 OAf'11072 
00n 900 IF(NCOL-NCOL2)1000,9 , 6,10 , !0 	 0M. 11073 
00n 	900 JBAS(NROWFNCOL)=0 	 OW71074 
00n GO TO 1020 	 U0'11.0Th 
00n 	C 	 OiX7107b 
oon 1000 TSET=OBAS(NROWFNCOL)4J 4ISAV 	 uAPY1077 
000 	 JBAS(NROWtNCOL)=ISET 	 OW71076 
00n C 	 UAR71079 
00n 	1020 ..4:-.) 	 0AP71080 




















000 RETURN  
00n 	C 	<<i-tiNA-+++++++++++4-i'Thii 	i''!-':-1-4.4-4.4:4.4.4...44 .44 ,--,44-++++++++.4.u!\,./104-10 
00n 8u0 TF(ISAV-K2)900;8V,Op5' , ui,r -(1047 
00n 	C 	*) THERE IS NO ELMNT IN Tli.:. !:'i:'; LOOP Wi 0.' , El:ROR.TYPE 4 	t.4, - i10q6 
000 3b0 1=4 	 or:. 
000 	C 	 (4,0 , 1105u 
WO '.'‘'R 1 TE 46, 4)1+111 -WW1 s.N!;(7. 1 	 (h.: fl 051 
onn 	 KEY=2 	 OA: - L1052 
000 C 	 0!, 1:71.0113 
00n 	 RiJURN 	 ui,L:to5 44 
00n C 	<<4.cif++++++++++4+++1 4 	 ' 	' ... i.++14 , ' !- •. , ' ' 	 LO 
C) 	1,K;VI 	THE 	LOCATIOW,) 	Oi. 	R!.! 	,*. '; 	IN 	'.'!T. r'.•,:: 	'..W:NUIALLY u'.; - 10.544 
Ail ■ANGED 	(PAIiii'.., f. 	) j..'i 	,..!-; - ': 	* 	1 	0 , T1 	'. 	,i'...' . . 	l!i' 	10:NIMUM (.' -' , 1 	i 	!.057 
L WRY 	IN 	HE 	I...O( ' ' ' 	r 	!.'.) 	•,' ( 	:' ; : 	i: 	CIAT?'. 	IL 	. ,:- '..". 	. , 01),4. R:ij 	by uAl'i1050 
SUCCESSIVE 	ADOITION':, 	,(Ii.1 .'';.W'I/ONS 	ii 1- H' . :!..C1‹:.NIS 	OF 	THE W.P7.!059 
UASIG LOOP OAP -11060 
00n IF(NCOL-NCOLI)020/10 , ';' 	 WP71082 
f7, •767;., non C C<++++++++++++44.t.44.4+,, , , , “4 4 u++++++;.+++++ +++++++++++++++++WAP71083 
(1n)tau oon C NOW THAT THE NEW OA',IC 	 HAr, BEEN OBTA1(4..0 	r 	SET KEY = 1 TO 	QAP71084 
10367/ 000 C ENABLE HADY TO CHECK - QPITm ,''i TTY 	 QAP -71085 
0'1";,,67%) 000 ------------ 	 QAP71086 
P''7679 00 1 KEY=1 	 OAP71087 
Con RETURN OAP71080 
oon C OAP71089 
V:36. 84 00n 1 FORMAT(10WERROR TYPL: 	t; ) 	BASIS FLpILvir IN ROvi WHICH CONTAGAP71090 
0 ,1 7160;) oon *INS ENTERING FLFMvNT 	it1 1•;! 	 tr3I3) 	 BAP71091 
”5b84 oon 2 FORMAT(10WERNOP TYri: 	;1 '(;', ; , WERE7 	IS NO 1 1. LOOPff3I3) 	QAF71092 
r 1 3tAt) onn 3 FORMAT(10WEIMOR 	 BASIS LO , . 	11,'; MORE ELEMENTS THGAP71093 
000 *AN 	THERE 	ARE 	111 	114.' 	 GAP71094 
0 ,1 60.1 Oon 4 FORMAT(10X0ERRoP q t / 	V ,;, , THERE IS NO ELLMNT IN THE BASIS 1OAP71095 
000 *OOP LESS THSN 	 OAP7109u 
P 1 :'.689 000 C OAP71097 
00 1 C <<++++++++4.4++++1-1.4-f4i;4; 	t ; i-1- ++++++++++++++4WAP71098 
013091 001 END 	 GAP71099 
1 1 ,092 000 OELT,SI 	TUMER-5*5INAN-QAP7.LH'IYee; 	71705:1912 
1 1 3b9.7 oon C ***w****************** 	 1.,4, ,,, 4 4.,:it* ,,I , t4 -.1- 1-*************.L4AP7 	718 
0 1 3694 oon C A SUBROUTINE TO EVIL) AN 	irq. 	- 	:,OLUTION OF A 	;J.,kolcrArioN PR0BLEJA4Ar7 719 
On:g,h9t) 00 0  C USING THE METHOD OF RcA' QAP7 720 
003600 000 C APPLICABLE TO DEGENkAfL 	 HOT TO NNU:',LAr.L0 ONES 	 6017 721 
cy1369( 000 C ALL X'S HAVF TO BE UPDfJ,' ' -WACTING K1 	 GAP7 722 
C2:)696 000 C <<+++++++++++++++++++i. ,; 	 (41, :+++4++++++++++++QAP7 723 
CI3699 oon C OAP7 724 
(- .1700 oon SUBROUTINE 	HADY(NORICII<I,;!:': 	1,11 ,70L1•ITOT.rLY) 	 GAP7 	725 
n03704 00 0  C OAP7 726 
ci ,)370 oon '--7,N 7 IXDILBCSTrt;fof 	 (Jf,P7 	727 COMMON 	IC1fIC2rIC.7FtTC: 
n'1 370.7 000 COMMON MSTER(06206) 	 f'°)0 1( SNSW(An) 	 GAP?' 	728 
0'3704 000 COMMON KI-PNO/KHADYrk.'.: 	 01W7 729 
0 1 3705 oon OAP7 730 
V1 370u 00n INTEGER*2 	ICOST(40t4 f(),IDEST(40)(40,40) 	 OAP7 731 
0 0 370Y 000 DIMENSION 	1U(40),IV(+40),3(q1),TV1(40) 	 OAP7 	732 
003700 oon GAP7 733 
013709 000 C GAP7 734 
0371u oon EQUIVALENCE( 	IWORK(01q1),5T(5,1)) 	 GAP7 735 
On371i 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	IWORK(Oltoiti)n1)) QAP7 736 
003714 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	IWOP4((01)r[T(0 1 1)) 	 QAP7 737 
0 ,1 371j 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	IWORK(0-1? 	1U 	411)) GAP7 738 
003714 oon EQUIVALENCE( 	IWORK(0), TY(0 1 1)) 	 GAP7 739 
0 0 3713 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	IWORK(0;! 	I"I(001)) QAP7 740 
07371u 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	IWORK(o':•1), TkiL(001)) 	 OAP7 	741 
00371/ 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	IWORK(1G01), 	jr0S(5,1)) QAP7 742 
003718 000 C <<+++++++++++++++++++++++++++4++++4.++++4.++++++++++++++++++++++++++++OAP7 743 
003719 000 C UPDATE CALLS COUNTER 	 QAP7 744 
013720 000 KHADY=KHADY+1 	 OAP? 745 
0 2 3721 oon C QAP7 746 
003724 Oon GO TO(320,5),KEY 	 OAP7 747 
000 C 	 OAP7 748 
C23724 000 C INITIALIZE 	 QAP7 749 
0 1 3725 00n 5 K1=30000 OAP', 750 
00372u 000 NOST1=NDEST 	 QAP7 751 
013721 oon NORG1=NORIG QAP7 752 
013720 00n NCOL=1 	 GAP7 753 
003729 000 NR0W=1 QAP7 754 













0`1 7, 7 4 b 
9!'776 
o












































onn 	no 130 1=1,NoRro 
ff .; -;L't; DO 130 .17-1,NDEST 
lon 	 OW7 756 
UP7 759 DO 140 J:4 ■ NDEST 
Onn 
QA: i 760 lijtr) trIl 	140 IVIJ)7-1 
0011 FRO HERE UNTIL JUSI k: 	 ; 	VARIArLE5 i.l 	ALLOCATED 	 u,; '7 761 
000 	150 IF(ICOST(FIROW,HCOL)-1V) 	 OAP7 762 
00n 1u0 NCOL:.:NCOL4-1 	 OAP7 763 
00n 	 IF(NCOL-NnEST)150,10;. 	
f! 7 7n 1 000 160 IPtIV(NCOf )-1)160,1(,,j 
Don 	190 ISAV=ICOST(NROW,HCOL) 	 (AP7 766 
OUn NCOL1:4COL 
GO TO 160 	
OAP7 767 
non OAP' 768 
non 	C 	 (AlP 769 
non 200 IF(IOR/G(MROW)-IDO;T(w:n1) 30.310 	 8AP7 770 
000 	210 ISET=IORIG(NROW)•hi 	• 	 UAP7 771 
P 1 772 onn 
000 	 JOAS(NROWtNCOL1)=ISCC 	 0:-/ 773 
t)00 C 	 u:LP -/ 774 
000 	 IDEST(NCOL11=IDESI(N( L 1— _,' .HNOW) 	 i);: . (' 7 771) 
000 CO TO 290 	 OAP? 776 
001 	C 	 qAP1 777 
00 11 260 ISET=IORIG(NROW)4K1 	 0/1'7 778 
000 	C 	 uAl 779 
uon JBAS(NR0W,NCOL1)=1SET 	 UAP1 780 
00 0 	C 	 QA P7 7131 
/sift4COL1)=0 	 OA07 782 
(W01 	C 	MAX:; NECESSARY ARRANGE 	 —DIEPACY 	 OAP 763 
WO ) / 734 oon HCOL=1 
6API 785 000 	 IAVKl. 
,:1 
000 fr(NkOW-MORIG)240. 	 u.10/ 786 
0012.40 IF(ICC -J(NROWHC ,OL) 	 787 
non 	
- 0270 
250 irt1V(NCOLI-1)270 OAP ./ 786 
000 260 IAV7ICOST(NROWNL ,OL) 	 (:.1('/ 789 
6P('7 790 000 	NCOL1=NCOL 
oon 270 NcOL=NCOL+1 	 uAP7 791 
IF(NCOL-NriEST)240,240r 11 	 GAP7 792 
(RPT 793 o)n 	C 
00n 260 J3AS(NROW ■ NCOL1)=K1 	 G/ 7 794  
000 	C 	 OAP/ 795 
000 290 NRO=NR0W+1 	 UAP7 796 
000 	 IF(NROW-NORIG)300,3000 0 	 0007 797 
00n 300 NC0L=1 	 8007 798 
oon 	 ISAY7K1 OAP7 799 
00n GO TO 150 	 OAP ./ 800 
Don 	C 	 OAP ./ 301 
000 310 ISET=IDEST(NCOL1)+K1 . 	 uAPi 002 
oon 	C 	 80P7 CO3 
001 JBAS(NROW,NCOL1)=ISET 	 WA '7 804 
Don 	C 
000 IORIG(NROw)=IORIG(NRow)-IuL , v(N :°L1) 	 ff; 
00n 	 IV(NCOL1)=0 	 WW1' 807 
oon GO TO 300 API 80d 
000 	C 	<<++++++++++++++++++++4+1104+++++++++++++++++++++++++++IJAP 7 309 
	 (41:1137 2°1 000 C START CALCULATING 
THE DUAL ;PILr'S 
000 	c 	 — 	— 
80P7 812 oon C Al INITIALIZE AS FOLLOWS 
i0 
0 1 378o non c * 	SET 	ALL 	DUAL 	vi'.;',nr , 	rii 	+ 	IV 	EnuAL 	'f'+ 	, , ..R0 CiAP7 813 
CH:3789 00 0 C * FALG ALL DUAL 	VA: ,....., ► 	TUI+ 	IV1 	Am: 	L..::j 	Lc VAL 	TO ZERO GAP7 314 
03790 00 0 30 DO 330 	I=I ► NORIG cAP7 815 
093 7 91 000 IU(I)=0 • CAP7 810 
n ,7, -.5794 oon 330 IU1(I)=0 .AP7 817 
01:;793 oon DO 34 0 4=1 ► NDEST 0AP7 818 
013794 000 IV(4)=0 GAP7 819 
093795 000 340 IV1(J)=0 GAP7 820 
003798 - 00 0 C UNFLAG. THE FIRST ROW 6AP7 821 
003791 000 /U1(1)=1 cAP7 822 
.013790 00 0 NROW=1 cAP7 823 
00379'o 000 NCOL=1 cAP7 824 
003808 00 0 C 3) FROM HERr UNTIL 	0!'..T rY• 	rf 540 THE RFmAI14IN0 DUAL VARIABLES ARE (;,1P7 825 
003601 • 00 0 C DETERMINED 	NY 	Ij•I r 	i i 76;!ING cAP7 820 
003804 00 0 -300 IF(c(lASINRW4 ■ NCnL.1-; 	I): :' 1 7.; 	!, '.‘,;n GAP7 827 
00.)80.5 001 370 IV(NCOL)=TCOST(NNw , ,h-lii(NPOW) C,c)7 826 
00:1604 00 0  C * UNFLAG COLUMN WOL •V7 829 
00•805 00 1 IV1(NCOL)=1 oAP7 830 
0 1 3600 001 380 NCOL=NCOL+1 	 - 4;iP7 831 
013807 000 IF(NCOL-NDEST)360r3i,( 1 ,401 u/P7 832 
0 1 •606 000 400 NROW=NROW+1 P7 833 
01.7309 oon IF(NROW-NORTG)420,40, 0 cAP7 834 
0 1 5810 000 4a, • /FCIU1(NROwl-1)4307,.. 1 .:AP7 835 
00361i 001 4.50 NCOL=1 0417 7 836 
f-. 01e 000 440 IF(JBAS(NPOW,NCQL)• - K1) 	)07 0 / 4 70 •0P7 837 
0 1 3613 000 450 NCOL=NCpL+1 cAP7 836 
WM314 000 IF(NCOL-NnEST)440,• cAP7 839 
0 1 3816 000 470 IF(IVI(NCOL))480,4, 0 ;; GAP7 340 
003618 000 480 /U(NROW)=TCOST(NROC(L)-IV(NCOL) cAP7 841 
00:317 owl C * UNFLAG ROW NROW cAP7 642 
913610 oon IU1(NROW)=1 CAP7 843 
003,819 00 0 NCOL=1 ,, , AP7 844 
01382u 00n 00 TO 360 c P7 845 
013621 00n C * CHECK WHETHER ANY kO?:1; i,. S' ILL FLAGGED 	, 	I I I 	SU RETURN TO 430 	r i:AP7 846 
013624 001 C OTHERWISE GO TO . 540 s: 	',P7 847 
003023 000 500 NROW=1 cAP7 846 
013824 00 1 510 IF(Itil(NR00)52o,4os cAP7 849 
013320 000 540 Ni OW=NROW+1 P7 350 
903620 000 IF(NROW-NORIG)510 	:' 	 ()APT 851 
0 1 3627 00 0 C <<++++++++++++++++Ii;;; 	':.41-++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.,cmP7 852 
C95626 000 C CHECK OPTIMALITY OF 	 .i; 	',OLUTI0N C. 853 
017829 00n C -  	1,7 854 
01:1 830 000 540 ISAV=0 OAP7 855 
01.:31 001 NROW=1 GAP7 856 
013034: 000 550 NCOL=1 aAP7 857 
013633 oon 560 IF(JBASINROW,NCOL)-Kin,57n,F,7n 6AP7 858 
013834 	. 000 570 NCOL=NCOL+1 Gi%P7 859 
01:r830 oon IF(NCOL-NDEST)560,0 c4R7 860 
1 1 53.36 (ton 590 NROW=NROW+1 cAP7 861 
013831 000 IF(NROW-NORIG)550,550,610 6AP7 862 	• 
003830 000 610 IF(ISAV)700,800,700 GAP7 863 
0 1 3839 000 62 0 IS1=IU(NROW)+IVINCOL)-ICOST(NROWFNCOL) CAP7 864 
99384u (ion /F(IS1-ISAV)570,570r640 cAP7 865 
0 1 3841 000 640 ISAV=IS1 6AP7 866 
013844 000 C cAP7 867 
003843 00 0 NROW1=NROW OAP7 868 
003644 000 NCOL1=NCOL UAP7 869 
	
0 1 3845 	non 	 GO TO 570 . 	 OP7 870 
01354o 000 C 	<<4.4.4.+++++.1.44.-1.4.4.14.4-1-+!HH: -1-1:4i.y++++.1.+4.i1-.: ++++++++++++++.urT7 871 
rI , Lir. 	000 	C CWPENT SOLUTION P; NI)L.H:.' , 	. ,'I 	 uf.P7 872 
ril=70 00n C 	---- ...... ......---_-_-_-_,.... .. _________-_. 	 -k);. "7 V73 
00 0 	NO Ki: y741 	 i. :; 7 87/1  
On') OLTUON ,,,., i :7L, 
00n 	C 	<<fil.+4-1++++,14-i+4,.,-. 
	.,—,,11,4.4.„44.40,,! 	-i.-1. ,, 414-4-++++++++,u ,, '; 670 
C) 	0'1 335.L 	001 C 
CURrENT SOLUTION IS 0;.i . i,, , . u;, -i 8/7 
(1.17,353 000 	C   .. 	 - -.. - 	 uri)7 818 
013054 	00n 800 KEY=2 	 u:27 879 
C) 	C 1 7. 55 00n 	C 	CALCULATE ACTUAL VALUP'; ‘..: Lt.'
-J (.: VARIARLEfT 	 QAP7 880 
017,5o 	00 1  ITOT=0 	 w 07 001 
003d57 non 	 DO 650 I=1tNORIO 	 00)7 802 
o 	00365b 
	00n DO 830 Jr..1,NDE!"1T 01.07 863 
9n3059 oon 	 IF ( ,JDAS ( I r,J) ) 65( ? 	 (1 _, 	 0 	 ufP7 884 
000 820 JUA:..E 	7.!,y1( /,,J) ! k:_7,P7 1:15 
C) 	n ' -
d 6 .I. 	00 0 	 ITQT.- :ITOT+IJOW.T 	.; C: 	i 	,..))) 	 (; .' -e' i' L , .) 
ef:J:4 00 0 830 CONTINUE 	 (...:)7  3t  7 
f.:63 	000 	850 CONTINUE i.,.,,' .7 t. -.1 
0 	
tr:c64 000 IF(KSNSW(30).E0.0)G0 li . - 	 UP7 809 
91.385 	non 	 WRITE(6t11) 	 Gr'Y 890 
oon DO 670 I=1,NORIG 	 U. '7 891 
o 	0",-:/ 	00n 	870 
0RITE(6r01)IF(JOAS( 	 T) 	 0.7.7 8 ,22 
C 1 3860 00n C 	 u,',"7 893 
0 1 5669 	oon 	900 RETURN 	 o -,;' -/ 894 
9 	0 1
7,37u 000 C 	 ut.P7 895 
(1467.-1. 	00n 	1-FORMAT(10X.I3,2Xtqn)i) 	 uAP7 890 
01337e 00 0 11 EOR;-1AT(/10X0OPTIU4L :,..- ' 	 THF LT11 :.:.! 	::,IL7,40LNT PR0LILEM 1 /)GL07 897 
0 	
387.:, 	00n 	 LNU 
013874 00n OELT,SI TUMER-17,SINAH-.()AP1,1Y -•,!!: .:-flf1.76(01 
023675 	000 	C 	A WIROUTINE TO CALCi , , ' - 	,, .: : 1 BoHH'i ..i ;-,;;,' UQi..L 
o .j;1.77 
9 	
e0307 000 Sv",!OUTINr. Ll..41ND2LCY':.H :: - ,YOVEo 	- , 
8 .13071 	non 	 C 0 mfr;ON I c 1 r 	4!.   L • •:;.• ' i r!:- IXF),1.1 (: • ' F 	 OAP7 407 
01387o 00n COMON MSTE0(06200), • ,0),vSNI.-Adft0) 0A: 4 7 408 
0  0
1 3079 00n 	 COMMON KLFIND,KHADY,1* ,, 6 , C 1 P 
., 
Or!,?7 409 
003010 	00n w7 410 
CO3881 00n 	 INTECTR*2 WORK1(401),K2 ■ 000).W0014 10:i.04( 4 0) , 410 1 :K6(40) 'uO'/ 411 
0 	
0 1380i 	00n INTECER*2 WQRK8(W) 	 cAP7 412 
00:;533 00 0 	 INTE2 F(40,40) ,'''1.1 . f(40,4i-00 , 	‘ , ./..1),INT1 ,41( 1..0,40)AP7 413 
0 0 ".'!684 	000 INTECER*2 INTVL(4!!.;.: , .., 7PJRAC(L;V, .• . 	.,(!:01,1DE....J(40) 	uAP7 414 
0 	0
1 :,885 000 	 LOGICAL*1 ASIGN(LUI, , ,i.; ,, ;• .M.,40).FLIN, - 0)01-.LOGT(40) 	 uAP7 415 
093880 	00n LOGICAL*1 FCELC1/1(1), -) 	 UAP7 416 
0171087 000 	 EQUIVALENCE( IWORk (r..,ill ) , .,.t . !•" 11,1)) 	 uAP7 417 
0 	
11300o 	000 EQUIVALENCE ( I w0Ph i C'!'. 1 .. 	H •' 1), 1) ) u;447 410 
0:1 3889 00n 	 EQUIVALENCE( It..10Ri ,.(6 , : 7 0 1 11) 	 uAP7 419 
0 1 !.09u 	000 EQUIVALENCE( IWORK(6 H 	(11 1 1)) uAP7 420 
C) 	
01 3891 00n 	 EQUIVALENCE( IWOhil0;;; , , ':.(I.1)) 	 uAP7 421 
00:',09e 	oon EQUIVALENCE( IWO1..K(1!.-(:0:...)( 	1)) uAP7 422 
0 1 39.., oon 	 EQUIVALENCE( IWOPN(I ',;i).( 	1)) 	 UhP7 423 
O 	
003694 	00 0 EQUIVALENCE( 	 0 ! 	1)) 01107 424 
003895 00n 	 EQUIVALENCE( IWORI.,(1!•,:j).:.0( 	1)) 	 0A07 425 
003896 	000 C 	 UAP7 426 
C). 	
003697 oon 	. EQUIVALENCE( MSTEIi(001) , F(1 , 1)) 	 6A07 427 
003896 	00n EQUIVALENCE( MSTEh(1 , [!!;ii3O1 , 1)) uAP7 428 
093899 000 	 .EQUIVALENCE( MSTER(1;• 1 )1)3ITI(1)) 	 0AP7 429 
00390u 	00n EQUIVALENCE( MSTER(24o1):UTV(1)) OAP7 430 
093901 000 	 EQUIVALENCE( MSTER(3.7'ul)ii.h .I 0 1(1)) 	 0A07 431 
0 
. 
fr3904 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	M5Ti1(t 	1 ) 02P7 432 
.1 13905 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	MS1i - k(',— 	liH,G ■'Pi(1)) QAP7 433 
0:71 9 04 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTF 	(' tf 	r I 6 (1)) OAP7 434 
000 EQUIVALENCE( 	MtiTi i r(t)) 007 435 
oon EQUIVALENCE( 	Mr,Tri , (': • 	 •:•(1.1)) u;,P7 436 
00n EOUIVALENCEl 	W;TIAW , H(1.1)) (aP7 437 
1. 900 00n EQUIVALENCE( 	msTrkrir• , 	j(1,1)) 6J.P7 430 
(7. 3 9 0'1 000 C OAP7 439 
01391u 00n C IPDATE CALLS COUNTEtiS OAP7 440 
003911 000 KLBND=KLBNO+1 OAP7 441 
0391e 000 C OAP7 442 
011915 000 IFCKSNSW(71).E0.1.Arr n)wRITE(10 3 ) uAP7 443 
0 2 3914 00n IFIK5NSW(P1).E0,1,Ari,,n.1) . 4iITF( 1 0);T:LEVY 0A27 444 
003915 000 IF(K5NSW(21).00.1,AN'i.Moq . ..E 0 .2) 14R/Tr( 3, 31)11LLVY 0i.P7 445 
P17916 000 C uA:f" 446 
U3')17 000 C vAP7 447 
013V16 00n GO TO 	(130,222),KAM Gi.27 44o 
G 15919 00n 130 NMIN1=NECIL-1 of.P7 449 
00n NMIN2=NLOCT-1 01, .'7 450 
C°5921 oon L8TC=LBCST o:.07 451 
C.-i1V24 000 KEY=2 U; .' 7 452 
002 C (,r,PY 453 
0 .7;3')24 000 C ui3O7 454 
003925 000 Do 190 I=1,NFCIL U;'7 455 
1.1 392u 00n DO 165 K=1,NEciL 0; , '7 456 
r! , 327 00n W0RK3(K)7F(/oK) uf,-7 457 
.03924.1 oon WoRK4cK)=1‹ uAY7 458 
000 1o5 CONTINUE w 	I 450 











nn393.5 000 IF(WORK3(J).GT.W0iZK3(L))c- 0 	Tn 	170 LAV7 403 
0 1 3934 00n KEEP=WORK3(J) (.,P -7 464 
013935 000 WORK3(J)=WORK3(L) C4A;q 465 
0 1 30 00n WORK3(L)=KEEP Lik;'7 400 
On1n3r 000 KEEP=WORK4(J) 6A:'7 467 
n 1 3Y36 00n WORK4(J)=WORK4(L) UA!'7 468 
V1939 00n WORK4(L)=KEEP OAP'? 469 
02394U oan 170 CONTINUE UI d '7 470 
,!111941 00n 180 CONTINUE uP,P7 471 
0'7.3". 1 44 00 0 DO 185 J=1INFCIL OAP .? 472 
0'1 3945 00 0 185 	INTRI(I,J)=WORK4(J) OAP7 473 
V39 144 00n IF(K5NSW(23).E0.1)WRITE(6$11)1.(WORK3(L) , L=ItNi: CIL) UAP7 474 
0 1 39 4 00n 190 CONTINUE OAP7 475 
V3 94U 000 C OAP7 476 
013 941 00 0 C G1.)'7 477 
1-1'.!3946 oon C ulAP7 478 
003949 00n DO 230 JJ=1tNLOCT OAP7 479 
0'M9 75u orin . 	Do 192 K=1,NLOCT OAP7 46U 
0.1 3951 00n W0RK6(K)=D(JJ,K) OAP7 481 
003954 00n IE(WORK6(K).E0.0)WORKO(K)::9 9n9 OAP7 482 
001955 00n WORK4(K)=K OAP7 483 
013954 000 192 CONTINUE OAP7 484 
091955 000 C 0A07 435 
01395u 00 0 DO 210 J=1.NMIN2 OAP7 486 
003951 000 K=j+1 OAP7 487 
003956 00n DO 200 L=K ► NLOCT QAP7 488 
1 
1 
00.3959 000 IF(W0RK6(J).LT.WOM6(L) )!'O 	1'0 	: 1-1 GAP! last) 
0 09396u 00n KLEP=WORK6(J) 007 490 
093961 00 9 WoRK6 (J)=WORK6(L) UAP7 491 
9939C74 oon WoRK6(L)=KEEP uAP7 	49;,! 
0 009 KLLP:-.WortK4(j) CAP? 	1 ,).5 
09964 00n WORK4U)=WORK4(L) OAP/ 494 
0C1 396 000 4;MK4(L)=KEEP OAP; 495 
0 0.,3960 oon 2u0 CONTINUE OAP7 496 
oon 210 CONTINUE UAPY 497 
0 





•DO 22U K=1,NLOCT 
OAP 1 498 
0A1-1 7 499 
097u eon WOrK2IJJ,K)=WOPKIK) uAP7 500 
0 9 3'.)71 009 2e0 DISTIIJufv)=WOUK4(K) U•27 501 
0 093974 oon 230 CONTINUE uAP7 502 
0;m97, 09n c uP.P . ,' 	503 
cr17,974 onn C GA ■ •; 	51)4 
.0 iY;975 nun C 	COL62UCT TiR 14(MI 	1.1A1 (.;;. , •7 	505 
009 222 D0 Y'0 	I=1FNECIL uvP; 506 
0 9 :) 9 7i oon IF:FCFLG(I))G0 TO 	300 OAP% 507 
0 Onn KEEP:-.0 00r,' 	500 
0 1 .', 979 000 DO 250 L=ItNECIL UAPY 
00398u 000 LL=INTRI(I/L) iJAPI 	510 
Xi 0n?.(.181 oon IrtECFLG(LL))G0 TO 250 uAP7 511 
00 9 REEP=KEEP1-1 Ul&7 512 
009. WoR.:3(KEEP)=F(I ► LL) u^ ,V,, 	513 
0 (100 250 CuNiINUE Ui-J't 	514 
non rFT:2E=KEEP o.'0' -( 	51; 









r:(99 oon IF(LLOGTIJ))00 	TO 	2(! (J! 	2 	519 
0 




no :mi L=1INLOCT 
t' 	520 
uAri •521 
OOP LL=DISTI(U,L) 522 






O'Th995 000 WORK4(KEEP)=D(J ► LL) UAP7 52; 





Of 3990 non IFINFREE.E0.01G0 10 272 uAP7 52d 
0 00399v 09400u 
009 
oon 
C 	HEkE 	0 	CALCULATE OHAT 	FL.,i!V , If TO AN OLO 	0....EMENT 
00 270 L=1,WREE 
uAP7 529 
QAP7 530 












004004 000 DO 275 L=1,NECIL uAP7 534 
008005 000 IF(.NOT.FCFLG(L))GO TO ?75 UAP7 535 
0 9 400o 009. JL=LOCAT(L) GAP? 53i 
n04007 000 LL=LL+(D(JLoJ)*F(LPI)) UAP7 537 
0 004000 
















,004013 000 290 CONTINUE UAP7 543 
0 004014 094015 
000 
oon 




























7:`40Pi 00 0 C 0.07 551 
00 0 C 	CALCULATE THE REDUCTION UAI'7 552 
0 2 4026 00 0 KEEP=0 OAP7 553' 
0•. 1 40•4 000 DO 350 	I=1,NFCIL OAP7 554 
e•:t4020 000 WoRK3(I)=32767 uAP7 555 
014026 inn DO 330 J=1,NL0CT OAP7 556 
nq402/ 00n IFIWORK1(I,J).0E.•ORK3(I);CO 	I0 	130 OAP7 557 
1) 1 402o oon WORK3(I)=WORKI(I,J) UAP7 558 
004029 oon 360 CONTINUE uAP7 559 
00 0 KLEP=KEEP+wORRI(I) uAP7 560 
P 1 4031 00 0 02 340 J=1,NLOcT uAP7 561 
411.54 000 WOPK2(I,J)=WO0K1(1,d) 6A07 562 
9n4KJ 000 340 	WORKI(I,J)=WORK1(1,J1— ,: 	P:z:1') OT,5'7 564 
lit 40L4 000 360 CONTINUE uP7 564 
004036 000 C OAP7 565 
0c)4036 Oon '00 	400 	..1:.- 1,NLOCT OAP ./ 566 
02403? 000 WORK6(J)=32767 CiP .7 567 
0 0 403.6 000 DO 375 	I=.1 ► NFC/L OAP7 568 
024039 000 /F(WORK1(T,J).C.E.VIOR)':5(J)`0 	f0 	775 OAP/ 569 
C.' 1 404u 00n WoRK6(j)=WORK1(1,J) G^P7 570 
1 0 1 4041 00n 375 CONTINUE OAP7 571 
0'1 4042 oon Do 380 	I=leNFCIL ot,17 572 
0 1 4044 obn 3110 	11ORK1(/ , ..))=WORK1II.J)7•(J) 	- 0W7 573 
.11 004044 000 400 CONTINUE 
o^.7 574 
onq045 00n IF(NFCIL.EO.NLOCT)G0 TO 410 uAr7 575 
09404o 000  00 405 	I=1,10 G•;'"/ 576 
00404/ 000 405 WRITE(608) GAP7 577 
0' 1 4046 000 98 FORMAT(02X,2(' 	***At 	W,'•:.0',. 	4, :A*T),3Nrt 	YOU NEED 	TO ARRANGE AN 007 573 
0'.'4049 00n * 	ARRAY 	IN 	LWBND2 	SO 	Iiii_i , 	:- 	YH:7 	i;unRO(1TINi:_ , ) 	. 0AP7 579 
024050 oun 	- STOP 61P7 580 
0 1 4051 000 410 00 415 J=1,NFCIl. OA1'7 531 
Cflv,052 000 415 KEEP=KEEP+WORK6(J) OAP7 582 
0'1 405.) uon LBCST=KEEP OAP7 583 
C 1 4054 00n C UA',.'7 584 
C04055 000 C 	PRINT THE MATRICES IF YW 	' ) u 0A('7 585 
43 0240F0 00n IF(KSNsw(24).E0.0)o0 
	To OAP7 586 
9 ,.1405/ 00n WORK4(1)=9999 311"'7 587 
0 1 40,!:6 000 DO 420 J=2,40 OAP7 588 
0 1 4059 001 420 WORK4(J)=J-1 u07 589 
0 1 4060 00n WRITE(6,16) OAP7 590 
0^4061 oon WRITE(6,01)(WORK4(J),J::11d) GAP7 591 
C':4062 000 WRITE(6,07) 0AP7 592 
01406J 000 00 430 I=1INFCIL OAP7 593 
004064 000 .4J0 	WRITE(6,01)/r(WORK2(IrJ)rJ::1 , NLOCT)tWORK3(/) oAP7 594 
0 ,1 4065 000 WRITE(6,07). OAP7 595. 
024066 00n WRITE(6,01)NFC/LtIW0QK6WirJn1iN(OCT)OTEP OAP7 596 
094067 000 WRITE(6,07) OAP7 597 
09406o 000 WRITE(6,18) uAP7 598 
024069 000 WRITE(6,01)(WORK4(j),J=1 , 40) OAP7 599 
0 1 407u oon WRITE(6,07) 007 600 
.00407i 000 DO 440 I=1,NFCIL uAP7 601 











WRITE(6 ► 7) 







0 140fi 00 0 400 	IF(KSN5W(25).[n.]i t,of 
9''f!076 UOn TFIKFLP.OF.327,,7100 Gi. 	l 	60:.s 
?1 9 407 000 IF(KAN.E0.1)00 	TO 0/0'7 	609 
r:'00Pu Don I<OmP=0.5 -=, FLOATfKF;y1 Ul•f 	610 
0 0 4031, 000 KOV"P=K=P+IC11- I0 611 
r'9103e 001 IF(KOMP.I.J.KTOT)00 -10 us"7 612 
0 9 ;4086 000 ITOT=0 CAI' 'r' 	6.13 
3124U ,'!‘4, 000 :17 (1<3NcW(28).E0,1)Wk“r( 6 0 : , P,KTOT 614 
8 . t 4 0,:; ,j UOn NC.CIP=NECTP-1 J: :̀ ( 7 	615 
0 . )i101%) Ofin 00 TO 783 0At7 616 
1,11; 00n 405 LUCST=32707 617 
TC2=32707 618 
91q1.169 009 LTOT=3276700 619 
oon 00 TO 820 0:.P7 	C,2U 
uon u; 	; 	621 
0 1,!(;94 00 0 C 	INITIALIZE H;,DY 
00n 750 C 	7 673 
004 If:HiFCIL.E(3.NLOCT)(6 C:'7 624 
Oun C 	AD0 ',DUMMY FACILITY 025 
000 620 
fr -i/ 000 DO 753 J=1,NLOCT 027 
r.?"10Th oon 705 WiPK1(N1,J)=0 626 
00n IONGIN1)7PLOCT-NFCli_. 





00 770 J=I,NLOCT 
7 631 
0 ,.L/ 	632 
00n 710 	TDESTIJ)=1 1 	033 
;0 0O0 KV:V=2 
00n 713 CALL HADY(N1pKI,NK0:L 6•:.) 
4106 Uon 00 	TO(775.733),NEY 636 
00n 775 CALL OARY(NloKtrUke w.. - 7 	637 
009 GO TO(773,700)WEY 63$ 
HIU9 00n 700 	)'RITE(6r99) (,;./ 	639 
';'4116 000 00'1 URN C,P7 640 
00n 99 	!-- OR4AT(02X,3(f .4c40)) uA;' -; 	6 1 1 
UOn 763 	̀41.:6T=ITOTi-LECST v)::Y 	642 
11J NEOP=NECTP-1-1 6';3 
, V , =4114. 000 IF(KSNS3l(28).E0.1) : (:;:'7 	6 10 ►  
", ;71 00n C 0h; , 7 65 
• non IC2=0.5*FL0ATIN6C5T) of„ , / 	0 1:6 
rf 71q 11"i UOn KEY=1 0A!'7 	647 
110 oon LTOT=0 0.1. , 	I 
?)''O 1 .1-V 000 C 	EVALUATE THE SOLUTION l. .`7 	649 
1.21., 009 00 734 K=1,NL0CT 650 
000 704 W0RK8(K)=0 L,Y)7 	631 
con no 790 	I=I,NFCIL 652 
'(/ 000 DO 735 K=1,NLOCT u,' , 7 653 
000 IF(WORK8(K).E0.1)00 (/,_4'7 	654 
r.0•120 oon IF(JBAS(I,K).LE.K1)G+3 	TO 	765 UA7 655 0 
00417.6 °on WORK4II)=K OAP7 656 
On412/ 00n WORK8(K)=1 w J'7 657 
994126 con 00 - TO 790 OA: ).7 658 
094129 000 7d5 CONTINUE pAP7 659 
r 'sr413u' 00 0 790 CONTINUE 	 OAP7 660 
C14131 000 C QAP7 661 
0 1 413e 000 no 810 	I=I.NFC/L 	 QAP7 662 
00413) 000 DO 800 u=1,NECIL 6AP7 663 
994134 Don LOCI=WORK4(I) 	 klikV7 664 
0 1 4135 min LOCJ=WORK4(J) OAP7 665 
c 0 413u oon 800 LT01:7LTOT+W(DJ)*0(LOCI , LOCJ)) 	 6AP7 666 
9 1 41. 3 / Don 810 CONTINUE 	 uAP7 667 
0 1 413o 0011 LTOT=0.5*FLOAT(LTOT) 	 OAP? 668 
rP4139 000 IF(KAM.E0.1)KT0T=LTOT QAP7 669 
014140 0011 C QAP7 670 
004141 00n C UPDATE IC1 	 QAP7 671 
014144 00n 8e0 	IC1=IC1+1.18 	 OAP? 672 
(';"4144 000 IFIKAM.E0.2)00 TO 830 	 QAP7 673 
(1 1 4144 000 KEEP=IC1+IC2 	 (4.(1"7 674 
0..1 4145 00n IF(KEEP.GT.L0TC 	)(JO TO t 	o 	 a/U 675 
0in4146 000 DO 	825 	1=1.10 W:,: -. 7 670 
(!''t.147 oon 825 tRITE(6,4I1KEEPrLbTC 	 8AP7 677 
0146 00(1 LBC5T=L0TC 	 uAP7 676 
C24149 000 GO TO 840 QAP7 679 
01415u oon 830 L0CST=ICI+/C2 	 OAP7 680 
0 1 4I51 000 C OAP? 681 
024154 oon 840 	IF(KSNSW(22).E0.1)WRII 	 QAP7 662 
0 1 4155 000 IFIKSNSW(22).E0.1)WRii 	; .)'1' 	- 	 OAP7 683 
0'1 4154 uon IFO,, SNSw(26).ECI.114181 ;.: C - 	Y , ,T.KTOT OA:1 684 
0 1 4155 000 IF(KSNSW(29).E0.1)i, 	 010'1 685 
0:415u 000 C GAP7 686 
0'. 1 4157 000 RETURN 	 UAP7 6137 
C -'4156 000 C OAP7 688 
C‘1 4159 on 1 FORMAT(10X120I4) 	 UAP -i 689 
vpacw 000 6 FORMAT(IH1) 	 QAP7 690 
• 0'1 4161 000 7 FORMAT(/) SAP7 691 
014164 000 11 FORMAT(1.10X0INTEkACTIO 	70 	i:=WP:NT'075.? 	7'0 	 OAP? 692 
0 0 4165 0011 12 	FORMATf/10X0DISTANC: 	Fl. ;, TTON 	0 ,13,L;;:, 	iq) QAP7 693 
0'4164 000 14 FORMATI1H+,110X ► PR6;uc,:• 	, 	 QAP7 694 
0'1 4165 00n 16 	FORMAT(/02XOMATRICC 	. ;'lip 	'i 	, .f? 	rIOU/1) 	FOLLOW,'/ 	 OAP? 695 
(rA166 000 * 10X000MPLLTE 	1.• . ..? 0.1) OAP? 696 
04167 000 18 FORMAT(10X0REDUCLD MAW7 	!' 	 SAP7 697 
0"4166 00n 19 . FORMATfl00XOARSOLUTF 	L' 011 1'''::' , 16) 	 GAP] 698 
U4169 00 0 el 	FORMAT(/10X0MATRIX 	(*)1 '!? 	1 , "!P.S WHF:ZI 	ItrA,1' 	.T%:5 ARE ENFORCRDIIOAP7 699 
0 1 417u 000 e2 FORMAT(/10X0MATRIX 	0;' 	L', ..;' H•Y'.; WH(2.M EXCL. 	..., 	AkE ENFORCREP)0AP7 700 
0'1 4174 0011 G3 FORMAT(110XOLOWER BOW . 1 	CL'''' 	rOtr) ny LP 	niy,;) SAP] 701 
On4174 000 24 FOR•AT(lOWNOT NLCES'..,AY 	'fo SuLA/L" TP AS Li3 bY 	LOUCT: 1 9I8 ► 	4iHIluAP7 702 
09417a 0011 *E CURRENT UB= , .I8) 	 QAP7 703 
004174 00(1 28 FORMATIIHOO 	RESULTS rc);; r ,ILCULATI'ONS FOR (_6 AT THE START') 	007 704 
Or14178 Don 29 FORMAT(1)100 RESULTS u'o 	CLCHLATIONS FOR I..0 AT ITER 	weI4 ► OAP7 705 
01417u 00n *LEVEL/rI30 	ON A FORwp ;•'Y 	v ) 	 OAP7 706 
Of517i 00n al FoRt4AT(IH0O RESULTS r, - (', 	cAi. ulArioNs FOR Lb AT ITER 	tsI30 	OAP7 707 
0o4170 oon *LEVEL , ,I3. , 	ON A 	11ACKf . 7 :. e ) 	 QAP7 708 
0'.J4179 000 32 FORMAT190X0VALUE 	IF Cl. 	!:,;(') OAP7 709 
11.7+418u 000' 34 FORMAT(90WVALUE OF C2 ::e1:1 	 QAP7 710 
Ooaini 00n 36 FORMAT(90X,'VALUE OF UH .=:IY'r 17) 	 SAP7 711 
09418G 000 39 FORMAT(90WVALUE OF LB =t,r;) 	 OAP7 712 
.00418a 000 41 FORMAT(02X,4('**** NO000000TICF: **** 1 ),/ 	1C1 4. 1C2=itI7,2X0LBCST 	QAP7 713 
0114184 0011 *READ INzttI7) 	 QAP7 714 
014185 000 C QAP7 715 
00418o 000 C QAP7 716 
7).0 4181 
0 11 416s.) 
0'0 ,11.69 
41nu 
t' ,.•:-1 14191 
rP.7:4194 












































• ■.:(AP7 717 °On 	 END .  
000 f)FLT,SI TUMER-S*SINAN-OAP7.111.r/15 ,5741037it 
00n 	 SUBROUTINF TIMOUT 
oon 1.(=ITIMF.:(I.J) 
oor 	 T=1/5000. 
000 WRITE(6,2000)T 
000 	20U0 FORMAT( ' TIME' .F10 .:', t t,H. t ) 
oon RETURN 
oon 	 - END 
00n 
oon 
000 	)DELT'SI TUMER-S*STNAN-(v,IN. 	•,,I3r, (1061. 
00 0 COMMON IC ] , ) (:,2 , I c ,•!,,r.; ; . 	. k i • , , ,,:' i. , wi, xm r tj .01-: ' I 
oon 	 COMMON MSTER ( 0 ,', , !00 ) i ' :. 	]' :.!.:;) ,vsNsw(ho) 
oon INTEGER 	F(40,40) ,i . yo 
oon 	INTEGER FIX(/ • 
oon INTEGER 
00n 	 LOGICAL 	FCFLG PI . 	
• ' '1 F WOW:(4 , 1 
•: , 	• ' 1(40) .L:' ; 	:: INTEGER V;Or K4 (, .. _, 
; . ,'. 	,;: 1:7X7 
Oon 
oor 	 INTEGER 	IrLA(7, 1m ,. ' 
INTEGER wORKt“4, , ' 	' 1 01. (46;2:- 
INTEGER 	CS-1CM ( 0! i ' 	 .. ' : ( • Y T Ft C ,) ., ( i', 
00n 	C 
Onn EOUIVALENCE( IT.„T'y , t —, : ' 
.. 	':. 	.7, i) ) . 
00n 	FouiVALEmcEt W. 	,. 	.• : 
00n ECU' VALEME ( 
... 	:.' 	it) 	) , 00n 	. F.11IVALENCE ( 
00n EnIVALENCE ( M) , .. 	) 
win 	 - EAIVALENCE ( M:...1Th 	 . ; 1) 	' 
00 0 Ef.1UIVALENCE( WViL,% ... 1.1) 
00n 	C 
' 	1; 1 F 1 ) ) EOUIVALENCE( Iv.„... 
CONt) rin 
(.: IN 	23 
0011 	 EMIVALENCL( lwJc.: 	c 	. , i0) 	 . ,,iAiN 29 
n 'il ) . 	(1
000 ECUIVALENCE( IwOP:H - . :' 1 ) ) 
oon 	 EilUIVALENCE ( 120r,. ; 	H, 1 , „ 	:J., t 1) ) 
u:',N 00n EQUIVALENCE( rolOi -4 1 . 0., i, ; , ...,,H ( :1) ) 	 I 32  
0011 	C 	 w;IN 33 
oon 10 CALL CTAIN(JODpIFC,H1!;e1.T4) 	 GA 
LAIN 35 00n 	C 
00n C 	 oAN 36 
o4IN  00n 	C PRINT THE INITIAL rAT Ii, •( .. jU WISH 	 37 
000 WR/TE(6.4),103.NECILi;1.0(.j 	 u.IN 39 
00n 	 IF(KSNSW(01).0O30 	0 110 
0011• 00 70 I=1,02 	 u/'.IN 40 
00n 	/0 WR /TE( 6.2) 4 AIN 41 
C : 000 WRITE(6.5) 	 tIN 42 
000 	 DO 60 1=1 ,NLOCT 	 6A144 43 
0011 50 WRITEt6,01) (WI r%)) ,j:1.1., o(;T) 	 uAIN 	44. 
) - ;,.".2 	40) 



















.n- 	r •. 	 1  

















ECUIVLEMCE ( I'....c ,. 
-..1. 1. i i 	 1 
	2 1 )
. 
ulN ( 00n 	EC,UIVALENcEt I.L . : - 
,..1H 	2a 000 EUIVALENCE( I-i:''•• 
. 	' 	,1.) 
(gril 	
EOUIVALf:NCL ( D.: 1,;-_: . 
- 1 
ECUIVALENCL ( fl -! , 	. .. ... 
i ))
. 
000 ECUIVALENCE( I ty ;.. , 
eon 	EOUIVALENCE( 1". lu; 
: ) 
00n Ef.JUIVALENCE ( 1:!,.:,) 
i i :; 000 ECUIVALENCE ( I1. :P. : 
,., '.IN 23 
..:,IN .T4 
t. 	IN 20 





(114244 00n WRITE(648) OAIN 45 
(1 1 44:J onn DO 90 	I=1,NFCIL GAIN 46 
1 0 4246 00n 90 	WRITE(6,0))(F(I,J),J=1,v7c/L) CAIN 47 
0:1 44/ 000 C GAIN 46 
0 1 1;24o 000 110 NMJN1=NLOCT-1 LAIN 49 
4249 00 0  NMIN27-NFCTL-1 CAIN 50 
r:1L:25o oon C 6AIN 51 
pc25- 1 00n DO 115 	1=1,40 GAIN 52 
034252 00 0 LOCAT(I)=32767 uAIN 53 
.00425o 000 DO 115 U=1,40 GAIN 54 
014254 oon 115 MAKAN(I,J)=32767 WAIN 55 
00425s oon C CALCULATE THE NUANCE Frwl EACH LOCATION TO aL ITHER LOVATIONS 	VAIN 56 
01(1256 00n DO 130 	I=1,NL0CT OAN 57 
00425', 000 WORK2(I)=0 GAIN 56 
114256 oon WORK3(I)=I wAIN 59 
1 1 4259 00n DO 130 .1=1.NLOCT wi- IN 60 
1 1 4260 oon 1J0 	WORK2(I)=WORK2(I)iflt 	1 ) GAN 61 
01 1W61 000 IFIKSN)W(21).E0.1);. il;(Yr/K2(T)FI::!. , . 	,JCT) - Il 62 
00 0 I1(KSW;w(21).E0,1)v. 	 ':;PK3(7)pI• 	—.0 ,JN 6:5 
0 1 46o 000 C RANK 	ALL 	THF 	LOCATILI. 	IN 	::: 	A . . ■;'N 1 ING 	ORP:: -i - ;;E 	DISTANCES 	u:,IN 64 
1'1 4264 00n DO 180 	I=1,NMIN1 CAIN 65 
6 ,3 	.26s 000 K;;I+1 LAIN 66 
004266 •00 0 DO 170 J=K,NLOCT uAIN 67 
004261 00n IF(WORK2(T).LT.W01W(J))C0 Tn 	17n t; .IN 68 
014268 oon KEEP=WORK2(I) uAN 69 
004269 000 LEEP=WONK3(I) (IAN 70 
1314270 non woRK2(I)=WORK2(J) 6iAll 71 
04271 000 •WORK3(I)=WORK3(J) CAIN 72 
0 ,012Te. 000 WORK2(J)=KEEP Co,IN 73 
01427) 000 WORK3(J)=LEEP  CAIN 74 
0/4274 000 170 CONTINUE u ∎:IN 75 
014275 oon 160 CONTINUE 6::IN 76 
04276 000 00 190 J=IrNLOCT wAN 77 
01427/ 000  K=WORK3(U) uAIN 78 
0‘.142.76 00n JELAG(K)=J LAIN 79 
_0 1 4279 001 190 CONTINUE (v),IN 80 
0 1 42.80 Onn C GIN 81 
014231 Oon C GAIN 82 
004284 000 IF(KSNSW(22).E0.0)00 	-10 (4(4 83 
01423. 000 WRITE(6,21) (AIN 84 
014284 oon WRITE(6,11)(WORK2(i)fi: - 	:. T) GAIN 85 
1 1 423s 00n WRITE(6,12)(WORK3(.1),1 , 	,). T) CAIN 86 
004286 000 WRITE(6,07) WAIN 87 
0 1 428'i 000 . WRITE16,14)(JFLAG(I)F1=1,HLOrT) CAIN 88 
014266 000 C uAIN 89 
014289 000 C START RANKONG THE FACILITIVI:, CAIN 90 
011429w onn C A)CALCULATE THE NUML1EN 6: - rL.Z.rNTS AND C(WNECTIOW.; WITH EACH ELEMENT6AIN 91 
014291 .000 200 DO 320 	Ir-lrNFCIL uAIN 92 
014294 000 WORK7U)=1. wAIN 93 
0 1 429.:J 000 WORK4(I)=I VAIN 94 
004294 OOP WORK5(I)=T CA IN 95 
014295 oon  E1(I)=0 uAIN 96 
014296 000 E2(I)=0 WAIN 97 
014297 00n DO 310 J=1.NFCIL - WAIN 96 
004296 000 - 	IF(I.EO.J)GO TO 	310 CAIN 99 
004299 000 . 	ISAV=F(I,J) uAIN 100 
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IF(KSN5W(23).E0.0)c.) 	TO 	: 	0 
WRITE(6,12)(WOR4(i7 t7II...) 
WRITE(6,17)( 	EllIi , _.•, ;.'C'10 
WRITE(6r18)( E2(i)qi 7:LIL) 
RANK THE ELEMENTS 	IN A DFr.,CLNDr.N 
CONNECTED TO EACH 
3.0 DO 360 	I=1,NMIN2 
K=1+1 
00 350 J=K,NFCIL 
IF(E1(I).GT,E1(J)7C0 	0' 	) 








IF(KSNSW(24).E0.0)(.1 	i'E 	" 	i 
WRITE(6,26) 
WPITE(6,17)( 	F71(r!_"' 	• 	, !-•• ) 
WRI1E(6,12) (WORK4 ( I ) i, . t L.) 
RANK 	THE 	ELEMENTS 	IN 	A 	L.: 	.":, , •J 	;!:,' 
400 DO 460 	I=1rNMIN2 
K=1+1 
DO 450 J=KtNFCIL 







450 CONTINUE . 
4b0 CONTINUE 




FLAG THE ELEMENTS 






































■ 	 • -,..114 	131. 
L:,1N 	132 
L. \ IN 	133 
,, 	IN 	134 
.. .:.m 	, 	OF CONHECTIONcLIN 	135 
G-AIN 	136 
t.-,iN 	137 






















































024.6.) 000 WR/TE(6r29)( OAIN 164 
2 1'4364 00n WRITE(6931)( ()A1N 165 
0 1 4365 -000 C GAIN 166 
9';"(666 00n C GAIN 167 
000 C E)FINU THE comniNco RANK GAIN 160 
0.7'4366 00n 500 DO 580 	I=1,NFCIL GAIN 169 
24369 000 R(I)=RI(I)+R2(I) GAIN 170 
(1'4370 000 WORK6(I)=I GAIN 171 
0"4:571 non 500 CONTINUE 0AT.N 172 
0 1 4374 00n IF (KSNSW(26) .E0.1 )viU 	(‘',,,7''.)n(r),I7.1,NFCIL) 6i!N 173 
0 21437,) non C GoaN 174 
fl: 7 4374 00n C FRANK THE ELEMENTS IN AN co,c ,:jnNnING ORDER 0i , R • G=ON 175 
f.)n4376 non DO 600 	I=1.NMIN2 (4A10 176 
f104.570 non K=I+1 GiA1N 177 
0 2 437/ 00n 00 590 J=KrNFC/L uAIN 178 
014370 000 IF(k(I).LT.R(J))GO 	TO 590 CIA IN 179 
014379 oon KEEP=R(I) GAIN 180 
0•14.556 oon LEEP=WORK6(I) UALN 181 
0 1 4301 00n RII)=R(J) 'OAIN 182 
0 1 4.50e 00n wOPK6(I)=WORK6(..1) (JAIN 183 
0 2 43/1j 000 R(J)=KEEP' ORIN 184 
0'14304 000 WORK6(J)=LEEP UAEN 185 
024.566 00 1) 590 CONTINUE QA/N 186 
124406 oon 6U0 CONTINUE OAJA 107 
024307 oon 00 620 I=1,NFCIL 0814 188 
00n KzWORK6(I) GAIN 189 
024309 00n IFLAO(K)=q GAIN 190 
0 ..) 4390 000 60 CONTINUE 	• GAIN 191 
0?4,5c)1 0011 C GAIN 192 
T:!24492 00n IF(KSNSW(27).E0.0)00 	TO 	(•,0 GAN 193 
:r439.) 00n WRITE(6,291( 	RI(I),I 7 ';,r L) oiON 194 
0'4394 00n WRITE(6r31)( R2(I)r: 	 ) ()AIN 1 (.15 
C'4363 0011 wRITE(6,32)( u/UN 196 
4,596 000 WRITE(6.07) (9AIN 197 
r2 2 439/ 00n WR/TE(6r24)(IFLAG(I)rI7trHreJL) GAIN 19.0 
0 0 4390 00n WRITE(6.36)(WORK6(I)r1=1r•J:CIL) GAIN 199 
0 1439y oon c GAIN 200 
V4400 oon C GAIN 201 
0'14401 non C START ASSIGNING THE ELFMENTi GAIN 202 
0.74404 00n 6:)0 DO 660 	I=1,NFCIL GAIN 203 
000 660 FCFLG(I)=.FALSE. GAIN 204 
014404 0011 DO 670 J=11NLOCT GAIN 205 
02440t, 000 670 FLOGT(J)=.FALSE. GAIN 206 
0'1 4400 00n C GAIN 207 
0 1 4407 non C GAIN 208 
IY14401.) 00 11 C PICK 	THE ELEMENT IN THE 13 .i 7 	 LOCATE IT r 	THEN PICK THE ONE GAIN 209 
0 1 4409 00n C WITH MAXIMUM 	INTERACTIONS V!(111 	IT 	r 	LOCATE 	IT 	10$,) A'7, TO MINIMIZE THE. GAIN 210 
004410 00n C INCREASE IN TOTAL COST . 	COi+TINU7 UNTIL ALL LL.Li-4TS ARE LOCATED GAIN 211 
nr14411 00n DO 950 I=1•NFCIL GAIN 212 
0'1 4414 00n Kr_WORK6(i) GAIN 213 
00441.) 000 IF(FCFLO(K))00 TO 950 GAIN 214 















IF(FLOGTIL))00 TO 680 
oIN 216 
GAIN'217 
19041/ 000 LOCAT(K)=L ohIN 218 
1"19 1016 00n FCFLO(K)=.TRUE. uAIN 219 
-1;41v 00n FLOGT(L)=.TRUL. W,IN 220 
9 qq2u 000 IF(K5NSW(28).E0.1); 	.. 1 i10.. (;;;,114 221 
;'n442t 000 IKHTR=1 
000 
00n 
IF(I.E0.1)00 	TO 	66t, 
KL=K 
,.I 	
'4'124 000 GO TO 750 oIN 222 
9'' 1;42.6 00n 600 CONTINUE 0,:IN 22, 3 
W, (!426 00n WRITE(6,99)K k..\IN 224 
0 0 !!42/ 00n 99 P0p,IAT(02X,3('*** 	(:LILl 	'01 	1.** 	11 ► 	No p4ACE 	FOR',/6) uAIN 22_5 
03/1426 00n GO TO 2000 U, 1 14  22u 
(1 !442v 00 0 C PICK 	THE ELEMENT 	WI1N i,AXI 	11;;I 	IN((7:PACTION2 	WSJH K oAIN 227 
2,-;q430 con 665 KEEP=-10 C'..!,14 223 
t4434 000 LEEP=-10 (;:,IN 229 
00n IKHTR.-0 
oon DO 690 KK=1 ► NFCIL o.:::N 230 
f;.1 q125 ,* 00n VAI.E0,KK)G0 TO 6 	i u;;IN 231 











C403u 000 I•7 ( 7 (KL,K).GT.F,P7)i 	•;:;',t 	,!;;) t,;:,N 235 
09413') 0-00 11, (ISAV.LT.REEP)30 u•',IN 236 
00t144u 000 KEEP=ISAV 6AN 237 
4441 oon LFEP=KL 238 
000 (.10 CONTINUE uAN 239 
1, '444u 000 IF(LEEP.LT.O.ANO.K: 	 ,1) ,,IIII- r(6,' 
n•Ifoitiq oon 91 	r0t:MAT(02X,3(' 	t; ; ;• 0 ), 1 	N", 	!!: 	..;- t1LNTS 	TO 	CHOSE OkIN 241 
r';4446 00 11 , -, i=1.1' 	) o-IN 242 
40 eon IF(LEEP.LT.0)00 To 
( 00 0 IF(LELP.GT.0)GO TO /;IN 243 
itto ujn KL7K c.IN 244 
00n GO TO 750 u;;TN 245 
Mq5u 000 C u .T.N 2%6 
fin0451 000 C LOCATE 	THIS ELENENT 	Si) fit', 	F;7T 	IN mall%4A. 	1RLASE 	IN COST • , , ,ili 247 
r;n41)5,: uon 700 	IO.7.32767 ',JAN 248 
00n KL=LEEP U'iN 249 
(.)"1 000 00 710 J=1,NLOCT o-IN 250 
(7 , 55:.'1 000 L=WORK3(J) k.:IN 251 
m4.5w oon IF(FLOGT(L))00 TO 719 oIN 252 
Th45/ 000 KA•=0 uAN 253 
011,56 000 00 705 	II71 ► NFCIL 0•,IN 254 
0 ! , 105v 000 LL...:ORK6(11) OOIN 255 
000 IF(LL.EQ.KL)00 TO 795 (lAIN 256 
000 IFC.NOT.FCFLOILLI)G0 	TO 7G, ti.-IN 257 
0' , 4464 000 LAH=LOCAT(LL) - 	uAIN 258 
r„)")446u oon ISAV=F(KL,LL) - 	(.:11,4 259 
''Y14404 000 IF(F(LLFKL).GT.F(KL,LIMVF(LL,KL) LAIN 260 
0'4465 000 KAN•KAM+IISAV*D(L,L11 0AIN 261 
!'.1 1 1066 oon 705 CONTINUE 	• u;AIN 262 
0445't oon IF(KAM.GT.IWD)G0 TO 710 o/.IN 263 
0 ,14466 oon IWD=KAM uAIN 264 
0'14469 uon LocAr(KL)=1. 6:IN 265 
0)447u 0011 710 CONTINUE uAIN 266 




















































024481 000 DO 770 	IT=I ► NFCIL GAIN 277 
00448 Ong LL=WORK6(TI) umIN 278 
0'1 4483 00n IF(.NOT.FCFLO(LL))00 	10 "170 oi,IN 279 
C°4484 oon LAM=LOCAT(LL) GAIN 280 
C!'448:.) 000 DO 760 KK=IoNECIL. t,IN 281 











(1 .4 , 439 ()on ISAV=F(LL,KM) oITH 
Cqn490 000 IFtISAV.LT.F(KM,LL)li 	 LL) 
004491 000 KOMP=KOMP-1-(ISAV*MLf\w)) wAIN 287 
Ofl4494 00n 700 CONTINUE GAIN 25£1 
004493 00 0 770 CONTINUE GAIN 289 
Or1 4494 000 KOMP=0.5*FLOAT(KO ■-, ) 6/.IN 290 
04495 00n C UAIN 291 
n'1 4490 000 IF(KSNSW(29),E0.1)Wri1(LOI'AT(TI)rII=Ii ':A.KOMP OAIN 292 
()0449/ 000 C wAIN 293 
00n C PERFORM ALL POSSIFILL 	 ANn DELETION'; 	iR LAST FLEMENT ONLY uAIN 294 
1,74499 000 00 	775 	IT=1 ► NFCIL WAN 295 
ng4500 000 775 RESRV(II)=LOCAT(I1) UA1N 296 
0n4501 000 KOUNT=0 WP.IN 297 
4504 00n DO 790 	II=1,NFCIL GAIN 298 
0450.) 00 0 LL=WORK6(II) 0/“N 299 
4t,04 Oon IF(LL.E0.KL)G0 TO 	7,:, 1 wAIN 300 
104:05 000 IF(.NOT.FCFLO(LL))00 	10 	79c, GAIN 301 
004t1Ou 000 KOUNT=KOUNT+I wAIN 302 
1 450/ 00n KEY=0 
:7,1 4506 000 778 KEE0=LOCAT(KL) 
0'1 41)09 oon KEEN=LOCAT(LL) 
00451U 000 IA=0 
000 DO 785 KR=loNFCIL 
0!"1 45L 000 KK=WORK6(KR) 
n -74513 000 IF(.NOT.FCFLG(KK)1GO TO 7 35 
Vt4514 000 IFIKK.E0,KL)C0 TO 7G2 
Or'4516 000 IF(F(KK*KL).E(1.0)G0 	TO .72 
f.'451t.) 000 LAM=LOCAT(KK) 
V4517 000 IA=IA-F(F(KK,KL)*O(KEFJoL)) 
0 1 4510 00n C 
9 1 4519 00n 702 IF(KK.EO.LOGO TO 785 
rtn452u 00 0 IF(F(KKoLL).E0.0)O0 TO 7:M 
0':1 4521 00n KA•=LOCAT(KK) 
r)/4524 oon IA=IA+(F(KioLL)*D(KEEN,Km)) 
0 114523 000 7d5 CONTINUE 
Ir4524 00n IF(KEY,E0.1)00 TO 783 
0°452a 00n IB=IA- 
004526 00 ,1 KEY=1 
004527 00n KEEP=LOCAT(LL) WAIN 303 


























GO TO 778 
7013 KEEN= 	(IA—Ill) 
GAIN 305 






Onn LLeP::LOCAT(LL) 324 
W/ 453b 00 0 LOCAT(LL)=KEEP tAIN 325 
0 0 453Y 000 LOCATiKL)=LEEP GAIN 306 
304530 000 C 80(8 327 
539 00n 790 CONTINUE GAIN 326 
00n C 01.,IN 329 
000 C WRITE THE fIrSULT 	OF .1Nr, ERTIONS 	A.,;D L„SLETIONS 	TESI IF Yol,uhiN 330 
004544 000 C WISK G;%!:(1 331 
fr4540 00n IMSNSW(29).E0.0)00 A GAIN 332 
r 	■ •., 	k fr 000 WRITE(6t3 7 / DT ill 33,5 
non 
uon 
no 810 J=10KOUNT 
din 	',.:“TEI0,11 ),..1,01.r,^J, 	.• 
314 
Onn 6n 	r- OMAT(OC..,XiIDCz,•••.— • 	— :10) :f.5G 
(7) 0011 C ck-IcK FOR 	IMPROVIM:N"tH 3:11 
00n 300 LEP:7 KOMP 07.::N 3.36 
0011 00 850 J=1,KOUNT 	• utyf.N 339 
000 . IFfKOST(J) 350 
00P LEEPI-.KOST(J) (.011W 341 
,Y1 ft, 553 000 KEEP=j 8,1 TN 342 
C)  000 13:J0 CONTINUE G0.114 343 
00n C o, IN 344 
0011 TF(LFEP.E0.KO1PO k.)IN 345 
000 IF(KSNW(2)).E0.1) 	; 
Onn LEEP 
0011 DO 360 si=1,NFCIL ur.(N 3 1;7 
Ono 8u0 LOCAT(J)=MAKANCK (AiN 348 
00n IF (KSNSW 	29) .E0.1.)5;? 	 3 N111" 	e .Y.1 !•;; 
onn GO TO 900 GAW 35O 
000 C Lti,N 351 
(1 .: ,4564 0011 870 	IFiKSNSW(29).E0.1 
000 00 880 J51,NFCIL GIN 354 
000 800 LOCATIJ)=RESRV(J) GAN 354 





900 	IFtIKHTR.CO.1)G0 	10 
0A1N 35t, 
r.:V.)7u 0011 950 CONTINUE c;;ITN 357 
(Jon C GAfN 358 
574. 00n 970 WRITEt6p43)K0M0 GAT“4 359 
000 WRITE(044)(LOCAT(I),1:1,A( CL) GAIN 360 
74 000 C GAIN 361 
000 C GAIN 31)2 
r.r';570 000 C GAIN 333 
00 0 C WRITE THE LOCATIONS OF 	LL,r.1rc GAIN 364 
000 WRITE(609) GAIN 365 
'1 . 1 4579 00n WRITE16,16)(LODATII) )• GAIN 366 
n.71 W,8u non C GAIN 367 
von C 
9', 45?",e 00n C PERFORM THE TEST OF 	 130 DELETIONS 1F ;)ES1RED 
0:14580 0011 IF(IROTA.F0.0)00 	10 
004534 000 "WRITEt6,51/ 




fli;b60 000 1090 KPLOC(I)=LOCAT(I) 
eNt5ai oon KmAx=o 







';i4!:, 1 000 1100 	ITER=1TER+1 
r.:"Y.F., (4 4 oon DO 1300 IL=1,NFCTL 
0.-i459J 00n DO 	1105 II=loNECIL 
(.4394 000 1105 RESRV(II)=LOCAT(II) 
r"(459;) 000 ITHSN=0 
1Y1 4590 000 KL=W0RK6(IL) 
ri4:)91 00n KOUNT=0 
4590 000  DO 1180 	ITzl ► NFCIL 
014599 000 LL=W0RK6CTI4 
(.!u6Ou 00 0 IF(LL.EO.KL)G0 	TO 	1102 
f):1 4o01 000 KOUNT=KOUNT+1 
n , 11604 00 0 KEY=0 
V460a 000 1110 KEEO=LOCAT(KL) 
C 0 4604 000 KEEN=LOCAT(LL) 
074606 oon IA=0 
U4601, 000 DO 1130 KR=loNFCIL 
014601 000 KK=WORKE,(KR) 
9 0 4600 00 0  IF(KK.E0.KL)C0 TO 	112.0 
no4u0v 000 IF(F(KK/KL).EQ.0)00 	TO 	11::0 
r'401U 00 0 LAM=LOCAT(KK) 
D'4611 00 0 IA=IA+CF(KOKL)4DIKEEJeLf 	2) 
:!614 000 C 
4b1..) 00n C 
rr'4614 oon 1120 	IF(KK.E0.LL)G0 TO 1130 












IF(KEY.E0.1)G0 TO 	117;0  
,v, 402 6 





o 0 u62e oon KEEP=LOCAT(LL) 
OrD462;) oon LOCATALL)=LOCAT(KL) 
024624 000 LOCAT(KL)=KEEP 
0::1402:-.) oon CO TO 1110 
0' 1 4626 000 1150 KEEN=(IA—I8) 
n14627 000 KOST(KOUNT1=KURCS+KEEN 
00462o 00n DO 1150 	j=1,NFCIL 
014629 000 1160 MAKAN(KOUNT,J)=LOCAT(J) 
024630 000 LEEP=LOCAT(LL) 
004631 non LOCAT(LL)=KEEP 
094634 .000 LOCAT(KL):LEEP 
10461) Don C 
(. .14.) .54. oon 1160 CONTINUE 
0^4635 000 C 
00463u 000 C 	WRITE THE RESULTS OF THE TF3T IF YOU WISH 
004637 000 IF(KSNSW(31).E0.0)G0 TO 	120 
004636 000 WRITE(6,37) 
0 0 4639 000 DO 1200 J=loKOUNT 
094640 000 1200 WRITE(6,38)Jr(MAKAN(JFKK)+KK=1,35),KOST(J) 
004541 000 C 




























000 	120 LEEP=32767 
oon DO 1240 J=ltKOUNT 
OUri 	 IFIKOST(U).GT.LEEP16;) TO 
LLEP7KO5T(J) 
.00n 	 ;. ■ 
00 0 1240 CujiTilUE 
oon 	 00 1250 d=1,MECIL. 
000 12b0 GOMPR(IL,J).:=MAKAH U 
00 0 	 C5TCMIIL)=LEEP 
000 C 
00 0 	 Ir(LEEP.0E.KOMP)(10 1 
000 IFIK5NSWI32I.E0.1)1 ■..;• 
000 	 KOMPzLELP 
000 00 1260 J=1.N1cIL 
(Jon 	 KPLOC( J)=MAKANII; 
000 1260 LOCiJL J)=MAKC;NII; 
00 0 	 II-7 ;;;;NW(32)„EU.1)%.,; 
00n ITw4J-71 
KN;;X=0 ow; 
00n 	 GO TO non 
bon 
00 0 	1210 IFIKSN5I1(52)tEq.1); 
000 no 1230 j=1,NFCIL 
00 0 	12(30 LOCATIJ)=RESNV(J) 
00n C 
00 0 	1300 CONTINUE 
00n C 
onn 	15u0 	 7,,J)WRITE( 
UOn KURCS:=KOMP 
00') 	 IFIITHSN.E0.1)00 	1 1('H 
win C . 
000 	 IF(Y.5NSW(34).E0.1)\:' 
IFIKf. , N5W(34).E0.1) H 	'AT( 1- ). 
IFIKSN5W(34).E0.1) 	 ;.);TH'KO' 4 1' 
000 	 KEEP=-10 
000 LEEP732767 
00n 	 00 1530 i=ltN)'CIL 
000 IFICSTCM(I).0E,Lrft)';' 
00n 	 ■ 
00n IF(KA00.E0.0)00 13 1 
00n 	 DO 1510 /1=1,KADD 
00n KEY=0 
00n 	 00 1505 J=1,NFCIL 
oon IFIAIIRAY(II,J).E0.CW , P;ii1;d1)=KEY+1 
000 	1505 CONTINUE 
000 IFIKEY.NE,NFCIL)C0 TO 1510 
00 0 	 00 TO 1530 
000 1510 CONTINUE 
00 0 	150 LEEP=CSTCM(I) 
00n KLEP=I 
non 	1560 CONTINUE 
000 IF(KEEP.GT.0)G0 TO 155 
000 	 WRITE(6.97) 
000 9 -/ FORMAT110X,IHELP ME ,IAm ;,102K 1 ) 
oon 	 CO TO 1800 
000 15.5 KmAX=KmAX+1 















IF(KAUD.LE.90)00 TO 	153/ 
WRITE(6,06) 
94 	FORNAT(10)WRAN OUT or 	Ari,,C1' SPAcE 1 ). 
- GO TO 	1800 
1:)37 no 	1540 	I=1,NFCIL. 
1: 1 4704 000 APRAY(KATIII)::COVI'RftLFR(f) 
:"4701 000 1540 	LOCAT(I)=COMPR(R(=LP,I) 
Ofl4700 oon KURCS=CSTCM(KEEP) 
0!1'47(.19 non IF(KSNSW(33).E0.1)WRITI- (e5'i)f1 OCAT(T),I=1,NFCIL) 
0 1 4718 000 W(KSNSw(33).E0.1)WR1T06:6P, IiRrS 
0734711 000 GO TO 1100 
0 1 471k 000 C 
014714 000 C 
014714 000 1800 WRITE(6,9) 
(%14716 000 WRITE(6,16)(KRLOO(I)ol L) 
(04710 000 WRITE(6,53)ITERFKUMP 
0 1 471/ 000 C 
004710 . 000 2000 	IF(1ORE)3000.3000,10 GAIN 368 
004719 000 3000 STOP 369 GAIN 
0(1 4720 000 C GAIN 401 
0 1 4721 000 C (4.0.11 370 
000 1 	FORMAT(10X,40I3) 371 GAIN 
CrA724 000 2 	FORMAT(10)( ► ('*** 	 '%) GAIN 372 
U4724 000 DA 4 FORMAT(1H1,' 	M 373 GAIN 
0 1 472'4 
004 728 
000 
00 0 * 	11g:: 	
NHH,•• 	; - If ITIrS 









5 FORMAT(10X ►  
6 FORMAT(1H1) 3767 
014729 oon 7 FORMAT(/) &.IN 378 
(i';4/11.) 000 8 FOWAT(/10WINTERACTI•) GAIN 379 
UjI4732 oon 9 FORMAT(/10XOLOCA1ION:.; 	r.LrMENTS AR•') WAIN 380 
00 0  11 FORMAT(' 	DISTANOLS 	(f GAIN 381 
(04734 000 ' INDICES *, 12 FORMAT.('  382 
0. 1 4734 000 14 FORMATU2WP0SITION 	 '(NS IN THE RANfO*36I3/36X.101.3) GAIN 383 
Or•4736 oon 16 FORMAT(' 	LOCATIONS (f. WAIN 334 
('o'475u oon 17 FORMAT(' NO OF FLEYY: 	') WAIN 386 
00473/ (Ion 18 FORMAT(' 	NO OF CQMH. OATH 386 
014738 000 21 FORMATC1HnOARRAMEn 	 A"0 THFIR 	 101...L00/1 GAIT) 387 
004139 000 24 	FORmAT(/2x, , P0cATIO IN 	I)tF 	P::3(11,3/36xeli.)13) WAIN 388 
0'.)4741., 000 e6 FORMATt/InWARRAY (1; , 	: ] 	FOLLOS'/) ClAiN 389 
014741 00 0 e7 FOF•TC/10x0ARRAY 	 FOLLO•S , /, GAIN 390 
0"474k 000 28 FORMAT(/10X0OISPLAY RANKS'/) GAIN 391 
01474.4 	• 000 e9 FORMAT(' 	 RI 	' 	1) GAIN 392 
004744 000 al FORMAT(' R2 GAIN 393 
014744 000 32 FORMAT(' 	 R 394 WAIN 
U)4748 000 33 FORMAT(10X0**MAJOR 	V;-4, 	r 	)ir."THT'eT3," 	FI;=.L0 	INI,I3) WAIN 395 
0 1 4747 000 34 FORMAT(IOW**MINOR *** Ei.L"FHTIo/30 F1; 	i:1 	INItI3) GAIN 396 
0 1 474c. 000 C GAIN 398 
OT4749 000 36 FORMAT(' 	CONT OF P(rfITIr:(*TA) WAIN 397 
orui750 000 47 FORMAT(15WPOSSILILE GAIN 400 
014751 000 39 FORMAT(10X,IPOSSILILE 	 °RIG COST:: 1 ,16, 1 	NEW CUST70, WAIN 402 
01475e 000 *I6,' 	ASSOCIATED WITH 	 AUOVE.') GAIN 403 
(1 ,14754 oon 41 FORMAT(20X000RRESPONDiNC, ASSIGNMEN(WOX,35I3) GAIN 404 
0C1 4754 000 C GAIN 399 
004756 000 42 FORMAT(10XONO IMPROVEmErN 	PO!, 1 1 EEI) GAIN 4.05 
004754 000 43 FORMAT(/10WEIEST INITIAL SOLUTION S COSTzltIu) GAIN 406 
0 ,)4757 oon 44 	FoRmAT (/).5X. i COPP.L.'. I'. .;,' ; i.: , 	1 	!:. 	.ci TONS 	AVi- 1 	: 	:.;:,. 	!.: 	...̀)) (JAIti 	40. 
004750 00 1  46 FoRMAT(/05WORIOIWIL f7 -110 	A-.sIGNmENT*IejA3,04X0IT COST=t0AIN 4o8 
rii 75 tj  000 *.16) OAIN 409 




31 	FnPMAT(/1(9(01(E'l!!..i 	, 	' - • • 	•111R1 	I-,  
52 	f7 ;)MAT(/InX,3(''),' • 	iS 	10 1 	I. 	..: 	H i p 
/6.) 000 1WE RESTART AGAIN , :f1  
r.11 4764 000 53 	FORMATUIOXONUN34P 	(.' 	• 	Y".•IS 	=T,IP,, , 	C ,;;:..T:OpI8) 
01 14 Mt) 000 54 	FORMAT(02WWE SIAM 	ri..:j3) 
09416u ()on 5u 	FORMAT(/9WWHOSE Co',1) 
014767 000 END WAIN 411 
1104766 000 QELT,SI 	 p1 H 
nn4/69 non C A 	SUDROUTINF 	TO 	IN Ao 	,•! 	, 	H. 	,- 4.JAL, 	i'_IC 	A'...I.s'.1.(4T 	PROhLEM 	LAIN 	412 
Cn477u 00n C THIS 	VERSION 	IS 	ltq,.. ' 	-i . ' -. 	- r!ICEMT 	r:T ::"/A of,IN 	413 
,71177I 000 c;;AROUTINF 	DTAIN(J: , ,. 	.. ....,'. -Orzoiro uA 
'14172 non CW1ON 	IC1,7C,Ic.f,' , . ... 	 N,LS.; (JA!N 	41, ) 
oon COON 	10TERIO:,4), 	• 	, 	:.:,N.,I ■ i'a , 	IN 	:110 
774 oon INTEOER F(40:40). J. 	- ',:(' , 0)ri- TrY.... ■ ;:- IN 	417 
1:11 477:.1 00n INTEGER . 	wORKI(40, c.•IN 	416 
02477o 050 EQUIVALENCE( 	•IT[II::N 	.:'') (A , Afi 	419 
non nou1V1LENCE( 	NISI i 1: f ; . 	!: ;. 	, : i ) ;', IN 	/:20 
(,)1t; 77 o 00 0 EOUIVALENCE( 	MSM: .. :j , ..(t)) ,.i.N 	421 
094779 000 EOUIVALENCE( 	MSiFkt 	•,,. 	, ,', 	-',.i1) ,..i..,1:/ 	42Z. 
0`11iT8U 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	I VIMN ( '.';'N 1. i 1 .1) ) uA1ii 423 
11031 oon C H1IN 424 
10478c 000 C READ THE MinFR OF 	ff, cc 	- 	, 	YHr NtIN 7 R oF 	! -H.OUS 	, 	THL: FRACTruAIN 425 
onn C OF 	THE 	INTERVAL 	(ITOI• -H.0 , 	•, iHr 	NUMLE;.: 	C vACILITIE r 	AND 	,:i7N 426 
V4784 05n C THE 	CONTINUATION 	PA7Y, . 	,. :. o;•N 427 
itst) onn REA0(5,1)JOB,NFCIL, ',; -:) 7ANrIX0IV:.. 	;,ITi..R(.1 AIN 423 
1473c4 oon C u , -.N 	1429 
IN4787 QUO DO 10 	1=1,40 t. --JU 	Li.30 
On4780 000 DO 10 J;1,40 u,IN 431 
or)4769 oon Fcr,J)Fo ,.,:.:7ii 	432 
1.7,1479u. 000 10 	D(I,J)=0 Or',IN 	463 
0 ,14791 00n C W,IN 434 
014792 oon no 20,I=1,NFCIL H 435 
01479J non 40 	PLAD(5.2)(WORKI(Ir,J)vJ L) ,,,,,.i:1.! 	1 38 
I1794 oon C uAl'N 4 37 
094795 00 0 DO 30 	I7-71vWCIL 
;:j i ,IIA 	4.53 
00479u 00n DO 25J=1,NrCIL OAIN 439 
014797 oon IF(I.E0.J)GO TO 25 ',IAIN 	:,Lto 
02479w. oon IF(1.GT.J)F(I,J)=WOI(IfJ) LAIN 441 
014799 oon IF(I.LT.J)D(I,J)=ShORK1(1,o) GIN 442 
oon 25 CONTINUE u;,IN 443 
T?14804 000 30 CONTINUE LAN 444 
004 004 000 C uAIN 445 
0.1460J 000 DO 40 	I=1,NFCIL (.flt1N 	446 
024304 000 DO 40 J=1,NFCIL uAN 447 














DO 50 	I=1,NECIL 
u;-:IN 	451 
OAN 452 
nq40,10 non DO 45 J=1,NFCIL 
uAIN 453 
0n4611 QUO 45 CONTINUE GAIN 455 
004812 con 50 CONTINUE GAIN 456 


















00n C QAIN 457 
0A461:3 00n no 60 I=1fNFIXO QAIN 456 
004610 000 be 	READt5rI) 	FIXII)611)rkriT ►  GAIN 459 
i. 0 11817 oon C UAM 460 
u00 60 DO 999 1=1,60 GAIN 461 
0 1 4019 000 999 l(SNY411)=0 GAIN 462 
r: , 1 ) 000 DO 993 	I -4'28,40 
flu.021 000 98 KSNSW(I)-7.0 
0?462z 000 C QAIN 463 
C94023 000 RETURN GAIN 464 
rB4324 oon C GAIN 465 
eq4(s2J ()on c GAIN 466 
C04026 000 C QAIN 467 
C ,:1 04627 Lion 1 FORMAT(20Y,I2I5) JAIN 463 
C)!tbas Don 2 FORMAT(10)055I2) GAIN 469 
••0329 000 END GAIN 470 
U1 483u 000 (DELTrSI TUMER-S*SINAN-OAIN.F1MOJTrr,15574103711 
0°4631 000 SUBROUTINE TIMOUT 
r2t;,33r. oon K=ITINE(I.J) 
v11;63.) owl T=I/5000. 
014834 oon WRITE(6,2000)T 
0:).4835 oon 2000 FORMAT(' 	TIME',F10.3 ► 	Sr6 1 ) 
C 1 403o 000 RETURN 
(7 1637 oon END 	, 




C 	A NEW PROGRAM FOR THE 	 (": 
001 COMMON NECIL,NLOCT,Lr . 
V4 ,342 000 COMMON MSTER(05200) 	 ),vSNSW(006U) 
c ,A:64-1 oon COMMON NKNAP.KHADT,K("Ye 
C:'.4044 oon 
04:346 000 INTEGER 	F(20,20)FJ(:'0 , : 	ir;'()),.V(20r20).0(20,20),ALPHA(20) 
024d46 000 LOGICAL Y(20,20)tYnF: 
U404/ oon INTEGER 	WORK1(201'40)r , , 	i s 701 
0';4d46 Dan INTEGER 	UBEST(20,20 ) 	 •. 	0) 
0114349 000 INTEGER 	INDEX(040Uhiy,': 	'vJNOEX(0400)ILRU:.:X(0400) 
07!4050 000 INTEGER 	CNYXU(20•20)ri„,. - .'11) 
U4051 000 C 
On0=s5e oon EQUIVALENCE( 	M7ITEf:(0)1 	F(1.1)) 
0n135.) 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	M$TE1-4(0' ()I.o1)) 
0'14354 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTEk(0)'- 	.e1)) 
V4055 oon EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTEk(1; VH1)) 
057!=1.65u 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTEk(1 , . 	:;1p1)) 
0 ,-, 4657 oon EQUIVALENCE( MBTFR(2) 
0 0 65L3 oon EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTEN(2)7, 	1 ,)1)) 
(.;; , 465 oon EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTER(2o1),c 
n ,7!466u con EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTEk(3'''i) rr' 	;:ino1)) 
0'486i oon EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTEk(3:tio.:;;H- t01)) 
0'1 466,: 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTEK(40'.:11),Li:''';((1(1 1)) 
tr4361 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTEk(44J1). 	Y(1,1)) 
024d64 -000 EQUIVALENCE( 	MSTER(4F.W1)/I 
0^4350 oon C 
0;14860 000 EQUIVALENCE( 	IWORK(0001)01(1.1)) 
OB4867 oon EQUIVALENCE( 	IWORK(04X1)2(1r1)) 
00466u 00 0  EQUIVALENCE( 	IWORK(1001), 	J;(1,1)) 
004369 oon EQUIVALENCE( 	IWORK(1401),CNVN(1,1)) 







C 	INITIALIZE VARIOUS COUNTERS AND ARRAYS 
01487.) oon 10 	ITER=4, 1 
014074 oon iuus=+3276700 
0"4070 oon LEICST=-3276700 
00487u 000 KOUNT=0 
014677 00 0 C 
on4670 000 LIMIT=10 	• 
014879 000 NKNAR=0 
0 .1 408v non KHADY=0 
094b81 000 KGAkY=0 
1114884 00n KUVW=0 • 	. 
00498a 000 C 
014884 oon DO 190 	I1,000 
01481b 000 190 	INDEX(I)99 
gorldOu (00• C 





C 	READ 	THE 	KEYS CONTRi.l.L;::: 	 riNG 	IN TLT, 
PEAD(5,02)CKSNSWCI),: 
!7j14:73;u 000 C 	READ THE KEYS COUTI .M,J, 	 5MqNG or i.! 
V-4691 000 READ(5,02)(KSNS'a(1)•; , 
0qq694 00 0  
0':1q09.j 00 0 C 	READ THE PROBLEM DATA 
(04694 000 CALL 	UTAIMWOO,LAkUl,f1—,;..•7,C,TTER".1,IAVtilf . -, 
V1/1094 onn C 
014(1')u oon C 	PRINT THE DATA IF YCU 
904d9/ 000 IFfKSNSw(01).E0.0)( -:0 
0 1 4996 00n WRITE(6,03) 	J0(1,1.• 
lqq:329 000 WRITE(6,04)LAHDApii 
00 0 .2(0 	IF:KSNSw(02).E0.0)(;0 	To 
f.1 M901. 00n WRITEt608) 
W!04 008 no 	'175 	IzlINFCIL 
0 1 4 4 0 000 275 	FE ( 6r 02) CF ( 	r...1) 
004904 000 WRITE(6,09) 
000 DO 200 	I=1rNLOCT 
038 Do 000 260 	WHITE(6t02)(D(I,J),..1=1 
0 0 4907 00n WRITE(6,07) 
00490o 00n C 	GET THE STARTING VALU721 	U 4 fV"V.'4 , 5 
r,)4909 000 290 CALL UVW) 
02491u 000 DO 2(33 	I=1.NFCIL 
n24911 000 DO 293 J=1,NL0CT 
074914 000 CNVXV(I,J)=0 
OC'491J 000 293 CNVXU(IFJ)=0 
0.)4914 000 AMU=.1tFLOATIMEW) 
00491t) 000 C 
0.71 491u 000 C 
004917 000 C 	CALCULATE THE VALUES OP AL06A 
094910 00n DO 298 I=1,NFCIL 
0'.!4919 000 KEEP=0 
00492u 000 DO 295 K=1,NECIL 
004921 000 IF(F(I,K).E0.0)60 TO 295 
014924 000 KEEP=KEEP+1 
0892.) 00n - 295 CONTINUE 
004924 000 ALPHA(I)=KEEP 
00492:1 000 298 CONTINUE 
eon 	c 



















1 49:7'o 000 300 KAM=0 
0'1 4929 000 KOUNT=KOUNT+1 
2 2 4930 000 KEEP=0 
0'1 493i 000 00 320 	I=1.NFCIL 
•I4T3,L 000 CO 310 K=1,NFCIL 
f,' 1 ir./.5.:r 000 IF(I.EO.K)GO TO 310 
"W:45 4 00n IF(F(I,K).EQ.0)GO 	TOl'O 
0 02493z) 000 C 
024930 000 CALL KNAP(ItKeJEEPILFLP,KoST) 
04937 000 IF(KAM.LT.0400)GO TO 305 
n''4936 000 WRITE(6,q0) 
0 2 4939 00n GO TO 1500 
0'1 4940 001 3U5 KAM=KAM+1 
• 0 1 4941 000 INDEX(KAM)zI 
i', 4942 000 KNDEX(KAM)=K 
T- 	14`0'1..) 000 JNCEX(KAM)=JEEP 
0 1".1 4944 000 LNDLX(KAM)=LE•P 
!r4946 000 KEEP=KEEP+KOST 
02494u 00 0 IF(KSNSW(06).E0.0)00 	TO 	:0 
0 C04941 00n WRITE(6.16)ITER,ItKrIts, , LCFP,KOST 
nn4940 000 310 CONTINUE 
024949 000 30 CONTINUE 	 . 
rilf;9!)u 000 IF(KSNSW(06).E0.1.W;TrJ/ KEEP 
f' 2 495 .1. 000 C 
c, 145,.: 00 0 C SOLVE THE 	ASSIGNMENT 	F",. .: 
'495..) 000 C A)CONSTRUCT 	THE 	COST 	M;'':, 
!7• , q954 000 TF(KSNSW(07).E0.1)Wli: 	11r• ,- () 
0•495:.; 000 DO 350 	I=1.NFCIL 
0 r:2495o 000 DO 340 J=1.NLOCT 
rT4951 000 340 	WORK1(IoJ)=-ALPHA(I)11U(Y.JHV(IfJ)) 
;:4950 000 iF(KsNsw(o7).E.- G•i)t'i'rii, i 	0 „10 .  ; c,-:( -):1(1(r,u),..J::.-...bc 	...)c -r) 
0 004959 00 0 .3b0 CONTINUE 
11P496U 000 C 
014961 000 C B)CALL THE ASSIGNMENT ROUTTHE: 
a% 9 ,14964 000 KEY=1 
0 2 495) 00n K1=30 
0 2 4964 oon 300 	CALL HADY(NECIL,K1.Nif , • 	%1.vI('OST,KEY) 
0 0^4960 000 GO TO(380,410),KEY 
(.1°496o 00 0 300 	CALL GARY(NFCIL,K1,NkOW1.;;OOL1,Kc'Y) 
024967 000 GO T0(360.390)*KEY 
elb n9496o• 000 390 WRITE(6,99) . 
0 1 4969 000 GO TO 1500 
1.1N497U 000 C 
0 1 4971 00n 410 THETA=KEEP+ICOST 
1n497.: 000 THETA=THETA/2000000. 
02497.) 000 IF(KSNSWt11).E0.1)WRITE(E, f1t)ITEPFKEEPtICOSTr 7.0:1.TA 
04974 000' IF(THETA.LT.LB0ST)G0 TO 4..00 
T1 497b 000 LOCST=THETA 
0:1 4970 00n KOUNT=0 
024977 00n C 
004976 000 C STORE THE BEST VALUES OF THE U'S AND V'S 
004Y79 000 DO 420 	I=1.NFCIL 
0q490i, 000 DO 420 J=1.NLOCT 
094981 000 UBEST(IrJ)=U(I,J) 
004982 oon 420 VBEST(I.J)=V(I.J) 
0 00493) 000 C 






0'1 4985 000 C **EVALUATE THE PRIMAL soLuicri wit o 	THE A5510 
004980 000 C A)INITIALI7F THE YIS 
non 40 DO 435 I=I.NFCIL 
00 1 DO 435 J=I ► NLOCT 
lo4"39 000 . VII,J)=.FALSE. 
1499u 00n LW)' CONTINUE 
n c1 4991 00 0 C 
0149 000 C 
0 1 499:, 000 C 8) CALCULATE THE OUAURCI:::, 
r4994 00 0 KLEPzIULICS 
0'4995 000 CALL UVW(2) 




00 1  IF(IUBCS.C;E.KEFP)60 	TO IWO 
- 01499V 000 C C)CALCULATE 	THE BE!-.1 './CTTR 
C''500u On DO 	470 	I::1,NFCIL 
r),,L)0,L 000 DO 465 ja1oNLOCT 
00 0 YDF7J(Ird)...7.FAL5. 
C"YJOJ 000 IF(III,J))YBEST(IFJ)L. , 
"5004 000 405 CONTINUE 
0"000 000 470 CONTINUE 
9 1 000 000 CO TO 490 
0)15007 000 41$0 IWCS=KEEP 
0 1 000 00 0 490 	 (ItJRCS- ) ) 10 	'1 00 . 
000 C 
9150Iu 00n C 
000 	DO 550 K=1,NFCIL 
000 DO 570 L=I ► NLOCT 














C **UPDATE THE VALUES OF 	 •'S 
C 	A)CALCULATE THE U'S 
Ir70 
000 IFU;SNEW(16).E0.I)WPTI 7 
C• 	501b 020 DO 540 	I=1,NFCIL 
015017 00 0 DO 530 J=I ► NLOCT 
C5.01b 000 KEEP=0 
CO501V 0On DO 515 K-71,NFCTL 
fY)502u 00n IFfI.EO.K)00 	TO lin> 
05021 000 IF(F(I,K).E0,0)00 	TO 	5.!i 
0°5024 000 DO 514 L=IFNLOCT 
U502.) 000 IF(J,E0.L)G0 TO 514 
0,024 000 KLE:P 7;KEEP+X(I,J,K,L) 
000 514 CONTINUE 
02020 000 515 CONTINUE 







V5030 00n IF(KEEP.NE.0)KEY=1 
005031 000 IF(K5N5W(l6).F.0.1)WRITE I.JtKEEP 
0150U non KEEPA=IA5StKEEP) 	' 
02503 coo IT=IT+KEEPA 
r''034 00n WORK11IrJ)=KEEP 
IJ 1 5035 00n. 5J0 CONTINUE 
0, ',)503u 000 540 CONTINUE 
015037 000 c 




















DO 555 I=1.NFCIL 
IF(K.E0.I)G0 TO 555 
IF(F(K ► I).E0.0)00 TO 555 
DO 554 J=1.NLOCT 
IF(J.E0.L)G0 TO 554 
''FWi.li 000 KEEI'=KEEP+X(I,J,K,L) 
!..Y'50 40 00n 554 CONTINUE 
!.50 149 000 555 CONTINUE 
r1 505u 000 KAM=0 
0 1 5051 000 IF(Y(K,L))KAM=ALPHA(K) 
0:+505e 000 KEEP=KEEP-KAM 
0'.'505.1 000 IF(KSNSW136).E0.1)WRIIC;6429)K ► L ► KEEP 
!:7 4'F.0.54 000 KEEPA=IADS(KELD) 
0'.'5055 000 IT=IT+KEFPA 
505u 000 WORK2(K,L)=KFTP 
"5057 non IF(KEEP.NF.0)KEY=1 
fl7,,Q50 000 570 CONTINUE 
...05‘J 000 . 	500 CONTINUE 
9'-'!'•060 000 IF(IT.E0.0)00 TO 800 
CP5061 000 IT=1*IT 
r.50,1 000 DO 600 	I=1,NFCIL 
olcs065 oon DO 600 J=1,NLOCT 





IF(1AVER.E0.0)G0 	TO 	!:,'::, 
T=AMU*FLOAT(WORK1iirJ?WM-1) , CNVXU(I ► J)) 
15061 00 0 ADD::1000000.*T*LAMOA/Wili!/ 
el ,;060 00 0 CNVXU(IrJ)=T 
91.169 000 595 	KUD=ADD1-.5 
r)q507u Don UtI,J)=U(I.J)+KOD 
,',071. 000 600 CONTINUE 
'A74 Don DO 610 K=ltNFCIL 
T'A7.) 000 DO 610 L=IoNLOCT 
1.'cr,074 (inn ADD=1000000.*FLOAT K,I)) 	LAMDA/FL0AW1) 
0'I';075 000 IF(IAVER.E4.0)60 	TO 	(.!') 
0 2 !.'076 000 T=AMU*FLOAT(WORK2(K0j)1 1 s! 	-il)i. CNVYV(K,L)) 
12n077 00 0 AUD=1000000.*T14LANDA/;si 
O''07(3 000 CNVXV(K ► L)=T 







rm0Cle oon C 
On5U8s 00n C 	CWRINT. THE U'S ANO V'S Tr Y0 1 1 WISH 
o15004 000 IF(KSNSW(14).E0.0)G0 TO W“) 
':V1 508.) 00 0 WRITE(6r14) 
(1.?!'1081) 000 DO 620 	I=1,NFCIL 
0M087 000 60 	WRITEI6t011(U(I.J),J=109_0CT) 
008o oon WRITE(6.07) 
On5u89 000 DO 630 I=1 ► NFCIL 
0'.1509u 000 660 WRITE(6 ► 01)(V( ► JI ► Jz1.NLOCT) 
0 1 501 000 C 
rn5094 00 0 C **TEST WHETHER PRIMAL FEASIBILITY IS ACHIEVED . 
0509.) 00n 640 IF(KEY.EQ.0)00 TO 800 
025094 000 IF(KOUNT.LT.ITERM)G0 To 6L4 
Po509:, 00 0 WRITE(6.23)ITER,L5CST,IU;iCS 
095090 00n GO TO 1000 
0 1 5097 000 C 









f(11:0;(11 	 TF(ITER.LT.LIMIT)G0 TO 
0011 LIMIT=LIMIT4-35 
ALAMD:7 LA'IDA oon 
nOn 	 AL0H0 LAMD 
000 I'DA.7-ALVBf, 1.5 
000 	 Wi1E(6,61)L.A11 1NA 
000 31 FOCAT(10Xf'LAHDA7 
00n 	 IFCLAMA1LT.1)LAv, •i 
00n Gu5 IFIITER.OT.200)G0 •0 : 
0011 	 GO TO 300 
non C 
0011 	670 WRITE(6p27)ITERPLOC' , I;Ic 
00n GO TO 1000 
11011 	C 
00n C 
(J0n 	800 WRITE16,21)ITUR 
000 UkITE(6#22}IUF.ICS 




0011 	900 WRITE(6.24)ITER,LbC; 
0110 C 
00 0 	C 	PINT THE VALUES OF TN: N. • 
oon 1000 MtITE(6.14) 
00 0 	 00 1010 T=1INECIL 
00n 10i0 WITE(6 ■ 01)(UBCST(Ir 
0011 	• WRITE((,,07) 
00n C 
00 1 	DO 1020 I.7.10NECIL 
10/.0 WRI TE  
WRITEt6,07) 
00 0 	C 
00n C 
00 01 	C 
00n C 	EDIT THE BEST SOLUTION 	"11 
000 	1100 WRITE(6,26) 
oon 00 1120 I=IWECIL 
00n 	 DO 1110 J=ItNLOCT 
000 
00n 	 IFCY0EST(I,J))JBAS(1‘;• 
Onn 1110 CONTINUE 
000 	110 WRITE(6.02)(JBAS(1,Ji 
00n C 
000 	c 
000 1500 IF(MORE)21100,2000,10 
OUn 	C 
00 0 2000 STOP 
00n 	C 
000 C 
000 	1 FORMAT(10)015I8) 
00n 2 FORMAT(10X0013) 
00n 	3 FORMAT(10X0DATA 
oon 10W 	NO Ur 	 1 .15/ 
00n 	 10)0 4 NO (3- 
pi15//) 
00n 4.FORMAT(10X0 	VALU 1:. 1. 
oon 	 10X, I TOL r‘. , ;;  
00n 10X0 	Un. ON II 	 'tI5//) 
EQUIVALENCE( MSTFkt 
EQUIVALENCE ( 1W-JFkY' 
EQUIVALENCE( 
FoUIVALENCE( tr, -;;H 
EoUIVALEN(:E( MSTil 	 ,1)) 
EuUIVAIENCE( 	 101)) 
EQUIVALENCE( MSTCh:1 .A'L 	.T(Ir1)) 
EQUIVALENCE( MSTEk(,"0= 1H.11)) 
EQUIVALENCE( M5TFH(."°n1) , 	\' (111) ) 



































00 0 C 
0 71<.1 00n C 
00n 
, 	...4u 00 0 
000 
00 0  
000 
000 










0 00 0  00n 
0 1 525[, . 00n 
0'70.';R59 000 
1 1 !-,2Cu 000 C 
000 C 
0 1"`"21.- 4 00n C 000 
1, ,26t+ Oon 
00 0 0 







IPDATE CALLS COUNTEk S 
KUVW=KUV11+1 	• 
K1=30' 
IF(KSNCW(21).E0.1.AN•' 	12/V.( u p;:'ci 
GO TO 	(130,782),KM 
150 NM/N1=NFCTL-1 
NMN2=NLOCT-1 
00 	190 	I=1,N', 7CIL 




DO 180 J=1,NMIN1 
K=j+1 
DO 170 L=KtNFCIL 









no 185 J=1,NFCIL 
105 	INTRIII,J)=WORK41 ,J) 
IF(.KSNSW(23).E0,1)ifflpIllIt(WORK3(L) , Lihi - CIL ) 
190 CONTINUE 
DO 230 6/J=1011-OCT 














































































r')'' 	_7u oon no 210 J=IrNMIN2 UAP7 486 
(05271 00n K=J+1 007 487 
01527c, 000 Do 200 L=1ONLOCT OAP7 488 
1.727.) oon IF1W0RK6(J).LT.WORK0(L))C, 0 TO 20 0 OAP7 439 
0`)9',:74 00n KEEP=WORK6(J) OAP7 490 
0 0 775 000 WORK61O)=W0RK6(L) UAP7 491 
O'':',2 7 6 000 WORK61L)=KEEP QAP7 492 
0.19277 onn KEEP=WORK41J1 GAP ./ 493 
015270 000 WORK41J)=WORK41L) OAP ./ 494 
0 1 5279 000 WORK4(L)=KEEP OAP7 495 
00528 000 200 CONTINUE OAP7 496 
05281 000 210 CONTINUE QAP7 497 
0 1 :;:/.84 000 IF1K9NSW(23).E0.1)W111 	(11)J,Jr(WORK61L)/L:=1WLOCT) OAP7 498 
01528z) 000 DO 220 K=1.NL0CT QAP7 499 
0 1 5224 00n (`IORK21JJrK)=WORK04K1 JAP/ 500 
019226 oon 220 DISTI(JJ,K)=WORK41K) OAP7 501 
0 1 5400 000 230 CONTINUE uAP/ 502 
01523i oon C oAP7 503 
0 .:)522u non C 0A4'1 504 
0°5209 000 C CONSTRUCT THR WORK1 MATRIX UAP7 505 
015290 oon 222 DO 320 	I=1rNFCIL UAP7 500 
0 1 9291 000 KEEP=0 UP97 508 
095292 000 00 250 L=1,NFCIL UAP7 509 
On529..., 000 LL=1NTRI(IrL) UAP7 510 
V5494 000 KEEP=KEEP+1 UAP7 512 
005295 000 W0RK3(KEEP)=F1I,LL) UAP7 513 
0M290 000 260 CONTINUE UAP7 514 
0 1 5297 oon C QAP7 516 
0•290 000 DO 290 J=1,NLOCT UAP7 517 
0"5299 00n MEST1IfJ)=.FALSE. 
09530u onn Y4ItJ)=.FALSEr 
005301 non KEEP=0 tAP7 520 
0 1 5302 000 DO 260 L=1,NL0CT 	• QAP7 521 
005303 00n LL=DISTI(JfL) uAPY 522 
On5504 00n KEEP=KEEP+1 OAP7 524 
009306 000 WORK4(KEEP)=D(JtLL) UAP7 525 
109,500 000 200 CONTINUE UAW/ 526 
0 1 9307 000 KEEP=0 UAP7 527 
0?530o 000 C HERE OE CALCULATE GHAT 15 FOU1VALENT TO AN OLD 1C1 CLEMENT QAP7 529 
00530", 00n DO 270 L=1,NFCIL 
0953Iu 000 270 KEEP=KEEP+1W0RK3(L)*WO12X4(L)) OAP? 531 
0:15311 oon C QAP7 539 
0 0 5314 00 0  WORKI(I.J)=KEEP 
• 015313 005314 
000 
00n C 




1315 oon 320 CONTINUE UAP7 550 
019310 000 C OAP7 551 
. 005317 000 C CALCULATE THE REDUCTIONS OAP? 552 
0 0 5310 00 0 KEEP=0 OAP7 553 
L 005319 
0: , 532u 
000 
00n 






019321. 000 DO 330 J=1,NLOCT OAP7 556 
1 • 0'5322 
0 1 5323 
000 
000 

















0.'1532 .1 00n 
00n 
oOn 
WoRK2 ( I tJ)41o0KI ( ) ,,); 











no 	'+00 	5j7 I,N 1 °CI 
505 
00n t 	 • 	 • .t7,;7 
con no 375 	I=ItiVCIL L-18 
00 0 Tn 569 
000 WOPK6(J)71.!OKI(frd) 	• 570 
00n 375 CON1INUE 571 
Onn no 	.N10 	I=1*NrCil ••, P7 572 
, uon • 360 	k'IORKI1I'J17...WtOti 07 573 
oon 400 CONTIWIL G., • 'P; '.LY4 
fit) 1) IF(NECIL.rOoNLOC f S i 575 
n,f, 41 00n 00 405 	I71,10 576 
Oon 405 WkITE(6,9o) 517 
00 0 v6 	i--"OATIO2X,21 1 .; 0 TO VRANGE AN 573 
nuo * 	A1;1(AY 	IN 	LFr.0 	L., 	u 579 
uon SlOP 580 
iY1 h5q6 oon 
onn 
410 DO 	415 ..1=1,NrCIL 
415 	KLFF:-.KEE:P+WORK6(..1) 
5:L1. 
00n LJCST=KDEP C7 
oon C 504 
oon C PRINT-THE 	MATRICES 	IF 	'.1(1 .J Ef_15 
oon IF(KSNSW(24).E0.0)(.;6 	10 586 
bon WORK4(1)=99'29 l; .07 507 
Oun 00 420 J=2140 '7 SL18 
00n 440 WOM',4(U)=J-1 -'7 589 




 WPITE(6,07) 7 
591 
Ono DO 430 	I=),MFCIL 0. P7 59.5 
V1 5.55'!/ 000 4.)0 	TE (6/ 01 ) 	(tVOIM2 	r4.)' 7,, .1 	 t 07 594 
000 UUTE(6,07) f2 7 5‘)b 
061, Onn 
oon 
VIRTTE(6,01)WCIL, (31.1,0cTfi, (.0 
WkITE(6,07) 
56 
00n WRITE(6o18) u P7 578 
Onn WkITE(6,01)(WORK4tX , .- L:99 
00n WkITE(6,07) u 600 
000 DO 440 I=1,NFCIL • u. :q 601 
oon 440 	tMITE(6,01)1,(WORK1(fp,iifL0T),11; 602 
oon WRITE(6,07) u..\07 603 
oon WRITE(6,01)NECIL.C ,J ,;:ipNLOCT). 01 P7 604 
!:rs 37u 000 WRITE(6,07) uL.P7 605 
00o C u:.P7 606 
oon 460 	IF(KSNSw(25).E0,1)WC(KFFn 607 





ITOT=0 LAP7 613 
017s37:J uon C 
00n C ASSIGN 	THE 	INITIAL 	I.OLUf—r:. 	1). 1 17. 	;its 
00n K:: 0 
00n DO 480 	I=1,NrCIL 
000 K=0 
000 DO 480 J=1,NLOCT 
•oon K=Kt1 
0 1 5334 00n UlIfJ)=^0 ,441000000 

























00' INITIALIZE HADY 
00n 	71)0 N17WCIL 
000 TP(;;ECTL.EQ.NLOCT)G0 10 7 0 
(J00 - C 	ADD AUUl1MY FACILITY 
000 	 NIzNFCIL4-1 
00n DO 755 J=1,NLOCT 
000 	755 WORKI(N1,J)=0 
000 IORIGIN1)7NLOCT-N[CIL 
oon 	760 00.765 I=J ► NFCIL 
000 7o5 IORIG(I)=1 
00n 	 DO 770 J=1,N1OCT 
oon. 770 IDESTLO=1 
000 	 KEY::2 
00n 773 CALL HADY(N1,KI,N1.0i , H , .• 	16T'KEY) 
000 	 GO T0(775,7n1),KFY 
oon 775 CALL GARYINlIKI,Nt , Owl , H; L, 	ri 
000 	 00 T0(773r780),KE1' 
000 780 WRITE(6, 991 
oon 	 STOP 
000 99 FORMAT(02Xe3(1 ***,* 
	 c, ;,py *** f)) 




00n 	 KEY=1 
00n C 	EVALUATE THE SOLUTION 
oon 	762 DO 784 K=IfNLOCT 
oon 784 WORK8(K)=0 
oon 	 LTOT=0 
000 DO 790 I=1,NFCIL 
000 	 DO 785 K=1,NL0CT 
00 0 IF(WORK8(K).E0.1)60 TO 7'5 
000 	 IFIJBASIT,KY.LE.K1)60 i0 
oon WORK4(I)=K 
oon 	 Y(IIK)=.TPUE. 
000 IFLKAM.E0.1)YREST(IrK). 	7. 
00n 	 WORK8lK)=1 
000 GO TO 790 
00n 	765 CONTINUE 
oon 790 CONTINUE 
000 	C 
oon IF(KSNSW(30).E0.0)00 TO 7'j5 
oon 	DO 796 I=1,NFCIL 
oon DO 795 J=1,NLOCT 
009 	 WORK2(I ► d)=0 
000 IFIY(I,J))W0RK2(I,J)=1 
000 	795 CONTINUE 
000 WRITE(601)(WORK2(/tJ),J=1fNLOCT) 
000 	796 CONTINUE 	• 
000 798 DO 810 I=1,NFC/L 
oon 	DO 800 J=104FCIL 
oon LOCI=WORK4(I) 
000 	 LOCJ=WORK4(J) 
0 0 9:',n4 
• 	;Yt531:2 




• 	n^ :L94 
0 2 5305 
T225390 • 0'1 5397 
1 1 5.f96 
+.1 '.13 99 • 	:1fl5400 
C.•,- ;,401 
540e 
9 2 `)405 
9 1 5404 
C 1 Y105 • 025406 
f 1 25407 
13 1 5400 
f.:5409 
C .:1541O 




'.1'. 1 5415 
5416 
17 






















QAP7 621 . 





















 0;-7 647 






























o .1"H4H1 430 
0.1 ,5469 
C) ..'71149u 




C , 549t) 
C) 	015490 
0 1 549/ 
Ct-  








if 000 C 5 
00n :-.;-1" IFIKSWT,W6).L-0„ 	 0 1:- 	,. 
00n 	IF (KSNEW( 29 ) ,F0.1 	',.,. 	I i.. T.CT 	 -.::f)!/ 
000 C 
1r.145 001) 	RETURN 
00n r 
000 
Or'n 	1 FORMAT(1.0014) 
00n (-, FORMANIHI) 
7 FCNNAT(/) . 	 , H7 
00n 	11 FoRMATI/IrIXOIrM. 	 , - 'ATC; - NV9;I . .• 
00 0 12 FOMAT(/10xyvOr„ ' . i . TON 	'9 , 
i4 FOrMATCIti+,tiOT' , 	 , 00 0 
0 01;rI7) 	fr ,. 000 	/5 FIAT(/02X, 	 , 'MAT(102xrii-
jr;• 
10X,'CO':H: I, 000 * 	 : • 	,;,/ 
00 1  	14 FORMAT(10Yr'REvr ■ , - 
00 0 19 FORMAT(100X0A - 	, ' •.0.1 .7=vt, Pli 
000 	.1:5 FjRMAT(/10X,OLA.i:. ••••TLO ''',' iH' 
c01 ...:3 TurMATI1H0,' 	. r. . •'. 
H. : i) 
. 	',1 
:'4:2) 








r• - ,' 	7 
(inn 	6 FOLMAT(90Xr'VA.: - 	,' ; 	II). 
	
.; -9 FORMAT(90Xr*VALt:: -.,• 	: 
,.) !7 712 002 




• 	 k7 717 
00 0 	 CND • 
001 grLIFSI TUME77 5tn. ,  
0n 	C 
, 	VROULLM 	i,tAP71100 00n C 	A tJDROOTIME 10 i: 
0071101 
00 
0 THIS VDMIOH T!7; in : :,. • 
n U OOTIN !; nRC DTAii: 	• ,. 	I 
, 	. ,: 	; v: 
COMMON NCILO!( , i 	r' 
, ] ,, 	i , ; 1•:._, , I : . 
000 
C01MON MSTF,M,:': , f 	_ ':'.'  00n 
COMON NKNAP;KHiTh ,  000 
00n 	 INTEGO 	4-(20,, 	 ri!/(iM''; 
 
00n E9UIVALENCE( *,',':'• 	' •••• 	•r!)) 
( 
COUIVALENCE( :':,'.: -. ,• 
EOUIVALENC'Ei 	 1)) (  ) (f Il f; 11 
000 	 EaLlIVALLNCE( p,Tii . i - ...; 	 ' (1)) 
00n EQUIVALENCE ( P:,;L'. ;i' , . 	!,,' 	2 (1,1)) 
,::4'71112 
000 	C 
00n C 	READ THE N(WilER cr ■ ., 	■ ■ .;.H. , -1- w-- NiP,11, -,; ■ 	1-cATION'l p THE FRACT1:!AP7 1 113 
000 	C OF THE INTEPVAL (II- , ) TI:Z NU`.1 -, - Rc'... i-L) 	:..0..ITIES r AND 	
i -'71.1.14 
0 
Ocin C 	THE CONTINUATION 1.-) •! ,, •: :• 	 A P71115 
READ( 5 r 1.)J0 13 tWcii.., ! :..t.., ; . ; AViZt LAMDA,MM'.:7.$ I "zzirL4'ir IiTi<1 .4, MEW 
k, -iAP71117 
(10(1) (11.  	C 
IF(ITOT.E0.0)IT0.7C.,7n0 	 ui,P71118 
( 
gr0 no 10 Ir.--1,40 	
A071119 
w 






u, -,P7112.5 (X) 
10 0(IrJ)=0 
00n 	C 
 uon• DO 20 I=1rNFCIL 	
LAP71124 
0AP71125 




(,, ! . P7 





























DO 30 I=1 ► NFCIL 
DO 25 J=1rNFCIL 













IF(1.61- „AF(I,J):74:npv(T , J) 







09550u 000 c 0071134 
e15bor • 	000 DO 40 I=1,NECIL QAP71135 
O37",b0o 001 DO 40 J7:1 ► NECIL QAP71136 
005509 000 F(I,J)=F(JrI) QAP71137 
0 1 5blv 000 D(J,I)=D(I ► J) 0071138 
09551i 00 0 40 CONTINUE QAP71139 
01551.e 000 DO 50 	I=1,30 
0?h51a 00n 50 KSNSW(I)=1 
.T5514 000 C GAP/1140 
0 ,, !-',:31,-.) 001 C GAP71141 
(YM:)51,u oon KSNSW(1)=1 GAP .11142 
0'1 551/ 0on KSNSW(4)=1 GAP71143 
005510 000 KSNS9(6)=1 GAP71144 
0 1 5519 000 KSNSW(07)=0 QAP71145 
,r ,52_u 000 KSNSW(16)=0 
0',)552.1 001 KSNSW(14)=0 
052c., oon KSNSW(08)=1 QAP71146 
0'7;552.; 000 KSN5W(30)=0 
0'7.524 onn KSNSW(25)=0 
0'525 000 KSNSW(02)=0 
',52.0 000 KSNSW(23)=0 
0:.";527 000 KSNSW(24)=0 
'2 :5',J20 000 C 	READ THE 	INr*ICES OF THE Fi,cui)T 	!; FIXED APRIO1 OAP7/147 
0)F.529 000 DO 70 	I-71,NFIXD OAF? 71148 
(1 ,1553u 000 70 	READ(5.1) 	FIX(I),WHEi(E(I) GAP1149 
0Y3531 000 QAP71150 
005534 000 NFIXD=1 QAP71151 
0 9 553J 000 RETURN GAP11152 
115534 000 C UAP71153 
015535 000 C OAP71154 
C0 53u 000 C UAP71155 
09553/ ()on 1 FORMAT(20)01215) QAP71150 
0 1 5b3b 000 2 FORMAT(10X,35I2) UAR71157 
o ,7, 5539 oon END 	, 
0'`",540 00 0 @ELT,SI 	TUMER—S*NEWQAP.KNAP,,•1:, 7 	'..)6. 0 112 
054i 000 C 	A SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE YH: ',';,/ 	..'. 	PROBLEM 
075544 oon SUBROUTINE KNAP(IrKrJH. •'rY 	) 0(04 ) 
U.554.;) 000 COMMON NECIL,NLOCTiLr.c'HT, 
0 9 5544 onn COMMON msTER(owoo),Iali , o),KsNsw(onoo) 
015545 000 COMMON NKNAR ► KHADYrKCAPYrN:CTP 
01554u oon C 
015547 000 C 
vn540 000 INTEGER U(20,20)/V(2000) 
V5549 000 INTEGER F(20•20),0(200:7'0) 
09555u ()on EQUIVALENCEA 	MSTER(0.191), 	F(1,1)) 
0 9 5551 000 EQUIVALENCE 	( 	MSTER(0401) , 1."(1,1)) 
00555e 000 C 
-Or:1 555.) 000 EQUIVALENCE 	(MSTER(0(?01) , 	U(1,1)) 
005554 000 EQUIVALENCE 	(MSTER(12U1)r Vi1r1)) 
	
005555 	000 	C 
0 1 5556 000 C 	UPDATE THE COUNTER BY 1 
Onn 	• rUNAPNKNAP41 
DUO KAM7 32767n000 :".M550 
DO 130 J7:1,NLOCT 
0';'1Vo6u 	(LI N 	DO 120 L.71,MLOCT 
(P55(i non IF(..),E0.1)60 TO 126 
0 	OOP 	KOMP::(1000000 1T(TrK3 	))UtTr..1)+ViKtL, 
Onn IF(KSNSW(06).E0.I.A.H: I ,.;'•; , ','ITE(6,11)I r ..), I', L. i KUMP 
00;i564 	00" 	AI FORMAT(30Y0C(Iv4i:',1 , 
0 	1n5505 00 (1 IFIKOMP.OT.KAM)00 1) 1:...; OflF56u  no" 	 KAM=KOMP 







non 120 CONTINUE 
C) 	.),57c 
00 0 	1.)0 CONTINUE 
0 00 0 C 
0Qh57...) 	000 	RETURN 
0 	0374 00n C 





0 	G'F,',Au 	000 
Q 1 5581 00 0 
on5n,.: 	non 
000 
0 1 5504 	on" 
000 131,-,586 
non 
n 587 15 
en586 	()ON 









0 	 000 f2,::5596 







0 ,15601 	000 
0 -,604 non 	c 	«++++++++++++++++,i,i,,:44+++.4-4,41+;-H+iifii.+++++++++++++++.4.uAp7 343 nn  
00560.) 	000 C UPDATE CALLS COUNTFR 	 UAP7 744 
0 . 	
005604 000 	 KHADY=KHADY+1 uiP7 745 
099606 	on" C 	 uiP7 746 
uA C1 5606 
 
on" 	 00 T0(320,5)tKEY 	 P7 747  
C) 	0 1560Y 	000 C 	
... 	 UAP7 748 
015606 000 	C INITIALIZE 	 vAP7 749 
0 1 5609 	000 5 UAP7 750 K1=30 





orLT,s1 TUMER-S*HEWOAP.H 1 ft-;.157612 
C 	****8u*Ac***44. 	 t*****:-* 	s./27 	713 
C A SUBROUTINE TO FIN :;OLUTIN ft: 	A 	1:.,NIPORTATIO4 PRORLEt,AP7 719 
:•%P7 	720C 	USING THE METHOD Ci 
t. C APPLICABLE 	TO ()DM •,. 	-'HI MOT 	To ''.' 	';.-tri 	ONES 	 AP7 721 
,;!"7 	722 C 	ALL XIS HAVE 	TO uL 	'''. "HinACIFH- 
:141.-+4,-1-+++4-+++++.1-AP7 	723 C <<4.41-+++++,++++.4„.1,— 	.. , 	, , 	.: 	1-4-1—it•.:.; 	• 
C 	 v;AP7 724 
L;A SUBROUTINE HADY(Hft 	 P7 725 .:210NCOL1rITI:v 
C 	 W.77 726• • 	- 	_ 
COMMON 	NFC IL, Nnf::,; i .1,,:..,' 	 t., 	P7 	727 ; 	-,•i 	:1- 
COMMON 	MSTER i OW00 ) i 	...,' 	.•I': ; .'..: ■1) ,KSNS',..1(1.,,) 	 72t) 
COMMON NKNA P.KHAD10 0 ■ .:L..]:YP 	 uAP7 729 
u.AP7 730 C 
C 	 (37 	733 
DIMENSION 	ICOST(20,-.121),IDrST(:,0),(20,20) 
DIMENSION 	IU(20)olVu; 	,7,.H,-(1),TV17(30) 
' 	•WT7 734 C
AA 	765 EouIvALENcE( 	Tor;,..( .1..' 	k((1,1)) 	 P7  
0:1P7 73u EQUIVALENCE( 	i',,)or:•i. .6(nr13.)) 
EQUIVALENCE( 	IWOF.:-;:, 	. iti)::,:i((-01)) uAP7 	737 
•  V EQUIVALENCE( 	Iviork ci. 	u.(0n1)) 	 uAP7 	738 
UlUIVALENCE ( 	I sqe,,y, i 6 ;... : 	.. I'l i 001)) uAP7 	739 
iJ EQUIVALENCE( 	IVV.,'.0r,.Th .111.(001) 	 AP7 	740) 
EQUIVALENCE( 	IWOU 	• 	 OAP7 741v1(001)). 




09901.1  OPP 	NDST1=NOEST 	 QAP7 75-1 
	
n (., 56L 	00n 
199,513 oOn 
0 1 5514 	000 
C:1 5515 oon 
c - u 	000 
Cl. , Q17 
r. 	t)1ra 	(0)N 












fl, .;;V 	oon 
0631 oon 
':-1 1',534 	Oon 
(15633 oon 




, -, .,5,35 	oon 
c:1 :',539 00n 
c5543 	oo0 
0 ,1r,641 000 
0'1 ::644 	oon 
t", 3 1 1..) 000 
n°5644 




0 r 7J)49 	00n 
0'),-;85u oon 
0 1 551 	00n 
r;:1 ,-,854 oon 




0 1 557 	00n 
C^5656 000 
f.:659 	oon 















DO 130 	I=J,NORIG 













160 	JAAs(itj)=0 Or 	7 756 
00 140 J=1•N0EST 7 759 
140 	Iv(J)=1 OAV7 76U 
C 	FROM HERE UNTIL JUST 51 	1, 1:7 	7:,:n 	T;ir' 	VARIAPLES Ai.: ALLOCATED OAF7 761 
150 	IFfICOST(NRO('I,NCOO)-1 	i7,‘., 	;.07160 OAP7 762 
150 NCOL=NCOL+1 UAP7 763 
IF(NCOL-N0EST)150t10, 
150 	 1' fl nr:17 
190 ISAV=ICOST(NROW,NO0L) 
NCOL1=NCOL 767 
Op TO 160 76d 
C o: ,Y7 769 
200 	IF(IORIG(NROW)-IPLSTI 	;, 	,1,-30,:510 ui', F7 770 
210 	ISET=IORIO(NROW)+K1 UP7 771 
C ut\ -7 772 
JBAS(NROW,NCOL1)=ISET UAP7 773 
C (I•!'7 774 
IDESTMCOL11=IDESTANc(iL1)•1G(t )ROW) ui,P7 775 
GO TO 290 	- w' R7 776 
C Or,7 777 
230 ISET=IORIstNROW1+K1 OAP7 776 
C uij'7 779 
J13A5(NROW.NCOL1)=ISET cLi'7 780 
C 01.,r7 781 
I0(NCOL1)=0 UiJ' .7 782 
C 	MAKE NECESSARY ARRANCELL 	 r ■:=NERACY 0,:;'7 703 
NcOL=1 uP7 784 
ISAV=K3, 
iFtNROW-NORIG)240.32 1 





250 	IF(IV(NCOL)-1)270260f;%7(> .OAP7 786 
230 ISAV=ICOST(NROW.NCOL) GAP7 709 
NCOL1=NCOL OAP7 790 
270 NCOL=NC9L+1 uidl 791 
IF(NCOL-NnEST)240.,240 , Ni0 CAC/ 792 
C UAP7 793 
250 J3ASINROW,NCOL1)=K1 UAP7 794 
C OAP7 795 
290 NROW=NROW+1 OAP7 796 
IF(NROW-NORIG)3000300 , 3P 0 QAP7 797 
300 NCOL=1 OAP7 79d 
ISAV=K3 GAP7 799 
GO TO 150 GAP7 800 
OAP7 801 
310 ISET=IDEST(NCOL1)+K1 UAP7 802 
C QAP7 803 
- JBAS(NROW.NCOL1)=1SET UAP7 804. 
C QAP7 805 
IORIG(NROW)=IORIG(NROW)-ToESTMColl) UAP7 806 
IV(NOOL1):4 QAP7 807 




































or! . i;89 
On74..OL 
0 1 94 
0 1 :9u 
0.M69? 
0 0 F,690 
O1.099 
005700 























<0-1++++++++++4-++++4-rif: , 44 4+++.4-w-+!:tiffail-4++++++++++++4.0417 809 
START CALCULATING THE , M:kt. VqS 	 04'7 810 
-_ — 	 c(.P7 811 
; A) INITIALIZE AS FOL 1 .c 	 u 47 312 
* SET 	ALL DUAL. V,. , .., ', 	rs IV rCUL 	 0J'7 B13 
* FALG ALL DUAL Vii;•!!'.... 	, , '. 1 	IV1 AL !.:. i•1_ TO ZERO 	 I 814 
3,0 Du 330 I=1,NORIO 	 07 815 
ui,P7 IU(I)=0 	 816 
3J0 IU1(I)=0 , - .,,.;,\87 817 
DO 340 J=1,NOEST 	
t4; L. . LIv(u) 	 . 74 . 
340 IV1(U)0 i• 3 7 l',o 
UNF:LA6 THE FIRST koW 	 al-v7 (21 
,.: 
u:T7 f;2 IU1(1)=1 
NOW=1 
.. ,-1 :" 2 5  MCOL=1 	 • , 
3) FROM HERE UNTIL dtr..' 	" !_. ,:0 THE RFmNi..., bUAL VARIAlq_ES ARE (: :, 7.17 L;;i ', - 
 PETERMINrD BY Nr:: 
3u0 IF(JBAS(MOWFNCOL;-:.i.- .• 	•,..,7$1 
:M .;:rsIG 
370 Iv(NCOL)=TCOST(Nkuw-L1-0W) 	 u•PY 
o/.PY * UNFLAG COLUMN NCOL 	 829  
IV1(NCOL)=1 	 u:,P7 830 
30 NCOL=NCOL+1 u.r.P7 831 
IF(NCOL-NnEST)360 , :' 
1! ." --7/ E IT ;400 tMOW=NPOWI-1 
F. , iNROW-NORIG)470, ,, ' • 	 ..:1'7 334 
420.17(IU1(NRow)-1)4 , .. • . 't:
-::::i1: 71 i .) '.,4..)0 NCOL=1 
: 440 IF(JBASINROW,NCOL)- 070 	 GA'7 837 
450 NCOL=NCOL+1 	 u..P7 838 
uAP7 IF(NCOL-NDEST)440. , : - '1 	 339 
470 IF(IVIANCOL))480,4:-..L.-, L,..41 7 340 
4o0 IUCNROW)=TOST(NRO 	.-TviNCOL) 	 orkP7 841 
* UNFLAG ROW NROW 	 (,•;;7 842 
(.:; , 7 843 NI(NROW)=1 
NCOL=1. - :.!:,07 844 
c,.. GO TO 360 	 87 845 
* CHECK WHETHER ANY 8..;, ?SILL FLAGCEP i 	;.,(J RETURN To 430 t L ,87 E4u 
OTHERWISE GO TO 540 	 iJ;.77 347 
500 NRO8=1 	 L,;.77 648 
510 /F(IUI(NROW))520,4Z.0,5 	 0..P7 849 
520 NRO=NROW+1 	 U77 350 
0 IF(NROW-NORIG)510r51;L5cr. 	 0AP7 851 
<<++++++++++++++++++4;#.t., .4.4 4- 4- 4.4+.1.4.).4.++.4“ . 1- i.-, 1.+++++++++++++4-1- 4.46;11 7 852 
CHECK OPTIMALITY OF I0 Ci , .'!:mT !;oLUTInN 	 1jIP7 853 
... 	_ 	..... . çP7 854 
540 ISAV=0 	 uP7 855  
NROW=1 Qe.,7 856 
‘,A 	85 550 NCOL=1 	 P7 7  
500 IF(,JDASINPOWINCOL)-ij• ..6,570,570 	 UnP7 858 
570 NCOL=000L+1 	 u/sP7 059 
IF(NCOL-NnEST)5601t,60,0 	 uAP7 860 
590 NROV=NROW+1 	 0AP7 Obi 
IF(NROW-NORIG)5500060 	 (..AP7 862 
610 IF(ISAV)700,800r700' 	 UAP7 863 
620 	 C)TCi8OW,NCOL) 	 0AP7 864 









































































09572o 00 0 640 ISAV=I51 	 0AP7 806 
• M5727 00n C 	
UAP7 867 
1 ,75726 00n NROW1=NROW 	 UAP7 888 
O''5729 Don NCOL1=NC0L OAP7 869 
% r.':;i30 oon GO TO 570 	
ui,P7 870 




: , 4i4-1-4.+4, 4.4.4A.(k;;f; 4A-4-+++++++++++++++4-n7.7 tr. 	<<1.1-++++++++++++++++4 
C CURRENT 	SOLUTION 	IS t4N-L4ri.::', L. 	
2 
	 - 	 OAP7. 873 
0r:3734 00n 700 KEY=1 	 uAP7 874 
0'7'573J oon RETURN oAP7 875 
r°5738 uon C 	<<+1-++++++++++++++4+444, ,;4+4-y+41.+0.f+++++t+4-ft++++++++++++++++++.4.0AP7 875 
OM73/ 00n •C CURRENT SOLUTION IS C,H.:. 	 Uiliq 877 
U5730 000 C  	- u.V7 876 
U5739 00n 800 KEY=2 	 OAP7 879 
0 1 574u 00n C 	CALCULATE ACTUAL VALUES OF iWI;TC VAR/ABLES 	 UAP7 880 
0 1 5741 000 ITOT=0 	 UAP7 881 




Do D50 	I=1,NORIO 	 uAP7 882 
DO 830 	J=1,NDEST • 	 icr,;'7 	833 
fl 1 5744 000 IF(O8AS(IfJ))B30,1n 	 (..'7 	834 
a (35748 00 1 8e0 JBASE 	=,IBAS(Ifo)-1 
(i,P1 808 
0:'_1 W46 00n ITOT=ITOT+(JBASE 	4•[(.:0', ([Ir...1) 	 :) -7 	8iL, 
095747 000 830 	CONTINUE 	 u/.!'7 	807 
025746 00n 880 CONTINUE P7 866 
095/49 00 0 IF(KSNSW(30).E0f0)G0 	TO '.:0 	 cP7 	869 
05750 non WRITE(6111) 	• 	 u,.H7 	890 
a tr.:15751• gon DO 870 I=1fNORIG 
uP7 891 
O r'5754 gon 870 	WRITE(6,01)/f(atAb(r,j),,,m6f:sy) 	 cA!'7 	892 
095753 000 C 	 (:P.87 	893 
a r.r5754 00n 900 RETURN 	
ukP7 894 
0 0 5758 00 0 C 	 9l)7 895 
0°5756 00n 1 F0RMAT(10X03,2)020T70 	 uiP7 896 




/1 FORMAT(/10X0OPTIMAL OJ 1 1“:N or THE LTNI-V,R A'J'AGNMENT PROOLEM v/IUP7 897 
c 	 UP7 898 
0 1 5759 000 C U,,P7 	
899 
a noF,76u non c 	<<++++++++++++++++++
+++++++++++[:i.i+++++++++++++++++++01,P7 900 
r,'1 5761 000 ENO 	 ui.P7 901 
P 0 5764 oon @FLIfSI 	TUMER-S*NEWQAPf0Afr , 1 0 5"3612 
a C95783 000 C 	
0AP7 902 
095784 oon c 0,- ;3 7 	903 
0 0 5765 oon C 	
v4`7 904 
a 095766 non c ******************+°`''^`` 
	;;J.„ 4.**** * ***4ttt****************P7 905 
095767 00n C 	A SUBROUTINE TO 	IDENv:; :.- .pT 	!_00P ANn uri-A,: 	s. ENTRIES 	 urd7 906 
C,1 5768 000 C <<++++++++++++++++++.i.,;4e•;,:44-;.+++++4.44+++++++++++++++++++4G:Y7 907 
ono C95769 
 
4COLIf  SUBROUTINE GARY(N01 , Hi .':':.10 	KEY) 	 0AP7 	906 
0 1 577u oon c 	 - - - 
- 	 - 	U14)7 909 
0 0 r.i771 000 COMMON NECIL,NDES1FL T 	 ulP7 910 
0'15774 oon COMMON MSTER(052011)pl00::0),KSNSW(60) 	
01,87 	911 
005773 000 
• .. 	COMMON NKNAP,KHADY,KAI:YW::C.i-P 	 QAP7 912 
005774 00n C 	 UAP7 913 
005778 000 • . DIMENSION JBAS(20,20) 
VC5776 000 DIMENSION . INET(080),INCTI(2 0 )fINET2(20) 
095777 000 C 	
QAP7 916 
ooF,770 oon EQUIVALENCE( 	IWORK(01);INrIl(nn1)) 	 OAP7 917 
095779 00n EQUIVALENCE( 	IWORK(01%61)r11(001)) • 	QAP7 918 
09578U 00n EQUIVALENCE( 	IWORK(06t)f 	ir'T(001)) 	 QAP7 919 
00578i oon EQUIVALENCE( 	IWORK(1001)f 	JHAs(1,1)) 
OAP7 920 
0 '.).578 000 c 	









































!:y. 1 5305 
T.VAI 
L' . 200 
(''Holu 
-.. , 1,:,1.i. 
C .±, 114 
CJ:3614 
Cn815 






9 0 5624 
T71532...) 
oo5825 
r.1 0 020 
0'1 5327 























































































f,1 •71 5604 
 
nr1 ,--inO u 
 0nF7,824 
 





UPDATE CALLS COUNTER 
KGARYzKCAR/+1 	 t..,P7 
klAV/ 
A) 	INITIALZE 	 GAP7 
* 	':',ET 	K2 	.GE. 	(10-4 k1) 	 OAP7 
K2=300000 CJIP7 
 KzNORIG1-NnEST 	 04'7 
(aP7 
no 	20 	I 7-1,K 	 (:P7 
	
40 	INET(I)=0  
** 	THUS 	THE 	SIZE 	or 	 i 	';: : 0 . 	
2(N:.(i.:,.. 	:i)  
ri,i 	40 	I=1,NORIG Y7 
40 	INET1(I)=0 	 (AA'i 
00 	60 	I=1rNDEST 	• G:s.P7 
60 	INET2(I)=0 	 ,,1:7 
<<=;-+++++++.1-44-1-4-4-+si 	 •H:m1, +.4.;-1-i. , !:: 	 1.:i..;--1-1.-1-+-10-+.1-4.4. 4 cAp7 
0) 	START 	SEARCHING H ., 	:: 	• .; 	Lr'OP 	 GAP7 
.... 	 0:'.P7 
** 	FROM 	HERE 	UN Y1L 	,Y. 	, 	-;•• 	000 	ioi-' 	 u,AP7 
1) RECO6NIZ“L 	'.. :;. 	(7 	Lt:'.1:' •:..: 	Vi: 	ROvi 	r.,Nin 	o',P7 
COWIN 	1/J . ,.;. L 	' 	'i', CENC 	1.(- 	.K.. 	;i: -• 	.:!.Y 	1NET t,7 
2) DETECT 	ANN 	; 	. • , -liv-, 
	_ 	 - 	-...0P( 
Iz1 	 L . 	: , 7 
IHETtI)=NPOW1 	 c.,P .7 
I1=I+1 	 (,..HP7 
INET(I1)=NCOL1 	 (.P7 
NROW=NROW1 	 . -P .7 
NCOL=1 	 0AP7 
1=11-2 t:A27 
Ion 	IFLIFIAS(NROWPNCOL)-KL.1 0 t120 	 (.L-'7 
140 	IF(NCOL-NCOL1)140 
140 INET(I)=NROW 	 ia,P7 
1.1=1+1 	 GAP7 
INETII1)=NCOL 	 C:AP7 
1=1+2 	 oAP7 
GO TO 220 	 w;P7 
o:X7 
100 NCOL=NCOL+1 	 W,P7 
IF ( NCOL-NDEST ) 100 , l', 	, :'. 	 Lo,P7 
200 	1=1 	 tl,P7 
*1 	NO BASIS ELEMENT TN Tk7 LO: OF THE FNTrfr.iN(; 	LRROR TYPE 1 	(„7 
WT:ITE(6,1)I,NROWI,W.:01A 	 tiAP7 
KEY=2 	 ti,A'7 
c., ..: 	7 
RETURN 	 OAF7 
<<++++++++++++++++++++1 ,ri +++++++4.+ 4 1+++“++++++++++++++4P7 
220 TNET2(NCOL)=1 	 CAP7 
NROW=1 	 CIAP7 
240 	IF(JBAS(NPOW,NCOL)-K1)2Hnr39n.38n 	 0AP7 
2u0 NROVi=NROW+1 	 04-1 7 
IF(NROW-NORIG)240o2q0010 0 	 0AP7 
























































i'+5640 00n IF(1)360,360,340 QAP7 979 
005644 00n 340 NROW=INET(I) QAP7 980 
0 ,15644 000 11=1+1 QAP7 961 
(1n5643 oon NcOL=INET(I1) QAP7 982 
9 1,vP1q DOn INET2(NCOL)=0 QAP7 98.5 
( , ! , ,64:., 















t,IY4 ,1 non wRITE(6,2)I,NROWIFNCLI OAP? 969 
C':-,50 oon KEY=2 QAP7 990 
C,'";651 non C OAP] 991 
09 , i4554 oon RETURN oAP7 992 
0 1 565.5 00n C 	<<+ -1. ++++++ .1 11-411- 44 4-4-44-411 tiif 6**f++++++++++ 441++Ffi- ++++++++++++++4.0AP7 993 
0 1 1.7) 6 5'f. onn 360 12=1-2 OAP? 994 
0 1 Wit) 00 11 IF(HROW-IMET(I2))400,200 OAP/ 995 
!-2-5u oon 400 	IF( INET1 ( NROW) ) 300 • 4:'0 ? -. Ilt) OAR? 996 
0.-7.,* uon 440 	IHEICI).7-NROW uAP; 997 
(': '' 	.3 00n II=I+1 oAP -I 993 
rr".5'.1 00n INET(II)=NcOL OAP/ 999 
v7::',u 00n T=I-.2 OAnf!.000 
0 , 7 -,:yo1 non IF t HROW-NrOwl ) 480 ,46c1, +:50 vAP1001 
t!', 	,!.,,L 00n 4u0 	I=I-2 OAP 11002 
(111,yt6J 00n GO TO 300 OAP/1003 
0 , 504 00n 460 INET1(NROW)=1 W.flI1004 
0 , ,66:., 




500 	IF(JBAS(NROW,NCOL)-K1)5 , ,, 6n 
uAP(1005 
OAP7100b 
n.,o6/ 000 540 NCOL=NCOL+1 OAP71007 









(!671 (run 5b0 	IF(INET2(NCOL))640,6i. 
n'": , 074 oon 600 	INET(I);-"NR0W OAP/1012 
0 1 H67., 001 II=I+1 OAR 71013 








GUS ': 	 016 
0 1 !'i07't 00n 640 1=1-2 LaAi1017 
0T07o 00n 1F(1)360,360,680 GAR? 101+3 
0')4379 00n 600 	NRO ■,;=INET(1) uAP .11019 
0 1 61ku non I 1=I+1 OAP71120 
0 ', !;b31. non NCOL=INET( II) OAP71021 
0 , 634 00n INETIANROW)=0 uAP71022 
(7 ,1 	.is3.) 000 Go TO 260 JAP71023 
ti34 non C GUAR 11024 
el!;p.oJ 00n 700 1=3 UAPY1025 
09F:33u 000 C 	*) 	CALCULATE THE MINIMUM 011:k .l' 	IN nAsis LOOP OAP 1102o 
c -1(331 000 ISAV=K2 0Ai.-71027 
00.580 non 720 NROW=INET(I) OAP71020 
C!;639 00n 11=1+1 OAP71029 
9 1 769u 000 NCOL=1NET ( I I ) OAP71030 
0 1 'LlO.L oon IF (LIBAS (Nnoidrt4COL )-ISAV 1 7 1 , 0 i 760080 OAP71031 
0 1 5894 00n MO ISAV=JBAS(NROW,NCOL) OAP71032 
Cl!')893 000 NROW2=NROW OAP71033 
0)5694 pon NcOL2=NCOL uAP71034 
'015095 000 700 IF(NCOL-NCOL1)800.860,800 OAP71035 




000 IF( I-K)720,720, 	. 
00B C *) 	THE BASIS LOOP HA . , 
• 00 1 C EPPOR TYPE 3 
00 0 840 	I=3 
00 0 C 
000 WRITE(6,3)I oNROW 	:; 
00" KEY=2 
00 1 C 
001 RETURN 
000 C <<++++++++++++++++“ 	: ; 
001 8u0 	IF(ISAV-K 2)900.; 
00 1 C THERE 	NO IAA 	o 
GO 1 8o0 1=4 
U (II)') C 
000 WRITE1614 1 1 r 	W 
00 0 KEY=2 
00 1 C 
00n RETURN 
000 C 
00 1 C C) 	NOW THE L0CATION- ; 
00 0 C AkRANCED 
Olin C ENTRY 	IN THE L.O\ 
SUCCESSIVE ADOTIL, 
BASIS LOOP 
owl C - • 
: (;71037 
;.;;iirs THAN T ill 	ç 	IN THE BAS4S 
f 
;.1 	 1.4 	: 	i ii-4 :100:67 8 
.P7104 H 
	
Lotv 	 ERROR TYPE 4 
f.= 
;;...;'71651 
!Th14'4-1,44+4-1-4-1-44.4, , 7 10h5 




E-f.NTS OF THE, 	(,71059 
..:P71060 
-------- 
%:W7  1.0o3 
Z.-71= 


















1 ,, ;1NLO I SET KEY 
▪ 
1 TO UAP71084 
	 -ft:7 1 = 
k, AP71087  
UAP71068 
1)AP71089 




OPt.31 5) 	uAP7I092 
1-0V HAS MORE ELEJ(ENTS TkuAP71093 
o . ,, ••■ • •• • 
t38f1  
000 	900 Jz4 
N;1OW=INET(1) 
3 	




00 11 	 1=3 
Pn 001 9,?.0 NROW=INET(I) 
Gan 	 11=1+1 
9fl NCOL=INET(I1) 
000 IF(NPOW-Hr(wz)100 ,J, 
00 0 	Q0 	IFINCOL-NC0L11 . ;. 
000 000 JBAS(NROWtNCOL) 
GO TO 	102(1 




onn 	10u0 ISET=JBAS(NROWtNC 
JBAS(NROW,NCOL)=I%
00n 100 	.J') 




( 1) 71 	C 	<<++++++++++++++4.1 
P15'.1 44 Oon C NOW THAT THE NEW 	 HAC 
001 	C 	ENABLE 	HADY 	TO 	C1.11:1% 	 :;Y 
000 C • -• 
001 	1000 KEY=1
0 1 594u 000 RETURN 
015'.PP/ 000 	C 
r.1 05;50 I101
0 	
1 FORMAT(10WEPRoP i7n:" 	 BACr, 
C7 *INS ENTERING 	 :H 1 -;CRATION 
u0g,',954 2 FORMAT(10WE)H3 
01!',95.) 3 FORMAT(IOXITEROR 	L. 	/1L; 	'THE 
• 
00 0 *AN 	THERE 	ARE 	IN 	TN77. 	O.'.' 	' 	) 	 . 	0;0)71094 
• 000 . 
oon 
4 FORMAT(10X0ERROP 	Tyi• 	4'1 	1 	„poT)iErir 	IS No L.,::i:LIJ 	IN THE BASIS LOAP71096 
	
*00P LESS THSN K2',313) W,P71096 
C159•/ 000 C 	QAP71097 
• C)5V5B oon C 	<<+-t+t++++++++++++0-4,i144-114.44+44++++4.++0.444+++++++++++++++++++++Bi,P71090 
000 END 	 QAP71099 
C45v6u 000 QELT,SI 	TUMER—S*NEWQAP.Xtct; 
go 05961 non C 	A FUNCTION TO CALCULAiL 	 c 	OF X 
i:i:',96e , 	000 FUNCTION X(I ► JrK,L) 
0'. 1 596.) 00 0 COMMON NECILyNLOC1,!. 
• 0 0 5,964 -non 	. COMMON MSTER(05200. 	 .)rwSNSW(0060) 
005965 000 COMMON NKNAPpKNADY, '_(.1 , ' 
OfF,W3u 000 C 
00596/ 000 INTEGER 	INDEX(0400)+Ki)Or(u),ONDEX.(0400)rLNDEX(0400) 
0 0 :96o 000 C 
0 0 5969 000 C 
• 017-;97u non EQUIVALENCE 	(MSTi1.‘71 	,- ;,:cnni» 
ni)7.1. 000 EQUIVALENCE 	(MSTFI 	 :601)) 
0 1 5T74 000 EQUIVALENCE 1MSTC( fool)) 
• 09!',97.1 000 EQUIVALENCE 	(MSTUkt , 1) , 	, (, 1 0 1)) 
005974 000 C 
0 0 5975 con C 
■ 00F,97u oon X=0 
005977 00n KAM=0 
905970 00n 20 KAM=KAM+1 
• 005,979 000 IF(INDEX(KAM).E0.99)PF27 1 -' , 4 
0 0 598u oon IF(I.E0.INDEX(KAM).AfiJ.,J4L EY(KAM)160 	TO 	50 
09598i oon GO TO 20 
• 09!i986 oon 60 IF(K.EQ.KNDEX(KAM).AM. Nfl7X(KAm)) 6 0 To. 90 
fi'l995 000 GO TO 20 
'5904 00n C 
0 0 5906 000 90 X=1 
r: 1 598B 000 C 
0' 1 F:98/ 000 RETURN 
OOS986 000 
0 0 h989 000 END 
0 0 599u 00 0 IDELT ► SI 	TUMER.-.S*GAP-TATA.1' 1#030110061312 
00599i oon PROoLEM 4001 	 `i 	70 	•O1 	—, 	05 9999 
C''599z non 1 	1 	0001010203 
0°Y39B 00° 1 , 2 0500020102 
G").!,994 . 	loon 1 	3 	0203000102 
00599;) con 1 4 0400000001 
0o5990 ' • 000 1 	5 	0102000500 
o ,Th99 / 000 1 	I 
11F:990 000 QELT,SI 	TUMER—SA, OAP—DATA.Orm2ro , 130262061312 
OGF',999 • 001 PROULEM 4002 	6 	6 	70 	01 	—2 	8 9999 	o 
. 0 1 600u 000 2 	1 	000102010203 
01c,U01 . 000 2 2 050001020102 	- 
01(,00c • non 2 	3 	020300030201 
. It 106006 • 000 2 4 040000000102 
006004 ' 000 2 	5 	010200050001 
00;,00o 000 2 6 000200021000 
ON100o 000 . 	5 	2 
V:-.007 ' 000 QELT,SI TUMER—S*OAP—DATA . NZ,P , 120420061 3 12 
0:1600o 000 PROuLEM , 	 4003 	7 	7 	70 	2 	—2 	10 9999 
006009 000 3 	1 00010203020304 
00601u oon 3 2 	05000102010203 
0 
	
. 9 11 	oon 	3 	3 	02030noto.7 oi0;,. 
000 3 4 040001000:,(wo; 
00) 	3 	5 	0192000'.',0001n:' 
'H•.:.)014 	0 0 n 3 76 0 0 (10 2 n027;0 ; (1:1(0) flo t n. 
O (.*.01i...) non 3 
00 0 	400) FIX 	1  
i.11.i 	000 400.5 	FIX 2 	 i 
: 0 10 
0 	 000 
	0FL1,SI TUMER-S*QAP-DAT, 	,:; . , 1',)06140tALI.'.'. 
0'.'.01‘i 	00 9 PPOuLEM 	 00!1; '' 	70 	3 	-e': 	20 ()999 • 
f.'''IY)2u oOn 	4 	1 0001020501o..,,.: 
0 , 	!.2i 
r:0,(,02L 	
non 4 2 	00001020:'..010 
00 9 	4 	3 020300011!!0)0 1 ..  
00l' 4 7 	.0400000;,W0.!,0H, 
non 	4 	5 0.102090000i0.•: , :, 
09oU2:., 	00n 4 6 	004'200W, Io0; .  
nTh02,... 001 	4 	7 0002000;7. 000 . . 
C) . 	 non - 0 0 	06000510000!1;-• 
!'. •- :,:.12:., 	GOO 	4004 FIX 1 	 i 
02',o 009 4004 FIY, 	2 !! 	, 
C) 	000 	4004 FIX 3 
::: -::133. non OELT,51 TUVER -00A17-0, ,, 	• . , ,-, I'',1006Ji 
, ',,'.03,-.... 	00 9 	400j CONEIGUI.ZATI0N‘. ,., 	q,,, , :. , -7 0 	 5t.,275u 	247 	275 
O i.'! :-,.:'', ID 36 000 5 	1 	0091.07.70:01.0 -.'..-I 
0 1 34 	019 	5 2 05050i0,".0 -J.01. 
60 9 5 	3 	02n3r)On301. z•: 
!iia 	5 14 0 1! n00 •!!_!' !";, 	, • 
•- : u3i uon 5 	5 	•010200C•._;- : 
1,•ThL:::ii , 	Loin 	5 .6 0o,12n001[•,17!,:,;' 
C). 	
,•. 03 ,i 010 5 	7 	000200.00n0:•:'•-.. 
00n 	5 8 • 	06000 10000('. ,,, ••. 
0,', E• , 04i 	000 5 	9 020 0, 0500000) , .. 
•C) 	r.:'-'04.:. 00 0 	5 10 	01050?0(.:
• 	
:  
our 5 	11 0100020Hol0. .! - • 
: 	 009 	5 12 	0100020501000 	',-- f,r,lAil 
O ... . 	r(:Ul .,., 
I' 	(.14u 	
00n FIXLO 1 	 7 
0))9 	FIXLD 	2 
0.04t 000 FIXL.D 2 	 II , 
() 	v 9 c“,46 	00n 	OF.I. r I SI TUMER-S*GAP-DA TA , : ,. -. . 	, .. • ,  
000 HOLEm 	
57;01.770- 
o 	 4;-,.. 	 5 	600 0000 	148 	535 
Flc%05v 009 	6 	1 0001020040;o: - : • - • -...16 
000 6 2 	10009100:070' ,  
00n 	6 	3 000199u i.026:,, 	•: ,, 	 , /iii• 
7';05,) 	009 6 4 	05031r000I 01  
0• 	fr:1-i3O54. 000 	6 	5 01020201009
•.' ,, 	" - H;r1 2 
Onn .6 6 	00020n01030 :)6H• A.,,,•!.05 
) 0 i'Aliu • 	:• .;:)4 00 11 	6 	7 01021Y,0!AY. , ri. 7:LI: ••: . 
C) 	
0-)1)5/ 	00 0 6 8 	02n .:50500o!•:0vo , '•!•!• 	• , -03 





0 00 6 10 	02(10c)5Votw,r,i;• • • 
C) 	 009 	6 	11 0202020100000- 	,0394 
0061009 6 12 	0000020005000: , i--'.-  
00h064 	oon 	6 	13 01+1005020(J Lnr 	,,-;1.92 
O 	
0',, ,06...) 000 6 14 	00050905060010 	'.0,0091 
0' , c.,J64 000 	6 	15 00000500051000 - 6 0 20490 
0011 4006 FIX 	1 	1:2; 
C) , 	011,,06u 009 	4006 FIX 2 
oon 4006 FIX 3 	
1 	I 









400u 	FIX 	4 	 7 	1,', 
400a FIX 5 11 1:, 
OELT,SI TUMER-S*OAP-DATA.PRo0rlatftlr;776n6 13 1 2 
PROLILEM 	 4007 	:-.n . 	.:'n 	75 	10 	0 	-:WO 	8000 
-•■ r", :, 074 000 7 1 0001020 750401020 7 0 0 .. - 6004050607 
00n 7 2 000001020,502010?,• 	,•. 	Hm');-14030 1 1!)00 
0 - ?,074 00n 7 3 0503000102n50 -,J11 , 1•••• 	• • 	, , -,0504n, -,040, 
00n 7 4 0010020001no.H 	1.- - . 	, 	• '' 	M60 , ;0 4 n.:J 
fr': , 07u 000 7 5 0505000100050q0 , , 	:J1 70c,05,..; 
Olf, 077 oon 7 6 0201050005n0010•H'n , 	'. 	..,-020L',n::17 
07A7b oon 7 7 100502050605n0010.• ').H; 	:.!-! 	, :403(120".*.nU:) 
ILTC,07 ,/ 000 7 8 0301040205020tA0ni o4030703nli 
elb080 oon 7 9 0102040102010001(1661 	.1. , N15040::.oLwf,, 
4N 0 1 6001 onn 7 10 0504050001.,000010•• 06050030 
OW.184 000 7 11 050200100200(thlhfw i ,., ' 1; , .,'' 	q01020:04W) 
000 7 12 0505000200001u1 	• 	', :n502 0 10:11.30': 
C;,08 ,t 000 7 13 0000000',W.:10: 	;' 	, ,, 	-', 	.. , :, 1):>0.Wi)21).5 
000 7 14 0010050r301000..:Or.:: • -.1040:, Onj. 
O'j , 01u 000 7 15 0510010201020. 	 j,v5w;0..11. 
dfts O .:1,08/ 00n 7 16 040300010100010::: 	• - 	'.r-10011:'n3 
nqc,084.) oon 7 17 04.000n05050104:0••:. 	;• 	, 	- ' 	• • ;:; ,.;00non 1 n20. 
0003 .1 oon 7 18 000505020200010... , 	.•, 	' '•-mn00:-,0901 0 ? 
0 1 609u onn 7 19 001000050501nua 	'. • ,0020;.)01n061 
• CrA9.1. oon 7 20 . 01050005010510100, 	,., : ,. )A„ , Io0000n10600 
(1 '094 con 15 	I.' 
009.) oon 01 c. 
0N:094 000 02 
On09:.) oon 04 	0' 
10(.1)9t.) 00n U5 1! 
Onn 09 
oon 11 
oon 13 	:1, 
0"!r,lnu oon 18 lo 
0on . 	 20 	. 	i . ^ 
•PN 00n r,;IELT,SI 	TUMER-S*pAP-DATA.ro, ,12'7, 00001212 
V610.) 000 PROuLEM - 11008 	±,) 	70 	0 	Ii 	/n 	
c:.c..;..):;) 
0' 1 b10 4 oon 8 1 000102030405010n - • 	• , ' , !;.05ne,0 7 n','!, :, 	,i'1,050,100609 
oN) 10:.) oon 8 2 0300010203041.101n - :• • 	••-- )04n50WH: 	-.,',••'--)0: , u40:.,060708 
C'!610" non 8 3 0204000102030602 , )1.,..: 	: . 	..,:,,,...-■ ,1 3/. "05r) . ....• 	. y ..H. , 	,Im0 ,:.:ni -41:)0q0b0007 
000 8 4 0000030001n2nt , 	,.• •^:;1120. ,, i; 4 : 	,.• 	H n!.)0/(0,05840506 
mt. 0'1100 oon 8 5 001004000001050 1 	„: 	;:':, ' 	. 	".H4030211;•..)-1L 	.•,: 	. 	.••.',a,,L170 ,..450405 
01610 non 8 6 020 1+000005000t:1)!...f;1 	, ' 	- , ' : : 	..'.'i',0'411:01 1 1“, ;' 	., . 	•;.a:0 ,..;+ -PA)7u60504. 
06110 oon 8 7 10000500020100t1 ,..• , 1 ' , -,.:04n!. ; c6i, 2 , :. 	H 	,. 	i.c.'0,5040p0u0708 
on6111 oon 8 8 0500050200021000 .. , '• 	,. , 1,3n4o02',0,.•• , ,L, i.,04n304850607 
Vt, 11e 000 8 9 00020502000210016;. , , ,, - 	,• 	...0.1.(12n7.,f , 	....WA:)0q0..5u40506 
CHE,11..) 000 8 10 050201000001WA5i 	, 	H'.'. , (1 011:'(r..:m. 	..:.1.)40DW)o406040 
n';114 oon 8 111 0201040600041005c, ..,H, - .,: - • . ,- ; 0201C7'06... 0307c,C,o1w 140304 
on611;..) oon 8 12 050001000210100001 (:-., 	:. , 1 . •,.r....e14n312111070,..... 	,,, 6...)0206070oUL)0403 
0 ,1611u 000 8 13 0005000200100o00:..•••' , ri.LP , 203040F, 0 1006 02 03n 40:4 607 
00611/ Don 8 14 0000040500020000 0 nn111203nun 2 o 1 L-H 400 0J0 206 0 405 0 6 
0 , 110 con a 15 02000002000500025M:H.: , •,':, , .m0010203030,;:in.5040q;1302830405 
026119 oon 8 16 0000o4c500051u0q0:, WH -. -- 0 1 0 400n1n 2 0 4 0!,66,10.f., 0 1/0 4 0.5 0 2 0 3 0 4 
^ 0 ,1 612u 	• 000 8 17 0500o001.0200020506 ,1-0 0n5nOr1 0 01 0.50 1
10206 0 5 n 4 u 60203 
On6121 oon 8 18. 060206010105n102no.. 1n 3 n20n0 6000107060:)0 4 0 3 0 2 
ON.,124 00n 8 19 830003010000101.000 6 ,)loclon002o5n00lun00501020'.W40506 
o -0^612o oon 8 20 000102.01000001060ov ,) plon 1 0200n 1 n 00 uulo.304 0 2 010 2030. 405 
c16124 oon a 21 01060502020005000403mAo0600n002000205050uclu203030201020304 
0 
09612D oon 8 	22 	loo1o5020010o510 	0(; - ;1;1,1500101000 	,,,lit10:704n3020102n3 
0 
006120 oOn ' 2 3 8 000 0 0204050000591in• 	—0Ingn002n610rtInli 	, 500010511 1406020102 
016127 00 0 8 	24 	1 00101000100n. , 1 ,0 02onry,n 4 0.A Li100006W.,04-030„Al 
016,120 oon 8 25 02 92000209000',5 	-; —] ' -- , f- H 1 0005.1:inir, '•') 	,, cino0102L1.5noli 
0 
r:06129 00n 8 	26 	0102nno00 	n4nowH!: 	'-i , 	, J)Onniv:AlOr:. , u: , o1.oOolu2o04 
0 1 613u oon 8 27 0105030201n00,,.0H: ,. • - , .,.;;15010050 	 00000000u10 .e.:03 
01613i 00n 8 	28 	01.0101020010n01;,. 	-..-••, 	im10;]'. , ;00.0G'; •01 1 90000000102 
0 5n6132 oon 8 29 05100005020101% 	,- 	H 	:• ; ,-11415o3f0 1 c ,, , , . 	:6L00010000020001 
cr, 613. oon 8 	30 	01050205010100 	::;:' 1 	::. i H: , )0010o1001 1.10:.,0,?0000001uo2o2n0 
006134 000 
0 09613b 00n 
01613u 000 QELIFST 	TUMER-S*FATHOM.COPY.,1 	411:551012 
0 , c,13/ 00n SU9ROUTIMF COPY(H•AriJ 
0 	• C•°613o onn C* 	CORY 	COPIES 	or J:.:' 	t.J ;L t- ',‘i . 	; 	T ,-) 	.,-. 1c)T1--IER 
rl'o13 (/ 00n P,VOINETER MAXPISo0 
C's!: , 1 , ;u 00n DILIASION 	A(MAXPT.,rt 	:.;'TSrW,X 9 M:} 
0 0 9 (,14i 001 00 	10 	I7:1 ,N 
0f'&144 oon DO 	10 	J.-7:1,N 
0 1 6143 00n 10 	RtI ► J)=A(I,J) 
0 C96144 00n RETURN 
0 .71(,1+5 00n END 
C0614u 00n OEL ► SI 	TUMER-S*FATHOM.INHIi" , te 	- -7:70'7 211!:' 
0 0'!04/ con-  SUFIROUTINE 	INPuT(iwi•,,,p •,, ,, r:INTm) 	 • 	• vomb ocn C. 	INPUT 	PLADS 	UPPF:R 	4 "i ,'. 	5YMmETR1C 	C.O., 	ATI.IIX 





DIrUISION COST(MAAPTiMA .;"rF;) 
LOGICAL PRINTM 	. • 






C* 	READ MATRIX 
N=NPTS-1 







On615b. Don 1000 FORMAT() 
C) 0 06159 
f, •:1 (,160 
oon 
00n 
COST(I ► I)=1.0E38 
DO 10 J:L.NPTS 
urli-,1 con 10 	C0ST(Jp1):COST(II0) 





• GO 	TO 	30 	. 
11 ,716164 oon C* 	USE MATRIX PREVIM!7 	'" - n 
C) 00616z, 000 20 	CALL 	i0(IFINt2,NPI!..,,(:.. 
096160 00n 30 IF(PRINTM)CALL SHOWN 0V) 
0 1 6167 00n CALL TIMOUT 
rt 0N,160 oon RETURN 
0 9 616v 00n ENO 	, 
V6170 00n OELT ► SI TUMER-S*FATHOM.IW\Thr , V":177.1 11 52112 
C) 0?6171 OD6174 
000 
000 
 Still-WO INF 	I NER Aro t r‘o•; C ' to j 1I 	I i , ' O'T.T,PRIN I'm) 
CAc 	INRAND GENERATES 1t, 	1RTANGLE OF COST WURIX RANOOMLY• 
(i;3617i con t. A:LOWER LIMIT 	► 	B:zuPpri; LM1T 











IF(IFIN.NE.0) 	GO TO 2o 
CI, 	GENERATE COST MATRIX 
0n6179 oon REA0(5•1000) 	AFB.X(1) 




1000 	FORMAT( 	) 
N=NPTS-1 
09 1,184 NUm=1NPTs*NPTS/2)-NP7 
0 068 
	
1) 	ClOrn CALL RANDO(ONUM) 
On6184 00n 	1,1=1 
(' 1 61:)U 	000 DO 10 I=1,N 
■ 	 (Phltlu oon 	 COST( I r I ) =1 $0E38 
1' 'ilrt 	00n L=I+1 
0Y(1;1c, onn 	 DO 10 JzLINPTS 
'fa 	(rh169 	000 /j=IJ+1 
619u 000 	IYFL=A1•(R-A)*X(IJ) 
C1h191 	000 COST(IrJ)=IYFL 
■ 	 0'4, 194 000 	10 	COSI- WM=1YR. 
00h19u 	000 COST(NRTSvNPTS)=1.0E8 
00h194 000 	GO TO 30 
1 	071619:) 	00n 20 	CALL IO(IrINr2.NPTS,C0'71) 
0•1 h19u 000 	30 IF(PRINTM) CALL 5HO1t(LI: 1',,C0(;T) 
071h1D/ 	000 CALL TIMOUT 
■ 0V1 (-,1% non 	RETURN 
Prlf- .19V 	00n END 
f) (,?.0u 00 0 	CELT'S' TUMER-S*FATHOM-10, 	 ••■■ 112 
lib 	O'CI SUBROUTINE IOlirL IL, 
97)(.0 .e 	Ign 	C* 	TO READS OR WRI;C'', A 	." TM A FILE 
'h',10.) 000 C IORT=1 	RITE 
A 	 "r 114 	
. W 
000 	C*. 	TOPT=2 
Vh;;O:.) 00n PARAMETER mAXP 140 
(1 c, i!Ot) DIMENSION A(MAXPISA;0A : 
..• 	'':-,20 ./ 	LZ11 	
W 
LOGICAL PAD 
Prit-•:!flo 00n BAD=.FALSE. 
R'r-.7:09DOn 
t, 	
5 CALL NTRAN(IFILE,10.'2) 
:lu  oon 	DO 10 I=1,N ... 
:1 - ',Pli 	Onn CALL NTRAN(IFILEFIOR .C;N 	i/T)5TcTAT,22i. 
f.) , r, 2. 12 000 	IF(ISTAT.LE.0)00 10 '1,]6 




 IF(DAD)00 TO 800 
... 	0.'_)621u Onn OADz.TRUE. 
031,217 	Don 	GO TO 5 
VO410 Don 8U0 WRITE(6,2000)IFILE 
0'3(1219 	00n 	2000 FORMAT(' FILE ERROR ON WIT'r13) 
0 1 h22u 000 STOP 
(Fq-,221 	000 	END . 
.ft 	O'll',222 000 CELT.SI TUMER-S*FATHOM.MAIH;f, 	'11:,:, 7",212 
0 1 622u 	00 1  	C* 	THIS PROGRAM SOLVE 	ifi ::.LING SAtF.SMAN ;': ORLEM 
ON,424 00n C*. DY FATHOMING 
01622u 	oon 	INCLUDE FILANK 
01622u 000 DIMLNSION PISAVE(20)v:r001 0 ) 
096227 	00n 	DIMENSION IPOINT(MAX01';) 
A. 	01h220 oun DIMENSION ACOST (1,M); 1-i ) , T, (:!. 7 i "A vPTS 1 r TTE!':.' M: 	'TS) 
0oh229 	onn 	DIMENSION ASAVE (1+10,1'i'-:,1, ■ ..' .1:* "!'''PTS) r F YSA'./. ci . .;M' IS, MAXPTS) 
0'1 6230 QUO LOGICAL EXSAVE,PRINTL,R1F7INTV.ALP 
6231 	Onn 	C* 	READ DATA 
V". b,::3e 00n READ( 5 , 1000) NPTS t ISTAR Tr U.. i.,\!- ,FT'SrMAXI.T,N1'; ? it• IN, L 'Mr K •MATUEN 
0 1 623u 	000 	1000 FORMAT() 
()N,234 Don IF(NPI.E0.0)00 TO 2 
0 1 (1235 	00n 	 READ15.1000) (IFOUT(I),T 7 () 
00h23u 00n READ(5/1000) (PISAVE(1)iii,) 
..... 	016237 	000 	C* 	NPTS=NUMBER OF POI; 
0.0623o 00n C* ISTART=STARTING POINT (:ZAPCH IF ISTART=0) 





0 1 (i,a,0 
C5 	r.06264 
C 1 r.26u 




































0 1 6244 
00n 	Cw 	CSAVM=INITIAL 
COn Cv EPS=FJOTTING CrL:! • 	i'-;; - ! - FrNENCCH 	N bOdNOS 
000 	C* 	MAXIT=MAXIMUM 	• c i•TTONS 
00n Cs NPI=NUmPLR OF ri 
0011 	Cw 	IFIN=ImpuT  





j4.HATF.7n IN IANOOM OANNFli(=1) 
000 	 CALL INPUT(NPT 	 H•TNTm) 
onn GO TO 4 
0011 	3 	CALL INRANO(NMYSt) - 	. 
00n CI', FIND STARTIN(7, 	 C0';1* Y. 
non 	4 	CALL. STARTIISTAM , ;:' 
00 11 C* READ COST FAcTil 
0011 	 IF(FOUND) GO TO 
00 1 r!",:nD15,1000tErrr7J.:0.)c,i , , 
00n 	 CFACTCPCT/100.0 
00n iF(CPCT.LF.0.0}CmA'; 	,•• 
00n 	 IFICPCT.G7.0.0)CM 
00n cmIN=-1.0E30 
00n 	 FOUND=.FALSE. 
000 PLACE STARTING 	 LViT 
00 0 ' 	5 MITSIN=1 
oon IPOINT(1)=ISTAPT 
00n 	 LAST=I5TART 
non C* 	FIND MINIMUM C0I:'r HO 
00n 	 J1=MINPTIISTARTO) 
00n J2=MINPTPAICTART 
000 	 FIND MINPIUM Tr,, 	• 
00n TCOST(1)=TMLE(1,1) 
00n 	Cw 	COMPUTF COST 
00n C=TCOST(I)+COSTW- 	' •IT(J2.1STA -1) 
0011 	 IFCMIN.LT.CICNi 
00n IFWPINTL)cALL 
00 11 	Cs, 	ADD NEW POINT 
00n 10 NPTSIN=NPTSIN+1 
00n 	 IF(NPTSIN.EneNPTS)CO TO 
unn 
 
DO 20 Iz;IFNPTS • 
00n 	20 EX(NPTSItI,I.FAL NN  
00n Ii-, (NPTSIN.E0,2)J2J1 
00n 	 A COST I NPTSIN) =,ACOL, 	 +COST (LAST 
000 LAST=J2 
00n 	 1POINT(NPTSIN)=LA5T 
oon IN(LAST)=.TRUEv 
00n 	C* 	FIND MINIMUM COMWCT“";N::; 
00n IF(LAST.NE.J1)GO io 
000 	25 O1=MINPTCISTART,1) 
00n IF(Ji.Eo.0)00 TO 40 
000 	 IF(NPTSIN.NE.1)60 TO 3n 
0011 J2=MINPT2(ISTART,JI) 
ON,24!.J 00n C* PISAVE=VALUE 
On64u 00 11 CT c PRINTL=FRINT 
00n C PRINTM7PRTNT Oi 
nn64u 000 c, PRINTV=PRINT OP; 
1/o24'j 00n MATOFNI=COU MATi“X 
On625u 00 11 2 PRINTL:,- (L.GT.n) 
en;,;25i 0011 PRINTMz(m.67.0) 
001 PRINTVz(K.0.0) 
00n IF(MATCEN.E1,I) 	Co 	co 
GO TO 35 
J2=MINPT(LAST,NPTE.,IN). 
IF(J2.E0.0)G0 TO 40 
FIND MINIMUM TREE 
TCOST(NPTSIN)=TREL(NPNINFITvW, ) 
COMPUTE COST • 
C=ACO5T(NPTSIN)4TCOSTM ) T. 	,- nflT(J1,ISTARI)1 OSI(LASTrj2) 
IF(PRINTL)CALL 
IF(C,LE.CMAX)00 TO 10 
REMOVE POINT FRUM LIST 
NPTSIN=NPTSIN-1 




GO TO 25 
COMPUTE COST OF CO' :'..r1 - 
 C=AOOST(NPTS-1)+C(AT(Jtii., 	)1-0STILASTrJ,j 
LAST=J2 
000 	 IPOINT(NPTS)=LAST 
00n IF(CMAX.LT.C)G0 TO 40 
00n 	WiZITE(6.2000) 








IF(CSAVE.LE.C.AND.FOuND)0 -0 40 
07:!(,324 oon CSAVE=C 
02(.32J 00n IF(CPCT.GT.0.0)G0 TO 52 
Aft V6324 000 C* 	ADJUST UPPER POUND 




IF((CMAX-CMIN).LE.E)'SO 	;0 DO 
GO TO 55 
. 52 CMAX=CFACT*CSAVE 	• 
Or 	g 29 00n b5 FOUND=.TRUE. 






C'': , 334 • oon DO 60 J=1.NPTS 
0'47 ,55 000 b0 EXSAVE(IrJ)=EX(IrJ) 
Mk Onh 3 3U oon IF(CMAX.LT.CMIN) 	60 	To 	1') 
000 GO TO 40 
O n 0 3 30 00n C* 	ADJUST LOWER POUND 
9n6.539 oon 60 	IF(CPCT.GT.0.0)G0 	TO 	I(R1 
nr, c,341) oon CMIN=CMAX 
(1' 1 6641 oon CALL TIMOUT 
Aft 000 CMAX=(CMIN+CSAVE)/2.0 
000 IF((CMAX-CMIN).LE.EPS)C0 TO 0 0 
ON.,34i+ oon GO TO 105 
ryif.,34• 	• oon 90 	GO TO 101 
0^63 1tu 000 
oon 
oon 
c* PRINT FINAL SOLUTION 
1u0 CONTINUE 
wRITE(6p2loo)cpcT. 
ON, 340 (Jon 2100 FORMAT(//i1X.F5.10 - % SOLUTION') 
r.'776351) 000 CALL TIMOUT 
-0 ,16.3.51 000 IF(.NOT.ALR) 	GO TO 	101 
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C'h . 58t) 
O6L0u 
() 	076381 0.1(,300 






0 1 ),:)94 
C,0639:1 















000 	 CPCTz0 
0011 C* 	REAU COST FACTO: r(- ! 	, H(J"ING. 
000 	101 READ(5,1000,END=r.'00,, 
000 IFICPCTI.LE.CPCT) 6o TO Jol 
0011 	 CPCTzCPCT1 
000 102 	CFACT=CPCT/100.0 
000 	 CMAX::CFACT*CSAVE 
000 IF(CMAX.LT.CMIN) 00 TO 50 
000 	1115 IFi.NOT.FOUND)G0 TO 
000 DO 110 I=1,NPT5 
oon 	 IN(1)=.TRUE. 
00 0 IPOINTII)=I f;AVF(I) 
000 	 ACOST(I)=AVE(1) 
00 6 TC0STEI)=TS6V1.(I) 
oon 	 DO 110 J71,NP15 
O0 0 110 EX(I,J)=FXSAVE(1....) 
00n 	 LAS1=IPOINTINPTS1 
oon NrISIN=NPTS 
oon 	 GO TO 40 
oon 10 CONTINUE 
000 	 DO 130 I=1,NPTS 
000 DO 130 J=1•NPTS 
000 	ISO EX(I,J)=.PALSE. 
000 CO TO 5 
00 0 	800 	W!2ITE16,3000/ 
Oon 300u FORPAT(//O SOLVFN 	 ) 
non 	 CrOT:7-100.0 
000 CmiNzCmAX 
oon, 	 FOUND=.FALSE. 
Don- GO TO 107 
U00 	900 CALL TIMOUT 
00n STOP 
000 	 END 
0011 (IELT,SI TUMER-S*FATHOM.MiNPip , .)';'6011.3111 
000 	 FUNCTION HINPTII,N). 
000 C* 	MINPT - FINDS POINT 	 MMUM COST FOP 4+. ; :.X.TION TO 
oOn 	Cw GIVEN POINT 
oon INCLUDE BLANK 
00 0 	M7:0 
0011 C=1.0E38 
00n 	 DO 10 J=1,NPTS 
000 IF(IN(J).011.EX(NtJ)ir0 fo 10 
00n 	 IF(C.LE.COST(I,J))00 10 ‘i) 
000 C=COST(I,J) 
000 	 M=J 
oon 10 CONTINUE 
00n 	 mINPT=m 
00n RETURN 
00n 	 END 
00n GELT,SI TUMER-S*FATHOM.MIN 0 T2v , (1:,%07'3113111 
000 	 FUNCTION MINPT2(T,N) 
000 C* 	MINPT2 FINDS POINT VIIH 	 LOWEST COsT iGA CONNECTION TO 
000 	C* GIVEN POINT 
00n C* 	I=GIVEN POINT 

































DO 10 j=1 ► NPTS 
IFLI.EO.I.OR.J.EO.N,C0 	T'.') 	10 
IF(EX(1,J))G0 	TO 	In 
IF(c.LE.cosT(I,J))Go 	to 	1() 




0 2 6421 0011 RETURN 
C 2 W424 00n END 
":1642, 000 @ELIFSI 	TUMER—S+FATH0P. ,,,:110111121411 
0:*,424 000 SUBROUTINE ORDERW;if,NI, 
0 0 642:J 000 C* 	DUMMY SuBBOUTINL 
016420 00n RETURN. 
026427 00n END 
8 2 642u 00 0 OELT,SI 	TUMER—S*FATHOM.0Priv• /(L ,2 , ,. 1 76751121411 
0•16429 con SUBROUTINE ORDER(i) 
0°643U 000 C* 	ORDER OPOERS LILT (-! 	CocLiMATinNS BY INCIING COST 
026431 000. Cm COMBINATIONS CONTATN1NC• ;j7, RTINO POINT AkE 1 );41TTED 
0n643e. 00n INCLUDE BLANK 
01643J opn N=NPTS-1 
O16434 non NLIST=(N*N-1, )/2 
00643t) 00n IF(ISTART.E0.0)NL1;T: 	--,1/2 
0 2 643° 000 • 	DO 	30 	K=1,NLIST • 
n',6437 oon 1C=1.0E38 . 	• 
9 2 6430 000 DO 20 	I=1 ► N 
026439 00n IF(1.EQ.ISTART)00 TO 
00644u 0011 L=I+1 
0°6441 000 Do 10 J=L ► NPTS 
006444 000 IF(J.ED.ISTART.OR.T) 	10 	10 
9 ,:) 644.) 000 IF(C,LE.COST(I,J))60 	TO 	1.) 
096444 uon C=COST1I.J/ 
.2.7644a 0011 LIST(1,K)=I 
r.,j 1 6440 00n LIST(20K)=J 
0 ,16441 00n 10 CONTINUE 
08644o (Jon 40 CONTINUE 
026449 oon I=LIST(1 ► 10 
00(145U oon ..1=LIST(2•K) 
0 6LI5I 00 0  j0 EX(I,J)=.TRUE. 
0 2 6454 000 DO 40 	I7-1,NPTS 
0^645,i 00n DO 40 U=1.NRTS 
0°6454 00n 40 EX(I ► J)7-.FALSE. 
00645b 00n RETURN 
0'6450 non END 
086451 000 GELT,st 	TUMERk*FATHOM.UUTPUT.r1 ATC7'4 ,..172454113311 
02645u oon SUBROUTINE OUTPUT(N,C.IP 0 1W) 
016459 000 Cie 	OUTPUT PRINTS COST Aff) LI`IT OF POINTS 
0 2 646u 000 DIMENSION IPOINT(1) 
0 2 6';61 oon M=MIN(N,25) 	' 
026464 0011 WRITE(6 ► 2000)CrlIPOINT(I),1=1011 
0 1 646::, 00n IF(N.LE.25)G0 TO 900 
006464 oon DO 10 L=26.N.25 
006460 0011 M=MIN(N.L+241 





00 0 	20u0 FoRmAT('COST 1 	 O5T4) 
(Jon 21U0 FORMAT(22X,25I4) 
00n 	900 RETURN 
000 EI1D 
00 0 	CELT'S' TME1—SEATMI. 	• 
00 0 SI.15ROUT 	 I , 
00n 	C* 	OUTPUT PRINT; 	 POTNTS 
00 0 DIMENSION IPOINT(1) 
000 	 MMIN(N,12) 
000 WRITE(6,2000)Cf(IPOTH,fl; , ;. 
(J0 0 	 IFIN.LE'.12)C0 TO 
00n DO 10 1...7:7rifrif1;', 
con 
000 	10 W271E(6,2100) 	1PoPfl 	?, 	)m) 
000 23o0 FORMAT(' COST 1 ,17,0, , : 
ono 	2100 Fn:?MAT(22X,1214) 
oon 900 f-J:TURN 
00 0 ENO 
uln 	(DELf0SI TUMEQ—SFATHTI,';' 
Onn SOOROUT1NF 
00n 	C* 	SHOW rrINI 	! 
00 1 PARAM'PER MN 1 
00n 	 DIM'ZNSION 	 ‘!.) 
con WR(TE(6,2000) 
000 	
2000 FORMAT(' COST MA): 
DO 20 KLTI#NnS#I6 
00.0 L.7.MIN(NPTC#R15) 
00 0 	 WRITE()121(0) (J#,) --1,: 
our! DO 20 1=ItUPTS 
000 	• 	20 WTE(6,2:100)I9t 
O0: 21u0 F0RMAT14X#1617) 
00 0 	2200 FORNAT(1X11:::r16F7.: 
eon rE-To-URN 
00) 
000 	GELTpSI TUMER—S*FATHOM P,1503CSIni:.! • 
( 
SUN)OUTINE Si 	K OW(  
000  	 SHOW PRINTS M,7 I.. 
00n PARAMETER MAXPTS=60 
00 0 	 DIMLNSTOM C07,T(MVPIRT) 
000 WRITE16,2000/ 
00n 	2000 FORMAT(' COST MAThl"') 
00n DO 20 Kz1,NPTSp9 
gon L=1ININPTS,K+8/ 
oon 	 V;2ITE(6p2100) 
00n DO 20 I=1.NFTS 
000 	0 WRITE(6,2200)Ip(COST(I#J)iJK,L) 
00n 2100 FORMAT(009I7) 
000 	2200 FORMAT(1X,I3f9F7.0) 
000 RETURN. 
000 	 END 
00n raELT,ST TUMER—S*FATHOM.ST, 112:S07 0312 
000 	 SUBROUTINE START(Ifir,0T,PISAVE#Tr6J#PRINTM,PRINIV) 
000 Cw 	START FINDS THE. SirililA, POINT AND Ans.JO:,,t, '“4:: COST MATRIX 
000 	 INCLUDE BLANK • 
000 DIMENSION PISAVE(1)#IFT(1) - 
(Kin 	 DIMENSION IPI(MAXPT`;),I)FN;(mAYPTS)rCTEMPXTS.MAXPTS) 


























   
niw,24 onn C* 	ORDER CONNECTIONS . 5Y 	i?' 	ti “,TWI COST 
0 0 652o (Ion CALL ORDER(0) 
0652J UOn Cm 	FIND STARTING POINT WITH mAYIW 1M LOWER DOUNU OF COST 
It.12/ 00 0 CMAX=-1.0F38 
0 if 	2c) 00n• JSTART=ISTART 
00029 oon• DO 20 	I=1,NPTS 
of..:u oon IF(JSTART.NE.O.AMD.JSTT,;;Tv1);', 0 	TO 	20 
c°6 1J31 00• IN(I)=.TRNE. 
ON1532 oon T:TREE(1 ► TTEMP) 
00653) 00n K1=MINPT(I.1) 
0 0 6534 00n K2=MINPT2(I,K1) 
0°653:3 eon C=T+COST(K1,I)+C0ST(TF1(7) 
006:)3u OOP IF(C,LE.CMAX)00 TO 20 
0 (26.53/ 00n ISTART=I 
Vh:330 oon CHAX=C 
±' ';,539 000 J1=KI 
0-h540 000 J2=K2 
",541 000 DO 10 J=1fNPTS 
0°654,_ 000 10 	IPI(J)=ITEMP(J) 
00654J 000 20 	IN(I)=.FALSE. 
(r654q 000 WRITE(6.2000) 	CMAX,IST 
':1 0 654:3 000 2000 	FORMAT(' 	COST',F10.0, 1 	i,,. 	i:-: 	POINTIFI3) 






0:'H54o 000 C* 	USE 	VOGEL 	METHOD 	TO 	FTI i., 	'.H -1'IoN  
Inh549 00 0 IF(CSAVE•LE.0.0)C/%LL 	v,(:,,- t ;H, 	i 	"rOST,PRINTV,C:-.;, , VEr ISAVE) 
(,15t, 000 IF(NPI.LE.0)O0 TO 900 
0', !,61 000 IcMIN=NPTS**2 
0 , ,:352 000 CALL COPY(NPTS,DO:JrcT) 
(1h1,73,; oon. CALL TIMOUT 
0'6354 000 Cm 	ITERATE ON COST MATRIv. 	W) 	'nil MAXNUI0 LO L..;< ijiJITO 
Onf,!:, 5:, 000 JPI=1 
OThi) 00 0 PI=PISAVE(1) 
006557 000 WRITE(6•2100)PI 
0 .M550 00 0 2100 FORMAT(' 	P1= 1 ,F10.4) 
0"61)5'i oon N=NPTS-1 
TTht)C.,u .000 IT=0 
0 (1 (1564 • 	oon c* 	ADJUST COST 







0ob56:1 000 ICOST=ABS(IPI(NPTS)) 
On56u 000 KS0=1COSTIt112 
0r-, (,56/ 000 DO :A Jr.:1 ► N 
0+"6560 000 ICOST=ICOST+ABS(IPI(J)) 
0°6569 000 ICSO=IC5O+IPI(J)**2 
0^6137u 000 L=J+1 
006571 000 DO 30 K=L ► NPTS 
Of•A61372 oon COST(OrK)=c0ST(JrK)+PIstIrftM 4 I 0 I(10) 
00657) 000 JO COSTW,J1=COST(J,K) 
0 0 6574 000 IF(ICOST.F0.0)G0 	TO °, n0 
0•.657:3 000 IF(PRINTM)CALL SHOW(Wit'oCOST) 
olf,70 000 C* 	REORDER CONNECTIONS 
0 0 657/ oon CALL ORDER(ISTART) 
0 0 6576 00n Cm 	COMPUTE MINIMUM COST 
006579 000 T=TREE(1.IPI) 




1 C) 	0:Ib'..454 	(J0n 	C=71-COSTi,11,ISTAP1) .J2) 
000 IF(CcLE.CMAX)G0 TO 
i 	 00 0 	C* 	NaW MAXIMUM FOUk0  
o ,...,	
, r. a ,.., 	il tIn IT=0 
00 0 	CMAA=C 
oon CALL. COPY(NPTS,C0'._,Tit: 	) 
0 	
.;'!!:;ilt., 	oon 	 KI:77,J1 
i 	 fl ,:, LJ 000 K2=J2 
1- . 10 	000 	 DO .35 J=I.NPTS 
1 0 	-- 't,. - 91. 000 ::P.3 ITEMP(J)=TPI(J) 
r.'....j.) 	00 0 	GO TO 25 
000 40 ji=IT+I 
IF(IT.LT.MAXIT160 10 
i 	flb!ML, 	 GO RACK TO 11G5T 








000 Cfk.LL TIt4OUT  
o C...,	 7'( '(ILJ 	000 	 II;(JPItEO.NPI)GO 10 
00n IT -.1:0 
JPI=JPI+I 
() 	 (gin') PI=i ) I5AVE(JrI) ' Ois 	 !!,E6.2100,PI 




7.: .; ■.!)/ 	 no 5U J=I.NrT5 
1-: , (O J)u 
1.i ijr.in 
00 0 	0 IPI(J)=ITEMP(J) 
0 ' 	r'"ii,•.: ■ 0 ,..4 	00/ GO TO 25 
(' , ■:.,:l.0 0'..!0 	F.00 	i 7 OUD:-..TRUE. 
i 	000 000 '1.:;ME(6,2P00) C5.", 
0 — 	
: .i,h14 000 	 WkliEt6.2001) CMts 
oon 2001 FotiAT(' MAXIMUM coi 
Yh. , I4 	QGO 	 CALL TIMOUT 




000 	CELT ,ST TUMER-.S*FATHOM.TTNYI! , '.. , iO3711. 
CWC:A.0 	 F.,UOUTINF TIMOUT 0 
onn 	. K=ITIMF(I.J) 
00n T.7.i/5000. 
'.111,CiE(6,t21100T 0 	:.—',21 	000 
ii, 1 ,d2.-. (100 	2000 FOMATII TIMEI.F.10.:::0 
oon f:ETURN 
,! 0 	C''r$b;'24 
	oon 	 END 	. 
000 PELT'S' TUMER—S*FATHOM.11 -0.T1ii , 1 1 51011t2 
000 	 FUNCTION THEM.IPI) 
i eN 00n C* 	TREE FINDS THE LO:i 01: i; fl -;;PLL'IM TREE 
000 	 INCLUDE tILANK 
el,. ■:--2') 	 npLNsIoN 'Pim oon 
1 0 , 	v , f,63i, con 	OIMLNSION CLINK(MAXrTfOrl .N:'.(M'Y,',"TS) 
000 M:-!NPT$—N.-1 
j 	 1-;' , (. .',34 	00n 	C=0.0 
i o %,	ry..t.u3J oon IFCM.LE.0)G0 TO 0 0n 
0W:.'of 	000 	C* 	FIND MINIMUM COST 
I 	 ff2h63 .a 000 C=1.0E38 
















9 9 f;h54 
Vilt)50 
016059 
0 0 h66U 41+• 
4.4 
TIN!)64 
Or'i , L)6J 
4.0 	 0106u 
006c, b6 
0 , 1r.;69 alo 
0q(A)7u 
enc,o71 
0 . .1 h674. 
nn607.J 
0 0 h•74 
rf,,o71) sti 
(r6tJ7u 
0 1 r,o70 
Onhb79 













00n 	 TF(IN(I).0R.I.E0.14PP:01(t 	"0 
oon L=T4•1 
oon 	 DO 10 J=LeNPTS 
Oon IF(INAJ))00' TO 10 
con 	 IF(C.LE.COST(I,J))00 TO ''f.) 
oon • 1k0=1 
00n 	 ICOL=J 
oon czcosT(I,J) 
onn 	lo coNlINuE- 
000 20 LINK(1)70 
00n 	 IPHIROW1=14.IRIIIkOW1 
00n IPICICOL)=1+111 /(7COL) 
Unn 	 M=M-1 
00n IF(M.E0.0)G0 TO 900 
000 	C* 	FIND MINIMUM CONNEGF(OH 10 EACH POINT 
000 CMIN=1.0E38 
con 	 no 50 I=1,NrTS 
00n IF(IN(I))60 TO 50 
oon 	 IF(I.E0.IPOW.OR.I.EQ0L) 	,;() 
000 IF(COSTtIPOW4I).6T.C(;`,t11CuLeI))C0 TO 30 
000 	 LINK1I1=IROW 
00n CLINK(I)=COST(IROw ► I) 
00n 	 GO 10 40 
000 SO LINK(I)=ICOL 
000 	 CLINK(I)=COST(ICOLpI) 
oon 40 Ir1CLINKIT1.GE.CMIN1G0 TO •,ci 
onn 	 JR0v2=LINK(I) 
000 JCOL=I 
00n 	 CMIN=CLINK(I) 
Onn 50 CONTINUE 
00n 	 IPIWROW/171+IRI1JROW, 
000 IPIWC01-1=1+IPI1JCOL/ 
00n 	 TCOL=OCOL 
oon LINK(ICOL)=0 
oon 	 C -.:C+CLINK(ICOL) 
Ong M=M--1 
000 	 IF(M.E0.0)00 TO 900 
eon C* 	UPDATE MINIMUM 
009 	 DO 00 J=1,M 
Don CMTN=1.0E38 
000 	 CO 70 I=1,NPTS 
009 IF(LINK(I).E0.0)00 TO 70 
00n 	 IFICLINK(T1ILE.COST(T?ICOL1) ,":0 1- 0 60 
oon LINK1I)=IC0L 
oon 	 CLINKM=COST(IFICOL) 
OOP 00 IP(CLINK(II.GE.CMIN)00 TO 10 
oGn 	 JROW=LINK(I) 
oon JCOL=I 
00n 	 CMIN=CLINKin 
00n 70 CONTINUE 
00n 	 IPI(JROW)=1+IRI(JROW) 
oon IPIWCOL1=1+1RI(JCOL) 
000 	 ICOL=JCOL 
000 LINK(ICOL)=0 
000 	60 C=C+CLINK(ICOL) 
000 900 TREE=C 
000 	 RETURN 
0^6b95 	000 	 END . 
0') f,o9u 000 GELT ► SI TUMER—WATHOM.1REF/rID.,1/14121411 
C':) 2 / 	000 	 FUNCTION TREE(NrIPI) 
qr, t.c. 00 0 C* 	TiT.E. FINW-7, THE CW,T 	 IA TrEE 
''.'6 1 	 000 	 INCLUUr OLANK 
O' 6700 00 0 DIMENSION IPI(1) 
C?h701 	oon 	 DIMENSION LINK(MAApT) 
1 1 004 nOn M=NPTS—N-1 
9^6,70,1; 	00n 	 NLINK=0 
trb704 000 C=0.0 
0 	0' , (170L, 	000 	 IF1N.LE.0)G0 TO •00 
0 0670u 000 00 . 10 I=IrNPTS 
On6707 	000 	 Ipi(I)=-2 
C) 	r.I'1 70o non 10 UNK(I)=0 
C.'6709 	000 	 DO U0 I=1 ► NLIST 
(;''f,710 nOn C* 	CHECK IF .POINTS Y.N 
0 	"'(,711 	OOn 	 J:LIST(1rI) 	• 
C' ,, 71,:: 00 1 ) K.71.IST(20) 
i:,71.-J 	oon 	 IFtIN1,1).,IN(K)L.•. 
C) 	
4.•(,71,4 00 11 ctiLCK 117 POINT'.T, :: 
0M71t) 	000 	 MX7.MAX1LMK(J),L1 
nN,71u 000 IF(MX.E0.0)G0 TO 
0 	
I7'6 7 11 	006: 	 IF(LINK(J).FO.LIN 	);60 to 1, , t 
rinbilb 000 C* 	• ADO BRANCH TO 1:A. 
016719 	non 	 MN=MINCLINMJ),LINKWii 
C) • 	t1 ,4,72,3 00n IF(MN.E0.0)C0 TO :;11 
CY , 672i 	00n 	C* 	COMBINE LINKS 
C')t,72c eon DO 20 L=I ► NPTS 
C, 	n' , 6,72.:1 	(10i1 	 IF(LINKIL).E.O.MX)LINKil 
0 1 6724 000 e0 CONTINUE 
0'1 672:3 	001) 	 GO TO 50 
0 	0N,72u 00n C* 	ADD TO EXISTING LP:k 
+. 1 •727 	000 	it) LINK(J)=(1X 
C::)c,i2c.) oon LINK1K)7:7MX 
0 	fJ2h729 	oon 	 Go TO 50 
0:)6730 000 C= 	FORM NEW LINK 
nqt,731 	onn 	40 NLINK=NLINK+1 
C) 	(2g 7 3.'d non LINK1U)=NLINK 
Cj') (173.) 	00 0 	 LINK1K)=NLINK 
11 ;',734 000 1-4 C%C+COST(J,K) 
C) 	00,1,73:3 	000 	 IPIW)=14-IPI(J) 
Olc,73u 00 0 •PI(K)=14.IPI(K) 
ON173i 	000 	 MtL•-1 
0 	Pi•,73t.) 000 M(M.E0.0)G0 TO 900 
0'1 6739 	Oon 	60 CONTINUE • 
0 1 1,74u 000 900 TI:EE=C 
0 	
Ors-,74,. 	000 	 RETURN 
OW,14 -e. 000 END 
0n674.) 	00n 	QFLIrSI TUMER—S ,ITATHOM.VOL,;.7130S1012 
C) 	106744 00n SUnROUTINF VOGTL(NrC,Vr7rISAVE) 
0 0 674:3 	non 	 PARAMETER MAXPTS=00 
Oqh74u 00n DIMENSION COST(MAPT)V(1ficAVE(mAXPTS) 
On674i 	non 	 DIMENSION LROW(MAXPTS)ri_r7OL(A>PTS),ITOUPtt),NODE(MAXPTS) 
•16740 oon LOGICAL PRINTV 
006749 	00n 	 CMAX=1.0E38 
0 	02675u 000 C*** INITIALIZE VARIADLLS 
00675i 	000 	 TcOUNT=1 
0 
V n 1 
00052 000 ITREE:0 
00675.) 000 DO 	15 	IT-1,N 
nN,754 000 LROV0(I)=0 
l'.'hi , 000 LCOL(I)=0 
"--.7`u 00 0   NODL(1)=.0 
0%6757 00n 15 CONTINUE 
n''075o owl Z=0, 
G'f,759 000 16 CONTINUE 
01676u 000 ROWPEN=0. 
0 1 6761 000 COLPEN=0. 
0m6762 00 0 C*** FIGURE ROW PENALTIES 
Olf,76.) 000 DO 50 	I.71iN 
0 0 6764 000 IF 	(LROw(1).E.0.1) 	CO 	TO 	'0 
0 0 (,/6:1 00n CAIN=CMAX 
0'.'"7r.,0 00 0 DO 20 J=1,N 
0 	t,10( 00n IF(I.E0.,J)00 TO 2u 
P 0(60 00n Ir(ICOUNT.NE.N.AUO." 	.. 	t•. 	. 	N 1rNE(J).rNP,o, (.:).NC.0) GO TO 20 
0)676v 00n IF(LCOL(J).E0.1.0R.co,11 	,, , )k.- ,(MIN) 	(JO 	It 1 
V 1 (//u 00 0 MINI=J 
C -'677i 00n CMIN=CO5T(I,J) 
t" 'f : 77 000 20 CONTINUE 
01677.J 000 DIFRO6=CMAX 
0', ()/74 000 DIrF=CmAX 
n(0171, 000 DO 25 J=1,N 
P 1, ,i70 oon IF(I.EO.J)00 	TO 	7) 
0 1(77/ non IFAICOUNT.NE.N.Auo 	. 	i 	r . , 'Ic(J).AN ,I. . ' ti,).NL.0) GO TO 25 
P),,/70 000 IrcLCOL(J).r0.1.( 	. 1 	() 	TO 	25 
n' ,, 17 ,i non DIFF=IADS(COS1(1,.) 
""t./80 









IFEkOWPEN.GE.DIFTL , wi 	L., 	1 ,W 
ROUPEN=DIFROW 
n1(.7n4 000 IROw.74 
0 1 6/8:, 000 ORT.%,=MINI 
0 9 6780 00 0 50 CONTINUE 
0'6701 00 0 C*** FIGURE COLUMN PENAL 	i 	, 
"1 6/80 00 0 DO 100 J=1,U 
n'16739 00 0  IF(LCoLIJ)„CO.11 	CO 	,,) 	i ).i 
0 1 :179u 00n CMIN=CmAX 
f, r1i,791 000 DU 60 	Ir.I.N 
r'06794 000 IF(I.E0.J)G0 TO 60 
0 1 679J 000 IF(ICOUNT.NE.N.AN0.i 	. 	,), 	),m0^E(J).A( 	,r; tJ).NE.0) Gu TO 60 
Wif,794 oon IF(LROW(I).E0.1.0R.tW,t 	tiJI.C. 	.CHIN) 	GO 	+o ,J 
(—)679.) 000 MiNI=I 
:)'6/ 00 00n CMIN=COST(I ► J) 
fr179/ oon u0 CONTINUE 
P 1 67 00 00n DIFCOL=CmAX 
ci 0 :,799 000 DIFF=Cm.AX 
n (sc,600 000 DO 65 	I=1,N 
0 -' 0 601 Oon If:U.10.4AG° TO 65 
0 , k,d0c 00n IFIICOUNT.(1E.N.ANL. – 	t).1"1 .'lonE(..1)„Al°O.N4)(J).NE.0) GO TO 65 
(1 1 600a 00 0 IF(LROW(I).E0.1.01 .' 1 	.1) 	Co 	TO 	65 
9 1 6604 00n DIFF=ABS(COST(I,J)– ■ 	.4) 
Vt-60:J 000 IF(DIFCOL.GT.DIFF) 	DIN- ,L=0J4., 
9N- bOo 000 u5 CONTINUE  
On660/ 000 IF(COLPEN.GE.DIFCULI 	GO To 100 




0 1 (,019 





f.1 1 663u 
n'. *1 605/ 






0 1 6051 
ON,054 
0 1 6054 
r) 1 6651) 
Cr1665u 
0:1 6 6 51 























































































c*** WE NOW HAVE Wflc! AN 




COST tUROW, IQ011)=C 
■"CUR( /NO 1( ) -r-UkOW 












•CO TO 115 
110 Z=Z+COST(ICOL,JCOL) . 
•LP,OW(ICOL)=1 
LCOLWCOL)=1 
COOT UCOL. iCOLC0.• 
ITOUR(ICOL)=UCOL 
.p:(PRINTV)wRITE(6,1Thi ;f..r :'! . •TrOL,JC(d. 




GO TO 115 
111 CONTINUE 
- ,),,E0.0) 60 :I) 
ITOP=MAX(mODE(ICOL),L. •! 
IPEP=MIN(NODE(ICOL) 




GO TO 115 
113 DO 114 I=1,N 
IF(NODE(I),E0.ITOO) 
114 CONTINUE 
115 IF(ICOUNT.EO.N) CO TO ncH! 
10L0 FORMAT(1)(rI3t1H.r 1 (iiY 	o CITY ',U)) 
ICOUNT=IC(7UNT+1 
C 	DO 130 I=1,N 
C IF(PRINTV)WRITE(6,1011 icw;T(Y,J),J=1,N) 
C 1.)0 CONTINUE 











DO 200 J=2 ► N 
I=IToun(i) 
• 200 	ISAVE(J)=/ 
1 '71 8 7 1$ 000 CALL OUTPUTIN'Z ' ISAVE) 
0m671 000 G*** RESTORE MATRIX 
Cfl',672 000 DO 300 1=101 
m►  C0f7,67.) oon J=ITOURII) 
0'76074 000 300 COST(J ► I)=COST(T,J) 
f)('f,fl75 000 RETURN 
0:167u 000 ' 	END 
•687/ 000 QPOPPFI TUMER—S,FATHOM.COWION/R1MV,,,150624070312 
!7:`6676 oon BLANK 	PROC 
'.14 01 1 679 000 PARAMETER MAXPTh0,HAI':17 --,1(o 
C0E , LML, 000 COW4ON 	NPTStNLV,I,C , Vrpilltflir.),LTST(PsNXIT). 
0 1 6881 00n * 	ISAVEIMAXPTSOrLOT ArTS),EX(MAXO,HAXPTS) 
A 1 , 1•32 oon *rFOUND 
0968ba 000 LOGICAL IN'EX1FOUND 
r.: 9 6634 00n ENO 
f%9(,88:) 00n @ELT ► SI TUMER—S*NONSYM.CITYpe.11711512 
0 1 688u 000 DASTA TUNER-5*NONSYM. 
096681 000 @ASv ► A TUNER—S*MATRIX. 
A 0 9 688o 000 DUSL 9,MATRIX. 
P 9 c,iWo 00n WADU NONSYM.MAP—XOT 
0., 609u 00 0 9r0,1.000c0. ► 20,3,0,010r0,0 
( 1 (4191 000 0'0'9 
-1(04 000 5.'1.'0.2 
?'.)(,69..) 000 QADO FAT)IOM—DATA.CITY/9 
e."% (9'9u94 00n 92. 
00669L) oon 95. 
00039u oon 97. 
,,,,, 0 ,16697 000 100. 
0 1 609b 00n WEOF  
Cr6b9V 00h QELT.ST 	TUMER—S*NONSYM.CMINP:!,1012 0 154n63012 
09690u 00n FUNCTION CMINP3(N'01,2) 
0 0 6901 ofin C* 	FIND COST OF DEST COiW.CTION 
V1 6904 (ion C* FROM N TO THE ONJ. 	'1i6:1_ 
(V 000 C* 	J1 FROM N ► J2 TO N 
fr6904 000 INCLUDE BLANK 
0169%) 000 J2=MINPT(Np1) 
00690b 00n IF(02.NE.0) 	GO TO 5 
1 1 6907 ()on C01=1.0E38 
V690c, 000 GO TO 40 
0M909 oon 5 	C=1,0E38 
09691u 000 DO 10 J=leNPTS 
0%1 6911 00h IF(J.EO.N.OR.J.E0,J2) 	GO TO 	tO 
" 0r.:6914 oon IF(C.LE.COST(J,N)) 	GO TO 	10 
0.w)1; 00n C=COSTIJ,N) 
006914 00n J1=J 
0691 •000 10 	CONTINUE 	• 
016910 oon CO1=COST(N.J2)+COST(J1,N) 
0 0 6917 oon C=1.0E38 
0('6910 00 0 DO 20 J=1 ► NPTS 
0 9 6919 oon IFIJ.E0.N) 	GO TO 20 
0 9 692U oon IF(C.LERCOST(J ► N)) 	GO 	TO 20 
016921 00n C=COST(J,N) 
006922 ()on J4=J 
0 
onA9 2.) 00n 20 	CONTINUE 






DO 30 J=.1 ► NPTS 
ii ,,.1)) 	GO 	TO 
!wi,92o nUn IP(C.LE.COST(N,J)) 
000 C=COST(N.j)- 
0 (0693U 00n Jj=J 
W16031 00n 30 	CONTINUE 
4Y103‘ Onn IF(J3.E0.0) 	GO TO 40 
C) non CO2=COST(N,J3)ico!,T( 
016934 00n IF(C01.1.E.0O2) 	6o 	10 	10 
0') 603b 00n COI=CO2 
C) or,03u 00n J1-J4 
(-,93/ non J2=J3 
V(1 9 30 00n 40 	CMINP3=C01 
C) 	• C'1c9:59 00n NCIURN 
000 END 
VOX1 00n (DELT , SI 	TUmER -S*NnNSYM, 
C5  016944 non 
oon 
non 
SUDROUTINE COPy(N ; ; 
C* 	COPY COPIES O•IT 	 ANOTHER 
PARAMETER MAXPT( 
C) On 690b 00n DIMENSION 	A ( ► tmiNxinS ► kii.XF , 1'.1 
C 104u non 
non 
.00 	In 	1=1,N 
CO 	10 J-71,N 
C) n1694. oon 10 	P(I,J)=A(I ► J) 
00n • RETURN 




070.51 	TUMER-S*NONSYM.Fk;,,, 	;1,3412 
OFOroY NONSYM.TIMOUT 
000 1 FOR4Y NONSYM.TO 
C) V6954 non IDFONIT NONSYM.COpY 
On695 000 GFON.Y NONSYM.MINPT 
001 F5F0k/Y NONSYM.SHOW/BATCHv. 
0 806957 Onn [DFOloY NONSYM.IPPuT 
8W35(.) Oon 0F(M.Y NONSYM.MAIN 
nnO59 00n r.IFOItFY NONSYN.OUTPUT/q410? ; ,ij1i 
U0960 non Qr0roY NONSYN.START 
en::1961 00n QFOtt,Y NONSYN.CmINP3 












SUBROUTINE 	INPUT ( 	i 	t ; 	IPPRINI•) 
GI)6964.3 nor' C* 	INPUT READS 	 COST MA)J:IX 





On6971 000 LOGICAL PRINTM 
Tlf,974 non IF(IFIN.NE.0)00 TO 20 
00n C* 	READ MATRIX 




10 	REAo(5,1000) 	(COST(I#J;.J;:l.NPTs) 
1000 FORMAT() 
09697/ non GO TO 30 
8 1 6970 00n C* 	USE MATRIX PREVTOW 	Y SAVEn 
00. 697v nOn 20 CALL 	In(IFIN,2 ► NPISIc0;;7) 
	
n.1 (',93u 	oOn 	60 IF(PRINTM)CALL SHOHNHLT;T} 
no(„ 91 oon CALL TIMOUT 
0 !698c 	con 	 RETURN 
0:/6986 END 
4* 	onum4 	(gg 	@ELT•SI TUMER -S*NONSYM.INY 	!:,4"': - 1063212 
(■,ZT 	
000 SUnROUTINE 
) 000 	C* 	
VIR4NrM,'; 
IHRAND GLNTIRATL._ r 	
w, . -1 W.PRINTm) 
:' COST MATRIX •UOMLy 
lib9131 oon Cr A=LOwFR LIMIT . 	:,:', 	1.fiT 
411, 
006900 	00n 	 PARAMETER MAXPTS=b0 
00089 000 DIMENSION COST(MAXPIS.mA/PTS11X(r+325) 
, 	f.r0Ou 	con 	LOGICAL PRINTM 
0fq,991 pon IF(IFIN.NF.0) GO 10 C'0 
00690'4 	00 0 	C* 	. GENERATE CO!',T tAIT;X 
e 	0 0 6996 oon REAO(5,I0n0) A.H.X(1) 
0699 ,.. 	000 	100U FORMAT( ) 
l•1 6996 00n NUM=(NPTS*NPTS)-NPT';i1 
0:1 f1990 	00n 	 CALL RANDWONUM) 
r!- 0 699/ 00n IJ=1 
', 990 	000 	 DO 10 1=1.NPTS • 
ft 	016999 00n COST(IFI)=1.0E38 
0 0 7U00 	000 	 DO 10 J=1.NPTS 
9 ,17001 000 IF(I.E0.J) GO TO 10 
,  007004 	oon 	IJ=IJ+1 
n• ,.7oo.:, oon IYEL=A+19-A)*X(IJ) 
007004 	00n 	 COST(I.J)=IYFL 
.14 	007006 onn 10 	CONTINUE 
0,717007 	
000 	 GO TO 30 C0700o 
oon 20 	CALL IO(IFIN.2.NPIc:, ,cw,J1 
ft 	O07000 000 	30 
oon 
IF(PRINTM) CALL SHO';:(1 	 T) 
cq7009 CALL TIMOUT- 
007Ulu 	00n 	. RETURN 
07014 •00 11 END es. 
(19701u 	000 	C* 	IOPT=2 	- PEAL) 
C17011 000 PARAMETER MAXPTS=60 
007010 	pon 	 DIMENSION A(1(AXP1S.MPY:0 
('1701) 000 LOGICAL BAD • 
f:702u 	000 	 BAD=.FALSE. 
0 1 7021 con 5 CALL NTRAN(IFILE.10.22) 
On7024 	000 	 DO 10 I=1.N 
007026 000 CALL NTRAN(IFILE.I0rNN.A(1 ► 1),ICTAT.22) 
0:%7024 	000 	 IF(ISTAT.LE.0)G0 TO 700 
0ri7U2b 000 10 CONTINUE 
007020 	000 	 RETURN 
027021 00n 700 IF(BAD)00 TO 80.0 
-0D702o 	00n 	 9AD=.TRUE. 
g0702v 000 GO TO 5 
01703u 	000 	800 WRITE(6,2000)IFILE 
027031 00n 20u0 FORMAT(' FILE ERROR ON UNiT 1 .13) 
"I7u1 	Onn 	GEO r S I TUMER-S*NONSY•. 10, . , : ., 	(, 1;1012 
007u16 00n SU3ROUTINE IO(IFILLpicvi 	
,-
o 
000 	C* 	Ii (-) 14:irS OR wRIT  1. f' ; 01X IN A FILE .00 7 014 
017014) oon c* WRI1E 
ro7U3e 00n STOP 
02703.) 000 END 	, 
007034 oon IDELT.SI 	TUMER-S*NONSYM.MAIN,.. 1 /100512 
097035 000 C* 	THIS PROGRAM SOLVES THr. TWVa_TNG SALESMAN PROBLEM 




0 '1 703/ 	oon 	 INCLUDE BLANK 
0 17 030 00n DIMENSION PISAVEI. , 	if 0 ) 
on;U6v 	oon 	 niv[wdOn IfoiN1(r 	i 	,  
0 1" 1 04u oon DIN_N r,ION ACW,T(P  
0 1 7041 	Onn 	 op., LN,ToN A5A1/, - ( ' 	 CAY)-1 .),. 	 ,),,MAXPTS) 
Oq7044 00n LOGICAL EXSAVErri %." .. 	oINTV , ALP 
V7U4J 	000 	C* 	READ DATA 
O , 	0171)44 00n READlbr1000)NPTS, . . „ 
l ,r . 	; 1 - pe,,..wilT t "" , t i r 1•10,.tfArICstMATuN 
O700, 	00n 	 WRITE(611001) N1.',1 ■ , 1 , . 	, MAYIT:WI 
(17040 DUO 1001 	FORNAT(//2XONP1' , I . , 	i 1%!Zr= , ,I 0 i, ' 	:. 	.',F6.2, 
C) 	00704/ 	00n 	 *t 	MAXIT=t,Iii 	; 	1 ' ■ '1 
n -i7040 Onn 1002 	FoRHAff/t2xf , pl l„ 	‘' 	.:',„1)) 
O'T7 U49 • 	Ono 	1000 F0:1 , 1- () 
0 	(105U 00n IF(0'1,EQ.0)G0 i ) ' 
00n 	 RCAD(5?1000) (Ti 1 	
,  
70 -, , 	00n RLAD(5,10fm) (, , 	 ', 7) 
C) 	
(1 , 705,) Onn 	C* 	NIPTS 1 1"P7R 0' 
070 . )4 	00n C* ISTART7:cfARTIP 	 II IF 	i,. 
00705:4 00n 	C* 	C3WE7IrIcIAL ( ,) 
0 	007ucw 	
oon C* EPS=':,10f, , ING cf. 	 ti -- P - UCE 	f BOUNDS 
0r'70S/ 000 	C* 	MAXII-TMAX1hUm f , •  
n 1, 050 	06 0 C* NPI=NUM'ER 07 f 
C) 	
00705'o Onn 	C. 	FIII-  
O7060 	000 C* 	IFODT.::001PUT Fl 	 pfl,\ Tr6- , 
0.-',70(11 000 	C* PISAVE=VALUC ,, . .c 1 	1 :0q1 M , 1 
0 	
01-004 	000 C* 	PRINTRINT 0'; 	, 	1 AT FA(H 
t-1- 706.i 00n 	C* PkINTM=)'RINT ot ,  
0)7064 	00n Cm 	PRINTV=rRINI C:'ik 	 "L1PND 
0011 	C* MA -Ryi- N.CW,I MA i ; sI 	 1 C.!) IN R 	',  
C 1 70t ,u 	non 2 PRIN1L=(L.G.0) 
On7(h1 oon 	 PRINTM=CM.GT.0) 
0 	
on700o 	oon PPINTV=(K—GT90) 
0 0 7009 0. 00 	 IF(MATGEN.L0.1) ( ■ 
007070 	oon CALL INPUTINPfs,rf ,,,, 	lriN11 
C) 	0'17
071 non 	 CO TO 4 
0 07074 	00n 3 	CALL INRANNUPT',,i'  
01707.5 000 	C* FIND STAIZTING t 	 :JI'7 CCTT  
0 	0 07074 
	onn 4 	FOUND=.1- At' ■ E, 
00707J Onn 	 CALL STAPIIISTA , ' , ,, 	i,PISAvEvIr0 11 7 	"10111*P,UNTV) 
0 )707o 	000 IFIFOUND) GO TO .11t 
O 	0n707/ 
00n 	C* 	READ CO -, T FAif . 	 iING 
00707o 	Dun PFA0(5,10nOrENrc- 01 ,, I 
007079 Onn 	 CFACT=CPCT/100.0 
C) 	
01703u 	oon CMIN=CMAX 
n07081 00n 	 IF(CPCT.LF.0.0)C7 Y. - 	,.' 
0(1 7084 	oon IFCCPCT.GT.O.n)Cr)/ . (1tCS'tVE 
• 	: 	
On700o non 	 FoUND:,FALsE. 
o17084 	Onn C* 	PLACE STARTING P01) 2> ON LIST 
(1170%, oon 	5 NPTSIN=1 
0 	
)1703u 	oon IPOINT(1)=ISTAPT 
On7UH/ 000 	 LAST=ISTART 
On700u 	000 0, 	FIND MINIMUM CCi.P rfiom 
0 	
007089 Onn 	 C=CMINP3(ISTART,j 1 YJ:i 
007090 	onn C* 	FIND MINIMUM TO L E 
007091 oon 	 TCOST(1)=TREE(1,11Fv.',I1WO) 
0 	
Or,) 7 094 	non C* 	COMPUTE COST 
007090 000 	 C=C+TCOST(1) 
vn -7004 oon IF(CMIN.LT.C)CMIN7C 
o07u9b 	• 000 IF(PRINTL)CALL 	0111PUT(I.C ■ friviT) 
On7 0 96 000 C* 	ADD NEW POINT 
007097 000 10 NPTSIN=NPTSINfl 
I.:)7000 00n IF(NPTSIN.EO.NPTS)G0 To 50 
f:•7u0 ,J 000 Do 20 I»10IRTS 
ncl71ow 000 20 Ex(NPTSINFI)=.FAL5F. 
n 1 7101 oOn AcOST(NPT,IN)=AcOST(Nik-1)(cocT(LAST,J2) 
'.: ,:!710e 000 LAST=J2 
f1,4 710-1 oOn IpOINT(NPTsIN)=LAST 





C* 	FIND MINIMUM CONWCTIOm:, 
25 IF(NFTSIN.RE.1) 	Cu 	TO 	-;',0 
007107 000 T.J1.) C=CMINP3(I5TAk 0 
On7106 • 00n GO TO 35 
U.1 710v 000 30 	J1:MINPT2(ISTART) 
nn7110 000 J2=MINPTCLASTtMPTINI 
fr711L 00n ;)5 	IFIJ2.E0.0)G0 TO 40 
C'.7114 00n C* 	FIND mTNINUm Ti ? ." 
C 7? 7 113 oon TCOSTIMPTSIN)=TREL(Wit 	f 7 TEmPO) 
01 7 114 001 Cw 	COMPUTE COST 
0 ,1711:1 000 czACOST(NpTSIN)+Tco';Tmsi .T;)%c:`.`,T (J1, ISTAkt)•t:.:Or. I (LAST.J2) 
rrrillo 00 0 IF(PRINTL)CALL 	oUTpu7tc 	, 	,, , *i , 'OINT) 	• 
09711/ 000 IF(C.LE.CmAX)Go Tu 	10 
0 1 7110 onn C* 	REMOVE POINT FROM L15T 
0 1 711 ,/ 00n 40 NpTSIN=NPTSIN-1 
00712u oon IF(NPTSIN.E0.0)G0 TO No 
0:1 712i non Ex(NPTSIN.LAST)=.TRUE. 
00712.: oon IN(LAST)=.FALSE. 
02712.) 000 LAST=IPOINT(NPTSIN) 
C7 7 I24 000 GO TO 25 
r"' 712b 000 C* 	COMPUTE COST OF COLt,ir 	.1 
.v7120 000 50 C=ACOST(N1TS-1)+COST(1,.. ir7OST(LAST,J2) 
C''.1-1 121 000 LAST=J2 
C::' 7 120 00n IPOUITANPTS)=LAST 
U.1712 ,) non IF(C•AX.LT.C)G0 TO 	40 
v7130 oon wRITEt6,2000) 
0 0 7131 oon 2000 FORMAT(//1( 	NEW SOLUll') 
0 0 7134 000 CALL OUTPUT(NPTS,L.IPoim 	) 
00713b 000 CALL TIMOIJT 
07134 00n IF(CSAVE.LE.C.AND.F0UmD)0; i 76 4 0 
0 -:1 713b 000 CSAVE=C 
0T, 7130 con IF(CPCT.GT.0.0)G0 TO 52 
C1 7 131 000 ADJUST UPPER BOUND 
On 7 130 000 CmAX:-.(C+CmiN)/2.0 
0 1 713 , 000 IMCMAX-CMIN).LE.EPS)Go TO q0 
077140 001 co TO 55 
017141 00n b2 CMAX=CFACT*CSAVE 
(11 7 14 oon b5 FoUND=.TRUE. 
61714b 00n DO 60 Izl.NPTS 
007144 000 ISAVE(I)=IROINT(I) 
00714b • 000 ASAVE(I)=ACOST(I) 
007146 oon TsAVE(I)=TCOST(I) 
07714/ 001 DO 60 Jr.1.NRTS 
007140 000 60 ExsAVE(I,J)=EX(I.J) 
.09714v 000 IF(CMAX.LT.CMIN) 	60 TO (O 

































C* 	ADJUST LOWER ww) "," 
dO 	IF(CPCT.GT.0.0)00 
CMIN=CMAX 
CMAXL- (CMI(4C!--AVL)/.. , 
IF(tCHAX-CMIN).Li 	:1 • 	• 
00 TO 105 
90 	30 To 101 
0'.1715o non C* PRINT FINAL SOLO1i0:1 
00715V 000 100 CONTINUE 
1707160 00n WRITE(6.2100)CPCT 
00i161 00n 
oon 
2100 	FORMAT(//r1X,F5.1,1 	!••••:.;ION') 
CALL TIMOUT 
01;16..) 00n IF(.NOT.A110 	00 	To 	Igt 
0'.'7164 oon FOUND=.FAII-;1:.• 
716:.) non ALR=.PALSE. 




0",7160 Cx 	READ COT FACTOR L' - 	IG 
0 17 16Y oon 101 PFAD(5.1000rEND 
1.1"7170 00n IF(CPCT1.LE.CPCT) 	uo 
007171 con CPCT=CPCT1 
0r7174 000 102 	CFACT=CPCT/100.0 
93717J oon CMAX=CFACTCSAVE . 
OT7174 000 105 	IF(.NOT.FOU(D)G0 	iC 
0 ,:1717 -.) 00n DO 	110 	I=1,NPTs 
00n IN(1)z-TroE. 
6'!i -Y1.71 00o IPOINT(I)=IAVEIT) 
0' 1 717o 00n ACOST(I)=A!:,AVEti) 
00n TCOSTII)=TSAVF(I) 
01"9 130 00n PO 	110 J=1,NPTS 
9 , 17181 ono 110 	EXCI,J)74:XSAVE(ItoF 
0:17104 ()on LAST=1POIHT(NPT5) 
007180 .0on MPTSIN=MPTS 
017184 ann GO TO 	40 . • 
l';17100 ((nn 140 CONTINUE 
90 7 18u con 00 130 	I=1tNPT5 
91718/ non DO 	130 J=1,NPT 
0'171ny 000 160 	EX(Is..1)=.FALSE. 
017189 000 CO TO 5 
Cr 7 190 000 000 	V!RITEA60000) 
01719i non 3000 	FORMAT((/0 	SOLVE') ON 	(I') 
017194 000 CPCT=100.0 
01719.) .00 1 CNIN=CMAX 
017194 000 FOUND=.FALSE. 
n)719 00 1 GO TO 102 
• 01719d 00n 900 CALL TIMOUT 
017197 00n STOP 	• 
W'7190 000 END 
11 7 I9v non TUMER-S*NONSYM.M!',.H".-,-.•...Ttrr t3 0.275 0 62 31 
01720U 000 QrAFFS 
C17201 000 IN NONSYM,. 
ff17204 00 0 LIB SYSTEMS*MATHSTAT. 
01720.) 00n END 
0 1 7204 oon GXQI 
01 7 20L. non (LT'S' TUMER-S*NONSYM.MAP-XOTo , f1P5 3 1 6 06211 2 
08720u 000 OMAP.N 
007207 001 IN NONSYM. 
	
r) , 172:to 	000 	LIO SYSTEM1wMATHSTAT. 
02 7 20':: 000 END 
0( 172.10 	000 	NOWT 
alt 7211 000 QtLT,SI TUMOR-S*NONSYM.MINPTrrtl,i3 7 0 ,:113111 
lY -'7 14 	onn 	FUNCTION MINPT(I ► N) 
tr: 7 n... 0011 C. 	MINPT FINDS POINT WO). i!;- 	COST FOR CONTION TO 
0 1 7 c 1.4 	00 0 	Cw GIVEN POINT 
',AB Don INCLUDE BLANK 
f'! -, ?1u 	000 	 M.7.0 • • 	- 
1,17 . .t1i 000 C=1 .0E38 
'hir,:it, 	00n 	Bo it) J=1,NPTS 
'1 Don IF(IN(J).0R.EX(NrD))CO 0 1. 
1'. 7 , 00 11 IF(C.LE.COST(IrJ))00 	T0 	10 
67f221 000 CzCOST1IeJ1 
,V7224 000 M=J 	. 
V .7 .'j 000 10 CONTINUE 
01 1 7 -2.4 00 11  MINPT=M 
G^ -7., 0011 RETURN 
0Y 7 0 00 0 END 
2.1 UOn PELT ► SI 	TUMI-::R-S*NONSYM.MINI 	r,.(! . - 0 /0112 
'.:P -;;5 000 FUNCTION MINPT2(I) 
1:129 - 000 Cw 	MINPT2 	FINDS 	POINT 	;1 -FM 	t.' 	,T COST FOR 	Cf)k,,.CiION 	TO 
000 Cw GIVEN POINT 
1 00n Cw 	I=GIVEm POINT 
000 INCLUDE BLANK 
v7.34 oon M:0 
,...-).-1. 00 0 C=1.0E38 
0 -'7.!:30 000 DJ 10 J1.11PTS 
07'723o 000 IF(J,E0.I.OR.INIJ)) 	Go TO 	to 
,0•71 7237 0011 IF(C.LE.COST(JrI)) 	GO 	'ft) 	I.,i 
U.17'3o 00n C=COST(OrI) 
C7239 001 M=J 
V;I:t.1 000 10 CONTINUE 
.. 	.i 	' 00n MINPT2=M 
.24,L. 000 RETURN 
n!111!1%::°.4a 00n .  END 
,-,i ,:, -i ,. 	4 ,4 00 11 rDELTpSI 	TUMER-S*NONSYM.OP err171121411. 
0 0•4B 00n .SUBROUTINE ORDER(IST iti 	• 
or. 724o 00n C* 	ORDLR 	ORDERS 	LIST 	(): 	is ': - .tITHS BY 	INCR 	'1 	COST 
07247 Don cw COMBINATIONS CONTAINIG 	TiiItiG POINT AK. t , 	Tri1Q 
w7  L40 Don INCLUDE BLANK 
no7249 000 N=NPTS-1 
Or:?25u 000 NLIST=(N*M-N)/2 
097251 00 0 IF(ISTART.E0.0)NLIST=(NrNPTS)/2 
091.15c. 000 DO 30 K=1rNLIST 
On".5.) 00n C=1.0E38 
00 -7...i54 oon DO 20 	I=IrN 
0 1 725u 00n IF(I.E0.ISTART)G0 TO 20 
ne, 7250 001 L=I+1 
0 ,71 7251 Dan DO 10 0=L.NPTS 
017250 000 IF(U.E0.ISTART.OR.EXtIrJ))00 	TO 	10 
00 725'/ 000 IF(C.LE.COST(Ir0))G0 TO 	10 
01 72Gu 010 C=COST(IrJ) 
007261 Don LIST(IrK)=I 
QO726d oon LIST(2,K)=J 
01726.,. 000 10 CONTINUE 











































000 OELTtSI 	TUMER—S*NONSYM.011irtir ,,- , •":);,.17r.61.4111.1 
0'.1 7239 oon SUBROUTINE OUTPUT(N!C? 
Q 000 C* 	OUTPUT 'PRINTS COil 	
I C 	POINTS 
ni7;-:91 00 0  DIME.NSION 	IPOINT(1) 
n'r729,: oon M7:MIN(N.12) 
09729s 000 W;-IITC(6t2000)C.CIPOiF;fi ml 
000 IF(N.LE.12)G0 	TO 	9C, f) 
0.. 1 7L.9L, 00 0 00 	10 L7-13.N,12 
U7290 000 MzMIN(N4L+11) 
r ,)791 00n 40 	WRITEC6t2100) 	(IPOIN7i1/,171.PM) 
007290 000 2000 FORMAT( 	COST'fF7.00(,Tii'02/4) 
9(1799 000 2100 FORNAT(22X,12I4) 
V, -7.50u 000 900 RETURN 
0 1 7301 000 END 
017304 000 1ELT,si.TumER—s*N0Nsrm,RAN1ut1.f16074407371p 
00730s con OASiJ/A TUMER—SWONSYM. 
(07:44 00n OASU,A TUMER—S*MATRIX.- 
00730!) 000 0USt 	9,MATRIX. 
00730o 000 (JACO NONSYM.MAP—XOT 
0':17 307 .000 30tUt1.0E30,15.,30,3r0r0e0r0r1 
0117300 oon 0,00 
U7309 000 5.rl.r.2 
7310 oon 100.13500.'1.111 
0.)7311 00 0 0. 
0-07614 00 0 92. 
0c1 7 31s 00 0 95. 
007..514 00(1 97. 
00731 00 0 99. 
01710 000 100. 
07:517 000 IDEOF 
U7.510 000 07LT.SI 	TUMEP—S*NONSYM.REA0111, , p1;0664070312 
1-0751V 000 fOAS(.7.A 	TUMER—S*N0NSYM, 
007320 00 0 @AS6.44 FATHOM—DATA. 
007321 000 FDASta..A 	TUMER—S*MATRIX. 
00 0 	 I=LIST(IrK) 
00 0 JzLIST(20() 
000 	30 EX(It,11=.7RUE. 
000. DO 40 I=1,NPTS 
000 	 DO LIO 
00 0 40. E;;(1r...1)7.FALSE. 
000 	 O L TUON 
000 END 
000 	(DELIPSI TUMER—S*NONSYM.OTT:!i ■ p/110552067'W 
000 SUnROUTINr OUTPUT U',1 
00 0 	 PARAMETER MAXPT 
inn C* 	OUTPUT 	 tw'J 	t 	Or PO/NTS 
000 	 0.1MLWAON 
000 M:11IN(Nt25) 
000 	 WRITEi6e2(100)Cr(W , 	 ;") 
00 0 IF(N.LE.2ri)G0 TO 
Oon 	no 10 L=26.Nt25 
e 
• 
r1 7.)2e. 	con 	OUSE 9,MATRIX. 
00n @nu NONSYM.MAP—XOT 
ry17524 	00n 	6t0r1.0E30,0.00,3+00p0 , 0,0 
000 0,0 ►  
00n 	5.,1.,0.2 




:,)„30 	00n 	9q.9 
00n 100. 
00n 	DEOF 
00n BELT. Si TUMER—S*NOW7.YM.147 0176 .'312 
r;—).;34 	000 	OPFUR;CS NON WM.TIMOUT 
OT733 000 OFuRrCS NONSYM.I0 
0 1 :530 	000 	@RFURFCS NONSYM.COPY 
,•27 .53 / 000 ORFOR,CS NONSYM.MINPT 
00 0 	1)PFJRrCS NONSYM.SHOW/RATCH, 
( 1 7:39 	00n V7 FuR,SC FATHOM.INPUT,NuN T 
non 	loPFuRtCS NONY(M.MAIN 
c 1 7341 	00 1) OPFURtCS N0NSYM.OUTrUT/0ATCHr.':)MIT 
oon 	ORFOR,CS NONSYM.START 
nOn nPFuRtcS NONSYM.CMIMP3 
Oon 	RFUR,CS NONcYM.TRE 
00n 5RFuR,CS NONSYM.IWAND 
0-07640 	000 	f:PuRrCS NONSYM.MINPT2 
0773 111 00n DEOF 
11Th3 440 	00n 	OFLT,SI TUMER—S*NONSYM.SHe'i/nt,i, -. ,,,134704051012 
0 1'7349 000 SUBROUTINE S110W(Nr1' 
f'"'735u 	00n 	C* 	SHOW PRINTS Cnf-, V 
oon PARAMETER .MAXPTSz730 
00n 	 DIMENSION COST(MAXPISFAi ; 
`:735:.J 	00n WRITE(6,2000) 
00n 	20u0 FORMAT(' COST MATRIX') 
r1 765 	000 DO 20 K=1,NPTS,16 
09735u 000 	 L=MIN(NPTS,K+15) 
t07357 	oon WRITE(6,2100) (JrUmK,L) 
con 	 DO 20 I=1 ► NPTS 
C' , 7359 	Don 40 WR/TE(6,2200)Ip(COSTtly.));J=KIE) 
000 	2100 FORMAT(4X,16I7) 
097361 	COn 2200 FORMAT(IXII3.16F7.0) 
U.77362 000 	 RETURN• 
00n END 
00n 	@ELT'S! TUMER—S*NONSYM.SF:C., YrTrAND,,,1 -%5036051(1 12 
0n736:, 	ODD SUBROUTINE SHOW(NPT,C - j) 
(ii 7.560 000 	Cw 	SHOW PRINTS COiiT 
r ,8 7667 	000 PARAMETER MAXPTS760 
007366 000 	 DIMENSION 005T(MAX)'TF-,010t"M 
0m7"..)6V 	DOn WRITE(6r2000) 
007370 oon 	2000 FORMAT(' COST MATRIX') 
007371 	oon DO 20 K=1rNPTS.9 
(1.1 7374 000 	 L=MININPTS,K+8) 
71737.) 	oon WRITE(6,2100) (J,J=KIL) 
0 1 7374 00n 	 no 20 I=ltNPTS 
00737.-J 	oon 20 WRITE(6,2200)It(COST(IPU),J=KPL) 
0117370 00" 	2100 FORMAT(4)09I7) 
007377 	oon 2200FORMAT(1X.13,9F7.0) 










QELT,SI 	TUMER-SNONYM. 1 
S!)nROUTINE 	STAkitI!. 
' 11•051;,' 
• - ,p1 ,;,...•:";.L- ZINTMWRINIV) 
00 0 CA, START FINDS THF AND 	M.:Wm • ■ -, MATii1X 
0 It 1L 	MLAf 000 
 
00 1 DIMNSION 
000 Dil'OMSTON s.- 1AXPIS, 
000 
F; 000 LOGICAL 	PRIN -0-10.4 




 000 5 
00-5 	I.771,rpi 
00 1 TFitSTAk(,0) 	6Q 
0 000 CMAX=-1.0rn 
oon no 	2.0 	I=IoNPYS 
oon IN(1)=TRUE. 




00 1 C=C•INP3( I rK1t K2) 
00( 1  C=C+T 











































































USE VOr.EL METHon 
/17 (NPI.LE.0)G0 	Ti? 
CALL COPYMIPTSrCOT,C. - 
CALL TIPOUT 

















DO 30 J=1,NPTS• 
ICOST=IM01-1-ABSCIPI).('Pr) 
DO 30 K=1,NPTS 
COST(J,K)=COST(J*Ki-P(.. 1 7 4-InI(K)) 








t'' 1 4i 
iqu,, 













Ir(PRINTM) 	WRITEI6. 	C. 
IF(PRINTM) 	CALL TIMOUT 
REORDER CONNECTIONS 




TF(C.LE.CMAX)00 	TO 	till 
NEW MAXIMUM FOUND 
f . ;744;) uon IT=0 
40 f.74110 000 CMAX=O 
C•7q4/ 00 0 CALL COPY(NPTS,COSTrCIFM 2 ) 
(Y'74tib Don KI=J1 
i 0n7q4./ 00n K2=J2 
01745u 000 DO 35 J=I.NPT5 
7451 00n ITEMP(J)=IpI(j) 
..t C''''7 14L,,,: 00n 35 ITEMPO(J)=IPO(J) (. 7 745-1 non GO TO 25 
LM4 0On 40 IT=IT-1-1 
t17453 000 IF(IT.L7.mAXIT)60 	70 
f.;'/q5u 000 GO BACK TO BEST CO .:i 
+7,,1745i 000 CALL COPY(NPTS,cTLMeCo':JJ 
r::•*ri5-, 000 . IF(IFOUTtJPI).NE.0)M_L 	, (, !T(JPI)fl,NPT:',L -.J) 
C ,1 745'.1 00 0 WRI)E(6.2001) 	CMAx 
0r)746u 000 CALL TIMOUT 
41 v7461 00n IF(JPI.EO.NPI)G0 TO 400 	• 
(10744; onn IT=0 	• 
('an -746J 000 JPI=JPI+1 
mo C27464 00 0 PI=PISAVE(JPI) 
r.) (17 4 6b 000 Wi<ITE(6.2100) 	PI 
U7‹.;u 00 0 CO TO 23 
o 0 ,-;461 001 800 FOUND=.TRUE. 
00n 900 WRITE(6/2000) 	CSAVE,ISTPT 	• 
C')7116y 000 WRITE(6.2001) 	CMAX 
fa {}:^7µ7u 000 2001 T'FF.0) FORMAT(' MAXIMUM COS 	7 
0'7,7471 000 CALL TIMOUT 
0 1 7474 00 1  RETURN 
'7) (0747J 000 END 
017q74 000 (JELT,SI 	TUMER ,,S*NONSYM.TIM0UT.vel574103711 
0.17 1471 000 SUBROUTINF TIMOUT 
(:n7470 oon K=ITIME(I,J) 
0- x/477 000 Tr4/5000. 
V747ts 000 WRITE(6,2000)T 






017Lir8e 00 0 IDELT,SI 	TUMER-S*NONSYM.TREEt.,1::2106';412 
0":1,748„) oon FUNCTION TREE(NFIPIIIr0) 
n 07484 00n INCLUDE BLANK 
00748:2 000 DIMENSION 	IPI(MAXPTS),1Pr'itIO . PTS) 
007460 000 DIMENSION LINKIIMAXPTS),1 0 (MAYPTS),CLINK(MAXPTS) 
01748/ 000 M=NPTS-N-I 
01748o 000 C=0. 
0 07489 oon IF(M.LE.0) 	GO TO 900 
0.1749u 000 FIND A ROW NOT IN INLIST AND INITIALIZE 
097491 00n TROW=0 
on749e 000 DO 10 I=1,NPTS 
• 	 1 	1' 	 1 A- 
0 
00) 	 10I(I)=71 
0 	
,0 7 ,, 4 	00n IrO(I)=-1 
nO(1 	 LINK0M=0 
IFt,,NOI.VItI)) 1W. - 7 
0 	 ,,,1 	10 	L)Nk(iI)L70 
W0 ,1 C.* FIN.) LC4s,f Cll'. 
O ', 	, ilu 	oon 	 Do 00 J=1,NPF, 
00n 	 IFCCOST(IrOVJ,J).c.1.,,.: 	GO TO .7,0 
C) 	 owl Llr„I(J)=TROU 
	
C ,, . , 1 ,4 	00n 	 CLIW(W)::(0',H1P0a,H) 
n:, er") ,1 LO 10 n 
0 	
i ,, 0,, 	c60 	3n 	tIN;',01J)=Ik(Pd 
- 	•$,11, Onn (L1t4(J)=C0' , i(s+Pfl$ ,1 
000 	35 	IFO:LPIK(J),CE:.C/ 
C) 	
- oj 	b0. 1 iCol....-:0 
.0 L') 	 C%:.:LIN; .:(J) 
4 	00n 40 	CONTifil'E 
O : - :,'..- ',1 0$ 1 	C* SET NCw VI CTc1; , . ' 	 , NCH 
, " 1“.■ 	 00n IF(LINMCIC(1L/.1- (.. $$ , 
TPICICOL)7.7IP.(ic'L;. 
0 	
- . ,,, 	uon 	 Iti ,),,, z-- LINKT ( Ick : ) 
.. • . ' v U C IrO( MOW )7:IPO ( 1 r' ', I '  
00 fl 	 LINKI(ICOL)=0 
O , 1-..._ , 10 	00n CO TO 50 
000 	45 	IPO(IOnL)=IrO(IC01.) t 
000 11-.M.--;:LINOtICOE) 
C) 	 000 	 TFICIR00=IPIC1R6:.; 
0',I0 LI'TAOCICOL)=0 
00n 	50 	14--.M-1 
00 1) IP(M.E0.0) GO TO 900 
00 11 	C. 	ADO OTHER PRANG', , 1 
oon DO 80 J=1,M 
uon 	CMIN=1.0E38 
con 00 70 I=1,NoT5 
. -- _'..1 	CU n 	 vrLINKT(1);LM"o:', 
0 	--C.01/4, 00n TFlq:S.E0.0) GO 
00(1 	 IT iCLINKIT).LC.CW,;,1,t( ,, 	, -, TO 60 
00n LirYsI(I)=0 
0 	0 , 	00(1 	 LII1A0(I)=TCOL 
00n CLINKII)=COST(IFICoi ) 
00(1 	60 	IF(CLINK(Y).LE.COL,IL,... 	,,) TO 65 
000 LINKIII)=TCOL 
oon 	 LIN,WiI)=n 
oar) CLINK(I)=COST(ICOL, , 
00 0 	65 	InCLINK(I).GE.CM11::  
non JC0L=I 
C).)IN -:CLINK(I) 






oon 	 TF(LINKIITCOL).E0.6) co 
C) 	
'',- ....4:., 	00n IPICICCIA=IPI(ICOL) 1 
, ,-,,•46 
 
000 	 TROW=LINKI(ICOL) 
oon IPc(IRow)=IPo(iR0w)41 
C) 	f1 ,27:Ao 	oon LINKI(ICOL)=0 
0'17!)49 ocn 	GO TO 80 
✓f%1u 	00n 	75 	TPO(ICOL)=IPOCICOL)+1 
	
c;n7";.. -)1 00n IROW=LINK0( ICOL ) 




•4 	non 	CO 	CC4CLINK(ICOL) • 
oon t.:53 TkEL7:C 
('nn 	 PLTURN 
END 
000 	GPDP,FI TUMER—S*NONSYM.COOMPILN0.1565140h1U12 
00n BLANK 	PROC 
non 	 PARAMETER mAXPTS=onpr:: 
,.;.()7 , ,A 	00( COMMON NPTS, ra„ 1 t';T f C .,,1 .!.. , .:, • 	• ''' '• , 'I '. ) /LIST i 2,  
P .1 ".0..L 	 000 	 *ISAVCiMAYPTS),CWA(M[XLI' , ni tEX(MAY.PiPTS), 
00n *Ci.1AXWOUND 
ot,,7564 	000 	 LOGICAL IN,EXtFOUND 
no756:.) non ENO 
Elfin ELT. 
PFIN 
PUNIC): 1ERON 	ACCT: 011A0936 	PPW,CT: I 14 
IERON ,LMSn: CIIG AND EXCESS LINES TO E-2';—Zr 
TIMt: 	TOTAL: 00:UO:33.017 
CPU: 	00:U0:09.476 	I/O: 00:W": 1 2 
CC/FR: DO:up:21,039 	WAIT: 00:(, , I:r ,, 0 
ImAyES READ: 	7569 	PAGES: 133 
STAitT: 	16:58:34 FEB 21,1975 	FIN: 	17:U1:', ) F L'u 21,1975 
